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ABSTRACT 
CRITICAL MEDIATION: 
Tracking Social Imaginary. 
Since the pioneering work of Harold Innes and Marshal McLuhan, 
accounts of social and cultural change that assign a key role to 
innovations in media have enjoyed considerable currency. These 
Medium Theories, as Joshua Meyrowitz has usefully dubbed them, are 
particularly concerned with how the shift from oral to literate to 
electronic media has successively reconfigured both cultural systems 
and their everyday deployment. This model of mediation suffers from 
major weaknesses however. It is media-centric, crudely deterministic, 
ethnocentric, and takes no account of patterns of social inequality. 
Hence, while this thesis retains Medium Theory's core concern with the 
impact of different modes of mediation, it draws on work in Critical 
Sociology and communications studies to address these deficiencies and 
develop an alternative model of Critical Mediation. Using contemporary 
Mexico City as a case study, the potential of this approach is pursued 
through a detailed study of the ways in which different forms of 
mediation shape the organisation and uses of the communal symbolic 
spaces that make up the Social Imaginary. 
Mobilising a range of secondary sources, the present work maps 
the basic structure of the media industries in Mexico City and examines 
changing patterns of popular access to cultural resources agalnst the 
background of the country's recent succession of economic crises. 
Drawing on depth interviews with a sample of the city's reSidents, it 
then goes on to explore in detail how unequal access to modes of 
mediation, and in particular to literacy, sustain differential relations to 
the Social Imaginary. Particular attention is paid to everyday 
constructions of the political sphere. It is argued that, although 
contemporary Mexico is nominally a democratic SOCiety, there is a 
continual tension between Western models of democracy grounded in 
universal literacy and the resilience of forms of social organisation and 
imagination rooted in traditional orality and carried over into the 
electronic orality of the broadcast media. 
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Chapter One 
Tracking the Social Imaginary 
In trod uction 
The study of societies, in process of 'development', which 
includes work that focuses on the role of communication, has 
mostly been made using broad-brush strokes. While this thesis 
does not deal directly with questions relating to communication 
and development as they are now generally understood, it does 
raise questions that are pertinent to core issues in that area. 
When I first embarked on this present study, I found few 
of the avallable theoretical and methodological approaches to be 
of much help. My everyday experience of contemporary Mexico 
rarely corresponded to the picture painted in the scholarly 
literature. Mexico, as Porflrio DIaz is reputed to have lamented, 
'is so close to the United States and so far from God'. The frontier 
between the two countries is one of the longest in the world. It is 
also one of the most permeable. Not only do people find it 
relatively easy to cross in either direction, but Mexican 
intellectuals and Government officials, worry continually that its 
pervious nature exposes their fellow citizens to powerful sources 
of cultural domination and co-optation. 
Within macro-theories of social development, innovations 
in technology and media have long held a prominent position as a 
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means of explalnlng the dynamics of social change, cultural 
domination and acculturation. Cultures, Uke audIences, during the 
'fifties and 'Sixties, were understood to be passive rather than 
active in the face of American dOminated cultural fiows, but 
evidence of what was actually happening on the ground, at the 
level of everyday Ufe and common sense thinking, was scarce. 
In nations such as Mexico, the apparently liberal modem 
projects nurtured In the cities, contrast sharply with the 
communal Ufe and culture of the majority of the rural populace. 
This raises a fundamental and recurring question, why has 
modernity not made more headway and, could the persistence of 
'traditions' be held to blame? 
Certainly, the friction between 'tradition' and 'modernity', 
as I had come to experience it, was a major stimulus to the 
present investigation. There appeared to be an almost 
unbridgeable chasm between the old Mexico, firmly set in its 
ways and a new emerging Mexico striving to develop into a 
Uberal democratic nation-state. Old Mexico possesses a strong 
sense of orality and community and operates with social 
networks and practices that date back centuries (Guerra, 1988. 
Weckman, 1984. Gruzinski, 1992, 1993) while the inspiration 
behind the Mexico that is emerging only dates from the 
Reformation of the mid-eighteen hundreds (Camin, 1989). 
This modem Mexico has been faltering in its advance and 
uneven in its domination. Instead of viewing this polarity as an 
outcome of political fallure, this study explores the clash between 
the deeply sedlmented differences in the constitution of social 
z 
and cultural capitals and praxis that are central to its 
reproduction. 
Initially, this research project set out to accumulate 
evidence that would relate these sedimented patterns of social 
practice to the basic forms of mediation proposed in Medium 
Theory. The guiding assumption was that the struggle could be 
most usefully seen as one between orality and literacy. The 
unknown factor in this approach however, was the nature of 
electronic mediation in Mexico. 
Since most work in this area has been largely confined to 
developed countries, it was difficult to formulate strong initial 
hypotheses. Added to which, one of the fundamental failings of 
Medium Theory is that the evidence offered to support its central 
propositions is often circumstantial. 
The secondary aim of the study was therefore to produce 
new empirical data relevant to Medium Theory. By exploring a 
society such as Mexico that is not typically dealt with in Medium 
Theory, it was hoped to increase the theoretical reach of the basic 
theoretical framework. 
However, as work on the study began, it proved difficult 
to operationalise this theoretical perspective in a satisfactory 
way. Q)nsequently, it was decided to begin with fieldwork 
designed to discover the presence and nature of forms of 
mediation and to ground theory in these materials. 
The initial analysis of the fieldwork data however, 
produced a theoretical crisls. While there were certainly 
identifiable elements of different modes of mediation, it soon 
became evident that the study would not support the causal 
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relationships suggested by classical Medium Theory's variant of 
technological determinism. 
Designing the fieldwork to explore differences around 
class, age, and gender, ralsed fundamental issues for a model that 
assumes more or less uniform presence and use of media 
technologies throughout society. At the same time, the present 
research consistently suggested that orality and literacy manifest 
themselves in particular ways, in terms of both patterns of 
behaviour and thought. Electronic mediation however, was 
harder to identify. Models of thinking such as modular 
distinction, which seem to be strongly associated with this form of 
mediation, are explored in chapters three, six, seven and eight. 
Taken together, the various elements of mediation were used to 
track the social imaginary. This core concept (which is explained 
at length in later chapters) refers to the means whereby an 
individual is able to conceive of a social world that lies beyond 
personal experience. When a respondent says for example: " ... es 
que nosotros los Mexicanos somos as}, bien canijos ... ", (' ... that's the 
way we Mexicans are, really astute and clever .. .'), she/he is not 
only projecting a sense of self, but also a sense of others. The 
social imaginary articulates this broader sense of community and 
civil society. It is where assumptions about others are located. 
The analysis presented here explores the ways that 
different forms of mediation help to constitute the social 
imaginary of different social groups rather than focusing on the 
process of displacement by successive media technologies, as 
typically presented in Medium Theory. 
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The fundamental methodological assumption made here is 
that by attending to how people express their trust or lack of 
faith in politics and politicians, it is possible to begin to construct 
a map of the popular conceptions of power, authority, rights and 
obligations that lie at the centre of the social imaginary. As we 
will see, particularly in chapter eight, respondents consistently 
displayed a lack of trust in others outside their social networks. 
This suggests that despite the formal appearance of democracy in 
Mexico, it will remaln substantially weak if it is developed 
exclusively through the institutions of representative democracy. 
This appraisal is subject to challenge of course, but because it is 
derived from careful attention to the way people speak about 
their polity, it implies that change would first have to come about 
in naming and talking. 
In Mexico, public debate assumes characteristics specific 
to oral and communal societies, where discussion is treated as 
synonymous with negotiation, and negotiation is best done behind 
closed doors. Only then, once an agreement is reached and there 
is little risk of loss of face, is it presented to the public. The 
recent development of a relatively active political opposition in 
Mexico has not yet changed this overall process. Public opinion, 
in such circumstances therefore has more to do with the 
constitution of communal sentiment than public debate. 
This study was born of a curiosity about a number of 
phenomena that are common to everyday life in Mexico, 
particularly the experiences due to living in a society teeming 
with contradictions, where what is said and what is meant are 
often diametrically opposed. Not that this characteristic is unique 
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to Mexico, but my detailed personal knowledge of the phenomena 
and my own hybrid cultural background, presented an ideal 
opportunity to explore Its dynamics In detall. As I will argue in 
the body of the text, the conflicts between orality and literacy, 
modernity and tradition, democracy and feudal clientism are 
tensions that continually ebb and flow in the eddies of 
contemporary life in Mexico. 
It would be tempting but mistaken to assume that the 
distance between what is said, what is meant and what is actually 
done is always a Signal of hypocrisy. Rather, what need to be 
examined are the different logics involved. This study addresses 
this issue by inviting interviewees from different social locations, 
classes, age groups and genders to comment on carefully selected 
materials. 
As mentioned earlier the initial evaluation of the first 
cycle of fieldwork, carried out in 1992, suggested that although 
there was no direct evidence provided to support the 
technological determinism of Medium Theory, there was ample 
evidence of the presence of oral, literate and electronic forms of 
mediation in everyday life. Subsequent fieldwork conducted in 
1994 and 1996 and a more recent round of work in 1997-1998 
confirmed this basic conclusion and reinforced the importance of 
class location, gender and age differences. 
In a society that is increasingly heterogeneous, it becomes 
more necessary than ever to hold some fundamental tenets in 
common. Agreements that provide a relatively secure basis for 
interaction and civility in small communities must be 
transformed into rules and regulations for larger, more diverse 
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groups. Being able to conceive of having stable relations with 
unknown others is central to the creation and maintenance of 
civil society. 
The interfaces between people and machines are also 
important. In an increasingly automated society, relationships 
with automatic tellers, lifts, videocassette recorders and other 
digital appliances assume a larger role in structuring interaction 
amongst people and with institutions. Detailed study of the 
sense-making that then becomes common-sense is important 
because it allows us to re-evaluate the taken-for-granted 
meanings that underpin the basic norms and values of society. 
To use a lift in the usual way for example, one presses 
the button that points in the direction one wishes to go: by 
preSSing the arrow pointing upwards, one goes up. However, in 
buildings frequented by people who can be described as 
functionally illiterate, it is common to observe the inverse. The 
person is 'summoning' the elevator rather than 'informing' it as to 
where he/she wants to go. 
To take another example from the regulations for driving, 
it is clear that one should indicate one's intention to turn to those 
in front as well as those behind. On rural roads in Mexico 
however, the offlciallogic behind the use of indicators in turning 
right or left is at odds with common practice. When driving on 
the right to indicate with the left light does not mean the wish to 
turn left, but an invitation for those behind to overtake. The logic 
at work here suggests an almost interpersonal dialogue taking 
place. 
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In Britain, the flashing of a car's headlights is used as a 
means of telling someone else to proceed, and that the person 
flashing is granting space and the time to another. In contrast in 
Mexico, the same act of flashing is used as a means of letting all 
and sundry know that the one flashing has no intention of giving 
right of way. On the contrary, they are adviSing others to look 
out. To confuse these two messages is to misread the working 
conventions of civility that lie behind them. 
In an interview done for this present study, an elderly 
woman expressed the logic and reasoning behind the pervasive 
structure of clientism in a way that was particularly revealing. It 
would be difflcult to quote her because of the way she went 
about telling her story. When for example, she needed help to 
retrieve a son who had 'disappeared', she used her network 
within the Municipal bureaucracy, and within an hour her son 
was delivered by a patrol car, naked but unharmed. A formal 
request for a patrol car through anonymous channels such as a 
telephone call typically falls to produce one. Her network 
produced results more surely than someone who depends on 
exercising their rights and obligations. What few privileges she 
had access to, she held on the assumption that the social contracts 
it involved would be fulfllled. Caught in an endless round of 
favours and debts, she owed and was owed and she knew very 
well the cost effectiveness of these transactions. 
The shift towards a representative democracy would 
require that she give up these few privileges and detach herself 
from the immediate social networks that guarantee them. She 
would also have to pay equal attention to the political platforms 
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and agendas of those who wished to represent her in the senate 
or congress. For this, she would have to exercise her rights and 
be aware of her obligations. However, she would never be so 
foolish as to give up the few privileges she has in exchange for 
the opportunity to exercise her general rights and obligations, 
whose guarantees are far from clear and whose principles are 
foreign to the intimate communal network of favours and debts. 
What limits those people who press a lift button to 'ask' 
rather than to 'tell' is that they live in an oral world as defined by 
WaIter Ong (1982). Another example would be drivers who 
indicate using a different logic than that established by the 
literate logic of written regulations; or those whose social 
networks are based on clientIsm. 
This basic perception then allows us to illuminate other 
aspects of everyday life, no less complex. To be effective the 
elements of trust necessary for the establishment of a working 
representative democracy must be woven into the fabric of 
everyday life. The trust that is needed to avoid gridlock in 
traffic, is part of the same spectrum of trust required by the 
process that sends a single individual to a representative 
assembly in the name of the many. 
The organisation of this thesis is straightforward. As 
mentioned earlier, the original intention was to generate 
empirical evidence that would substantiate Medium Theory, 
while at the same time it attempts to extend it by taking account 
of the stratified nature of social experience. 
Medium Theory grants a great deal of power to the 
medium and pays comparatively little attention to media 
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contents, the politics of the cultural industries or the impact of 
market forces. Orality, literacy and the electronic media are 
distinguished from each other, primarily in terms of a time frame 
that presuppose one form of mediation dominating in a specific 
manner at a specific time. At the same time, there has been little 
work done on the specific social spaces where these forms of 
mediation co-exist. In the case of Mexico, the classic view of one 
medium dominating social life and supplanting previous ones is 
an oversimplification. Rather, orality, literacy and electronic 
mediations co-exist and interact in complex ways. This is not to 
imply that nothing is happening, but rather that there can be no 
way to standardise the outcomes of mediation. It is also 
increasingly evident that more focused empirical work is needed 
in order to ground medium theory in the dynamics of specific 
contexts. 
This thesis argues that Medium Theory has a great deal 
more to contribute, providing that: 
a) it come to grips with formations of both ideology and 
economic stratification; 
b) it grounds its major assertions more solidly in detailed 
empirical investigation and, 
c) it undertakes studies across the whole range of 
contemporary societies. 
This requires the rethinking of Media determinism as 
well as an evaluation of the importance of forms of mediation in 
different social contexts. 
Chapters two and three offer a discussion of these issues 
and attempt to set out a different orientation for work in Medium 
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Theory. As Ruth Finnegan argues, it is not that the different 
forms of mediation are separate and independent from each other 
(Flnnegan, 1988: p75): 
"They take diverse forms in differing cultures and 
periods, are used differently in different sodal contexts 
and, insofar as they can be distinguished at all as separate 
modes rather than a continuum, they mutually interact 
and affect each other." 
Building on this point, the second half of chapter three 
explores the ways in which Medium Theory may be rooted in 
relationships of social and class location. By analysing the 
fieldwork materials along divisions of class, age, and gender, 
while at the same time classifying them by form of mediation, it 
becomes possible to form overall profiles of orality, literacy and 
electronic mediation present in the talk of the people 
interviewed. However, it is also evident that the different 
possession of the forms of capital outlined by Pierre Bourdieu are 
also fundamental to the operation of distinct forms of mediation. 
Chapter four looks in more detail at the distribution of relevant 
capitals and media resources. It sets out the economic and 
demographIc circumstances and issues faced by contemporary 
Mexico, and the Metropolitan area of Mexico City in particular, 
bringing together a wide range of data, to give a sense of what it 
is like living in such an environment. 
Chapter five introduces the methodology used in carrying 
out the fieldwork. While chapters six, seven and eight deal with 
the meta-categories of analysis (temporality, differentiation and 
social discourse) used to bring together the wide range of 
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commentaries produced by the nine different topics used in the 
fieldwork. 
Chapter nine sums up the study's main themes but rather 
than reach conclusions it suggests areas for further research 
opened by the approach developed here. 
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Chapter Two 
From The Perspective of The Medium 
Medium Theory, a term proposed by Joshua Meyrowitz 
(1985, 1994), argues for an analytical approach that is both 
macro and micro in its scope. The fundamental argument 
proposes that systems of meaning and modes of thought are 
deeply structured by the 'media environment' into which people 
are socialised. This term as used by Neil Postman (1979), 
suggests that human experience is mediated by the social and 
symbolic environments generated by the use of media He 
argues that there are three fundamental forms of mediation that 
create such environments: oral, literate/print and electronic. 
Implicit In his work Is the Idea that while different media may 
co-exist, they do not interact on equal terms. It is the dominant 
medium that will shape the culture in question. 
Most of the ideas that have come together under the aegis 
of Medium Theory have existed for quite some time, but they 
have never occupied a central role in media studies. This is 
largely due to the fact that Marshall McLuhan, who arguably did 
most to publicise core elements of the basic approach, never 
worked out a coherent theoretical framework. The way he 
articulated his media-centred analysis meant that the central 
idea, for all its seductiveness, was not able to overcome the 
general perception that it was a passing fad. This was not 
helped by his insistence on linking his research to the needs and 
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understanding of the commercial market place. 
The deeply embedded popularity of the transmission 
oriented model of communication which underlies a variety of 
perspectives in media studies, has consistently privileged the 
study of content to the neglect of form (Carey, 1989). It was not 
until Harold Innis, that anything along the lines of a Medium 
Theory came into being. The major contributors to this 
theoretical perspective came from a variety of diSCiplines. In 
addition to Innis (1970, 1951) - an economic histOrian, they 
include: Marshall McLuhan (1962, 1967) - a literary critic, Eric 
Havelock (1967) - a classics scholar, WaIter Ong (1982) - from 
English studies, Jack Goody (1968, 1986, 1987) - in 
anthropology, Elizabeth Eisenstein (1985) - from history, Neil 
Postman (1979, 1985) - in education, Joshua Meyrowitz (1985, 
1994) in - media ecology, and Gary Gumpert (1987), - from 
communication studies. 
While this diversity of inputs has produced a degree of 
uncertainty as to who can be properly described as working in 
the tradition of Medium Theory and what exactly they subscribe 
to, it has also given the tradition a high degree of flexibility in 
'poaching' ideas and vocabulary from other disciplines. The 
imaginative but solid style of Innis, and the flamboyant and 
adventurous approach of McLuhan, bracket between them a 
wide variety of approaches. 
Few intellectual endeavours lend themselves to tidy 
distinctions, but it is particularly hard to discuss the 
development of the tradition of mediation, without giving in to 
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the temptation of calling the 'whole thing' a mosaic in the best 
McLuhan fashion. The central themes were clearly established 
by Innls and then McLuhan, but they dId not form a unified 
'first generation' body of thought 
Harold Adams Innis 
Harold Adams Innis, who was born in 1894 and died in 
1952 of cancer, made the first, albeit unfinished, explorations of 
how people are configured by the dominant media of their times. 
In doing so, he set the broad agenda for Medium Theory. His 
ideas are set out in a number of writings of which the most 
important are; Empire and Communications published in 1950, 
dealing with the history of empires and how the means of 
communication largely determine their nature and The Bias of 
Communication in 1951, dealing with the nature of the principal 
forms of media and the interplay between oral and literate 
cultures. 
Both are highly compressed pieces of work. While 
McLuhan often renders himself inaccessible by rushing off in 
many directions at once, delighting in leaving a trail of probes 
and incomplete quotes as stepping stones, Innls sets up a 
theoretical framework in the style of grand theory, but so tightly 
packed that it requires extensive unpacking before the full 
implication of his work is apparent. 
Innis worked as an economic historian at a time when 
Canada was seeking an identity separate from Britain and 
attempting to maintain a healthy distance from its behemoth of 
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a neighbour to the south. His concern with the economic situation 
and conditions peculiar to Canada in the 1930's led him to work 
in radically different ways from his peers. Canada had yet to 
transform itself from a producer of raw materials, a 'staple 
economy' as Innis called it, producing pulp, electricity, mining, 
fur, the cod fisheries and so on, to a fully fledged industrialised 
economy. His work in this area led him to look at two basic 
communication resources that a society had at its disposal to 
develop its economy. 
The physical means of communication: waterways, roads 
and mountain passes, clearly shape the range of possibilities for 
the development of a nation. But it was the symbolic means of 
communication that accompany economic development that 
particularly intrigued him. From his economic model of staples 
he developed a more general approach to cultural history. 
Instead of beaver, cod, lumber and minerals, the staples were 
speech, writing, clay, papyrus and printing. The ever-present 
fear of economic imperialism from Canada's southern neighbour 
spilling into the cultural sphere served to point his work in both 
of these realms. Innis, reflecting the metaphors of his times, saw 
the phenomena in terms of monopolies, equilibrium and biases. 
Even though his writings appear focused to the point of 
obseSSion, he was never the determinist that McLuhan 
represented him to be. Although he worked with the idea that 
history can best be understood as a history of communication 
technologies, he (1972: p8) states clearly that: "it would be 
presumptuous to suggest that the written or the printed word 
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has determined the course of civilisations". His frequent 
references to multiple causes from legal, political, economic, 
geographical sources need to be born in mind when reading and 
assessing the historical method he developed. 
It is unfortunate however, that he never paused long 
enough to explaln the details of an assertion such as (Innis, 
1972: plO): "The monarchies of Egypt and Persia, the Roman 
empire, and the city states were essentially products of writing". 
Or elsewhere, that the fall of the Roman Empire was due to the 
loss of Egypt as a source of papyrus. Closer reading reveals that 
Innis also attributes the fall of Rome to the spread of writing and 
copying as ways of introducing a range of practices and beliefs 
into the empire that brought about fragmentation of purpose 
(Innis, 1972: p9S-100). 
Innis' argument is highly complex and rich in the weave. 
A medium may provide all the possibilities for the development 
of a society in a general direction, but will not determine or 
oblige growth in a particular way. This historical orientation 
places Innis, not as a simple determinist, but rather as a careful 
historical interactionist. In the introduction to Empire and 
Communications. he comments (1972: pS) that "North America is 
deeply penetrated by three vast inlets from the Atlantic - the 
MiSSiSSippi, the St laurence, and the Hudson". Never mind that 
the Mississippi flows into the Gulf of Mexico! Innis argues that 
each waterway mediated a different form of economic 
development. The. extensive Atlantic coastline made 
decentralisation inevitable as the colonies developed and 
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interacted with markets in Britain and Europe. The waterways 
facilitated centralised control of access and exploitation of raw 
materials from Europe through the various companies that 
traded there. Innis' analysis constantly underlines the 
importance of how a medium will help to develop a society In 
conjunction with other factors. 
For him the medium itself does not exercise direct causal 
effects on the population in the way that McLuhan argues. It is 
through the agency of monopoly that a medium exerts profound 
social effects. Monopoly of the means of symbolic expression, 
whether through the control of oral memory in rituals or in the 
command of priestly castes over sacred symbols, will accentuate 
the effect of the medium in that society at that moment in time. 
The later development of television, satellite and the 
information hlghway-in-the-making and the concentrations of 
corporate power that have industrialised cultural expression, 
have served to extend Innis' insights into the role of 
communications and their bias in subsequent forms of monopoly. 
Weak economies become the prey of monopolies. In this, Innis 
perceived Canada's plight to be similar to that of the third world 
nations, minus the relative barrier of language that most of them 
have. The explosion of forms and technologies of media have 
been closely followed by the creation of large multi-media 
companies (such as Time-Warner, Televisa, 0 Globo, and 
Bertelsmann), that exercise global influence through a variety of 
activities: from print, fIlm and television to video, toys and 
merchandising. 
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Innis arrived at his central perception of the time or space 
biases of a medium by observing historically how 
communication systems extend the power of empire and of 
monopoly. His key assumption was that for a medium to 
influence patterns of social organisation, it must also do so at an 
individual level. New media must then relate to patterns of 
association and forms of knowledge in influential ways as they 
evolve into a state of monopoly, thereby further concentrating 
the centres of power. Thus technologies of communication serve 
to promote and extend power and thereby become central to all 
technologies. He picks up on two concepts developed by lames 
Bryce (cited in Innis, 1972: p7). The most important is the idea 
of the centripetal forces that an empire exercises over its domain 
versus the centrifugal forces that threaten to tear it apart. Innis 
(1972: p7) argues that 
"In the organisation of large areas, communication occupies 
a vital place, and it is significant that Bryce's periods 
correspond roughly flrst to that dominated by clay and 
papyrus, second to that dominated by parchment, and 
third to that dominated by paper". 
It is here that Innis first begins to develop the perspective 
that is now central to Medium Theory: the idea of history being 
divisible into periods characterised by the predominant medium 
of the time. Each of these periods corresponds not only to the 
nature of a particular medium, its provenance and so on, but also 
to its centripetal/centrifugal effect on culture. Time-biased 
communication media were those whose integrity persisted over 
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time. The medium and the technologies of production were 
typically stone, parchment and clay. These materials lend 
themselves to enduring works of architecture and sculpture but 
not to diffusion over space/distance (Innis, 1951). Time-bias is 
also therefore a centrIpetal force that favours centralIsation 
because media, such as clay tablets, render transportation 
impractical at best and well nigh impossible at worst. This 
centralisation of knowledge about customs, laws and religious 
tracts and other texts, not only concentrates power in the hands 
of an authoritarian ruler, it also favours and extends the 
monopoly of the interpreters: the priests, scribes and lawyers. 
In cultural terms, as Melody (1981) observes, time-biased 
communication media are assodated with traditional societies 
that emphasise custom, continuity, community, the historical, the 
sacred and the moral. Stability is prized and hierarchical social 
orders are favoured at the cost of individualism and the 
dynamlcs of difference and change. A key observation on Innis' 
part is that indivIdualism finds expression in the community and 
in the richness of language, ritual and the range of human 
emotion. It is no coincidence that time-biased media are found 
in oral societies, rich in traditions where the presence of 
chlrographic techniques are the prerogative of privilege and 
usually oriented to sacred practice. 
In contrast, space-biased media such as papyrus and paper 
are oriented towards the present and the future. They are apt to 
be less durable but easier to transport, making them suited to 
administration and trade with distant places, and can therefore 
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be considered to be centripetal in nature. Space-biased media 
favour the development of empires, expansion in political 
authority, the growth of secular institutions, SCience, and 
technical knowledge. 
Innis (1972) argues that once this basic distinction is 
recognised it should be feasible to divide the history of the West 
into two basic periods: writing and print. Writing involves the 
use of clay tablets, papyrus rolls, parchment codices, and the late 
introduction of paper. The printing period involves 
mechanisation in the manufacture of paper and later of the 
printing press. The following quotation puts it succinctly (lnnis, 
1972: p7): 
"Large-scale political organisations such as the empires 
must be considered from the standpoint of two dimensions, 
those of space and time, and persist by overcoming the 
bias which overemphasise either dimension. They have 
tended to flourish under conditions in which civilisation 
reflects the influence of more than one and in which the 
bias of one medium towards centralisation is offset by the 
bias of another medium towards decentralisation". 
This establishes a tension that is consistent throughout 
Innis' project (1951: p190), involving the interplay of elements 
rather than conflictive relationships. 
The establishment of systems of information exchange, the 
ease of diffusion across space, the development of efficient mass 
communication systems all enlarge the scope of coverage, but 
according to lnnis are unable to convey the richness, the 
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diversity and the elasticity of the oral tradition (Melody 1981: 
p6). Print, telephone, radio and television are all space-biased 
media. In his view, monopolies of authority and knowledge 
were obtained according to the bias of the medium, and those 
large-scale societies had to be considered from the standpoint of 
the dimensions of time and space. He argued that it was 
important for a society to achieve some degree of equilibrium 
between the potential excesses of either bias by avoiding using it 
to extremes. 
But in spite of seeking a kind of a middle ground, Innis 
sympathised a great deal with oral traditions (1951: p190), 
seeing their inherent richness as bringing balance to the 
mechanisation of knowledge. He argues through his concept of a 
mosaic as a range of elements that constitute possibilities 
(contrary to McLuhan's later use of the term where a mosaic was 
medium exclusive), that the co-existence of different traditions 
and their biases is possible, so that various fonns of mediation 
can be conflgured as layers within the same social moment. This 
theme is central to this theSis and will be elaborated further in 
the next chapter. 
The Communication Theory of History 
Innis' concept of bias in communication introduces the 
basic perspective of Medium Theory. Taking each bias 
separately, it is possible to outline what David Crowley (Melody, 
1981) refers to as "The Communication Theory" of history and 
"The Communication Theory of Society". 
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This distinction is useful on two counts. Firstly, it 
separates the two fundamental tenets of Innis' work from each 
other, thus making both borrowing and criticism easier. 
Secondly and more importantiy, it makes it easier to distance 
Innis from McLuhan's re-creation of him. The bias of the 
medium serves to direct and constrain the nature of human 
relationships. The nature and exercise of power differs if it is 
exercised with engraved stones, papyrus, or by the electronic 
super-highway. Each form generates and legitimates different 
means of expression of thought. 
It was Inuis' claim that the overall biases that are 
characteristic of each era could be identified materially in terms 
of the dominant forms of mediation. It would seem then that 
Innis sought to argue that his historical epochs were 
characterised by the dominant medium but not determined by 
them. For him (Crowley, 1982: p241): 
"What was to be demonstrated by such preferential use of 
media of communication was not so much the causal nexus 
of change as the way in which holistically distinct realities 
arose out of former ones." 
He was never in favour of mono-causal arguments and 
argued for non-Marxist dialectical interaction. His concern was 
to elucidate how communication and empire interacted through 
the tendencies that were developed by the biases of media. He 
argues that, in attempting to understand the basis of these 
diverse tendencies, we become concerned with the problem of 
empire and in particular with factors responsible for the 
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successful operation of centrifugal and centripetal forces (Inn is, 
1972). In the development of social organisation over large 
areas, communication occupies a vital place, since effective 
government depends to a very important extent on the 
efficiency of communication. The bias of stone, clay tablets, 
parchment, papyrus, paper and flnally electronic media play a 
central role in the organisation of administration. Crowley (1981: 
p238) sums up Innis' view of historical epochs and 
communication succinctly. 
" ... it is a matter not of ruling classes or master races but of 
those elites enfranchised to name knowledge and as 
experts empowered to set the limits of performance on the 
lives of others". 
The Communication Theory of Society: McLuhan 
The communication theory of society is more the work of 
McLuhan than of Innis. It is here that McLuhan departs from 
Innis and offers a radical reworking. Elements of power and 
monopoly are removed and the ideas of historical epochs acquire 
a determinist flavour as McLuhan forges his own version of 
technological determination. 
It is my intention here to outline briefly McLuhan's major 
arguments rather than offer a detailed analYSiS, if only because 
there has been a lot of work in this area: much of it more 
specific and far better structured and sustained than McLuhan's. 
It is perhaps best to start with a quote from McLuhan (in Stearn, 
1967: pxil): 
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"Casting my perils before Swains 
I am an investigator. I make probes. I have no point of 
view. 
I do not stay in one position. 
Anybody in our culture is regarded as invited as long as he 
stays in one fixed position. Once he starts moving around 
and crossing boundaries, he's delinquent, he's fair game. 
The explorer is totally inconsistent. He never knows at 
what moment he will make some startling discovery. And 
consistency is a meaningless term to apply to an explorer. 
If he wanted to be consistent, he would stay home. 
Jacques Ellul says that propaganda begins when dialogue 
ends. I talk back to media and set off on an adventure of 
exploration. 
I DONTEXPLAIN-
I EXPLORE. 
MARSHALL McLUHAN" 
Kenneth Boulding (in Steam, 1967: p68) in grappling with 
McLuhan's work states that: "It is perhaps typical of very 
creative minds that they hit very large nails not quite on the 
head". 
It has been said of McLuhan that he could never resist 
giving an opinion on anything. He wrote a staggering amount -
books, articles and letters - spanning some forty-three years. 
Taking Innis' notion of the bias of communication, but leaving 
out the inherent antagonlsms that Innls saw in all social 
l' 
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environments, he then borrowed from Edward Hall the idea that 
tools extend particular human abilities, and combining these two 
concepts, developed the notion of communications systems as 
the primary extensions of man. A typical assertion would run 
along the following lines: the technology of print created 
individualism, privacy, specialisation, detachment, nationalism 
and militarism. Looking at Nazi Germany, he was inclined to say 
that it was the creation of radio. 
Changes in modes of communication generated changes of 
thought and therefore also of behaviour. Historical ages were 
defined by the substitution of one medium by another as a new 
or more dynamic medium reorganised the complex sensory 
perception of social interaction (as opposed to Innis' notion of a 
re-ordered layering of media). 
To explaln these ideas further, he developed his own 
taxonomy. This was organised mostly in terms of dualities, 
which perhaps reflects his Catholic belief in binary oppositions. 
Hence, one term was invested with connotations of good as 
against evil and the first favoured over the second. Media for 
McLuhan are either hot or cold, written or oral: medium 
opposed to message, figure to ground, left hemisphere to right 
hemisphere. All of these oppositions are then placed within his 
central duality, in which the message (content) was subordinate 
to the medium (form). 
In the Gutenbe~ Ga1W (1962), he first outlined his re-
working of Innis arguing that in the modem world, oral 
tribalism had been displaced by literate mediation which in turn 
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had led to hierarchic and sequential fragmentation. Innis saw in 
orality, especially the classical Athenian mode, the original 
virtues of humanity and decried the effects that modem media, 
from print onwards, were having. For McLuhan however, the 
electronic age undoes the isolation and fragmentation caused by 
literacy and creates a panhuman neural network, a kind of 
'Global Village'. This was his way back to the oral state of being 
that both he and Innis admired, albeit for different reasons. 
As a central part of this argument he developed the idea 
that all media were extensions of man and classifiable as either 
hot or cold. A cold medium carried little information and 
required involvement, while hot media carried lots of 
information and demanded little involvement. The former was 
typified for him by television and cartoons while the latter were 
represented by radio and movies. These ideas were not 
deveioped further but their basic principles remain throughout 
his work. 
Another central theme running through McLuhan's 
writings is the idea that the sheer speed of electronic 
communication would put all cultures on the same 'level', all 
reached or linked by the same medium. This he argued would 
facilitate a re-tribalisation on a global scale. 
In the Gutenber\! GaJax,v:. McLuhan argued for the existence 
of historical eras that are causally and directly linked with 
technological innovations. Later, he went further, adopting 
Edward Hall's idea that extensions are the means by which 
technology determines the meaningful structure of society. In 
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The Medium is the Massage (McLuhan and Fiore, 1967: p48), a 
recurring theme is how different media shift ways of thinking: 
''''Until writing was invented, man lived 10 acoustic space: 
boundless, directionless, and hOrizonless, in the dark of the 
mind, in the world of emotion, by primordial intuition, by 
terror. Speech is a social chart of this bog. The goose quill 
put an end to talk. It abolished mystery, it gave 
architecture and towns; it brought roads and armies and 
bureaucracy... The hand that filled the parchment page 
built a city". 
But it is television that is the central issue for McLuhan 
(McLuhan and Fiore, 1967: pI25): 
"Television completes the cycle of the human sensorium. 
With the omnipresent ear and the moving eye, we have 
abolished writing, the specialized acoustic-visual metaphor 
that established the dynamics of western civilization ... " 
Or (1967: p83): 
"Ours is a brand new world of allatonceness. 'Time' has 
ceased, 'space' has vanished. We now live in a global 
village. ... a simultaneous happening. We are back in 
acoustic space. We have begun again to structure the 
primordial feeling, the tribal emotions from which a few 
centuries of literacy divorced us". 
In his posthumously published work, he asserts that man, 
having embraced post-literacy, no longer fmds resonance 10 
alphabetic culture. For McLuhan primitive man totalises, literate 
man fragments, electronic man completes the circle by returning 
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to the acoustic and recreating communality through the global 
village. 
Two publications In particular explore these themes more 
fully than any other of McLuhan's books. The first, written 
jointly with Bruce Powers, is entitled The Global Village; 
Transformations in World Life and Media in the 21 st. CentuO' 
(published posthumously in 1989). The second called The Laws 
of Media (1988) co-authored with his son Eric, deals with the 
tetrad, concept that he first fioated in the journal Et Cetera (June 
1977). He hoped that the idea of the tetrad would make his 
ideas more acceptable by re-working them into a more solid 
structure that would be more attractive to functionalist social 
science. McLuhan's concern with being 'scientific' brought him 
to Popper's proposal of falSifiability. He therefore set out to 
establish just what in his work could be tested. The result was 
four questions or what the McLuhans' present as Laws of the 
Media. According to Eric McLuhan (1988), the search for a fifth 
law, although unsuccessful in Itself, led to a discovery of 'inner 
harmonies and ratios between these four 'laws' or dimensions. 
I n terms of procedure the four dimensions constitute parts 
of a larger question (McLuhan, 1988); ''What general, verifiable 
(that is, testable) statements can be made about all media". 
This is then broken down into four questions, that can be 
applied to any artefact or medium (McLuhan, 1977. p173. 
McLuhan & McLuhan, 1988); 
"A-What does it enhance or intensify. 
B-What does it render obsolete or displace. 
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C-What does it retrieve that was previously obsolesced. 
D-What does it produce or become when pressed to an 
extreme". 
The McLuhans argue that the application of tetrads 
complies with the requirements of science in that they are 
testable and allow prediction. The 'answers' and their discussion 
are rooted in the notion of what constitutes the figure, the 
ground and their relationship. Everything is subject to these 
laws framed as questions (McLuhan and McLuhan 1988: p98): 
"What does the artefact enhance or intensify or make 
possible or accelerate. This can be asked concerning a 
waste basket, a painting, a steamroller, as well as about a 
proposition in Euclid or a law of PhYSics. It can be asked 
about in any word or phrase in any language. If some 
aspect of a situation is enlarged or enhanced 
simultaneously the old condition or unenhanced situation 
is displaced thereby. What is pushed aside or obsolesced 
by the new 'organ'? 
What recurrence or retrieval of earlier actions and services 
is brought into play simultaneously by the new form? 
What older, previously obsolesced ground is brought back 
and inheres in the new form? .. 
When pushed to the limits of its potential (another 
complementary action), the new form will tend to reverse 
what had been its original characteristics. What is the 
reversal potential of the new form". 
All four questions are simultaneous and evoke the model 
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of the mosaic as an analysis of the multiple elements of a 
phenomenon. 
When a new medium enters a culture it inevitably runs up 
against the established one that enjoys predominance. Being the 
more dynamic of the two it will create particular forms of 
extension that push aside its predecessor. But obsolescence is not 
the end of the process (McLuhan, 1988. plOO): 
"it's the beginning of aesthetics, the cradle of taste, of art, of 
e1oquence. ... Gutenberg technology retrieved the entire 
ancient world while obsolescing the scriptoria and 
scholasticism of the middle age". 
McLuhan orders the reading of the simultaneity of the 
tetrad as top to bottom, left to right or the reverse, so that to 
enhance is to retrieve as to reverse is to obsolesce and so on. For 
example (McLuhan and Powers, 1989: p169-178): 
Automobile: 
A) Enhances privacy: people go out in their cars to be 
alone. 
B) Obsolesces the horse and buggy, the wagon. 
C) Retrieves a sense of quest: knight in white armour. 
D) Pushed to its limit, the car reverses the city (urb) into the 
ex-urbs (suburbs); brings back walking as an art form. 
cash money: 
A) Speeds transactions. 
B) Obsolesces barter. 
C) Retrieves conspicuous consumption. 
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D) Reverses into credit or non-money. 
Credit: 
A) Enhances inflation, through indebtedness. 
B) Obsolesces sole ownership; encourages rental. 
C) Retrieves cashless society; brings back barter and do-it 
yourself. 
D) Flips into bankruptcy. 
The idea of 'laws' of cause and effect operating within the 
tetrad focuses attention the different effects have on each other. 
The resulting relationships become determinate, and there are 
only four kinds: 
1) Closed tetrads or rings of direct opposition. 
2) Chains or sequences of tetrads will appear where a 
chain of elements will have a domino effect. 
3) Clusters of a tetrad appear that wUlintersect each other on 
the processes. Thus there are groups of tetrads that 
work on, retrieve, enhance, etc. the same thing ... all 
electronic technologies extend the central nervous 
system. 
4) The subjects will give rise to other tetrads. 
As even this brief sketch makes clear, there is a lot of 
unpacking to do where McLuhan is concerned. For the purpose 
of this present study however, I have mobllised only a few of his 
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key concepts. These will be discussed further in the next 
chapter. 
Other Work in Medium Theory 
While Innis and McLuhan can be considered as the 
founding fathers of Medium Theory, there are many other 
authors (some of whom precede McLuhan) whose work has 
given Medium Theory a rich diversity of approaches and 
materials to draw from. Those mentioned below make up the 
main body of writings that have attempted to account for the 
modern media - primarily television and particularly in the 
United States - from the general perspective begun by Innis and 
McLuhan. 
In the early sixties, Daniel Boorstin (1963) raised the 
question of how events staged specifically for the mass media 
create agendas. He observed that people had soon learned to 
'get on' television by staging what he called pseudo-events and 
creating incidents that could conveniently be covered by news 
teams. The logic of immediacy in the news media meant that 
news crews rarely failed to oblige. Now press conferences and 
other events are punctiliously planned to 'make the news'. 
Similarly, demonstrations in non-English speaking countries will 
now unfailingly have banners in English for the benefit of 
television audiences in far-away English speaking nations. 
Media create new ways of doing things, such as conducting 
interviews, and then become subject to the dynamics they 
themselves have set in motion. An interview for the press is 
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different from one for television. The difference lies in the space 
available for reflexivity and the possibility of editing that the 
press provides as against television's rush to be on the scene and 
to 'go live' as the news is breaking. Other variations involve the 
audience. Print interviews generally have a specific and limited 
public and comments can be 'aimed' and revised prior to 
publication. The television interview in contrast is a multi-edged 
sword. If anything of substance is said, the chances are that some 
part of the unseen audience will take offence. What is more, 
when comments made for domestic consumption are transmitted 
internationally, they may be offensive elsewhere in the world 
(Meyrowitz, 1977). Bland politics is the result of using a medium 
that cannot confine itself to its target audience. When Stokely 
Carmichael (Meyrowitz, 1985) appeared on television, he had the 
problem of having at least two audiences. The blacks whom he 
wished to inspire and everybody else. His strategic use of black 
vocabulary would attract his target audience but lose the 
eavesdroppers. Whereas before it was possible to address a 
situated audience orally and to a lesser extent in print, it is now 
virtually impossible to be at all specific using electronic media. 
According to its enthusiasts however, the emerging electroniC 
superhighway may well retrieve this capability lost on television. 
Nell Postman 
Neil Postman, writing with a lucidity that can be much 
appreciated, is no less ambitious in his scope than McLuhan, 
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although he prefers to move the world by elegant argument in 
contrast to Innis' Grand Theory and McLuhan's omni-directional 
tumultuous assault. 
Postman's work has moved from education into what has 
become a programme of study at New York University called 
Media Ecology. This grouping perhaps comes closest to the 
prevailing notion of a school of thought, as there are three 
faculty members who hold remarkably similar perspectives and 
agendas. Postman calls the approach Media Ecology. By this he 
means (Postman, 1979: piS): 
" .. .'ecological' in the same sense as the word is used by 
environmental scientists. One significant change generates 
total change. If you remove the caterplIIars from a given 
habitat you are not left with the same habitat minus the 
caterpillars, you have a new environment and you have 
reconstituted the conditions of survival..... This is how 
ecology of the media works as well. A new technology 
does not add or subtract something it changes everything". 
The central theme throughout his various books is that 
there is an asymmetric struggle between various media in 
conflguring the social fabric of society. The battle between 
literacy, via its principal institution, the school, and television as 
the maln proponent of electronic media, is perhaps the central 
theme of his work. The struggle occurs in what he refers to as 
the information environment. He picks up on McLuhan's ideas of 
ratio/balance and Innis' concept of whole societies/civilisations 
but re-works them in terms of systemic balance. A new 
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technology threatens the institutions and social practice formed 
by a previous one. It does this by re-presenting the content and 
re-conflguring the culture in which it occurs. 
Postman (1993: p23), offers a threefold distinction 
between tool-using cultures, technocracies and technopolies, that 
more or less corresponds to the media ages proposed by 
McLuhan. 
OraI=tool using culture. 
Print= technocracy. 
Electronic=technopolies. 
Tool-using culture involves the use of tools to accomplish two 
things: 
A) Solve specific and urgent problems of physical life as 
with the plough, water mill and the like. 
B) To serve the symbolic world of myth, ritual and religion 
in the creation of cathedrals, castles and so on. 
In both cases however, Postman (1993: p27) asserts that 
tool use "did not attack the integrity and dignity of the culture 
into which it was introduced", though there are exceptions. 
Postman cites the use of the stirrup in changing the procedures 
of combat, giving rise to the knight. Following Alvin Toffier he 
also mentions an African tribe that believed that it was 
necessary to light a fire after sexual intercourse. This made it 
necessary to go to another hut to bring back a flame. As a 
consequence sexual activity takes on a very public presence and 
adultery becomes hard to conceal. The introduction of matches 
however removed the need to go out and get a flame from 
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another hut. 
In a technocracy according to Postman (1993: p28): 
" ... tools play a central role in the thought world of 
that culture. Tools are not integrated into the 
culture, they bid to become the CUlture". 
This occurs when, as Giedion (1969) put it, mechanisation takes 
command and machines replace skilled work in production. 
Technopoly is a culture, that has deified technology 
(Postman 1993: p28): 
'~.;which means that the culture seeks its authorisation in 
technology, finds its satisfaction in technology and takes its 
orders from technology". 
Postman develops the case for technological determinism 
in a far more coherent fashion than McLuhan. He does this by 
arguing that because a medium (Postman, 1986: 18): 
" .. .directs us to organise our minds and integrate our 
experience of the world.... it is always implicated in the 
way we define and regulate our ideas of truth". 
His personal bias lies with literacy rather than with orality, 
as with Innis, or McLuhan's re-tribalisation as the electronic 
return to orality. 
Postman argues strongly for literacy as the foundation of 
rational discourse in modem SOCiety. He decries what he 
perceives as the triVialisation of important social issues. In one 
of his books, he (1985: p16) makes clear that his quarrel with 
contemporaty television is: 
" .. not a whimpering elitist argument. Television junk is 
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not the issue as television's junk has yet to match the 
printed output and besides the best things on television 
are its junk and no one and nothing is seriously threatened 
by if'. 
Rather, his complaint is that television is at its most 
dangerous when dealing with important or serious issues. Print 
media has generated a system of checking sources such as 
citations for example, so that there is a scale of proper methods 
of presentation that are granted more prestige than others. In a 
literate culture, unwritten conversation becomes and remains 
'hearsay', and is not considered as reliable as a written record. 
Each medium has ways of checking on its 'truth-sayers'. 
Television does not go much beyond presenting a visible record 
implying belief in what is visible. If it can be seen it is true. 
Postman develops his arguments around a series of 
alarming changes as he sees them. Firstly the institution that 
generates literate culture, the school, is under electronic assault 
from televIsion whose hIdden curriculum is antithetIcal to the 
ordered and structured word of formal academic instruction. 
Secondly the quality of public discourse is, in his opinion 
produced by a highly developed typographic culture. 
The ubiquity of print, Postman argues, is the fundamental 
precondition for widespread rational participation in public 
debate. He also divides history into ages, which characterises 
Medium Theory as a whole, in terms of the transition from the 
"Age of print", the "Age of Exposition" to the "Age of Show 
Business". He sees print media as organising arguments in a 
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sequential and hierarchical manner, fostering what WaIter Ong 
(1982) calls an "analytic management of knowledge" by 
requiring a 'sober' distancing from words. This in turn develops 
those rational habits of mind that have been amply discussed by 
a number of other scholars including Goody and Elsenstein. In 
short Postman (1985: p24) argues that: 
"Print put forward a definition of intelligence that gave 
priority to the objective, rational use of the mind and at 
the same time encouraged forms of public discourse with 
serious logically ordered content". 
Television on the other hand has become a 'meta-medium' 
instrument that directs not only our knowledge of the world, but 
also our knowledge of our ways of knowing. In his view it has a 
number of characteristics that render it incapable of serious 
propositional argumentation. Television is, he claims (Postman 
1979,69): 
Attention-centred, non-punitive. 
Mfect-centred, present-centred. 
Image-centred, narration-centred. 
Moralistic, non-analytical. 
Non-hierarchical, authoritarian. 
Contemptuous of authority, continuous in time. 
Isolating in space, discontinuous in content 
Immediately and intrinsically gratifying. 
Despite this sweeping critique however, Postman's general 
aim is to achieve a balance, between the relative merits of print 
and television. It is a notable characteristic of his work that he 
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continually produces ideas that he hopes will counteract the 
imbalances that he argues exist. 
From Macro to MIcro 
The theorists discussed so far have mainly concentrated on 
large-scale generaUsed impacts. Most work in Medium Theory 
that deals with modern media takes a macro perspective and 
tends to be deterministic in outlook However, in the work of 
Joshua Meyrowitz there Is an attempt to link macro to micro 
levels of analysis. His work bridges the two, drawing on 
approaches that have up until now been the domain of the 
ethnologically based work pursued by Goody, Parry and others 
who have carried out field studies of orality and literacy. 
Meyrowitz 
Meyrowitz studied for his PhD at New York University in 
the Media Ecology programme. This locates his work, initially at 
any rate, within the same general framework as Postman, Moran 
and Nystrom all of whom are professors in that programme. 
However, his work differs from theirs by combining McLuhan's 
work with Goffman's micro-sociology. 
In pursuing this synthesis, he develops his theoretical 
perspective around the idea of 'situated mediation'. Whereas 
Goffman's analysis provides a productive point of entry into the 
explanation of how people are socialised into role playing, 
McLuhan's sweeping epic of mediations has been unable to 
explain just how and why things change. Meyrowitz' 
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contribution is to bring these two perspectives together in an 
effort to answer two fundamental questions (1985: pIS): "How 
changes in media may change social environments and how 
these changes affect peoples' behaviour". In working on these 
issues he develops the idea of the 'role triad'. This is made up of: 
A) GroUD identity: roles of affiliation, of being. These roles 
defme who one is in relation to others. Group identity is 
formed by belonging to the same informational 
environment. Patterns of access evolve around the 
similarity of grounded and informational experience. 
These patterns become in turn sources of differentiation 
from other groups by marking segregated conditions of 
access. Knowledge held in common or shared histories are 
two common sources of demarcation. 
B) Socialisation: roles of becoming are constant moments 
of transition. The evolution of these roles is usually, 
though not always, chronologically ordered. The stages of 
access may be as much due to phYSical age and related 
mental development as it is to rites of initiation to specIfic 
information. 
C) Hierarchy: vertical social relationships that are non-
reciprocal. These include tight control over performance 
and the subsequent mystification that surrounds the need 
for control. 
Meyrowitz (1994: p61) suggests that a Medium Theory 
approach to role changes, seeks to explain these shifts in terms 
of how the media segregate or integrate people in relation to one 
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or more dimensions of the role triad. He likens this process to a 
house full of rooms. Each one represents the 
segregation/integration of mediated situations (1994: p61): 
"The greater the number of distinct information systems, 
the greater the number of distinct group identities, stages 
of socialisation and ranks of hierarchy. Conversely the 
more interlocked information environments are, the more 
these distinctions become blurred". 
Meyrowitz sums up the nature of each medium in a way 
that is typical of Medium Theory. Orality is characterised as 
being a group phenomenon rooted in space. Nomadic cultures 
lack any consistent differentiation of space. A leader is such by 
virtue of his (and occasionally her) ability to set an example by 
working harder, sharing more and in general being and doing 
more than the others. 
The beginning of sedentary life however, is also the 
beginning of social segregation or what Meyrowitz refers to as 
the first sphere of exclusion. From this initial form of 
segregation is born the rudimentary forms of hierarchy. 
However, the extent of segregation in oral societies is limited 
because all communication requires physical presence, and 
diversity is not a valued attribute in social life. Coming of age is 
perhaps the only profound hierarchical distinction in oral 
societies. 
Orality supports a social praxis that involves the whole 
community. The few separations that do exist involve 
speCialised work. Print on the other hand, immediately develops 
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conditions of segregation. Those who can read are separated 
from those who cannot Qualities of wisdom and power are seen 
as natural attributes of the literate. Segregation is further 
elaborated by the specificity of knowledge. Knowledge becomes 
fragmented into proliferating fields, making it difficult for a 
person to have dominion in more than one at a time. The 
mUltiplicity of information fields and their environments foster 
increasingly dIfferentiated terms of access and. practice. These 
distinctions permeate the general organisation of social life so 
that, in Meyrowitz's terms (1994: p66): "there is a place for 
everything and everything in its place". 
The efforts made by medium theorists to explore the 
contrasted natures of orality and print are often a rehearsal for 
arguments and methods deployed in trying to grapple with the 
nature of electronic media. Orality defines location and meaning 
within social interaction by requiring physical co-presence in 
order for communication to occur. There can be no disembodied 
communication In the context of pure orality. In contrast, print 
fragments social life by enabling the segregation of information 
across time and space. Electronic media appears to be able to 
reverse these processes of segregation by changing the nature of 
access. Boundaries that were tightly conflgured in print 
environments disappear or become less salient in relation to 
television, radio or telephone. Television does this to a higher 
degree because the images in our heads that develop from 
reading books or listening to the radio are in essence fashioned 
by us. TeleviSion, on the other hand, does our 'imaging' for us. 
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As Meyrowitz (1994), we can see social interaction on television 
without necessarily seeing the larger social context that created 
the conditions being represented. 
Distinctions of social praxis and their relation to physical 
place all become blurred and ambIguous. In hIs major statement 
of his position No Sense of Place, Meyrowltz (1985) suggests that 
the media, primarily television, profoundly muddy the 
distinction between public and private spheres by bringing the 
public sphere into the home. This has led to an opening up of 
"who knows what about whom", which in turn has blurred the 
boundaries between social identities, stages of socialisation and 
the ranks of hierarchy. Thus Meyrowitz argues, a child has more 
access to adult behaviour via the screen than in real life because 
it is in the nature of television to seek out back region 
behaviour. Gaffman's concept of regions is central to 
Meyrowitz's argument. The front region, like the stage, is where 
a person presents a self to specific audiences. Back regions are 
kept hidden for private or preparatory activity. The integrity of 
the frontstage self is often related to the shielding of backstage 
life from the 'audience': waiters shield their backstage 'self' 
from others in the kitchen or teachers do the same in a staff 
common room for example. 
Meyrowitz (1994: p68) sums up the overall impact of this 
blurring of front and back stage regions succinctly, observing 
that: 
"8ectronic society is characterised by more adult-like 
children, more childlike adults; more career oriented 
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women, and more family oriented men; and by leaders 
who act more like the person next door just as the average 
citizens demand more of a say in local, national and 
international affairs". 
However, he makes an important observation that sets him 
apart from the 'determination in the last instance' stance that 
characterises McLuhan and Postman. He argues that the shared 
information environments that electronic media foster, do not 
lead to a homogenising of attitudes or of conduct, or lay the baSis 
for a Global Village, "because the bonds across space are too 
weak and the networks are too superficial" (Meyrowitz, 1994: 
p69). Groups that were previously separated by differential 
access to information environments (usually for economic 
reasons) now share the same information, but may react 
differently to it 
Contained within this argument is the meta-theme of 
Medium Theory: oral SOCiety gave way under the onslaught of 
print mediation only to return to a neo-oral state of affairs 
under the ever-present electronic media This perspective, 
though similar to Postman's in charting the changing nature of 
political discourse as a response to changes in the media, has an 
additional grounding in micro-sociological analysis. 
Nevertheless, the argument remains media-centric in as much as 
the medium is considered a key agent in the environment. 
Meyrowitz argues, as do other medium theorists, that media 
create new conditions for social interaction. In taking a softer 
line with regards to determinism, he is in a sense also shoring it 
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up when he asserts that: "What people now share is not identical 
behavIour, but rather a common set of options". This begs the 
question of how access to these newly available options is 
structured, in a commercialised cultural environment where 
choices are tied to ablUty to pay. Meyrowitz also argues that 
(1996, p6): 
"In sum, social roles can be thought of as fluid networks 
that are susceptible to restructuring through changes in 
society'S patterns of information flow, including those 
brought on by changes in media use. In general, one could 
argue, media that segregate access to social information 
will also work to segregate roles; media that integrate 
access to social information will foster less distinct roles" 
(Meyrowtiz's italics). 
I will take issue with thIs perspective In locating MedIum 
Theory in a Mexican context 
de Kerckhove 
But before we turn to contemporary Mexico, there is one 
more author who should be mentioned, principally because he 
represents a 'hard-line' approach to questions addressed in the 
current work. Indeed, de Kerckhove, who is proclaimed by his 
editor as the most likely heir of McLuhan, has developed a style 
of writing that is somewhat reminiscent of McLuhan, which is 
perhaps not surprising since he is the dIrector of The McLuhan 
Programme in Culture and Technology at the UnIversity of 
Toronto. The work at the Centre, still located in the same coach 
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house that McLuhan occupied, revolves around integrating new 
media technologies into the insights and theoretical system that 
McLuhan produced in his lifetime. Within thIs project, much of 
McLuhan's work is understood as prophecy and the 
conditions/effects that he referred to years ago are now seen as 
increasingly relevant. The advent of personal computing, and 
more recently of the Internet or the much vaunted information 
superhighway is interpreted as finally heralding the arrival of 
the Global Vlllage. de Kerkhove's arguments have all the 
familiar hallmarks of early Medium Theory. The catchy 
sweeping statements (de Kerckhove, 1995: p18) are strongly 
reminiscent of McLuhan: 
"During the late seventies, TV was yielding more and more 
control to computers. The key word is control. Just as we 
were once human putty for one-way manipulation for TV, 
we are just now waking up to the possibility of talking 
back to our televisions". 
Equally famUlar is the conversational style that omits the 
evidence and specific arguments that would give one a better 
purchase on the ideas. In spite of these drawbacks however, de 
Kerckhove is suggestive in his approach to new technologies. But 
like his predecessors, social issues are not central to the 
discussion, and ideology is totally absent. Consequently, though 
the issues posed by his technologicaVmedia determinism ought 
not to be ignored, they cannot be answered by begging the social 
issues involved as medium theorists have done up until now. 
The optimistic view of new media, presented by writers in this 
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tradition, is so alien to the rough and cruel experience of the 
citizens in low income countries, and indeed for embarrassingly 
large segments of the population of developed nations, that its 
relevance must be questioned in situ. 
In general, Medium Theory has proceeded up until now In 
a self-limiting way. The cost of categorising history in terms of 
medium ages is that the finer points of transition are lost. 
Firstly, other sources and forces of change or inertia are 
excluded. This becomes a major disability when we are looking 
at societies, like Mexico, with deep divisions in culture and 
geography. Not everyone experiences history in the same way. 
The relationships any individual has with different media are 
moulded in crucial ways, firstly by cultural sedimentation and 
secondly by the differential access to media produced by 
stratified economic conditions. 
A second consequence of dividing history into broad 
medium-based periods is that it assumes a high degree of 
demographic and migratory stabillty. The size of a populace is 
an important element in how social experience is organised, 
particularly if it is growing or shrinking. Migration is also a 
major factor in the social construction of Mexico this century. 
Perhaps in the era of classic orality, people were less prone 
to migration compared to modem times, but it was never absent 
and therefore cannot be discounted from any analysis of 
mediation. If migration before was a matter of months, years or 
generations, now it is possible to travel both in space and across 
time simultaneously. A migration of one hundred miles may 
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also involve arriving in another century as one moves from a 
rural setting to an urban one. Thus migration is a complex 
movement that involves a changing set of relationships between 
those who stay and those who -.!eave. Such a move may well 
increase the possiblllty of exposure to different or new media. 
As we will see in the next chapter, various waves of migration 
within Mexico have different characters. The early migration 
towards Mexico City moblllsed large numbers of skilled labour 
and professional people who competed successfully for the jobs 
available. This was a very different situation from the later 
migrations of unskilled workers who, unable to find work, have 
ruled in gaps in the economy as rubbish-dump pickers or street 
vendors. The city life experienced by these different groups of 
migrants could hardly be more different. The transition in 
geographic space from a village or nomadic life to a city is also 
an abrupt move through time. 
This is a feature of all modern and developing societies. In 
the case of the latter however, the scale of migration tends to be 
much larger if only because the options are reduced to only a 
few cities. The capital city often takes the brunt of migration in 
Third World nations. The study of migration is an interesting 
dimension of modem life in itself, providing a wealth of 
information about the experiences of change of both those who 
stay and those who leave. It also provides a firmer basis for 
mapping variations in mediation within a particular populace. 
In conjunction with other factors, this enables Medium Theory to 
account for the differences of mediation in different settings and 
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cultures, differences that are largely suppressed in existing 
work. 
There are other problematic aspects of Medium Theory 
however. A major criticism is that most of the work in this 
tradition is located In the developed world. Consequently, it 
seeks to address issues of technological change while at the same 
time assuming a high degree of homogeneity amongst the 
population in terms of access and use. Meyrowitz (1995: p68) 
takes a temperate position within Medium Theory when he 
argues that: "what people now share is not identical behaviour, 
but rather a common set of options". I do not want to take issue 
on the question as to how true this is of the United States, but 
for much of the Third World and certainly for Mexico, 
development has been so raggedly uneven that such an assertion 
is unsustainable. 
On the credit side, Medium Theory is at its strongest in 
analysing the broad relationships that develop between. a 
particular medium and the population that uses it. A central aim 
of this present work is to illuminate the dynamiCS involved in 
the contacts and collisions between oral, literate and electronic 
mediatlons. At the same time, there has been comparatively 
little work done on the specific social spaces where these forms 
of mediation co-exist. In the case of Mexico the classic view of 
one medium dominating social life, and supplanting previous 
ones, is a gross oversimplification. Rather, orality, literacy and 
electronic mediations co-exist and interact in complex ways. As 
noted earlier, this is not to imply that nothing is happening, but 
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rather that there can be no way to standardise the outcomes of 
mediation. It is also increasingly evident that more focused 
empirical work is needed in order to ground Medium Theory in 
the dynamics of specific contexts. 
It would be necessary to undertake studies across the whole 
range of contemporary societies. Until this occurs, it may have 
something to say about contemporary American Culture and its 
media environment, but comparatively little about other peoples 
and their forms of mediation. Extending Medium Theory's scope 
in this way is one of the major aims of thIs present work. 
SI 
Chapter Three 
Critical Mediation 
The interface between Medium Theory and Critical Analysis 
has traditionally been characterised by mutual antagonism. Because 
Medium Theory has generally ignored questions of ideology and 
stratification, critical scholars have had little patience with it. In 
response, Medium Theorists have argued (McLuhan and McLuhan, 
1988. de Kerckhove, 1995) that the determinism derived from 
technological forms is so strong and all-embracing, that issues of 
ideology and stratification are largely irrelevant to the deep-seated 
process of social and cultural change that technology brings about. 
This chapter examines the possibility of overcoming this 
stalemate and combining Medium Theory with elements taken 
from the critical tradition of communication research and exploring 
further the socialimaginaries found in particular locatlons. 
Grounding the Theory 
Critical Mediation proposes the use of Medium Theory as the 
point of entry into the analysis of the social imaginary. Such a 
move adds a new analytical dimension both to cultural studies and 
to the critical political economy research current in media studies. 
It also provides material with which to evaluate Ong's ideas on the 
psychodynamics of orality. For example, orally oriented informants 
typically expressed a reluctance to classify photographs as being 
opposites. They would separate two of the people shown on the 
pictures used as prompts, but when asked in what ways they were 
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different, few would come up with binary contrasts. They would 
declare on the contrary, that there were more similarities between 
the two images and that the important differences lay more with 
the pile of photographs from which the two had been selected. 
Forms of mediation do not enter Into or operate uniformly 
within a society. Different class locations make different uses of 
orality. Social classes usually associated with formal education 
typically require that standard use of language and pronunciation 
is achieved by their young (Basil Bemstein, 1971). Even then, the 
oral psychodynamics normally associated with the absence of 
formal education are often present. 
Verbal story-telling and word-play in formal literate societies 
are consigned to particular situations. Jokes and Similar forms of 
story-telling depend very much on certaln patterns. The formulaic 
use of language typical of orality outside of these defined situations 
is usually seen as quaint, ceremonial or perhaps even old-
fashioned. 
Such differentiation becomes more marked where income and 
social location are major determinants of media access (Murdock, 
1989. GoldIng and Murdock, 1986). As we will see In the next 
chapter, the cultural industries in Mexico are becoming increasingly 
marked by stark contrasts between those who have access to 
different media and those who do not. As Murdock (1989: p230) 
argues, such a situation puts poorer groups at a disadvantage twice 
over: 
"They are priced out of the market for any commercially 
provided services and left with an impoverished public sector 
that is increasingly unable to meet their demands". 
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Migration also affects the management of language, memory 
and semantic resources by separating children from parents and 
grandparents as all the members of poorer families engage in 
earning money. The habitual forms of oral transmission are 
interrupted as migration breaks up the larger family units. It also 
affects literacy by reinforcing differential access to its acquisition 
through formal learning. Despite the provision of obligatory free 
state education through to secondary level, access to schooling is 
becoming increasingly unaffordable for those most in need of a 
wider education in order to gain access to a greater range of 
employment possibilities. For the poor, this is a familiar bind since 
education is frequently sacrificed because in addition to the 
constraints such as the cost of uniforms, books and other related 
supplies, the family often requires the child to earn money. 
Economic divisions also affect access to electronic mediation. 
Mexico's commitment to neo-liberal policies has encouraged a re-
organisation of the culture industries. Broadcast media are 
nominally free but they are facing increasing competition from pay 
television services delivered by cable, by microwave, and more 
recently by direct satellite. The cost of these alternatives is 
prohibitively high for most of the population. It is unlikely that 
these new forms of delivery will enjoy more than a modest number 
of subscribers in the near future, but they may well come to 
dominate the advertising expenditure for niche markets leaving 
less for general broadcasting. They may also monopolise core 
forms of programming. Narrowcast options already carry a wider 
range of news programmes. Only pay television companies for 
example, have carried the debates held between candidates for 
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office in recent elections in Mexico, with the result that those who 
subscribe have greater entree to contrasting political agendas. 
Differentiations in access were not mapped onto Medium 
Theory during the original development of its core approach, but 
they are central to Critical Mediation. This assumes that the 
symbolic stock that people use to engage in everyday social life 
reflects their differential access to various forms of generalised 
mediation as well as elements specific to their particular social 
niche. 
The attempt made here to merge Medium Theory with critical 
sociology has two alms. First, it re-examines the impact of a 
medium on a society from more holistic analysis of socio-economic 
and cultural processes. Second, it makes critical analysiS more 
sensitive to mediation as a configurational element. This entails 
analysing Postman's media environments within a larger 
framework of social spaces drawing on a range of concepts, such as 
Pierre Bourdieu's (1990, 1993) work on the different kinds of 
capital that people can develop and possess. 
Postman (1979) argues that media environments are crucially 
shaped by technologies of symbolic management that then shape 
both thought patterns and social processes. For example, he 
explalns changes in political practices in terms of shifts from one 
medium to another. The theatre audience who listened for hours to 
the lincoln-Douglas debate is fundamentally different from today's 
television audience bombarded by brief sound bites and visual 
pyrotechnics. 
Bourdieu on the other hand, argues that people operate 
within a social space based on the various forms of capital at their 
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command. Economic power Is the most palpable form of capital, 
but it Is not the only one. In the chapters that follow we will 
explore the contInuing power that clIentism exercIses In social 
relations In Mexico. This is a partIcular instance of socIal capital 
consisting of the stock of 'whom one knows'. A thIrd kind of 
capital, cultural capital, consists of command over forms of 
knowledge that are judged (by those whose judgements are 
accepted as legitimate), as worthy of possessIon. The newly rich 
have economic wealth, but may lack cultural capital and have yet 
to build up their social capital by cultivating the right 
acquaintances and gaining the acceptance of those belonging to the 
stratum of old money. Their stock of symbolic capital may also lag 
behind as the members go adjusting their vocabulary and accent. 
The Medium as Capital 
In BourdIeu's conception then, individuals possess different 
capitals in different amounts and can combine them to different 
degrees. Thus, a teacher may routinely accumulate symbolic 
capital but only rarely, economic capital. Clientism, on the other 
hand, depends primarily on social capital for the distribution of 
privileges and wealth. 
As we noted earlier, one of the central problems of MedIum 
Theory has been its unwillingness to see the impact of a medium on 
a society as fundamentally structured by unequal access and 
distribution. These asymmetric relations are usually skewered In 
favour of holders of certain kinds of capital. Bourdieu (1993) 
argues that: 
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" ... agents are distributed in the first dimension according to 
the overall volume of capital they possess. In the second 
dimension according to the composition of their capital, the 
relative weight of the different kinds of capital in the total set 
of their assets". 
Medium Theorists have nothIng to say about the dIfferentIal 
socIal Impact of a medium on society stemming from the stratified 
distribution of different capitals. This reluctance Is derived from 
their insistence on explainIng the effects of a medium in terms of 
the last instance, thus subjecting even economic considerations to 
the assumed equalising nature of technology. One argument often 
used to minimise the impact of economic dynamics is that 
economies of scale and constant innovation make it only a matter of 
time or political will before the entire population can enjoy the 
determinant effects of X or Y technology (de Kerckhove, 1995). 
Can we think of access to particular forms of mediation as a 
fourth capItal? If so, does each form of medIation support different 
kinds of capital? Orality certainly requires high levels of 
interpersonal interaction that generates social capital and complex 
alliances and interrelations. In contrast, literacy requires command 
over the personal time needed for its acquisition and enough 
surplus within the family economy to free the child from work. 
The family income must permit the purchase of reading materials 
for literacy to take hold as a form of mediation. The longer 
schooling lasts, the more costly this is for the society at large and 
for the family. The delayed entrance into the economy also 
involves deferred gratification, savings and planning, all of which 
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are seen as belonging to dominant conceptions of modernity and 
development. 
With electronic mediation on the other hand, the poor appear 
to be willing to make whatever saCrifices are necessary to acquire 
television and radio sets. These media occupy a central position 
among the symbolic resources shaping their social imaginary. The 
challenge is to discover what form of capital will emerge from such 
an investment. 
Another Look at Medium Theory 
Medium Theory as explained previously, is an approach to 
social and cultural phenomena that mobilises a range of concepts all 
of which can lay some clalm to defining what that term has come to 
mean. From the assertive probes of McLuhan and the deterministic 
orientation of de Kerckhove, to the more measured arguments 
presented by Meyrowitz, Ong, and Goody to some extent, they all 
propose a medium-centred interpretation of social and cultural 
organisation. Meyrowitz (1996: p74) who coined the term Medium 
Theory (1994: pSO) states the core case in the following way: 
"Medium Theory asks what are the relatively fixed features 
of each means of communication and how do these features 
make the medium physically, psychologically, and socially 
different from others and from face to face interaction". 
In developing this core however, the more deterministic 
approaches tend to concentrate on macro-levels of analYSiS, while 
the ones that are less so, particularly those of Meyrowitz, attempt 
to keep the macro and the micro levels within sight of each other as 
it were. He argues for example, that the sense of self is socially 
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derived. This marks a distinct shift away from the position 
developed by the first generation of work In Medium Theory. Early 
writers were concerned with establishing different ages or epochs 
of mediation and exploring how the dominant medium came to 
shape civilisation or areas of it. In the process many of the key 
propositions remained unsupported by empirical evidence: from 
Innis' assertions that the lack of papyrus brought the Roman 
Empire to its knees, to McLuhan's idea that television would re-
tribalise youth. A number of essential concepts also remain 
resolutely 'fuzzy' and need to be unpacked further. 
The second generation has on the whole, been less concerned 
with the concept of ages and more involved with working out the 
implications of first generation propositions in more detail. Current 
work in the field can be roughly divided between those who work 
in the spirit of McLuhan, holding the scope of his ambition and 
technological determinism largely intact, and those who seek to 
anchor the theoretical perspective within micro-socIologIcal theory 
and/or empirical evidence. 
In working with Medium Theory, the Critical MedIation 
developed here attempts to address four of its general failings. The 
first is the model of medIa determination in whIch whole societies 
and civilisations are understood to be con figured in fundamental 
ways by the domInant medIum of the times. The second is the 
absence of any sustained consideration of stratification and the 
Inequalities of access to different technologies of communication. 
Thirdly, I want to address the general absence of empirical work 
that would help substantiate the assertions made by offering 
evidence derived from original fieldwork. And fourthly, I want to 
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counter the overwhelming Anglo-American bias of MedIum Theory 
by focusIng on the situation in a low-Income socIety: contemporary 
Mexico. 
Medium Theory assumes that the arrival of a new medium 
will affect the entire socIety and that fundamental change is only a 
matter of time. ThIs may not be grounded in realIty and is only 
possible to sustaln if one ignores the intersecting Impacts of other 
economic, socIal, and cultural transformatIons by pursuIng a form 
of reductionIsm that offers stereotypIcal characterisatIons of each 
medium and its consequences. 
This may be aesthetically pleasing for a while, If only because 
the messIness and complexity of reality is conveniently sImplified 
by reduction. But ultimately, such an analysis belongs more to the 
realm of speculative forecasting at best. Unfortunately, so far there 
has been comparatively little empIrical research in relation to the 
amount of theoretIcal assertion. 
However, this present study attempts to take Medium Theory 
in a different direction by moderating the original notions of 
determinism, by integrating stratification and developing an 
analysIs of sedimented behaviour. This Is understood as layered 
elements of mediation in an increasIngly complex formation of 
strata lald down over time. The newer elements do not relegate 
older forms of mediation to art forms as some early theorists 
implied. Rather they interact producing new alignments, 
combinations and contradictions. Empirically this study approaches 
mediation from the bottom up, from individual experience rather 
than from the analysis of generalised patterns. 
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Determinism however, remains a thorny issue. Raymond 
Wllliams (1990: p130) argues that it be treated: 
" ... as a real social process, but never (as in some Marxist 
versions) ... a wholly controlling, wholly predicting set of 
causes. On the contrary, the reality of determination is the 
setting of limits and the exertion of pressures, within which 
variable social practices are profoundly affected but never 
controlled. We have to think of determinism not as a single 
force, or a single abstraction of forces, but as a process in 
which real factors - the distribution of power or of social and 
physical inheritance, relations of scale and size between 
groups - set limits and exert pressures, but neither wholly 
control nor wholly predict the outcomes of complex activity 
within or at these limits and under or against these 
pressures" . 
Wllliams goes on to suggest that we think of determinism as a 
better analytical tool when used in the first instance rather than in 
the last instance. This has been picked up by Stuart Hall (1983), 
Graham Murdock (1989a, 1989b) and others with fruitful results. 
Determinism revisited 
The position taken in this present work is that Media 
environments generate pre-dispositions which are then 
operationalised by a range of elements within the society into 
which a medium comes. Some possibilities are highlighted or 
enhanced, while others become disallowed or ignored because of 
the attitudes generated by sedimented social action. Consequently, 
a medium may affect different cultures in different ways. This 
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enables us to account for the differences that previously cropped 
up as embarrassing exceptions. 
When Innls argues that oral people have a propensity to 
authoritarian social practice and Ong, McLuhan and others confirm 
this view, they fail to account for counter cases. The Iroquois 
nations for example, constructed a complex social organisation: the 
Federation. Oral in mediation but strongly democratiC, the Iroquois, 
conspicuously failed to develop the authoritarian structural 
relationships mandated by Medium Theory. Similarly, the 
introduction of writing and reading does not in Itself necessarily 
produce democratic processes. 
As Pattlson (1982) comments, both the Athenians and the 
Spartans developed writing and reading technology at the same 
time. Athenian education favoured the aesthetic use of the word 
and developed literacy as a social practice. However, their 
predilection for analysis and rhetoric existed prior to the advent of 
literacy and constituted what Pattison (1982) refers to as a 'cultural 
attitude'. The Athenians' acquisition of literacy was mediated 
through their previous social practices. Sparta on the other hand, 
consciously used literacy for specific purposes. Its economy was 
robust, Its ability to use literacy to manage the logistics of war and 
social diScipline were highly successful. In one SOCiety, as Pattison 
observes, literacy was the midwife to democracy and in the other, 
to an authoritarian regime. The dIfference lies In the sedimented 
cultural practices that support a particular 'cultural attitude', not in 
the acquisition and use of the medIum. 
Rome offers another example. Although literacy was 
required of all serving soldiers, it did not produce a democracy. 
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Literacy, as Pattison argues, lends itself as much to social obedience 
as it does to democracy. 
A medium enables and enhances opportunities that mayor 
may not find resonance in the sedimentation of a society. A media 
environment will favour certain options without any guarantee of 
their being taken up. Mediation is about certain technologically 
based pre-dispositions, whereas sedimentation involves the pre-
dispositions of social practice. 
Media determinism as proposed by McLuhan asserts that a 
medium has an inherent evolutionary force and that the 
progression from oral to script, script to print, print to electronic 
forms of mediation, is natural and desirable. Like many forms of 
determinism, this argument works with a conception of 
determination in the last instance. Stuart Hall (Matthews, 1983: 
84) has argued for a more creative and liberating model: 
"'Determination in the last instance' has long been the 
repository of the lost dream or illusion of theoreticai 
certainty. Determinacy is an attempt to establish once and 
for all the concrete conditions and their relationships as a 
final state of affairs". 
'Determination in the last instance' has the unfortunate 
consequence of implying that relationships are both given and 
natural, granting them an almost divine aura of pre-ordained 
immutability. Such relationships channel queries into a very 
narrow band. 
In Medium Theory we find arguments that propose a single-
state dominance in a society where a medium and its technology 
supplant a previous one, thereby affecting it in its entirety and 
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more specifically affecting popular epistemology. It is certainly 
true that a new medium and its technology(les) can and does have 
far reaching consequences that touch the lives of the majority of 
the population, but for many, the consequences are physical rather 
than epistemological. As Goody (1986) points out, early literacy 
was used to create new means of control. Making lists for purposes 
of taxation exercised power over people but was not accompanied 
by a significant extension of social literacy. Another reason why 
the impact of technology may be weak or insignificant for 
substantial sections of a population is purely economic. The cost of 
accessing and using a medium may be beyond the reach of many 
who would most benefit by inclusion. This has long been the case 
with literacy and is currently the case with computer use. 
By moving determinism from the last to the first instance, it 
becomes a point of departure rather than a destination. Evidence 
from the fieldwork suggests that other elements such as cultural 
practice, and economic factors of stratification or social 
development, intersect a medium. As Mosco (1996: p7) points out, 
one of the main implications in determinist theories is that: 
"Causality means that the essence of a thing summarised in 
its conceptual label, influences in some other Similarly 
summarised essence" implying that things, "defined typically 
as fully formed structures, act on other fully formed 
structures" . 
If, in opposition to thiS, it is assumed that no elements are 
finished or consolidated, they would be more productively 
analysed as processes that interact with each other in ways that 
are not always clear. To do thiS, he suggests using the concept of 
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mutual constitution as a point of entty. This has the distinct 
advantage of viewing the different forces operating within a social 
formation as processes that intersect. Mosco (1996: p139) states 
that: 
"These processes are referred to as entry points because they 
open up the analysis and help to frame a political economy, 
but are not considered to be essential singularities to which 
all other social processes or structures for that matter, can be 
reduced. Finally they are mutually constituted by one 
, 
another and by every other process at work in society". 
This present work approaches both Mediation Theory and the 
fieldwork analysis with this in mind.· 
A Question of Intersection and Layers 
The introduction of new media into societies can happen at 
different speeds. These variations are due to the fact that 
acceptance as well as access within societies is rarely even. The 
spread of new media is more like an encroachment that has 
different moments and degrees of success. There may be 
resistance by the elite to the redistribution of power while social 
differences and inequalities structure opportunities to acquire the 
competencies needed to master new media. Added to which, 
because there is never a clean break between an established 
medium and the new one 'coming in', no existing form of mediation 
is likely to be entirely supplanted or superseded. 
The prime problem for the idea that one medium cleanly 
replaces another, is that orality as a form of mediation never 
disappears for the simple reason that interpersonal interactions, on 
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a daily basis, remain the predominant form of sociai exchange. 
Assertions of substitution push this obvious fact out of sight. It is 
far more productive to argue that established forms of mediation 
not only persist in the face of onslaughts from new media but also 
engage them in different ways and with different results. They do 
so by layering praxis. To the 'literate ear', popular sayings often 
sound quaint, even pedantic when used constantly. 
The old medium is relocated to specific niches and practices 
such as certain rituals or forms of art. The jury that may take no 
notes in courts of law, the oral defence of academic degrees and 
oaths of office and marriage vows are but a few examples of the 
persistence of oral practice and its accommodation within what is 
essentially literacy-based practices. 
There is nothing inherent in a medium that determines that a 
culture has only the option it 'provides'. If this were the case, all 
literate cultures would be the same; even more improbably, all 
oral cultures would be identical. There are times when Medium 
Theory at its most determinist gives the impression that all it can 
offer is a description of a social system determined by a technology. 
It conveniently forgets the other factors at work, all of which 
evolve into what Pattison (1982) calls 'cultural attitude' and which 
over time become what I call sedimented social practice. 
The power to shape social praxis and the patterns of thought 
behind them therefore, is more usefully seen as the product of a 
medium combined with cultural attitudes sedimented in practice 
rather than the direct product of a particular form of mediation. 
These remarks both qualify and modify the thrust of Medium 
Theory. As the above exceptions demonstrate, technologies of 
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mediation, whether rhetoric, writing, or of television do not in 
themselves produce cause-effect relationshIps. However, there is 
still considerable analytical mileage In the more measured and 
qualified claim of mutual constitution in which Mediation becomes 
the property of social practice, rather than of technology. This 
allows us to recast the deviant cases as pattern variations rather 
than exceptions. The Phoenicians for example, used literacy for 
commerce and the Hebrews, for religious devotion. It can even be 
argued that the Hebrews to this day have retained an oral means of 
practicing literate technology, by using a rocking motion as an 
essential technique for the rote learning and execution of written 
scripture. 
Technologies of medIation provide opportunities, not 
outcomes. While it is true that microsurgery, rockets to the moon 
and computers would never have come from within oral mediation, 
literacy will not produce these innovations in every society that 
acquIres literate technologies. If we start from a posItion that these 
elements are mutually constitutive, these exceptions do not 
seriously alter the central argument of MedIum Theory. Medium 
Theory is certainly 'on to something' and thIs something has to do 
with both the nature of the medium and the nature of the symbolic 
envIronment that Is itself deeply rooted in sedimented practice. 
Critical Mediation 
In re-assessing how stratification and sedimentation are 
mutually constitutive with MedIum Theory, it becomes necessary to 
develop a wider theoretical base from which mediation can be 
analysed. The elements (that are so patently lacking in the 
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different mainstream theories that deal with mediation) are 
derived from the British tradition of Critical Analysis and are 
combined here in order to produce a critical approach to mediation. 
Critical Mediation seeks to address the over determinacy and 
the neglect of stratification within Medium Theory by analysing 
different forms of mediation in relation to specific social locations 
and the different forms of capital they make available or withhold. 
Given that Innis presents a macro-analysis involving empires 
and civilisations and that McLuhan opted for developing 'probes' 
that were deliberately provocative with the purpose of shifting 
people from their usual way of thinking about the world, it is little 
wonder that early Medium Theory offered broad characterisations 
of mediation, but very little theory. 
As Chandler (1996) observes, what theory did develop "can 
be easily spotted in frequent references to the 'impact' of 
technological 'revolutions' which 'led to' or 'brought about' 
'inevitable', 'far reaching' 'effects' or 'consequences'. These terms 
assume deterministic 'consequences' and as Ruth Finnegan observes 
(Chandler, 1995) it is all too easy to slip in and out of this kind of 
vocabulary. 
The Critical Mediation approach developed here sets out to 
map practices of mediation in an inverse fashion. Rather than 
approach mediation from a macro-level and work out the attributes 
and inferred effects on individuals, it begins at the micro-level of 
interaction and then attempts to combine both levels of analysis. If 
it is true that orality, literacy, and the newcomer, electronic 
mediation, are the principal forms of mediation, then the basic 
elements of these forms ought to be apparent at the micro-level of 
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interaction. If these forms exist as configurative elements, then 
they ought to be avallable for analysis in the language and action of 
everyday life. 
As Ong (1982) and Goody (1986) comment, oral society 
develops its social dynamiCS around the fact that face to face 
interaction is the key building block of social relations. Meyrowitz 
(1995) explains it in a slightly different fashion. A medium, he 
argues, reorganises distances between people. As a consequence, it 
reconfigures relations of power, infiuence, affection, and the sense 
and attributes of age. In an oral society where interaction is face to 
face, a leader is obliged to lead by example; there can be no 
delegation of responsibilities. The leader and his qualities are one 
and the same. In a society that has developed 'disembodied' 
interaction, it is possible never to see those who lead in person and 
it is more than likely that what is seen has been edited in some 
way. Meyrowitz argues that many people for example, were 
unfamlllar with the fact that Franklin Delano Roosevelt, President 
of the United States was physically disabled. Having served as 
president before the advent of the inquisitorial eye of television, 
people had only heard him on radio or read newspapers where 
pictures could be suitably arranged. It was possible then to control 
what is made public and to create a sense of mystery about the 
persona of the leader. The advent of television has altered this. A 
politician, as Meyrowitz (1996) points out, used to have time to 
mull a question over. They could even choose to ignore it. Now 
under the relentless scrutiny of the camera, any visible foibles 
become immediately apparent. Meyrowitz asserts that President 
Gerald Ford will be remembered more as a stumbling president 
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than for what he did in office, but he offers no evidence of what 
people actually make of the phenomena he describes. Medium 
Theory in general, like many social theories finds it all too easy to 
speak for individuals without consulting them. 
The Analytical Approach 
Unpacking and grounding the generalised assertions of Medium 
Theory required a dual approach. The first stage consists of two 
elements that at the same time also constitute the order of analysis: 
A) The idea of sedimented cultural practice. 
B) The development of a matrix that shows the typical forms of 
mediation associated with particular social locations. This is 
used to link the theoretical model with the fieldwork material. 
The second stage is a reconstruction of the meanings of the 
respondents around three analytical meta-categories that function 
to organise the fieldwork along different dimensions. This 
reconstruction lays the foundation for the study of the social 
imaginary. 
Sedimented Cultural Practice 
If literacy is viewed as a key agent of development, and as 
generally favouring a fragmentation of authoritarian power by 
spreading social knowledge among the many, then it may well set 
the stage for change, but the concrete outcome may be very 
different from instance to instance. 
Why the Spartans used literacy for different purposes than 
did the Athenians is a crucial question. As noted earlier, in 
searching for an answer, Pattison (1982) proposes the concept of 
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'cultural attitude'; this term falls somewhat short of explaining 
what is going on. This is because 'attitude' is an ambiguous term. 
It focuses our attention on the present organisation of social 
judgements rather than on the processes that produced them. 
Social practice generates underlying dispositions to make particular 
cultural choices. 'Attitude' is what is vIsIble as the culture Interacts 
with its environment in material ways. Nevertheless, the 
underlying dispositions provide the ways and means for a culture 
to appropriate a medium and its technology in certaln ways rather 
than others. 
Social systems are more resilient under the onslaught of a 
medium than orthodox Medium Theory allows for. A media 
environment will develop some things and block others. It is in 
turn, both helped and hindered by the organisation of underlying 
cultural dispositions and the material circumstances of those 
involved. This formulation brings together some of the key 
elements in the relationship that a medium has with a socIety. The 
dispositions a society develops in its everyday interaction with a 
medium are the result of the previous sedimentation of social 
practice and the organisation of material constraints. It is this 
sedimentation that provides stability in a society. The relative 
permanence and consistency of dispositions account for the 
differences encountered in the mediational practices of different 
cultures that share the same media. 
The natural tendency of any sedimented socio/cultural 
practice is conservative. This is what makes transition slow and 
produces the layering of mediation instead of outright 
displacement. Established practices carry over into new 
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relationships very often with only a few changes. Once we reject 
<determInism In the last instance', the key elements of Medium 
Theory must be analysed with regard to other components, 
particularly the sedimentation of social practice, patterns of 
stratification, and the distribution of economic resources. The 
specific set or range of options available to a society is produced by 
the interplay ofthese factors. 
The different uses of literacy in Athens and Sparta finds a 
contemporary echo in the contrast between public service 
television In Britain and market oriented television of the United 
States. The development of these models reflects cultural 
predisposition that extends well beyond the technological impacts 
of televiSion proposed by McLuhan or Postman. These cultural 
inclinations also help shape the development of other institutions, 
the configurations of memory and the range of opportunities 
available to individuals. In short, they shape the uses of the 
medium and therefore the medium itself as a cultural practice. 
The analysis of sedimentation enables us to ask why people 
tend to resort repeatedly to certain basic frameworks of behaviour, 
but deploy them in a different manner. It attends to the notion of 
contextual social practice over time and particularly how such 
practice is handed down to posterity. 
Sedimented cultural practices provide stability and patterning to 
the ebb and flow of everyday social interaction. Take for example, 
the relative dearth of technicians in the industrial infrastructure in 
Mexico, which corresponds to the absence of the social and 
economIc values that are related to this role. Little social value 
or status is accorded to the possession of technical skills because 
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they are seen as being primarily manual in character and therefore 
a sign of inferiority. Conversely, a high value is attached to 
command because of its close association with domination and 
control. This relationship goes back a long way or at least it 
appears to do so. Before the Spanish conquest, the dominant 
political structure was based on privilege and tribute. Privilege 
was initially not a matter of inheritance, although this had begun to 
emerge shortly before the conquest (Weckman, 1984. Gruzinski, 
1993). Social status was primarily tied to caste, but the greatest 
source of social mobility was related to achievement in war because 
hereditary transmission of rights and privilege had not yet become 
fully institutionalised. The rewards given to a successful warrior 
were usually levied from those defeated in battle. Such direct 
access to tribute much like the feudal arrangements in Europe 
became the source of a work-related hierarchy. The higher one 
rose, the less one was directly involved in manual labour or in 
commerce. The upper classes consisted of the priesthood and the 
warrior orders: the order of the Eagle and the order of the Jaguar 
being the main ones. The lower classes worked with their hands. 
The merchant or 'Pochteca' enjoyed high status largely because he 
worked closely with the military in forging the empire by 
extending and consolidating trade routes. 
The Spanish social system at the time of the conquest was 
still strongly feudal. The Spaniards therefore arrived to discover a 
social system remarkably similar to theirs already in place 
(Weckman,1984). Privilege did not have calloused hands nor did it 
engage directly in commerce. The Hidalgo's job, like the Jaguar 
knight, was to lead, to command and to win honour for himself and 
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his King in war. Their income was derived from the tributes they 
levied on the lands they were granted in exchange for services 
rendered in war. 
Today, five hundred years after the Conquest almost two 
hundred years after Independence and seventy years after the 
Revolution, Mexican society remains permeated with those 
sedimented values that polarise the nature and value of work and 
the privilege of command. Independence abolished the right to 
hold an aristocratic title. The Revolution ratified this by 
eliminating the large land-holding system that provided the 
economic base for traditional aristocracy. However, its spirit is 
made of sterner stuff and in the absence of formal titles, the 
university-based degree is often called upon to provide the cachet 
of status. This happens to such an extent that claims to a fictitious 
degree often accompany a promotion or appointment to a post of 
command. There is a deeply felt need to legitimise command by 
mobilising the title that a degree confers. This rarely becomes 
publicly known or questioned. The case of Alzati, the ex minister 
for education is an exception. He was forced to resign from his 
cabinet post when it became public that he claimed to hold degrees 
that he did not possess: an unfinished Doctorate from Harvard and 
an incomplete Bachelors from the National University (Huchim, 
1995). 
This kind of deception is more common in the public sector 
where promotions and appointments rarely involve the checking of 
claimed merits. From having only secondary education to being '8 
Ucenciado' by simply printing a few cards, the newly 'licensed one' 
may join the 'club of command'. As a 'Ucenciado', he or she can 
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generally keep his/her sleeves down and tell others what to do. 
The cachet of being a 'Ucenclado' (technically one in possession of a 
Bachelors degree) is pervasive, and its exercise is strikingly similar 
to the previous use of aristocratic titles. One explanation for the 
lack of technical skill in Mexico then is the unwillingness of those 
trained to a higher degree to admit to such manual expertise, much 
less to roll up their sleeves and demonstrate it. The loss of face this 
could cause among peers and those of higher status is a strong 
deterrent. 
In essence, we are seeing the reproduction of the sedimented 
social practice surrounding command; how it is arranged and who 
gets to decide. Power is still built on privilege/client relationships 
that hark back to the colonial period when the King and his court 
would sell government posts in New Spain. The buyer would then 
recoup the cost of purchase by charging for services rendered. 
Today the wheeling and dealing of the Partido Revolucionario 
Institucional (PRI) , the party in power since the Revolution, 
revolves around a Similar distribution of favours. 
An emphasis on sedimented social practice suggests that in 
essence the basic structure of relationships of power has remained 
relatively stable over the centuries. In complex oral societies the 
dynamics of orality and privilege work together with economic 
practices that structure privilege by assigning knowledge and 
power to specific relationships within certain niches. The 
development of capitalism in Mexico for example, occurred very 
much within a state-controlled environment. The families who had 
'latifundios' (large land holdings) and were able to hold on to parts 
of them moved into capitalist practice with their feudal concepts of 
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employment largely intact. Similarly, those who acquired wealth in 
the Revolution and since, have developed the same basic dynastic 
tendencies as their predecessors, so that it is increasingly difficult 
to distinguish between them in the way that power and control is 
exercised. 
Another Look at Mediation 
We turn now to the second element of the first stage of our 
approach, the development of a matrix that can be used to 'tease' 
out the relevant information from the mass of fieldwork data. If, 
as mentioned earlier, there are three basic forms of mediation: 
orality, literacy and electronic mediation, then they ought to be 
apparent in social interaction. 
Ong and Goody 
The analYSis presented here is heavily infiuenced by the 
work of both WaIter Ong and Jack Goody. Ong was a student of 
McLuhan at the University of St Louis who went on to a fruitful 
career in the study of orality, its development and manifestations. 
His work draws on sources as diverse as Lord, Parry, Havelock, and 
Vygotsky, as well as Goody, and can be characterised as combining 
the study of ancient practices of orality as represented in the 
classics and modem anthropological and cognitive studies. Goody 
on the other hand, is more interested in the relationship between 
orality and literacy. It is important to present a brief outline of 
their work before presenting our analytical. model because chapters 
six, seven, and eight draw on it extensively in analYSing the 
Mexican fieldwork. 
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Taken together, the work of Ong and Goody provides a useful 
empirical point of entry into the study of Critical Mediation. Both 
offer context-based observations that link empirical data to 
questions of mediation. WaIter Ong's book, Orality and Literacy is 
particularly helpful. In it, he develops a taxonomy of oral practice 
that he calls the psychodynamics of orality, a brief synopsis of 
which is presented further on. Jack Goody approaches orality and 
literacy with a wide selection of ethnographic material, much of it 
his own. He suggests a measured approach to relationships 
between culture, language and the different technologies involved 
(Goody,1977: p12) arguing that the key mediational differences: 
" ... are not so much one of thought or of mind as of the 
mechanics of communicative acts, not only those between the 
human beings but those in which an individual is involved 
when he is 'talking' to himself, computing with number, 
thinking with words". 
It is the means that people have at their disposal to organise 
their symbolic environment that is at issue here. The ideal types 
that are developed later in the chapter are intended to synthesise 
and codify certaln characteristics of mediation to make them more 
identifiable in everyday interaction. 
Goody goes on to argue that oral societies do not lack abstract 
thought. He observes for example, that the Yoruba and the LoDagaa 
have abstract numerical systems. In the case of the latter, the 
counting of shell money (cowries) is done in a different manner 
from the way they count cows. Cowries can be grouped in a 
particular way that eases conceptual accumulation. Cows cannot be 
counted in the same way. These differences in the means of 
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counting are embedded in everyday life but are none the less 
abstract for it. 
Instead of attempting to pigeonhole acts of communication 
and the individuals engaged in them, Goody suggests that it would 
be more helpful to determine the extensions of cognitive activity 
that language permits and encourages. There is a fine line as Goody 
(1977: pI8-19) observes, between dealing with mediation 
mechanically as an exercise in establishing absolute dichotomies 
and as a means by which cognitive processes lead: 
" ••• to a partial dissolution of the boundaries erected by 
linguists, between abilities and performance." He makes a 
very important distinction: " ... suggesting that some of the 
arguments concerning myth and history, the development of 
mathematical operation, the growth of individualism and the 
rise of bureaucracy were closely connected with the long 
changing process of introducing graphic symbols of speech, of 
the shift from utterance to text. I do not mean to Imply that 
pre-literate societies are without history, mathematics, 
individuals or administrative organisations. Rather I am 
interested in the further developments in these various facets 
of social life that seem to be associated with changes in the 
means and modes of communication" 
Psychodynamics of Orality 
Ong's psychodynamics of orality (1982) breaks up its 
processes into its constituent parts. They function as systems of 
recall that activate memory to produce the next piece of 
information. The field study conducted for this present work . 
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generated a number of examples of the different aspect of 
psychodynamics, some of which are included below. 
1) AddItlve rather than subordInatIve. The use of 'and' to 
provide links creates a serIes of concepts of equal merit or at 
least, with no Inherent value implied in the order of 
presentation. Ong cites the Douay (1610) version of the Bible on 
the creation, where God's activities are linked by 'and' nine 
times. The same chapter in the 1970 International version 
contains only two 'ands'. 
2) AggregatIve rather than analytic. Taxonomies are given 
attributes as 'memory burrs'. This device creates the bulk of the 
formulas that constitute managed memory. An oak becomes 'the 
sturdy oak' for example. Other examples could be: "los malos 
Mexicanos", 'the bad Mexicans' used by L6pez Portillo to describe 
those Mexicans who sent their capital abroad in the 1982 
financial crisis. "Los Malosos" ('the bad ones') used by President 
Zedillo to describe behavIour the political status quo found 
destabllising in the aftermath of the fmancial and political crisIs 
of 1994. Conversely, soldiers are brave and patriotic. The 
wIdespread use of the phrase "Nifios Heroes" for example, recalls 
the cadets who faced the American Invasion at Chapultepec as 
children and heroes. 
3) Redundant or copious. With this technique, the speaker 
links each step by saying the same thing a little differently each 
time to lead the listeners along particular routes. Fulsome 
speech is a technique of repeating the content in the most 
complete way possible, each round linking past utterances with 
those to come, extending the previous phrase and thereby 
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'holding' the listener while ordering the next sentence and 
avoiding the distraction of hesitation. When Colosio, the Mexican 
presidential candidate in the 1994 elections for the ruling party 
was assassinated, he was not referred to as Colosio, but as "El 
extinto abanderado del tri-color" or roughly 'the dead - flagged -
one of the three coloured (flag)'. 'Flagged' refers to the national 
flag and three colours refer to those of the logo of the PRI (ruling 
party) and of the flag. This neatly ties the National flag and the 
Party colours together as one and the same while lamenting 
Colosio's death and draping his memory with the flag of the 
nation and the party at the same time. 
4) Conservative or traditionalist. Unrepeated knowledge 
soon disappears. The stability of tradition helps conserve both 
the relative fidelity of the source and the message. 
S) Close to the human lifeworld. Abstractions are avoided 
by anchoring concepts with reference to people and actions and 
concrete situations. Aggregative words are used to formulate a 
'close to life' verbal representation. An example of this would be 
"las aguas negras del imperlalismo", 'the black waters of 
imperialism'. The 'black waters' refers to sewage, 'imperialism' 
to the U.s., and the whole phrase refers to Coca-Cola. 
6) Vituperation. This could be considered as a sub-set of 
some of the previous points. It entails the representation of 
polarities and the assignment of virtues and vices in order to 
construct boundaries of good and evil. The linking of Coca-Cola 
with 'black water' and 'imperialism' is an example both of this 
form of logic and the making of a memorable phrase. 
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The psychodynamics of orality can be used as a tool in the 
analysis of the fieldwork, particularly in establishIng the 
typification of the different forms of medIation and the expression 
of class in the way language is used. The matrix of contemporary 
mediation set out below is an attempt to summarise the different 
social locations broadly available to people and the mediational 
elements most likely to be found at these locations. 
Mediational capital, like all forms of capital, is unevenly 
distributed throughout society although the differences may not 
always be attributed to economic stratification. In the case of 
orality for example, age plays an important factor in the mastery of 
valued social knowledge. Those considered wise tend to be the 
elders; especially those speCifically trained as Shaman. 
However, not everyone has the gift of memory, or an ear for 
the music of language. The constitution of social memory tends to 
revolve around the few rather than the many. This is particularly 
true of societies that are more complex. Possession of symbolic 
capital therefore comes to constitute a basiC resource for status and 
power. The problems that face Medium Theory at this point are 
several. Firstly, if the form of mediation is neither distributed nor 
accessed evenly then no single medium can be considered as a 
prime mover of social relations. Secondly, the sense of community 
considered typical of oral society is essentially opposed to the 
notions of representative democracy where prevalling definitions 
of informed individuals and different publics generally presuppose 
literacy. Bourdieu's revisionist definition of class is useful in 
explaining this facet of mediation. He sees the class system as 
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structured more by affinities of mind and social practice than by 
economic location. He argues that (1993: p13): 
" ... it allows one to explain and predict the properties of the 
things classified - including their propensity to constitute 
groups. It is not really a class, an actual class, in so far as it is 
a set of agents which will place fewer objective obstacles in 
the way of efforts of mobilisation than any other set of 
agents". 
This conception of the constitution of groups or niches is 
crucial to extending our approach to Critical Mediation. The 
diagram presented below sketches some very basic relationships 
between the ideal forms of mediation and certaln core social 
dynamics, notably the relationship between three ideal types (the 
shaman, expert, and celebrity) and the means of handling the 
symbolic environment they participate in. 
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Table 1 
The Mediation Matrix 
A Traditional Orality: 
Psychodynamics of orality. 
Level 1 Orality as a predominant 
form of mediation. 
Level 2 Institutions of orality: 
compadrazgo, marriage, 
guilds, apprenticeship, 
and vocational training. 
Level 3 Individual as Agent: 
Grandmother, Shaman, Guru. 
Formulaic organisation of 
meaning. 
Geographically located 
experience is always 
personal. 
Not geographically dispersed, the 
working class is demographically and 
structurally located in urban areas. Tend 
to form communities. 
C Electronic Orality: 
Level 1 Electronic Orality as a 
predominant form 
of mediation. 
Level 2 Institutions: Complex mix of 
Culture Industries. 
Level 3 Individual as agent: celebrity. 
Meaning is situationally-based in 
modular units. Formula-based narratives 
arranged in situational. units. 
Geographically dispersed. 
B Traditional Literacy: 
Level 1 Literacy as a 
predominant 
form of mediation. 
Level 2 Institutions of literacy. 
Formal training in 
literacy and numeracy. 
Bureaucracy, 
schools, certification. 
Level 3 Individual as agent. 
Certified expert. 
Meaning is organised 
sequentially, in chronological and 
hierarchical terms. 
Geographically dispersed links 
across time. 
.. 
D Electronic Literacy: 
Level 1 Electronic literacy as a 
predOminant form of mediation: 
multi-media. hypertext. 
Level 2 Institutions: Culture Industries, 
combination of 
hardware/ software. 
Level 3 Individual as agent. Empowered 
consumer. 
Meaning is flexibly organised in multiple 
layers and media. Geographically 
dispersed. Virtual Reality, virtual 
communities. 
Arrows indicate directions of change in mediation 
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The diagram above represents four basic forms of mediation. 
There are three levels or zones in each form: 1) memory and 
mediation, 2) institutions, and 3) the individual. Each box 
attempts to deal with different conditions of mediation in each of 
these areas. Identifying groups according to their possession of 
mediational capital also enables us to map their location in sodal 
space in relation to the other maln forms of capital. The following 
discussion attempts to explore the implications of mediational 
capital. 
Moving from location A to B across the top half of the 
diagram, represents the established view of the transition to 
literacy from orality, while moving from A to C represents the 
current transition within orality from traditional to electronic 
mediation. This bypasses formal schooling (shown in location B) 
as the central form of mediation. The two dimensions of electronic 
mediation/electronic orality and electronic literacy (shown in 
location D) are also differentiated by access to both formal 
education and mediational capital. Electronic orality organised 
around radio and television requires little formal schooling. In 
contrast, electronic literacy organised around computing and the 
Internet where reading and writing play a central role in a 
number of essential activities, requires a reasonably high level of 
formal schooling. 
One would expect the majority of the working class and 
other economically marginalised groups to be located on the left 
hand side of the matrix, while the middle and elite classes would 
more likely be located on the right. Similarly, one would expect 
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the older segments of these classes to be located in the top half of 
the matrix and the younger segment in the bottom half. 
In location A one would expect to find the 'classic' elements 
of orality. The psychodynamics of orality developed by Ong 
(1992) would be present across the full range of expression .. Their 
articulation may vary according to spectflc cultural formations but 
it is supported by the all-embracing logic of orality. 
Location B represents traditional literacy as primarily a 
product of formal schooling, and the specialised rationale found in 
literate institutions such as the state bureaucracy and business. 
These institutions both facilitate and control the organisation of 
relationships in everyday living. Information and entertainment 
are obtained primarily through printed materials. TelevIsion 
news is often viewed as being insufficient. Newspapers are sought 
out to provide added depth and analysIs. Literacy additionally 
develops conditions of segregation between those who can read 
from those who cannot. It also prolongs socIalisation by 
organising acquisition of valued knowledge in conditions and 
stages of hierarchy and sequence as well as conferring group 
identities that transcend. the exigencies of physical presence. 
It is possible to argue that a society with vigorous literate 
institutions is likely to develop electrpnic media with strong 
literate undertones. British Television for example, is still to a 
large extent, underpinned by the logic of literacy. 
There is however, a hybrid situation that straddles locations 
A and B in which literacy co-exists with iconic imagery. The 
photo-novels and 'historietas' (comics) that are popular in Mexico 
would be an example of this. Although the level of literacy 
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requIred to read them Is mInImal, the power of these media reside 
in the images. The presence of strong use of iconic imagery in 
Mexico can be traced back to the pre-colonial times when the 
codices were in use, but there is some question as to whether the 
ability to interpret them was generalised throughout the 
population. The popularity of woodcuts and other drawings in the 
penny press and the printing of broadsheets from the middle of 
the nineteenth century onwards, were arguably the more 
immediate precursors of today's comic book industry. 
Location C represents electronic orality or what Waiter Ong 
refers to as secondary orality. Its primary dependence on the 
broadcast media, particularly television, has provided the basis for 
concepts such as 'electronic communities' and the concept of the 
'Global Village' that have fired the enthusiasm of futurologists 
from Buckminster Fuller to de Kerckhove. 
The Internet or the World Wide Web best expresses 
electronic literacy in location D. This is still largely a literate 
medium, but as technology develops to achieve greater speeds of 
transmission and volume, it will undoubtedly accommodate more 
imagery in its content. 
Locations C and D represent the movement of orality and 
literacy into the electronic era. Both C and D contain support 
forms of logic and epistemology that differ greatly from either 
traditional orality or literacy. 
Mediation and Social Development 
Orthodox ideas on development, the growth of democracy 
and the informed citizen, argue the necessity of a transition from 
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location A to location B. Literacy is assumed to be a primary 
precondition for full representational democracy. An orderly 
transition from traditional orality to traditional literacy would 
therefore constitute a classic case of development. 
Within this framework schools become a priority. However, 
such ideal cases of development rarely correspond to reality. The 
trend in Mexico, and probably in other low-income societies is to a 
transition from traditional orality to electronic orality (A to C). 
This is particularly likely to be the case when the pedagogical 
style is closer to the rote learning associated with education in oral 
traditions. However, this may change if image-based material 
becomes more easily available in schools and if Internet 
computers become as cheap and as common as the telephone. 
The Mediation Matrix serves a dual purpose. Firstly, it 
makes identifYing and analysing the tensions between the 
different forms of mediation easier. Secondly, it provides a useful 
way of relating theoretical analysIs to fieldwork materials by 
anchoring the interviews within a larger social framework. 
The interviews were conducted without a specific theoretical 
point of departure. It was 'left at home' so to speak to be 
developed from the concrete material gathered in the fieldwork. 
It is worth noting that this procedure generates two levels of 
analysis. First, the commentaries made by the respondents were 
classified according to the categories that they themselves 
generated. They were then re-interpreted according to a 
developing model for categorising and accounting for what people 
say and how they went about saying it. As mentioned earlier, if 
there is a case for Critical Mediation Theory, then evidence ought 
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to be available in everyday life both In speech and In action. As 
we have already pointed out, the theoretical framework 
developed here has been strongly informed by Waiter Ong's 
(1982) work on the psychodynamics of orality. However, 
supporting evidence may also be garnered from the kinds of 
statistical research presented in the next chapter. 
The second stage of the analysis involves reconstructing 
participants' meanings around three general frames that function 
as meta-categories. These are Temporality, Distinction, and Social 
Discourse. A particular utterance might relate to more than one of 
these categories however. Thus for example, a comment made 
about a particular feature - which happened in the past, but has 
now changed - could be classified in the frame of Distinction. If it 
also made reference to whether the past was better or worse than 
the present, then it could also be placed in the category of 
TemporalIty. The mediational context and socIal location are also 
important elements that are discussed at length in the followIng 
pages and In the section on fieldwork. 
Memory and Mediation 
In th.e normal course of events, we develop oral mediation 
together with the acquisition of language. Up until very recently, 
we became verbally competent before gaining competence in any 
other means of expression. However, with the advent of television 
it is now conceivable for a child to become skillful in watching 
television sooner than in speaking a language. The following 
section offers a means of analysing the fieldwork from within 
social locations based on the typification of elements. Throughout 
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the fieldwork it was common to find amongst the working class, 
expressions of orality refiected in Ong's psychodynamics. This was 
much less marked amongst the middle and upper class 
respondents. 
The psychodynamics of orality developed by Ong (1982) 
outlines the way in which language structures the representation 
of experience, of memory and hence of sedimented social practice. 
The following section presents ideal types within the traditional 
forms of mediation. 
Traditional Orality 
Here the fundamental practices of sodal life are rooted in 
orality. More deeply embedded than literate or electronic 
mediation, it provides a core that pervades memory and 
mediation. Recent studies have concluded that memory is not a 
by rote verbatim phenomenon dedicated to replicating knowledge 
exactly for all time. Rather, it operates (Connerton, 1989. 
Middleton and Edwards, 1990) to malntain the present in terms of 
the past. It is an eminently pragmatic function. Early studies of 
orality assumed that orai memory is verbatim, word for word, 
identical time after time. But later studies by Goody (1987) show 
that the past is redted in terms of the needs of the present and 
that changes occur within the recitals of a particular narrator over 
time as they do in transmission between narrators. 
The epistemological nature of orality favours particular 
kinds of talent, notably the auditory memory developed by word-
play. AphOrisms, ditties, sayings, parables, riddles and proverbs 
are all used as mental hooks that aid in the transmission of 
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information, knowledge and morality. Longer units of knowledge 
are transmitted by the telling of stories in genealogies, ritual 
formulas or in orations. The latter however, are topical and not 
usually subject to repetition (Ong, 1982: p141). Narratives are 
common to all cultures, but carry a particular burden in oral 
cultures. They form roomy repositories for the lore of the society. 
As Ong (1982: p141) points out: 
" ... narrative is particularly important to primary oral 
cultures because it can bond a great deal of lore in relatively 
substantial, lengthy forms that are reasonably durable -
which in oral cultures means forms subject to 
repetition" ... "In primary cultures where there is no writing, 
the narrative serves to bond thought more massively and 
permanently than other genres". 
Institutions 
The term institution is used throughout the matriX to 
deSCribe all the regularised practices that serve to organise people 
or groups in a certaln manner. Institutions are a multiple 
presence in our lives. They may be interrelated or separate. Oral 
institutions for example are many and varied: these include the 
family, guilds (gremios), brotherhoods (cofradias), godparents and 
the compadre/comadre (literally co-father and co-mother, a title 
which refers to the formal relationship that godparents have with 
the parents of the godchild}. This immensely popular practice 
goes beyond the religious formalities and often serves to signal a 
special and strong friendship between adults. It also operates as a 
form of soclal security as institutionally 'bonded' individuals 
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create strong family or group ties. These institutions form the 
building blocks of community life. These behavioural attrIbutes 
are also subjected to constralnts of an economic and stratified 
nature. 
The Individual 
The individual described in the matrix is an agent exercising 
a certaln range of options within both particular institutions and 
the general logics of mediation operating in a particular social 
location. Intrinsically to the guru/disciple institution for example, 
a guru is free to transmit the relevant teachings in virtually any 
way he or occasionally she, chooses as long as certaln things such 
as: a formal point of departure, certaln rites of passage and so on 
are respected. This allows in principle for a great deal of freedom 
and idiosyncrasy within the actual practice. 
We can pursue this point by following the psychodynamics 
of orality developed by WaIter Ong through each level. The 
analysis of institutions Identified with orality, such as marriage, 
the guild and the 'compadrazgo', the individuailevel of mediation 
represents the institutionally generated alternatives that 
individuals can take. As an analytical tool. this arrangement will 
become more apparent in the analysis of the fieldwork. 
Orality in its 'pure state' can be characterised by key social 
roles involved in handling symbolic capital such as: the elder, the 
shaman, the guru, the master and the grandparent. Political 
capital resides in the chief or the cacique who in addition, may 
also possess symbolic capital. Particular grandmothers, gurus or 
elders may express social knowledge in an idiosyncratic fashion, 
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but always within a set of recognised relationships and in a way 
that observes and preserves the key devices of orality as a means 
of transmitting symbolic capital. 
Tolerance of individual differences beyond these norms 
constitutes the socially accepted range of possibilities of change. 
Individuals may approach the performance of institutionally 
defined roles differently from peers and not endanger the 
institution itself. Buddhist masters throughout the ages for 
example (Paul Reps, 1994), have treated their disciples in a 
variety of ways from outright despotism to gentle paternalism 
without endangering the Guru/disciple relationship as an 
institution. 
Within the ideal type of orality, the individual is trained in 
social practices within different established institutions. He/she 
learns rote formulas and the mnemonic triggers of the basic 
psychodynamics of orality. The oral exemplar is embodied In 
grandparents or the elders in a family, together with the shaman 
and the guru. They become repositories of social knowledge by 
virtue of either longevity or specialised training. Thus, power 
derived from knowledge tends to be concentrated in a few hands 
and mainly those of the older members. This fosters groups or 
councils of power and often in complex oral society, authoritarian 
leadership. 
Traditional Literacy 
Literate memory is layered over the oral configuration of 
memory. It is arranged sequentially and hierarchically. Literate 
institutions therefore demand sequential order, whereas oral 
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institutions require order in fonnulas and consistency in form and 
ritual. The scribal or manuscript stage, can be considered as a 
moment of transition to a fully literate society characterised by a 
profusion of printed materials and the spread of social literacy 
that breaks the monopoly of literacy by an elite. 
The epistemology of literacy is rooted in structures that 
come from the ordering of language on a page. It is a common 
argument (Goody, 1986, Ong, 1982, Finnegan, 1988) that writing, 
in creating an order on a page, also developed notions of 
perspective and more importantly, encouraged the need to hold a 
point of view. 
Because literate configuration requires a large collective 
investment in social literacy, a society has to be able to afford to 
keep its young in school and out of the labour force. It also has to 
create a bureaucracy dedicated to full time education and to view 
it as a productive strategy. Literacy is conSidered by many to be 
an implicit precondition for the successful modernisation of a 
SOCiety. In addition to the time and effort that propagation takes, 
it requires a cultural attitude that accepts deferred gratification as 
a basic tenet for a successful life. Since it takes a huge effort on 
the part of the individual, an extensive motivational system that 
combines support, motivation and obligation, is required. Literacy 
also imposes certaln standards in compOSition and production. 
The written word can only be understood if it is ordered and 
sequential, and because it is uni-dimensional (one thing at a time) 
it will tend to generate a need to make hierarchies, sequences and 
chronologies a part of its basic logic. 
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Goody (1987: p20S) cites Vygotsky who argues that when 
the individual comes to master writing, the basic system 
underlying the nature of his mental processes is fundamentally 
changed as the external symbol system comes to mediate the 
organisation of all of his or her basic perceptlon. He goes on to 
argue that such a fundamental shift wilI restructure memory and 
alter the means of classification and the procedures involved in 
problem solving. Central to this is the ability to work with 
abstract thinking. It is not that oral logic Is incapable of abstract 
thought but rather that such abstraction is difficult because there 
is no place to put the pieces that analytical thinking generates 
while In process. 
Literate Institutions 
The institutions of literate medIation are all based on the use 
of print and the book as the fundamental means of organisIng 
knowledge. School is the most obvIous and perhaps pre-eminent 
institution, but modem societies also generate other organisations 
that depend on literacy for their 'inner workings'. Government 
bureaucracies and modern busIness corporatlons, together with 
other institutions of knowledge industries are the most notable 
ones. They hold the powers to certify or formally require that a 
person be in possession of the necessary literate skills. 
Although bureaucracy is ostensibly rooted in this form of 
mediation, its operations may not always be in keepIng with 
literate practice but can be intersected by oral practices. The love 
of forms, copies in triplicate and the magic of the rubber stamp, 
correspond more to the fascination that oral cultures have with 
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the written word and the power of controlling each little part of 
the process, than to a literate organIsation of bureaucracy. 
Thus we have a system conflgured in hIerarchIes and 
sequences operationalised through institutions that 'house' these 
practices. Formal rules and regulations govern literate-based 
institutions, whereas those of cacique orality are subordinate to 
individuals who control procedures and the means of bypassing 
them. These individuals also tend to regulate relations of 
privilege. 
The Literate Individual 
Literate mediation constructs bridges between Institutions 
such as schools or universities and individuals by certifying their 
graduates as experts who have supplanted the storytellers, town 
criers, and grandparents who formed the principal transmitters of 
oral traditions. Ong argues (Ong, 1982) that the more complex 
forms of literate logic must wait for the child's arrival at the more 
abstract cognitive stages of development. More controversial is 
his insistence that literacy is virtually impossIble in its most 
complete form if the indIvIdual does not get an early educational 
start, ideally before the age of seven. 
The social agent that typifies this form of mediation is the 
expert who, like the elder, is a creature of his or her knowledge. 
While they may not have personally experienced all that they 
know, both these key agents 'know whereof they speak'. ThIs is 
very different from the central agent of electronic orality: The 
Celebrity. 
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Electronic Orality 
Of the three basic forms of mediation, the electronIc is the 
most complex because it is a hybrid. It possesses aspects of the 
other two but without their epistemological attributes. Following 
Postman (1979) and Meyrowitz (1985, 1994), we can argue that it 
is radically different though superficially similar to oral mediation. 
Visual cliches are fundamentally different from oral formulas. 
However, the key difference between these two 'oralities' relates 
to the social location of the community involved and how 
mediation is experienced. 
The agents that typify this form of mediation do not of 
necessity have to 'know whereof they speak'. However, it matters 
very much if they are telegenIc. It is rare to find an obese 
anchorperson conducting a news programme on American 
television for example. People who are key agents in oral and 
literate societies may suffer physical handicaps or deformities and 
found to be perfectly acceptable in their role, albeit for different 
reasons, but such examples are extremely rare in electronic media. 
As cultures develop foundational myths of the past and the 
heroes that populate them, they use the techniques of storytelling 
to transmit them. However, electronic media, together with the 
tendency of modern capitalism to turn all human elements and 
artifacts into commodities, seems to have favoured the relative 
demise of the hero and the rise of the celebrity. As in medieval 
times, the pomp and show of the court is designed to manage the 
terms of public visibility. The onlookers who used to line the 
streets for a glimpse of the rich and the high and mighty are now 
the audiences who channel surf from the comfort of home. This 
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however is no simple substitution of blue blood aristocracy for 
telegenic celebrity fame. This transition is a profound change in 
the sources of legitimacy, and definition for what constitutes the 
truth. The growth of social literacy helped fuel a fundamental 
challenge to authoritarian rule. This not only undermIned the 
Roman Catholic Church and the Divine Right of Kings; it also 
brought into question the ontology of the Bible. The use of the 
Bible as a literal source of truth, the 'Gospel Truth' was the 
greatest source of legitimacy in oral Europe (Goody, 1986). The 
modern subversion of Monarchy and Church was fired by the 
spread of print which also ended the monopoly of the Bible over 
the interpretation of everyday life (Eisentein, 1985). Apart from 
fundamentalists, few ChristianS interpret the Bible literally now. 
It seems likely that electronic mediation is provoking a similar 
shift in our ways of knowing and our ways of defining legitimacy 
and truth, generating the relativism that has been so extensively 
explored and celebrated in postmodern theory. 
Institutions 
The institutions of electronic mediation are more complex 
than in the other two forms of mediation in that the production 
side is rooted in the literate practice that the audience never sees. 
From research to script, it is literacy that 'underwrites' most 
television programmes. 
The aspect that, as audience, we attend to, is what makes 
this category complex. The celebrity phenomenon has produced 
new genres of programming that function primarily as enhancers 
of fame. The planned 'spontaneity' of programmes such as 
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Christlna (a Spanish language American talk show similar to that 
of Oprah), Is a case In point. There are also peripheral celebrity 
activities whose function Is to feed the Idea of celebrity Itself as 
well as the Images of particular ones. 
It is a measure of the complexity of electronic mediation 
that it combines both literate and oral elements. It is the 
intersection between literate practice - script writing and the 
logistics of production - and orality. This creates a hybrid form of 
mediation that is different in nature from traditional orality. 
Electronic orality Is what is seen on screen. It is tied to the 
situation the way traditional orality is tied to formulaic 
organisation of speech. 
As well as the question "what kind of hybrid is electronic 
mediation, and how does it come about?", there is a whole range of 
questions that arise when it intersects with other processes, such 
as: in what way has commercialisation had an impact on the 
nature of this intersection? As commented on In the next chapter, 
the televisual environment of the Metropolitan area of Mexico City 
has a range of broadcast options avallable nowhere else in the 
country. It is a telling fact however, that the cultural channels 
whose programmes are often provocative and most likely to help 
In the creation of an Informed citizen, are also the least watched. 
There is no doubt that there is an audience for these thought-
provoking programmes but they are niche-audiences at best. The 
research done for this project supports the conclusion offered by 
other work presented In the next chapter, which is that people 
regard television as a primary source of entertainment and are 
not very willing to suffer much distraction from such ends. 
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The Individual 
The ideal type generated by electronIc media Is the 
celebrity. The celebrIty may possess partIcular knowledge but 
thIs Is not a prerequIsite In the same way as It Is for the expert or 
for the elder, who must mix form and content In order to trigger 
memory. Electronic mediation has enfranchised the celebrity to 
degrees previously unknown. The celebrity comes to exist as a 
representation rather than to 'be something' as Clive James (1993) 
wryly puts it: "celebrities are famous for being famous". 
Analytical Elements 
The analytical framework we have presented has several 
important implications for Medium Theory. By converting general 
characterisations of mediations into ideal types It enables us to 
analyse the Impact of a medium in specific socIal locations more 
easily. For Instance: Mexico has, as a matter of government 
policy, developed socIalised literacy and instituted a national 
curriculum and a unIversal system of schooling since the 1920's. 
This policy was InItiated by Jose Vasconcelos, the first post-
revolutionary Minister of Culture and Education. The concept of 
'education for all' has been part of the policy of admInIstration 
sInce. I t was enshrined In the Constitution, and has become a 
permanent fixture in the federal budget (however much it has 
shrunk thanks to the recurring economic crises). Over the years 
an infrastructure was created. Teachers and other employees 
were organised Into a National Union of Education Workers. These 
movements secured change at an institutional level, but at the 
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deepest level the situation changed very little. Learning is still 
organised by rote. Children go through each school year learning 
their subjects within a variation of techniques for transmission of 
oral knowledge. The more faithful the repetition, the more 
fulsome the praise and the higher the grades the student receives. 
The changes implemented at the institutional level therefore, 
come to very little if the fundamental level of practice is 
unaffected. 
Ways of Knowing. 
The ideal types I have proposed provide a clear profile 
against which what people say and more importantly how they 
say it, can be analysed. For each of the general forms of mediation 
there are concrete exemplars: for orality - the shaman, the guru, 
the sage, and the elder; for literacy - the expert and the 
bureaucrat; and for electronic mediation - the celebrity. Each 
synthesises particular ways of 'truth-saying' (Postman, 1985). 
The truth in oral societies is conservative and self-evident and 
therefore irrefutable. In contrast, literate truth is not privileged it 
is contestable and it must be continually held up for scrutiny and 
subjected to the logic of rationality. 
Electronic 'truthsaying' is ordered differently. It is not 
necessarily a result of previous material nor does it always rely on 
sequence, rather it is derived from within a mediated situation. 
The situation as a source of truth or social knowledge tends to be 
presented in a modular format. 
Truth therefore becomes relative in the sense that there is 
no fixed point of reference; there is no required sequence or 
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hierarchy and form is often granted more importance than 
content. The 'persona' produced by this medIatIon Is the celebrIty 
whose function is to manage representatIon within modular 
situations. The institutions of this mediation are eminently active 
in the celebration of Image and of themselves. In short, it is a 
elevation to fame of a new sort. The industrialisation of the 
celebrity has wide-ranging consequences. What happens to the 
telling of truth in such a format? By what criteria does something 
become reliable? For orality, truth is a matter of belief in the 
vaIue of the source. In literacy, faith is placed in the logic of 
reason. It is not yet clear upon what faith truth will be based on 
in electronic culture. 
The Problematic Elements of Layering 
Almost all of the writings in MedIum Theory have been 
concerned with the problematics of mediation in a North American 
context. Postman's discussion of television for example, is clearly 
organised around the American experience. Much of what he 
asserts does not necessarily hold for other societies. If he had 
located his critique as a culturally specific phenomenon, his 
arguments would be more plausible. As we argued earlier 
however, the D.S. and Britain are as different in their attitude and 
use of the medium of television as were Athens and Sparta in 
theirs towards literacy. Much of BrItish television is eminently 
argumentative as a medium, a position that runs contrary to 
Postman's assertions (1979, 1985), that images are unable to 
propose an argument. This may be true of a single image but the 
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sequencing and arrangement of a series of them can certainly 
present sophisticated arguments. 
A cruciai aspect of national difference in television systems 
is the rhythm with which the image is managed. The slower pace 
of the British-style of television allows language to keep up with 
what is on the screen, so that one's thoughts can keep abreast of 
the images being seen. People used to the rapid editing of 
American television often find the pace of British television so 
slow and intricate that it is hard to adjust to. The apparently 
limlted choice of five terrestrial broadcast channels only 
compounds this first impression of lack of choice. However, the 
diversity five channels can generate, together with the high 
degree of literacy-based argumentation, cannot be explained 
easily from Postman's perspective. 
This is an example of the differential layering that can occur 
as a result of the biases of sedimented sociai practice, combined 
with a deliberate policy that takes into account the more 
disenfranchised members of society by treating viewers more as 
citizens than consumers. 
By Way of Summing Up 
I have argued that one of the most productive avenues for 
Medium Theory to continue developing is the study of mediation 
within a range of concrete contemporary social and geographical 
locations. 
If Ong and others are right in arguing that orality favours 
the exercise of power in authoritarian terms and that access to 
power tends to be determined by the attributes of privilege, then 
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this system ought to be both present and central in complex 
societies where orality is the predominant form of mediation. 
The ideas of rights and obligations typical of democratic 
social institutions represent the flattening of a hierarchical 
pyramid to generate a more hOrizontal configuration of social 
practice. Literacy can be linked to the development of such 
tendencies as mutually constituting rather than a producer of 
them (Mosco, 1997). The extent and levels of literacy when linked 
to social practice will however, be a Critical variable in this process 
of mutual constitution. 
All forms of mediation are present in modem complex 
societies, though their degrees of dominance may vary. The social 
location of speciflc forms of mediation will depend very much on 
the nature of the stratification system. 
Most of the chapters that follow are devoted to laying out 
the analysis of the interview transcripts. In addition to what was 
actually said, much of the emphasis is on how respondents went 
about expressing differences, how they arranged ideas of 
Temporality and lastly, how a sense of a social-self is expressed. 
Before we explore these issues in detaIl it is necessary to sketch 
the cultural economy of contemporary Mexico more closely and to 
outline the differential distribution of access to key mediational 
resources. 
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Chapter Four 
Towards a Cultural Economy of Contemporary 
Mexico: 
Infrastructures and Differential Access 
This chapter describes the media environment available to 
the inhabitants of the Valley of Mexico. It covers the organisation 
of the broadcast and print media, together with the recent growth 
in subscription television services, such as pay-per-view. It also 
explores who has access to what in the course of everyday living 
conducted in the shadow of harsh economic realities that constraIn 
choices and actions. The fieldwork was begun in the summer of 
1992 with smaller follow-up studies within the same framework as 
the original in 1993, 1994 and 1995. More recently, a large scale 
study of the mid-term political elections was organised at the end 
of 1996 (450 interviews), and a study of audiences in 1997 (1,490 
interviews). 
One of the main sources of relevant Information, the Instituto 
Nacional de Estadistica, Geografla e Informatica (INEGI hereafter) 
has had a history of chequered reliability. This is particularly true 
of politically sensitive data By the beginning of the Administration 
of PreSident Salinas it had become imperative to change this 
situation because the Free Trade Agreement made reliable data 
indispensable. The mandate to produce bias-free information has 
by and large been achieved, but overall there is still a paucity of 
reliable data. Besides the INEGI, there are three principal sources: 
industry generated studies, academic research, and independent 
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work. The latter only reach the public domaln when commissioned 
by a newspaper or by Intermedlos, a short-lived quasi-academic 
journal funded by the Secretaria de Gobernaci6n (Ministry of State). 
As may be expected, presentation of findings in the different 
studies rarely coincide. Some figures are stated in dollars, others in 
Mexican pesos, but the precise rate of exchange is omitted. 
Another problem arises when the basic organisation of data varies 
making comparison difficult. 
There are also repeated suggestions that the culture industry, 
especially newspapers and magazines, infiate audience figures to 
justify the highest possible advertising rates. The data presented 
here can do no more than indicate general trends in the symbolic 
environment and media consumption. 
A broad assumption is made in this present study that Mexico 
is, in general terms, primarily an oral society with hybrid forms of 
mediation in some social strata and elite niches. This present 
chapter attempts to describe the communication infrastructure and 
the political economy that supports this differentiated system of 
mediations. 
Social relations in Mexico are embedded in a particularly 
stark pattern of inequality. Meyer (1996) citing Von Humboldt's 
remark that he had never seen such extremes of wealth and 
poverty as in New Spaln, goes on to comment that the gap between 
the two extremes has only become worse over the ensuing 
centuries. 
For this we can thank two inherited problems. Firstly, the 
concept of nationhood should suggest an attractive future in 
common. The ideal of 'pulling together' for better prospects ought 
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to exert a strong unifying influence, or so the claim goes. However, 
as Meyer (1996) ruefully remarks, such an influence has been all 
but absent in Mexico. This brings us to the second problem, the 
lack of a resonant collective sentiment that can be made available 
to all through official and vernacular institutions that have a 
national presence. 
Prior to colonisation, social life in Mesoamerica was 
increasingly subject to the control exerted by an expanding Mexica 
empire that had established relations of subordination for the 
subjugated. This the Spaniards were quick to exploit. As Meyer 
(1996) eloquently argues: 
" ... for the minority to openly and systematically exploit the 
majority, it was necessary for the former to see the latter as 
despicable and as such devoid of rights". 
Conversely, the majority were encouraged to view their 
subjugation as justifled by God, power and wealth. These two 
problems marked the colonial period and were not an issue during 
the struggle for Independence, nor for that matter were they a 
bone of contention during the Revolution. As a result they are still 
very marked today. Social inequity and its consequences has 
therefore accompanied all national projects embarked upon since 
the Independence. The United Nations in April 1996 (Meyer, 1996) 
declared that Mexico, amongst the nations of Latin America, has the 
biggest differential in the distribution of wealth between the rich 
and the poor. 
Mexico currently has a population of 91 million of which 62% 
are over the age of fIfteen. The numbers in this area are not 
entirely reliable but as with the other data we have drawn on, they 
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serve to give a general idea of what is going on. Figure 1 shows the 
general distribution of the population in terms of age. It confirms 
that contemporary Mexico is a relative ly 'young' country with 
almost 600;6 of the population under twenty-five. In a media 
environment progressively commandeered by electronic forms of 
mediation and electronic orality in particular, this has wide-ranging 
implications for the arguments that the consolidation of democracy 
requires a culture rooted in literacy. This is so especially in a 
situation where access to literacy is strongly stratified by economic 
capacity. 
Figure 1 
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Instituto Nacional de Estactistica, Geogr affa e Informatica (INEGI), 1994. 
Of the total population, 60% earn either the minimum wage of 
600 pesos a month or less; this is roughly $60 US dollars a month I . 
I Calculated at an exchange rate at 9.6 pesos to the American dollar. 
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A further 20% earns 3,000 pesos a month or less. The Mexican 
Advertising Association (AMAP) divides the purchasing power of 
the different socio-economic levels as follows: 
A-B.- The highest level equals 4% of the population. 
c.- Corresponds to a relatively 'thin' middle class of 33%. 
O-E.- The working class equals 63% of the population. 
Figure 2 sets out the distribution of family income over the 
last ten years. The population is divided into deciles. 
Figure 2 
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Meyer. Reforma. March 28, 1996. 
This data presented by Meyer outlines both the stark nature 
of economic inequality and the recent widening of differentials. In 
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1994 the lowest 20% (deciles I, 11) received 3.28% of the gross 
domestic product (GDP) while the upper 20% (deciles IX, X) 
received 57.57%. Since 1984 every single stratum with the 
exception of the upper 10% of the population has seen its share of 
GDP shrink. The poorest of the poor, those that occupy the lower 
10% went from 1.72% in 1984 to 1.01% of GDP in 1994. In 1968 
the lower 200Al of the population had 3.66% of GDP. By 1994 this 
figure had dropped to 3.28%. Meyer suggests that the poor struggle 
to meet their basic needs by putting their young to work sooner so 
that every member contributes to the family income. Nation-wIde 
it is calculated that there are 32 million children under the age of 
fourteen (INEGI, 1994) of which half live in conditions of extreme 
poverty. In zones of marginalisation, both in the cities and in rural 
areas, this figure can reach up to 800Al. A direct consequence of this 
is that an estimated 10 million children make a living working on 
the streets looking after cars or selling goods for an average of ten 
hours a day. In March 1996 the authorities estimated that Mexico 
City had 13,373 children whose only home is the street. This is an 
increase from 11,172 in 1992 (Jornada, 1996). 
Grinding poverty only gets worse in times of economic crisis. 
Carlos Abascal of the National Confederation of Employers (The 
chief spokesperson for the business elite) is reported as having 
decried the fact that there are an increasing number of people 
slipping below a "dignified level of poverty". It is hard to know 
exactly what he meant by this. Perhaps he wished to distinguish 
between the humble poor who are still passable consumers and the 
abject and marginalised poor who excell at recycling rubbish and 
eking out a meagre living but are excluded from the consumer 
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system. There is an officially recognised poverty level occupied by 
those who earn the minimum wage: then there are those who earn 
even less. At the lower end of the income scale (60% of the 
population) there are those whose income averages between 80-90 
American dollars a month, while a high wage is defined as being 
$940 U.S. dollars a month (Tomas de la Selva, Reforma. March 28, 
1996). 
A survey conducted by the Instituto Nacional de Estadistica y 
Geografia (INEGI) of family income and expenditure divides the 
population into three basic groups by combining deciles (see 
appendix 1: figure The problem with averaging out is that huge 
differentials in earnings within groups are papered over. The 
'upper income' group for example, includes the twenty-five new 
multi-millionaires (in U.S. dollars), produced by the SaUnas 
Administration, as well as those who earn fifteen times the 
minimum wage. 
In addition because they are politically sensitive, the figures 
are the focus of continual political contest. Luis Tello, the Chief of 
Staff of the Mexican Presidency, (Mexico City Times, March 30, 
1996) claimed that there are 3 million families or about 14 million 
people who live in extreme poverty. Separately Carlos Rojas, 
Minister for Social Development, stated that there were 6 million 
families or 30 million poor who earn less than two minimum wages 
or under 1,200 pesos a month. This is a rare official admission that 
the word 'minimum' does not even refer to a wage of survival. Not 
surprisingly the lower figure produced by the Chief of Staff was the 
most politically acceptable. 
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Two studies done by banks, also based on the data produced 
by INEGI on family income and expenditure, add the following 
information. According to the first study, carried out by Inverlat 
(GonzaIez Amador, 1996) the lowest income group (3,280,000 
workers) must make do with less than 600 pesos a month. This 
group grew from 8.6% of the population in 1994 to 100A> in 1995. 
The next income bracket earning 1-2 minimum wages grew from 
33.3% to 34.1 %. Together these two groups account for 35% of the 
workforce. Their growth been accompanied by a contraction in the 
next one that earns between two and five minimum wages and 
constitutes a further 35% of the workforce or 11,478,000 workers. 
This group shrank from 37.7% to 35% over the same period of time 
(appendix 1: figure 1). The Inverlat report links these figures to 
increasing social agitation. In the year up to February 1995 there 
had been 175 incidents of civil unrest, mostly traffic stopping 
demonstrations. In the Valley of MexiCO, there has also been a 
demonstration to stop demonstrations. A year later, in February 
1996, this figure had increased to 297, with incidents such as the 
seizure of grain from trains by whole communities. Of the incidents 
recorded, 43% are attributed to political motivations and a further 
4OOA> related to economic problems. 
The second study also reported by Roberto GonzaIez Amador 
(1996) was conducted by Banamex using statistics from INEGI, but 
in conjunction with figures for the prices of consumer goods from 
the Federal Consumer Agency. The method used was developed by 
CEPAL for determining the maximum calorie purchasing power. 
According to these calculations, the 45,560,000 people that 
constitute the poorer half of the population are unable to purchase 
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sufficient calories to meet the international standard of 2.34 kilo 
calories daily requirement. Their inability to meet this goal is 
primarily due to inflation. As GonzaIez Amador notes, in the two 
weeks leading up to the publication of the study, purchasing power 
dropped by 1.85%. In the week after publication there was a 
further drop of 0.5%. 
The INEGI estimates that there are 19,440,287 households in 
Mexico with an average of five people. The lowest income decile is 
able to purchase barely 640 calories or 27.35% of the daily 
recommended requirements. At the other end of the scale, the 
upper income bracket is able to purchase 15,480 calories, or 
roughly five times the daily minimum requirements. 
Figure 3 
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In the last year and a half, consumption of grains has fallen 
29% , and 600;6 of arable land is under-used and therefore under-
productive (Jornada. August 20, 1996). While the government 
casts about for policy, one out of every two Mexicans is unable to 
purchase the required two thousand calories a day. Rodriguez 
(1996), cites a study conducted by The Centro de Analisls 
Multidisciplinari02, that calculated that between the 16th of 
December, 1987 and the first of April, 1996, the cost of a basic 
basket of goods increased 913%, while in that same period of time 
minimum wage rose only 249%. This represents a loss of 65.5% in 
real purchasing power. In 1987, with a minimum wage of 6.47 
pesos, a person could buy 31 of the 35 articles in the basic food 
basket. Now a minimum wage will only purchase 11.4 articles. 
Figure 4 
HOURS NEEDED TO EARN THE BASIC FOOD BASKET 
HOURS WORKED 
Source Cyntia Rodriguez, (Reforma 10 April 1996) 
a 1987 
.1994 
c 1996 
, The Centre belongs the Faculty of economics of the National Autonomous 
Univer sity of Mexico (UNAM). 
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The average working day now lasts eleven hours and thirty 
minutes. While the time needed to earn the essential food basket 
in 1987 was 8.6 hours, by December 1994 it had risen to 18 hours 
and by April 1996, to 23 hours. Unemployment figures officially 
stand between 6-8% up from 2.7% in 1991. It is offiCially defined as 
less than fifteen hours work in one week. Anything above two and 
a half hours a day in a six day working week is thus defined as 
employment. Roughly 200;6 of the economically active population 
work in the informal sector, or black market. This sector generated 
an estimated $12,900 million U.S. for 1993 (Europa, 1994). 
It is estimated that between 800,000 and 1,000,000 
individuals turn sixteen every year. This means that the economy 
must grow by 3% per year if is to accommodate this growing 
workforce. This level of growth has not been achieved with any 
consistency in well over a decade. 
For each dollar that a poor person earns, a 'high wage earner' 
takes In 10.8 dollars. ThIs latter sum however, can hardly be called 
a typical wage for the middle class and much less the upper class 
(See appendix 1: Figures 2, 3, 4 & 5). VIrtually half the earnings of 
low-income groups are spent on food (48.6), while in the high 
income groups it Is barely a quarter (24.9%). They can afford to 
spend 200;6 of Income on education and leisure agaInst the meagre 
7.6% of the lower income groups. These figures poInt to major 
constraints in the sphere of cultural activities. But income is not 
the only major factor structuring participation. There is also the 
question of llteracy and more generally the possession or non-
possession of the cultural capital bestowed by education. 
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Literacy and Education 
On paper, the development of the educational infrastructure 
in Mexico has been impressive. The Secretarfa de Educacion 
(Ministry of Education) claimS that the current literacy rate stands 
at 87.3%. A century ago in 1895, the figure was in the order of 
35.5% in a nation where in 1900 only 28.6% of the population lived 
in urban areas (as against 67% by 1980). However then as now, 
poverty remains the biggest enemy for any project of nation-wide 
formal education because it directly affects the ability to attend 
school Enrollment for 1995 has increased by only 530,000 
students, or 2% rather than the 3% or 795,000 expected (Mexico 
City Times. March 30, 1996). It is assumed that the missing 
children, are not in school because they are supplementing the 
family income. 
While huge efforts and resources have been channelled into 
creating a national education system, they have been consistently 
undermined by demographic growth and general economic 
pressures. 
UNESCO recommends the assignation of 8% of GDP for the 
maintenance of an educational system. In Mexico, expenditure 
from a high of 5.5% in 1982, sank to 3.6% by 1987. This figure has 
not reached more than 4% since then, which is half the UNESCO's 
goal (Ortlz, 1994). On the basis of information drawn together by 
Alicia Ortiz of the Universidad de Sonora, expenditure per student 
in primary school declined from 10,500 pesos in 1982 to 7,000 
pesos in 1987. For higher education in the same period it dropped 
from 91,140 to 68,180 pesos for the full four years. During this 
same period however, enrollment in higher education nation-wide 
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grew by 7.5%. The mismatch between social demands and needs on 
the one hand, and resources for proVision on the other, has helped 
to produce 8.7 million functional illiterates over the age of 15 
(Meyer, 1996). Added to this are 20.2 million who never finished 
primary school and 16 million who never finished secondary 
school. 2% of pre-school age children (300,000) have no access to 
kindergarten, while 800,000 drop out of primary school every year 
and 1,700,000 youngsters between the ages of ten and fourteen fail 
to enroll in school. Furthermore, of the 14% of the school age 
population who actually enter primary school, only 54% actually 
finish. Of these, only 83% continue on to secondary school. Ortiz 
(1994) cites a study by Axel Didrickson of the National University 
(UNAM) that attempts to forecast the trends for the decade or so 
following 1994. His conclusions bode ill for an educational system 
that is not growing in line with need. By 1994 there were only 2% 
new students entering the system instead of the usual 6%. This 
slower rate of growth results from pressIng economIc need that Is 
forcing families to have theIr chlldren enter some sort of 
remunerative activIty, and from students being turned away 
because of saturated enrollment. Nevertheless, even if this slower 
rate continues, by the year 2010 the current infrastructure will 
need to double In order to cope with the increase in projected 
demand. 
Numbers are notoriously subject to political agendas, but 
whatever the real figures are, there is little doubt that there are a 
significant number of people In contemporary Mexico with little or 
no schooling. In effect the majority of people who find themselves 
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in this educational predicament can at best be described as 
functionally illiterate. 
Migration 
The discussion up until now has largely been concerned with 
the nation as a whole with an occasional reference to the Valley of 
Mexico. However, any attempt to describe the media environment 
of Mexico City must take into consideration the development of the 
suburban areas, the industrial corridor to the north and the belts of 
misery that surround two-thirds of the city limits. This growth has 
been largely due to industrial development and the failure of the 
nations' farming poliCies that have led to enormous dislocation as 
people leave their homes in search for better opportunities (for the 
figures on migration see appendix 1: figures 6, 7, 8). 
Migration is a crucial element in developing a description of 
social location and the economic constraints organising participation 
in the media environment. The actual city of Mexico excluding the 
surrounding municipalities that together occupy the Valley of 
Mexico, has maintained its population at about 8.5 million people 
over the last two decades. The growth in this area has been 
concentrated in the half ring of 16 municipalities of the State of 
Mexico that border the west, north and east of the city. 
Migration in Mexico is linked to the major social upheavals 
that made leaving one's home an increasingly viable option for 
individuals and families wishing to improve their lot, despite the 
risks and dislocations. Claudio Stern (1974) argues in his study of 
migration that there is a direct correlation between social and 
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economic development and particular moments in the pattern of 
mIgratIon towards Mexico CIty. 
MIgration between 1910 and 1935 covers the Revolution and 
the period of instItutionalisation of the party in power, the PRI 
(Partido Revolucionarlo Instltucional). It also covers the Great 
Depression and the Cristero War between the Catholic Church and 
the Freemason government. Mexico CIty had grown little from the 
15th through to the 19th centuries, during the periods of the 
Colony, Independence, and the Reform. Major growth dId not occur 
until the end of the 19th century, at the end of Porfirio DIaz' 
regime. 
The major mIgrants during 1900-1935 were provIncial elites 
seeking refuge in Mexico City from the upheavals of the Revolution 
and the Cristero wars. The second period, from 1936 to 1944 
covers the Cardenas regime, most of the Second World War, and the 
begInnings of industrial growth with its corresponding demand for 
labour. Industrial development continued from 1945 to 1954 
while the rural population was generally left asIde even though 
agricultural output particularly in the north also increased. After 
1955 the ability of industry to absorb migrant labour slowed. 
Conditions in rural areas continued to deteriorate accelerating 
migration to urban areas. By 1964 the pressures of migration on 
the American border led to a tightening of control over the 
crossings of migrant workers. This resulted in increased pressure 
on the Valley of Mexico producing marginalIsed areas that became 
know as lost cities (the changing demographics of migration are 
shown In figure 10). On the whole, mIgration has come from urban 
centres near Mexico City and from the non-urbanIsed periphery. 
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Migration from the urbanised periphery has consistently 
made up roughly one-third of total migration this century up until 
1970, when it appears to have tapered off. This has had an 
impoverishing effect on the urban centres in the countryside as 
migration drained local talent to the three major cities of 
Guadalajara, Monterrey and to a greater degree Mexico City and its 
environs. This outflow has only recently slowed. At the same time 
some urban peripheries, such as Queretaro or Lean, have become 
new centres of attraction, as Stern calls them, receiving more 
migrants than they lost. 
The high concentration of qualified people in the early 
migrations later changed as the bulk of migrants began to come 
from rural areas, particularly from villages and hamlets of two 
thousand people or less. These locations are also the zones of least 
penetration by the national education system. 
As a consequence, the overall educational level of the 
migrants to the Valley of Mexico has fallen. Stern concludes that 
later migrants have been unable to compete for and obtain the 
more desirable jobs, particularly those that provide social security 
benefits. In contrast, earlier migrants were fairly successful in 
becoming integrated into the industrialising economy, even beating 
less qualifled native residents of MexiCO City to the jobs available 
(see figure 12 for information on the educational level of different 
groups of recent migrants). 
These later arrivals now form the backbone of the labour 
market for the informal sector. They are the street vendors, the 
construction site workers, servants, handymen and in increasing 
numbers, mendicants. Stern's landmark studies in migration and 
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demography in the early seventies have enabled more recent 
research to chart changes in these trends. A study carried out by 
CMvez and Savenberg (1995) traces shifts in migration from 1970 
to 1990. During this period, Mexico City lost over half a million 
people to emigration. Growth in Cuernavaca, Queretaro and other 
nearby cities has taken the pressure off the city and the 
surrounding environs. Queretaro gained more in migration 
between 1975-1980 than was lost in emigration and by 1990 had 
almost matched the growth of the State of Mexico, the traditional 
destination of migration to the Valley of Mexico. During that time 
Mexico City had become a zone of expulsion, lOSing around 600,000 
people. The current situation of migration inverts the pattern for 
the 1935 to 1944 period. It is the middle professional and upper 
classes who are now leaving the Valley of MexiCO, taking with them 
a competitive edge both in education and experience. This places 
less qualified residents in the provinces at a disadvantage with 
regard to the newcomers. Those who migrate to Mexico City are 
the least educated and least competitively prepared to enter the 
economy in anything but peripheral occupations. 
Possibilities of Consumption/Possibilities of Mediation 
The figures for income distribution and schooling sketch in 
the basiC economic and social contexts within which the 
contemporary media operate. The bleak economic and social 
realities have a number of consequences for the various sectors of 
the culture industry as well as for the practice of mediation. The 
radio and television industries are currently betting on a future 
based on digital transmission and 'direct to home' (UIH) services to 
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generate increases in revenue. The use of set-top decoders and the 
charging of fees for access to programming converts broadcasting 
into a narrowcast system. However, this presupposes the existence 
of an audience willing and able to pay for and enjoy a degree of 
plurality of programming. 
Overall, the process involves a more insistent stratification of 
media consumption. What follows is a brief description of a culture 
industry moving towards a more market-oriented and privatised 
future. As mentioned earlier, the culture industry derives its 
income predominantly from advertising of which the available 
figures are notoriously unreliable. Whilst trade figures do provide 
a map of general patterns of advertising expenditure across 
different media, the data for media consumption, ratings and sales 
are more intensely subject to the need to justify the charges made 
for advertising. The press for example, publishes circulation 
figures that are perhaps more accurate as indicators of print runs 
than of actual sales made. There is no open accounting for the 
figures on returns. The data for listeners and viewers, are also 
subject to commercial necessity. Another source of information 
that the culture industry uses extensively is possession of the 
necessary apparatus for media consumption. Figure 13 shows the 
data for the distribution of basiC hardware in Mexico. This 
information refers to households in the Valley of Mexico. 
Television is present in 97.8 % of the homes registered in the 
census. 
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Figure 5 
Household Appliances in the Valley of Mexico 
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It is difficult to assess the size of the advertising economy 
because the figure of 5,668,858,000 Mexican pesos or 
approximately 1,771,516,000 U.S dollars (Media Data, 1994) spent 
on advertising also includes various forms of government support 
for different media. There is a poorly defined line between 
government and private enterprise. In spite of all the apparent 
conflicts over the years, the government and private enterprise, 
particularly in the culture industry, have divided up the 
possibilities of public space between them. Just where one finishes, 
the other begins. With this caveat in mind, figure 6 illustrates the 
distribution of advertising investment by medium, with broadcast 
television taking 66% of the total. 
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Figure 6 
ADVERTISING EXPENDITURE 1994 
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The media environment, its infrastructure and orientation is 
openly dedicated to entertainment and to help people pass the 
time. The intention to inform, although handled differently by each 
medium, is in general subordinated to entertainment as the major 
means of turning the largest profit. The government Is amongst the 
heaviest advertisers in the different media, sponsoring a wide 
range of activities from health campaigns to political ones. The 
Direccion General de Radio, Television y Cinematografia (General 
offices of Radio Television and Cinematography) of the Secretaria 
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de Gobernaci6n (The British Home Office) spent 404,645,870 pesos 
on television and radio spots in 1994 (Rmc vol. 8 #41 1996). 
During 1994 the ruling party spent 3,950,350 pesos in Tabasco on 
Roberto Madrazo's campalgn for governor in the press alone. These 
interventions, together with general advertising and other 
promotions (health campaigns, tourism etc.) makes government 
sponsorship in the culture industry a major factor in determining 
the representation of political and social events . 
. Economic factors are never far from the surface of Mexico's 
culture industry, primarily because from its perspective and the 
size and habits of the audience, an elusive group at the best of 
times, it needs to be re-engineered into a highly sophisticated 
fiction of an active consumer society. This is so especially if it is a 
matter of the magic invocation of the North American Free Trade 
Agreement. A review of the industry together with qualifying 
comments where possible, is set out below; each medium is dealt 
with separately. 
The Publishing Industry 
The publishing industry is currently in a crisis produced by a 
combination of economiC, political and mediational factors. The 
economic problems begin with the shortage of paper for local 
consumption. Imports are inextricably linked to the fortunes of the 
Mexican peso. Since 1993 the price of newsprint has increased by 
30% world-wide (Martinez, 1992). This translates into an increase 
of 140% after the 1994 collapse of the Mexican economy and the 
devaluation of the peso. In response, the price of newspapers and 
books has dOUbled. The local paper industry is dominated by two 
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giants, The Kimberly Clark Company and The Scott Paper Company 
known locally as Crisoba The recent fusion of their parent 
companies will further consolidate the virtual monopoly control 
over sales that they already enjoy. 
At the same time, political turmoil has helped with day to day 
sales of newspapers as people attempt to work out the implications 
of the latest scandal, assassination or airing of dirty laundry. But 
the situation has also revealed the usually invisible hand of the 
government in the publishing industry. 
A critical mediation perspective explores the actual use that 
the population makes of different media In general, there is a 
marked preference for television or radiO. In a society where 
substantial numbers of the population are semi-literate, consistent 
involvement in printed material has always been a minority 
activity. 
Crises in the economic, political and mediational areas of an 
industry rarely happen independently of each other but in the past 
few years, they have converged, exerting particularly acute 
pressures. However in other ways, the press has benefited from 
the overall economic crisis. As prices for advertising on television 
increased, so did the overall space sold to advertisers in national 
and local papers (Martinez, 1996). Between 1994 and 1995, the 
price share of overall advertising expenditure in print media went 
from 100A> to 120/0. In contrast, in 1993 the press accounted for only 
6% of advertising. Nonetheless, in terms of press diversity, recent 
years have seen a marked narrowing of choice. 
In August of 1995 the Impresor, the publishing industry's 
newsletter (Martinez, 1996), announced the closing of 30 dailies 
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and fifty weeklies and bi-weeklies and about 1,500 workers lost 
their jobs nation-wide. Prior to this, in 1993 and 1994, even before 
the current economic crisis began with the devaluation of the peso 
in December of 1994, over 250 businesses in the newspaper sector 
had folded. By October 1995, the demand for printed materials 
was estimated to have fallen by 70%. The surviving publishing 
companies have since reduced their print runs by 22% and the 
number of pages by a third. The patterns of bankruptcy are 
varied, most occurred in the provinces where government 
advertising has a strong presence. 
In an unusual move, Televisa (the country's major 
broadcaster), closed its quality newspaper Summa due to internal 
conflicts and poor sales. Televisa's other activities in print media 
have had more success however. In 1992 it (Martinez, 1996) 
bought Editorial America (a successful magazine publisher) and 
acquired crisis-proof titles such as Vanidades, BuenbQgar, TV y 
Noyedades, Cosmopolitan, Bazaar and Marie Claire; all of which are 
women's magazines. 
The hand of government, whether local or federal, can often 
make or break the fortunes of press companies. The case of El 
Ciudadano Potosjno, a newcomer to the scene and somewhat critical 
of the state government, is instructive. It was unable to consolidate 
its position in the market largely due to an advertising boycott by 
the state government. Advertising from different ministries (such 
as Tourism) is one of the central means of support for the press and 
the key to survival of the political magazines such as Nexos and 
yuelta. 
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According to the Impresor (Martinez, 1996: p16) there are 
three main kinds of unstable publishers: 
A) Those with poor financial prospects prior to the 1994 
devaluation. 
B) Those who depend heavily on lower income readerships. 
PrIor to 1994, a mInimum wage could purchase twenty 
different publications such as a newspaper, comics, a sports 
paper, and the supposedly inflation resistant photo-novel. 
Today that same wage will purchase only four publications. 
C) The afternoon papers whose circulation is easily 
pre-empted by eIther radio or television. 
Magazines have also seen loss of circulation and as a result 
are finding it harder to justify the rates charged for advertisIng. 
Epoca. a popular political/general news weekly owned by Televisa 
for example, has seen its circulation drop to only twenty-seven 
thousand a month. Others such as \1Yelta and NexoS. Revista 
Mexicana de ComunIcaci6n, Casa del TIemW have responded by 
lengthening their cycles of publication. 
Even the 'historieta' (comics) and the photo novels 
traditionally untouched by crises, whether political or economic, 
have been hard hit. The Libro yaQuero (Cowboy Book) previously 
enjoyed a circulation of one and a half million copies each edition. 
This has dropped to a quarter of a milllon a month. Kaliman 
reached nine million a month before succumbing to economic 
pressures by the mid-eighties. Sensacionales de la Lucha (loosely 
translated as 'Sensacional moments of Wrestling', a gaudy 
magazine), went from a millIon two hundred thousand to two 
hundred thousand, to one hundred thousand before folding. 
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The Excelslor, a long standing quality newspaper has also 
suffered financial problems and closed three weekly supplements: 
Plural, Iueves de Excelslor and Mexico Insight (in English). Its mid-
day edition llItimas Noticlas merged with the evening one. It also 
limited the wire services it subscribed to. In the mid 1970's Luis 
Echeverria, then President of Mexico, forced the editor Julio Scherer 
to resign from Excelsior. It has since come to be regarded as the 
unofficial mouthpiece for government policy and bureaucracy and 
the private sector's opinion nation-wide. Its circulation appears to 
be steady at two hundred thousand copies a day. As Sanchez 
(1994) wryly notes, the most avid and motivated reader of the 
press is the government itself. 
Such is the general predicament of this industry in all its 
facets, that the head of the Association of Publishers (CANIEM) sent 
an ironic message of distress (Martinez, 1996) to President Zedillo, 
saying that if current trends continued, Mexico would soon be 
enjoying freedom !mm the press. Specifically they requested the 
cancellation of IVA (the value added tax) and the rolling back of 
the price increases made by Pipsa, the government operated paper 
distributor. 1995 ended with no response to this request. The 
beginning of 1996 saw the Ministry of Government Expenditure 
('Contralor1a') ordering all the departments of Social Communication 
in government offices to restrict press advertising to purely local 
papers, thereby withdrawing an important source of revenue. 
Despite its denials however, the government still exercises 
considerable influence within the publishing sector. This operates 
in three ways: Firstly it still owns Pipsa, the main importer and 
distributor of newsprint. This gives the government the option of 
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denying distribution or of demanding direct payment instead of the 
usual rolling credit when publishers stray from the accepted norms 
of editorial or news reporting. This is not always an effective form 
of control however. The news weekly Proceso. a magazine critical 
of the government and the private sector for example, was founded 
by Scherer and launched with paper borrowed from friendly 
newspapers willing to support him in his attempt to stay in the 
industry. 
Secondly, as we noted above, the government indirectly funds 
newspapers and magazines (Ceniceros and Betancourt, 1996) 
through advertising placed by the Ministry of Tourism, the 
Ministry of Defence, The Ministry of Education, the National 
Lottery, the Ministry of Health, the National University (which is 
ranked as the 40th most important advertiser), and by under the 
table payments ('embute' or 'chayote' as they are called) made 
directly to 'participating' journalists. 
Thirdly, in the tradition of contemporary clientist 
governments, the news vendors union, La Union de Voceadores y 
Expendedores de Peri6dicos de Mexico (UVyEPM, Union of hawkers 
and dealers of newsprint of Mexico) effectively controls the 
distribution of print on the street under the aegis of government 
protection. It was President Calles who granted the guild this right 
In a recent dispute between the Newspaper Reforma and UVyEPM, 
the latter claimed exclusive 'ownership' of street corners as points 
of distribution in order to control all non-store sales (i.e. curbside). 
Not many publishers have the nerve or deep enough pockets to 
oppose the 'hawkers', since they handle the bulk of the returns of 
unsold newspapers estimated at 200A> in usual times and close to 
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50% in times of crisis (Martinez, 1996). Raul Trejo Delarbre (cited 
in Sanchez Rulz, 1994) reports that of the papers distributed by 
street vendors, roughly 50% are returned. The trade magazine 
Medios Publicitarios Mexicanos published by the Mexican 
Advertising Association, reports a daily newsprint circulation of 
three million newsprint copies. Trejo (1992) however, presents an 
argument that sets the figure at a more likely 750,000 daily copies 
purchased. 
The Reader 
The information presented below is based on three sources 
that concentrate on mapping readership. The study by de la Pefta 
and Toledo (1992) provides data on general habits. The second 
study was carried out by book vendors at a main book fair and 
published by the Print Industry Chamber of Commerce (CANIEM, 
1994). Neither of these can be extrapolated to the population as a 
whole. The third, by Rivapalacio (1992), attempts to grapple with 
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discrepancies in the reporting of consumption within the 
newspaper industry. According to the Ministry of Education, 87.3% 
of the population above the age of 15 is literate (although those 
aged 15 or less make up 38% of it). However, there is a qualitative 
difference between being able to read and using print media as a 
major source of social information that is, to be a habitual reader. 
The basic ability to read does not in itself ensure the attributes 
associated with literate thought. This form of mediation can often, 
though not always, be assessed by ability and comfort in handling 
writing and reading. Literacy as measured by governments, 
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usually logs the ability to read not to write, but functional literacy 
as a form of mediation includes both. 
Estimating the real levels of newspaper readership is also 
made more problematic by the uncertainty surrounding the figures. 
A study by Rivapalacio (1992) challenged the stated figure of 
1,155,375 given as the print run of nine major Mexico City dailies, 
and produced an alternative figure of 275,000. Similarly, Sanchez 
Ruiz (1995) has recently argued that the actual print run is four 
times less than formally declared. The figures for the other media 
are somewhat more reliable but not without their problems. The 
culture industry's preoccupation is clearly to keep the emperor 
dressed, at least in the eyes of those who matter: the advertisers. 
With 38% of the population under fifteen years of age and 
60% earning 600 pesos a month or less, for many families a four 
peso newspaper or a ten peso magazine become an unwarranted 
daily or weekly expense. The single exception to this seems to be the 
sports papers, especially the Monday editions. But generally, for 
both entertainment and information, the electronic media, radio, 
and television, are the only options available to those on low 
incomes. The expense of acquiring a televiSion or a radio apparatus 
is a one-off cost and can be met as a family or group purchase. 
Compiling a profile of who consumes print media is 
problematic. Enrique Sanchez Ruiz (1994) wrote a succinct report 
on this situation called The press and its public; The Unbearable 
LJllhtness of Almost not Being. in which he argues that there are 
several reasons for the elusiveness of the reader. The main one is 
that, in spite of official declarations to the contrary, Mexico on the 
whole, is not accustomed to reading. For many people there is no 
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pressing need to read, even if they could afford to do so in a serious 
way. 
The average person in Mexico earns 3,000 pesos a month or 
less, and the typical book costs two minimum daily wages (SO 
pesos) to buy. This has placed huge pressures on the industry to 
produce material that can be purchased without placing an undue 
burden on the reader. The government actively subsidises through 
various cultural programmes, the sale of books that can cost as 
little as 11 to 15 pesos ($1.5-$2 U.S. dollars). But even then, print-
runs of one to three thousand copies can be in stock for years. 
There have been some attempts to compile a composite 
description of the reader. This has been done using two 
approaches: gathering industry-wide data that publishing houses 
have been able or willing to provide, and questioning people at 
book fairs as well as on the street. The maln industry report was 
commissioned by the Camara NaCional de la Industria Editorial 
Mexicana (The Chamber of Commerce of the Publishing Industry, 
CANIEM, 1995). It includes both publishers' data and book fair 
questionaires. The second major source derives from two studies. 
The first commissioned from de la Pefia and Toledo by Intermedlos. 
a journal published by the Ministry of Gobernacion through 'Radio, 
Television y CinematograIIa'. The second, a study done by Nestor 
Garcia Canclini, an anthropologist at the Unlversidad Aut6noma 
Metropolltana, Iztapalapa. Secondary works cited here are by 
Sanchez Ruiz. The composite picture of readership presented here 
is culled from these works. 
The average Mexican reads between .07 to 1.7 books a year. 
This appears to be surprisingly low given the official figure of 
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87.3% literacy for those above the age of fifteen. However, 
although the level of non-literacy dropped in relative terms, from 
64.1% in 1895 to 12.7% in 1980, in absolute terms it increased by 
109u in this period, going from 8.1 million to 8.9 million. This 
figure does not Include those aged fifteen or less who cannot afford 
to attend school because of pressing economic need. This non-
llterate nucleus forms an important stratum of cultural 
marginallsation. 
For a profile of the readership of newspapers we can turn to 
the study that De la Peiia and Toledo (1992) conducted into the 
habits of readers (a sample of 1,290 people) in the Valley of 
Mexico. 68% of those asked clalmed to read newspapers. Of these 
customary readers 80% read at home, 9OA> in school, 3% at work, 3% 
whIle travelling and 5% in other situations. 
However, 32% read for only a few minutes, and a further 24% 
for half an hour or less, while a further 26% spend an hour or more: 
18% never read. In terms of frequency, 18% read regularly and 
25% are occasional readers. 15% read one to three times a week 
and 8% read from four to six days a week. Overall 27.5% (or 2.5 
million people) of the population of the Valley of Mexico never read 
the press at all (see appendix 1: figures 15 and 16). 
The most popular sections range from national news to the 
financial section, but sports far outstrips any other section. .EstQ. a 
sports dally, has a circulation nation-wIde of 400,000 a day with an 
additional 50,000 for Mondays (Martinez, 1996). This partly 
explains the strong gender differences in readership. According to 
the data compiled by De La Peiia and Toledo, men read 2.3 days a 
week compared to women's 1.6 days a week. 37% percent of the 
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women claim never to read newspapers whole. Only 29% of men 
make the same claim. There are also strong class differences. The 
chart below shows that the majority of readers are located in the 
middle and upper income levels. 
Table 1 
INCOME AND NEWSPAPER CONSUMPTION 
Wage Regularity (average) 
Minimum wage 
2 times minimum wage 
3-5 times minimum wage 
8 times minimum wage 
Upper income 
1.1 days a week: on average (10% 
read regularly while 49% never 
read.) 
2.2 days a week. 
22% daily, (73% of which are 
occasional readers). 
37% read daily. 
3.6 days a week. 
Ricardo de la Pefta/Rosario Toledo. Intermedios, 4 Octubre. 1992 
One very important factor that is missing from the available 
data however, is the stratification of readership by age. 
The lack of custom, skills, disposable income and the presence 
of other media that require less effort to engage with, reinforce the 
prevailing pattern. Ruiz (1992: p182) sums up the situation with 
the following comment: 
"A people who do not read are in the end functionally 
illiterate, even if the official statistics show the contrary. A 
Nation with newspapers, but with no readers, is irredeemably 
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condemned to the yoke of authoritarianism and to material 
under-development.,,3 
In the research done for this present study, one notion that 
consistently produced admiration in those interviewed was the idea 
that a person should 'be prepared' or 'have preparation' . By 
preparedness however, they did not mean the knowledge produced 
by formal education but the know-how acquired by experience, 
involving guile, canniness and the ability to get things done. 
Reading is not perceived as conferring these attributes in sufficient 
quantities to make the effort worth while. 
Television: the Industry 
There are currently nine broadcast channels and two 
narrowcast channels. Of the former, seven are private and two 
belong to the government. 
The channels are: 
2,4, S, 9 belong to Televisa. 
7, 13 belong to Televisi6n Azteca. The latter also has a 
controlling stake in channel 40. 
11 operated by National Polytechnic Institute and is 
government funded. 
22 is funded by the Secretaria de Gobernaci6n, and is 
broadcast on UHF, by Instituto Latino Americano de la 
Comunicaci6n Educativa. The latter also operates the 
national satelite transmission for educational 
television. 
40 CN! is privately owned and transmits on UHF. 
3 Author's translation 
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Despite losIng Its former monopoly wIthIn the prIvate sector, 
TelevIsa remains the dominant force in the broadcast televIsIon 
system. The main narrowcast channels in the Valley of Mexico 
belong to two companIes. Cablevision, joIntly owned by TelevIsa 
and Telmex, the Mexican telephone company, offers 23 channels 
and has 236,179 subscribers (Jara, 1995). MultivIsi6n distributes 
its signal via microwave, offers 20 channels and has 412,000 
subscribers. All but the two government supported channels 
are run as commercial enterprises with the sole legal obligation of 
maIntaining a quality Signal on the air. This is as unsurprising as it 
is unfortunate. Unlike British Television, where broadcasters are 
obliged to ensure that certain social and cultural obligations are 
met, Mexican law makes no such provisions beyond technical 
requirements. As a result, television is conceived primarily as a 
medium for entertalnment. Azcarraga Mllmo, the deceased owner 
of Televisa, the Mexican broadcast giant, in a telling interview 
(cited by Ortlz, 1993) stated that: 
"Mexico es un pais de una clase modesta muy jodida .. que no 
va a salir de jodida. Para la televIsion es una obUgaci6n llevar 
diversi6n a esa gente y sacarla de su triste reaUdad y de su 
futuro dlficil". 
('Mexico is a nation made up of a very 'screwed' class of very 
modest means ... that will never rise above being 'screwed'. It 
is the obligatIon of televIsIon to present entertainment to 
these people and take them out of their sad reality and their 
difficult future')4. 
4 Author's translation 
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As the popular saying goes, the ruling elite believe that 'the 
masses' are only interested in bread and circuses. In another 
equally candid comment, Azcarraga declared that Televisa was a 
soldier of the ruling party, the PRI. This admission surprised few 
but its outright cynicIsm was unsettling because it came at a time 
when electoral reforms were being implemented. One of the key 
elements was equal time and treatment for all the contenders in 
the different media It was also a reminder of the need to 
investigate the nature of the continuing symbiosis between the PRI 
and Televisa. 
Television: its Audience 
Moving away from the infrastructure we come to the other 
side of the equation: the audience. The anthropologist, Nestor 
Garcia Canclini has conducted a series of studies of cultural 
consumption in different sectors rangIng from the broadcast medIa 
to museums, gallerIes and the like. His book on this area attracted 
the interest of a major news paper, Reforma, and in March 1995-
and in January of each year since then - the paper has published its 
own surveys under Garcia Canclini's general guidelines. These have 
produced city-wide cultural maps to supplement and extend Garcia 
Canclini's more focused work in the precinct of Coyoacin in the 
south of Mexico City. 
Taken together, these surveys show little change over the 
years but it is too soon to tell whether the movements that are 
indicated are general shifts due to a devastating economic crisis or 
one-off changes. In the surveys, samples of 800 people are asked 
89 questions in the comfort of their homes. Unfortunately, 
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although the interviews collected information on age, gender and 
class, only age and gender were cross-tabulated in the published 
material. The people surveyed have their televiSion sets on for 6.2 
days a week. 500Al watch at least two hours a day, while women 
tend to view for longer periods than men. 36% of the population 
claim to spend most of their 'free time' watching television. 82% of 
viewing occurs in the evening and at night. 
A later study than the one commissioned by Intermedios, 
produced the following data. When asked what television does, the 
respondents answered as follows (Reforma. March 28, 1996): 49%, 
of those interviewed believe that the major function of television is 
to entertain. 29% claimed that its job was to provide distraction , 
while only 15% thought that its main function is to inform, and only 
3% claimed that it ought to educate. 
Figure 7 
Distraction 
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Ent ertainment 
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Main Function of Television 
Informative 
15% 
All of the 
above 
4% 
Luis Enrique L6pez. Reforma. March 28. 1996 
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If 72% of the television audience considers that the medium 
is primarily one of amusement, then the other purposes, to inform 
and to educate, clearly face an uphill battle. 
Heavier viewing generally occurs during the week, from four 
in the afternoon to eleven at night. Weekend viewing is usually 
lighter, with up to 13% claiming never to watch it. There is also the 
social aspect of viewing, where people claim to watch television 
while in the company of others (see appendix 1: figures 11, 12 and 
13). 
In media and political analysis, news programmes are 
generally considered to be the corner stone of electronic democracy 
(See appendix 1: figure 21). Certainly as the survey results 
reported in figure 8 show, they are among the most watched, 
eclipSing melodrama in popularity. However, recent changes in 
news formats have tended to emphasise morbid and sensational 
perspectives and to mobilise the 'infotainment' strategies 
developed in the United States. Consequently, it has become 
increasingly difficult to ascertain whether people view news 
programmes for their information value or for entertainment (see 
appendix 1: figure 20), or even if there is a difference. More recent 
research for this present study, carried out in January 1998, 
supports the assertion that people in Mexico view news as 
entertainment (Clifford, GOmez and Arango 1999). 
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Figure 8 
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Ricardo de la Pefta, Rosario Toledo Laguardia. Intennedios August 3, 1992. 
In 1994 almost a quarter (23%) of those surveyed had 
another system of television delivery available to them in addition 
to regular terrestial transmissions. l(J)Al were connected via 
cablevisi6n (a cable company) , 12% were linked to Multivisi6n 
(which distributes its signals by microwave) and 1% had access to a 
parabolic antenna. By 1995 however, the overall figure for 
narrowcast television had fallen to 13%. This suggests that in the 
current economic climate, demand for additional services is 
unlikely to expand on the scale or at the pace that enthusiasts have 
been predicting, and will probably do so at the expense of existing 
services. 
The two major broadcast companies enjoy a 78% share of 
viewing, Televisa with 60% and Television Azteca with 180/0. 
Televisa however, is caught up in a love-hate relationship with its 
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audience: 40% of its viewers dislike the programming it offers, and 
only 11% claim to enjoy It. 
Overall, Garcfa Canclini's work has strengthened a growing 
perception in Mexico that the concept of the 'mass audiences' is 
more of a construct than a reality. The long held assumption that 
Televisa through channel 2, held sway amongst the 'masses' is 
giving way now to the idea that audiences are more fragmented 
and diverse in their interests. 
Radio: the Ind us try 
Radio has received somewhat less research attention for 
study than television. It is the invisible and omni-present medium 
reaching everywhere, but for the most part remaining in the 
background. Cristina Romo (Romo, 1996) argues that it is the least 
studied medium in Mexico. As with television, the industry has 
been dominated and shaped by commercial interests, and the laws 
that regulate the industry were written accordingly. The salient 
points of these regulations initially published in 1960 are: 
-The State retains control over technical specifications. 
-State participation in transmission would be limited. 
-The concessions for transmission would be for indefinite 
periods. 
-The industry would enjoy fiscal relief and benefits. 
-Half of the direct taxation would be paid for in 12% 
free air time. 
-The State would respect freedom of expression. 
-The State would refrain from engaging in commercial 
activities. 
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-The industry is not obliged to provide a public service. 
These provisions went more or less uncontested until 1973 
when there were several attempts to address the needs of 
indigenous people in their own language and to develop community 
radio (Romo, 1996). These efforts were sporadic and weak 
however, so that today only a handful of community radio stations 
are still operating, and they are always in danger of being closed 
down. 
Radio industry regulations together with those governing 
television, distinguish between concessionaires -those providing 
commerdal transmission and permit holders- those providing 
public service contents, mainly government and community 
stations. Radio in Mexico is made up of 91 % concessionaires and 90Al 
permit holders. Twenty-three commercial groups operate 1,014 
stations together with 33 independent station concessionaires and 
108 permit holders. Of the total of 1,155 stations, 368 operate on 
FM and 787 on AM frequency bandwidths. 50.21% of these 
stations are located in eight states and six groups control 61% of all 
stations. Surveys of radio receiver ownership show that most 
households have several (See appendix 1: figure 16). Nation-wide 
transmission and re-transmitted signals via satellite originate 
mostly in Mexico City. The largest radio group, Grupo Radio Centro, 
has a 20% share of air-time with 13 stations in Mexico City and a 
further 115 in the rest of the country. A study by Mendoza and 
Sosa (1996) documents the recent developments in the radio 
industry. 
A series of buyouts and alliances have allowed several groups 
to further consolidate their market share. Grupo Radio Centro 
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bought Radio Red while CoriXlraci6n Medcom, the original owner of 
Radio Red, continues to produce the programming for 'Monitor' (a 
key news programme) and other information services for the 
stations within this alliance. GruiXl Radio Centro added 'Sonido Zeta' 
to its range of stations by hiring it from GruiXl Siete until 1998. 
Other alliances involve changes of name, formats and styles. 
Of the name changes, the old 'Seis Veinte' (620) station became a 
mixed format station, predominantly talk shows. More recently it 
has begun to experiment with the previously abandoned 
melodrama format. 'Cambio 15.30' has changed its programming to 
news and call-in programmes. 
As noted earlier the onset of the economic crisis in 1982 
brought about by the collapse of the oil prices, and the more recent 
crisis that began in December 1994, triggered by the collapse of the 
Mexican peso, has had profound effects on the culture industries. 
RadiO has responded with vigour changing formats, genres, and 
styles. The most creative efforts however, have been visible in 
administrative activities rather than in changes of programming. 
The various experiments that have been carried out in the capital 
have been extended throughout the rest of the nation. One of the 
more curious strategies produced by crisis management has been 
the opportunity taken by Televisa radio in developing and selling 
music and news programmes for Radio Shanghai in China and for a 
radio group in Spain. 
Ownership of radiO stations is harder to determine than for 
television, but current evidence suggests that five major groups 
control 44% of the stations in the country (Romo, 1996). 
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The Audience 
In recent years perhaps the most significant change in radio 
programming has been the discovery that news/ opinion 
programmes represented a huge untapped market. With close to 
three million automobiles in circulation in Mexico City, the need for 
traffic reports prompted radio stations to use motorcycles and 
helicopters to provide on-the-spot information on traffic conditions. 
The 'rush' hour congestion provides radio with a captive audience. 
Nevertheless, music in all its different styles and formats continues 
to be the prime staple of programming. 63% of those interviewed 
for the 1995 study (Reforma, 1995) claimed to prefer listening to 
music. News followed with 23% up from 18% on the previous year 
(1994) . Figure 9 summarises these results. 
Figure 9 
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Luis Enrique L6pez. RefQrma. January 24, 1996. 
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Figure 10 
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The apparently perennial popular radio drama went from a 
low of 1% in 1994 to OOAl in 1995. As with television drama 
however, it is unclear whether these are real figures (see figure 10) 
or reflect a reluctance to admit listening to such programming on 
the part of the audience. Research into how people use radio is not 
without problems. As Cristina Romo (1996) observes, although the 
survey in question starts off by asking what people did in their 
spare time, listening to radio was not mentioned once. When asked 
more specific questions though, 48% stated that they listened to 
radio for more than three hours a day (see appendix 1: figure 17, 
18 and 19). Romo argues that these apparently conflicting 
statements point to radio being more of a background resource that 
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only occasionally comes to the fore. The radio maybe on, but it is 
what one is doing at the same time that is mentioned. It also points 
to a major problem facing survey research, which is that people do 
not usually give much reflexive thought to what they do as they go 
doing it. This affects how they talk about most activities. 
Consequently, general questions about media consumption (as 
opposed to requests to keep diaries of activities) are likely to elicit 
'guesstimates' from respondents. 
The exception to this would appear to be news. 34% of the 
respondents surveyed by Reforma (1996) claim to listen 
specifically to news. Figure 11 presents the different ideas people 
have as to what radio is for. 
Figure 11 
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Cinema 
The Mexican Film Industry has undergone severe 
contractions in the past 20 years, as the vagaries of political and 
economic crisis have hit it harder than other sectors of the culture 
ndustries. 
During the presidency of Luis Echeverria, the film industry 
was almost entirely nationalised. This centralised power made it 
very difficult to produce controversial films, particularly where the 
government was concerned: at the same time, cinemas were 
obliged to screen national productions 5()oAl of the time. However 
these measures have done little to reverse the industry's long term 
decline. 
The decade of the eighties saw an average of 88 films 
produced a year, with a slight increase at the end of the decade. In 
1990, 104 films were produced, by 1995 this figure was down to 
14, and 16 by 1996 (Sanchez Ruiz). In 1985 there were 152 
companies producing films. By 1997 there were only 89 left. 
In 1992, President Salinas De Cortari, in line with the general 
policy of his government, proceeded to privatise the film industry. 
His government also allowed the film distributor 'Peliculas 
Nacionales' to go bankrupt. Sanchez Ruiz attributes the continuing 
decline in the film industry to the overall contraction provoked by 
the concentration of ownership into fewer hands combined with the 
increased globalisation that subordinates exhibition to trends that 
originate elsewhere. 
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cited in Sanchez Ruiz. Se 'n orteamericaniza' el cine en Mexico. 1997 . 
Local production suffered greatly when 'Peliculas Nacionales' 
went bankrupt, because producers no longer had the same degree 
of access to screenings of their work. Accelerated globalisation has 
resulted in an increase in small screen cinema houses and multi-
screen complexes backed by a strong influx of foreign capital. This 
has increased the exhibition 'windows' open to foreign , mainly 
American films. At the same time the requirement to dedicate at 
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least 50 % of screen time to nationally produced films was 
gradually reduced to 10% by 1997. 
In the period from January to November 1995, industry 
earnings were reported to be 312,665,455 pesos. This represented 
a drop of 14% over the same period in 1994, the first year of the 
current crisis. Rises in ticket prices and the accompanying decrease 
in spending on entertainment by people, plus the increased use of 
video cassette recorders and the expansion in the number of films 
screened on televiSion are widely seen as responsible for this 
decline. The preliminary results of a study done on film 
consumption presented in a seminar at ENEP-Acatlan (a campus 
belonging to the National University UNAM), shows that middle and 
lower income groups discuss films in terms of having seen them on 
television rather than having viewed them at the cinema. This is 
not too surprising given that the ticket prices have increased from 
3-5 pesos to as much as 35 pesos for the premier screens in the 
multiplexes. 
Figure 13 
Sanchez Ruiz. 1997. 
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Although screenings in Mexican cinemas are dominated by 
foreign movies, a few local productions are able to achieve good 
sales in the national market though they cannot match the earnings 
of Hollywood productions. For example, whilst the American film 
Casoer grossed 13.2 million pesos, the most successful local mm, 
Callejon de los mila2ros earned 9.8 million pesos (Roberto Aviles. 
1996). Most nationally made movies however, are unable to make 
significant returns at the box office. This has accelerated the 
decline in production. 
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At the height of the industry'S activities during the nineteen forties 
and fifties, eighty films were produced a year. In 1995 only eleven 
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were made (Revista Mexicana de Comunicaci6n. vol. 8 #40, 1995). 
At the same time, the number of screens has increased. There are 
1,495 cinema screens in the whole of the country, sixty one more 
than last year (appendix 1: figure 20). 
Stepping back for the larger picture 
At first sight it would seem from the available figures that 
the population of the Valley of Mexico is presented with a broad 
and enticing array of cultural options, from the main media of 
radio, television and print, to art shows (and sales) in the parks, 
and the circuses often held in empty lots. Although the cultural 
system as a whole offers a degree of plurality, the media most 
heavily consumed (radio and television) fall some way short of 
consistent diversity. 
As mentioned earlier, the neo-liberal trends instituted by the 
Salinas Administration have had an inevitable impact on the 
culture industries. The government sold the televiSion stations and 
the concession run by 'Inmevision' together with the cinemas 
operated by Cotsa in the same media package to the highest bidder 
in August 1993. T4is has shrunk the possibilities of public 
television to two stations, Channel 11 and 22, neither of which have 
a broadcast presence outside of the Valley of Mexico. The impetus 
of privatisation and a free market however, was slowed by the late 
1994 collapse of the economy. This collapse not only Involved 
economic factors but also psychological ones. People had come to 
believe that Salinas had actually managed to take Mexico into the . 
First World of developed Nations. Faith in the political system has 
never been so profoundly shaken as it was by the onset of the 
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1994 economic crisis. It is not clear if the opposition has been able 
to capitalise on this or even make any difference, but the PRI can 
no longer claim to represent the will of the Nation as it has in the 
past. 
In this atmosphere of heightened tensions, more information 
is being demanded concerning what is happening. The increase in 
criminal violence has the citizenry clamouring for a solUtion, while 
the politicians claim the media are being irresponsible by covering 
the violence in news programmes. However, it is not clear whether 
the publicity given to heightened crime in the streets has led to the 
increase in home leisure reported by one of the few studies of 
domestic life. 
It is evident that the idea of a homogenous body of people 
constituting a 'mass audience' that would tune in to Channel 2 has 
come under scrutiny (Garcia Cmclini, 1993). Finer analysis of 
ratings based on 'people meters' produced by IBOPE, and the study 
of audiences have come together to produce what is hoped will be a 
more accurate idea of what people do in their free time. Roughly 
36% of the citizenry opt for viewing television as the prime use of 
their spare time. 13% listen to music, while 12% use their leisure 
time for domestic chores. Whether they do so in 'media silence' is 
not clear. After these come numerous other activities that people 
engage in (Garcia Canclini, 1992), from seeing friends, reading, 
exercising, to being with the family. 
As Garcia Canclini notes however, in recent years there has 
been a marked increase in activities that centre in the home. The 
growth in the use of video machines may explain the drop in 
outings to the cinema, but the decrease in attendance at museums, 
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theatres and concerts (except those given by pop stars), is more 
likely to be related to the difficulties presented by time lost in 
traffic, combined with shrinking family budgets and a rising fear of 
crime. 
This further reinforces the centrality of an entertainment 
oriented television system. As Garda Canclini (1996) notes, the 
most popular celebrities are those with the highest entertainment 
vaiue. Interestingly enough two news anchors are included in this 
category as are 'Cristina' a Spanish language version of Oprah 
Winfrey, Paco Stanley, a game show host and Raul Velasco (he 
retired in 1998), a variety show host. 
Recent research has shown that in contrast to Mexico City, 
other urban areas, (most notably in the provinces such as Tuxtla 
Gutierrez), there are low levels of television viewing (Cllfford, 
GOmez and Arango, 1998). This may be attributed to the intense 
heat during the daytime encouraging a pattern of more social 
evenings in the parks and streets. Perhaps for these regions, their 
preferred time to watch television is in the middle of the day when 
commerce often closes for lunch. While more research is needed to 
confirm this, there is some evidence to suggest that even in the 
larger metropolitan centres where there is more habitual viewing 
of television, there are tendencies in certain neighbourhoods to 
socialise in the evenings and particularly on weekends. According 
to the findings of Garda Cancllni (1993) however, the use of 
institutionai public spaces in Mexico City such as museums and 
theatres, have decreased while weekend use of parks and any flat 
surface large enough to accommodate a 'cascarita', a game of 
football, is as popular as ever. 
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The available evidence suggests that television has come to 
occupy a central role in the organisation of domestic leisure time. 
As elsewhere, Mexicans enjoy arranging their time to accommodate 
the programmes they wish to see (Cllfford, Gomez and Arango 
1998a, 1998b). Their evenings will be mapped out according to 
what is on television. They complain bitterly when they discover 
changes in programming: "Por que carajos me cambian el 
programa", ('Why the blazes do they change the programme'); "A 
cada rato me cambian mi programa ... ya ni planeo, mejor le cambio", 
('They continually change my programmes, I don't plan anymore, I 
just change channer); "Porque me la cambian ... me gusta mt 
programa. .. ", ('Why do they· change my programme, I like it. . .'). 
The passion of these complaints confirms the central role television 
plays in contemporary life. This was voiced again and again in the 
interviews conducted in the third run of fieldwork (Clifford et al, 
1998a.1998b). 
In homes where there is a video machine, people tend to rent 
movies more than record programmes off the air. However, when 
recording is done it is the young, particularly in the lower class 
families, that organise it. This is often done for the parents in 
return for more say in the choice of programmes. 
Homes with access to cable or direct television transmissions 
enjoy a wide range of options. People with these additional choices 
often comment on their fondness for Discovery Channel (Clifford et 
al, 1999). Evidence suggests that television in Mexico City, 
whatever its origin, is seen fundamentally as a medium of 
entertainment. People surveyed will often claim to want more 
cultural programmes and decry their lack of presence on the 
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screen. However, programming typically classified as 'cultural' 
consistently fails to produce significant ratings. The two 
government sponsored stations 11 and 22 both regularly schedule 
cultural programmes from the BBC and PBS for what can only be 
considered to be niche audiences. This suggests that what people 
have in mind as culture when they decry its absence, does not 
match the formal definitions employed by the broadcasters. 
Overall the patterns of access can be analysed along three 
dimensions: class, gender and age. Economic stratification in 
Mexico is presenting the industry with some very stralghtforward 
facts. The audience that can afford cable or satellite television is 
shrinking. If this trend continues, pay television will eventually be 
of interest only to advertisers of expensive items in niche markets. 
The major markets for consumer spending, are also shrinking but 
are still best reached via broadcast media. Faced with this 
contraction, the advertising peso is subject to greater pressures to 
be effective and advertisers have begun to reconsider their 
strategies. 
Data on gender use and access to media is somewhat scarce. 
In general both the radio and television are used in the early 
mornings for news of how the day is shaping up. In the case of 
morning television, people tend to listen more than watch it until 
those who must leave for work or school have done so. Women and 
young children tend to make up the morning public. Radio 
audiences are more fragmented with stations offering staples of 
news programmes, talk shows, and a wide variety of music. 
Children arrive from school between 1 to 3:30-pm. From then until 
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prime time at 8-pm, the audience is generally mixed in terms of 
gender and class, but the young predominate. 
The Environment 
The Valley of Mexico viewed as a physical environment 
together with the current economic hardships do much to hinder a 
broad base of mobility and of consumption. Traffic, in conjunction 
with distance, places many people at least forty minutes away from 
a theatre or a concert hall. A perfect illustration of the difficulties 
that arise, is the occasion when Michael ]ackson gave a concert in 
the Aztec Stadium in the very south of the city. It took place on a 
Thursday that happened to be pay-day and the beginning of the 
famous 'puente' or four day weekend. The resulting snarl of traffic 
and bad tempers converted the normal three hour 'rush hour' into 
a five hour bout of hysteria. A heavy rainfall will produce the 
same results. For many it appears to be easier to stay home after 
work and engage in strategic forays with family and/or friends at 
the weekend. 
As has been stated, the decisive factor in Critical Mediation is 
the relationship between mediation and stratification. The 
contemporary class structure is very much a product of modernity 
and industrialisation. But in the case of Mexico, it is layered over a 
feudal system that developed as a combination of Indigenous and 
Spanish cultural praxis and which persists in sedimented forms 
today. One of the most rooted characteristics of this hybrid 
situation is the chasm that exists between the few that have and 
the overwhelming many who scrape by. The word 
'disenfranchised' sums up this situation rather well. 
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The distribution of privileges, the opportunities created by 
corrupt politics, the awarding of contracts and concessions, has 
provided a social structure that to a large extent works outside of 
any formal sense of class determinations. Laws decree what ought 
to constitute the norm, reality however, is inter-woven with 
associations that dynamically interlock with the ruling party. 
In contrast to developed societies, where economic capital 
dominates the analytical frame, a society that is based on privileges 
is one where social capital (the range of people that one can use as 
contacts to get things done) has all other capitals beholden to it. 
This is the case in Mexico, where relationships to key players or 
'caciques' are the surest means of retaining the privileges one has 
managed to negotiate. The implications of this situation for a 
critical model are discussed in the following chapters. 
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Methodology 
Chapter Five 
Going in to the Field 
Before turning to the study itself, a brief word is in order 
about the relationship I have been working with between theory 
and method. The major method used in this present study is 
based on work done in the early seventies by Graham Murdock 
and Guy Phelps (1973), that explored the role of mass media in 
the lives of secondary school students. The study itself involved a 
variety of methods, including a technique developed to explore 
people's constructs which was a versIon of the original Repertory 
Grid developed by George Kelly, an American psychologist 
(Murdock and Phelps, 1973). He suggested that people classify 
and make sense of parts of their everyday world by developing a 
repertoire of constructs. 
In their pilot study, Murdock and Phelps used a series of 
topics to elicit the constructs deployed by secondary school 
students in relation to popular heroes: Singers, soccer players, film 
stars and television personalities. They discovered that as far as 
the students were concerned, each set of celebrities belonged to 
different mental universes. They therefore declded to focus on a 
sIngle topic: male pop sIngers. Based on pilot tests, they chose 
eleven singers that represented a wide range of pop music and life 
styles. 
In the Interview, the student was presented with a series of 
cards that bore the names, one to a card, of popular sIngers of the 
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time. Any that were not recognised were removed. The student 
was then shown two cards: Mick jagger and Cliff Richard, on the 
assumption that because these two performers were diametrically 
opposed they would be likely to elicit some of the fundamental 
constructs about performers and their music. The respondent 
would be asked to look at the cards and say if they thought the 
two singers were different or similar. This question would usually 
elicit answers that presented two opposite parts or poles of a 
construct. The first part of an answer was considered to be the 
emerging pole such as, "smart clothes .. .'like a bopper'" to describe 
Cliff Richard. The second part of the comment, "more freaky 
clothes", became the contrasting pole and referred to jagger. The 
student was then asked to state if there were any further 
differences between jagger and Richard. The answers, typically 
binary opposites, supplied the emerging and contrasting poles of 
further constructs. When the respondents' repertoire of constructs 
was exhausted, the researcher returned to the first construct and 
asked the respondent to place the other nine singers in relation to 
the two previous poles. This procedure was then repeated with 
each subsequent construct. The student would be presented with 
another pair of performers and the procedure repeated. 
Once the point had been reached when no new constructs 
were being generated, the interviewer would conclude the 
exercise by presenting all the cards simultaneously and asking 
which the respondent liked/disliked personally and which her/his 
parents approved/disapproved of. The major advantage of this 
method is its open-endedness. Respondents are invited to express 
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themselves in their own words. In addition, the material is easily 
organised. 
The Design 
The need to explore the nature of mediation together with 
differences of class, age and gender required a complex design. 
The repertory grid adapted by Murdock and Phelps appeared to 
hold great promise for this study, primarily because it provides a 
way of mapping peoples' constructs. 
Given that there was no way of ascertaining if the material 
would actually produce the information needed, it seemed wise to 
include several topics, each one possibly leading to different 
mental universes. While this made analysis extremely complex 
and time consuming, it serendipitously opened the study to a 
wider range of social phenomena than had been considered at the 
start. 
While preparing material and applying it in preliminary 
trials, it soon became obvious that replicating the technique as 
adapted by Murdock and Phelps was not producing even results 
across different social classes. This procedure worked well 
amongst people who could read, but those who were functionally 
illiterate, had difficulty shuffling the cards around during the 
interview. The original method used by Murdock and Phelps was 
therefore adapted to function in a society with a narrower spread 
of literacy skills than those presented by their English secondary 
school students. To address the Mexican situation, the repertory 
grid was further adapted. To bypass the questioJl of literacy, sets 
of photographs were developed bearing the names of those 
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representedl. Two further differences from the Murdock and 
Phelps study were: 
A) The distinction between contrast and emergent poles 
used to organise the material did not function well where people 
were not comfortable with the placement of two individuals on the 
same abstract plane. Respondents immersed in oral culture would 
simply point to the one they considered to be the 'best' and say 
things like: "este es el mero mero" or "este es el bueno", ('this one 
is the top one' or 'this one is .llli: one'). To cope with this situation, 
no effort was made to predeflne pairs that would elicit comments. 
Rather, the interviewer would present all the photographs 
relevant to a topic Simultaneously, and ask the respondent to 
remove those not recognised. The respondents were then asked to 
nominate (if they were willing to organise it in this way) the two 
people who were most different in whatever way. 
B) The selection of material represented a wide range of 
social and political domains on the assumption that, if politicianS 
did not produce much commentary, one of the other topics might; 
taken together, the respondents' talk would provide a basis for 
understanding the function of mediation. The repertory grid 
adapted by Murdock and Phelps underwent further changes that 
are outlined below. 
Selection of the sample 
To ensure the widest spread of possible perspectives, the 
sample design included three social classes, three age groups, and 
1 Appendix 2 contains a selection of the photographs used. 
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men and women. The parameters for class and age were defined 
to increase the probability of differences between each grouping. 
The class distinctions were upper, middle, and working class. The 
official income base used by INEGI (Instituto Nacional de 
Estadistica, Geografia e Informatica) to differentiate social classes 
is problematic because the definitions used for each class are 
politically motivated. The INEGI's 1992 tables of income are used 
to define class in economic terms for official statistics. Working 
class income ranges from minimum wage to four times minimum 
wage (about 1,500 pesos). Middle Class earnings begin at about 
ten times minimum wage (about 6,000 pesos), while upper class 
income wages are upwards of twenty times minimum wage. 
These figures however, are inadequate descriptions of middle and 
upper class income, which in fact, is considerably higher. 
The age ranges focus on three periods of adult life. The 
young age group (18-25) begins at voting age and ends at twenty-
five. This age group is still in the process of definIng theIr 
personality and their vocational interests. The majority of the 
urban population conduct courtship and get married in this range. 
This is less so of the working class, but the trend is there 
nonetheless. The working class young enter the job market at an 
earlier age. Schooling usually is limited to primary and 
increasingly secondary. The middle and upper class young enter 
the job market with decreasing guarantees that their education 
will actually make a difference. 
The adult age group (35 45) is defined by occupying a 
particular social location in terms of employment or central 
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activity. All of the interviewees in the 1992 run of fieldwork 
were married and had children between the ages of nine to 
twenty years of age. This group is in the thick of raising their 
families and their worries and pressures are focused accordingly. 
The older age group (SS and up) were all parents of grown 
children and many were grandparents. Their worries were more 
abstract in that they felt that the world was a tougher place for 
their children and prospects for their grandchildren seemed 
fraught with uncertainty. This was primarily because the rules 
and conditions seem to be changing quickly. To ensure that the 
demographic requirements were met, a grid was developed for 
keeping track of the interviews. 
Circumstances of the Interviews 
The interviews were conducted in a variety of 
circumstances. The fieldwork. carried out in 1992 consisted 
mainly of domestic interviews particularly in the middle and 
upper class. This was due to questions of access that the interview 
teams were able to arrange as well as the number of photographs 
used during the interview (160). About a third of the worklng 
class were interviewed in domestic settings. Other interviews 
were carried out, usually on weekends, in public spaces such as 
parks, bus stations and the like. 
The runs done in 1994, 1996 and 1997-8 were without 
exception done in public spaces, with no more than SO 
photographs each. The last one was carried out in seven cities in 
Mexico: Mexico D.F., Le6n (Guanajuato), Veracruz (Veracruz), 
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Guadalajara (Jallsco) , Monterrey (Nuevo Le6n) , Tuxtla Gutierrez, 
(Chlapas), and Tijuana (Baja California). 
The researcher would approach an indiVidual, and on 
occasion a couple, and request permission for an interview. It was 
common to start and find others, usually friends, joining in. This 
usually happened in parks in provincial towns. Roughly, one in 
three or four requests resulted in an interview. 
The Interview 
The process of interviewing people was a combination of 
SimpliCity and complexity. The simple part was asking three or 
four basic questions. The complex process was to go building the 
terraln as the respondent talked. 
The simple part: 
1) Please separate those photographs that you can identify from 
those you can not 
2) Of those that are left, identify the two most different 
photographs (these are identified by the researcher as A and B) 
Why are they different? 
3) Of the remaining photographs: which are most similar to 
photograph A, which to photograph B, or neither? Please 
comment 
The complex process: 
1) Response variety generated by the interviewee. 
2) Building the interview from within. 
The response variety tended to be of two kinds. Often when 
asked to identify the two most different images, the respondent 
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would produce a category of physical differences such as: "Salinas 
has big ears" or "He's bald, and this one has a tie." This was solved 
by re-framing the question: "what element is the most different" 
The second kind was of a class/semantic nature. In 
formulating the interview protocol, the word used for 
acknowledging an image was 'conocer' (know). Thus the question: 
'la quien conoces?' (whom do you know?). This turned out to 
have a class and probably a mediational bias. The upper and 
middle class respondents had little problem fielding these 
questions in general. To know someone (conocer) implied having 
read about, heard about (from radio), or seen on television. For 
the working class, and particularly those whose orality was very 
marked, to know (conocer) was something that could only occur 
through personal experience. Knowing about ]uarez, the mid-
eighteenth century president of Mexico, meant having attended a 
rally commemorating his birth (a national holiday), or having 
visited his house, currently a museum In the city of Oaxaca 
Building from Within 
As the respondent went on commenting about different 
aspects of the material, the interviewer would carefully note 
comments that could be raised for further comment later. Because 
people do not walk around with ready made definitions in their 
heads; every effort was made not to ask for them as a means of 
expanding the interview. Instead, the respondent was asked for 
an example of what was meant. This was the most usual way of 
building on what had already been said. 
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Within the working class, there was the added hurdle of 
self- esteem. The respondents would often state that they knew 
nothing and had nothing to say. It was as if they could not fathom 
why a middle class interviewer would want to know anything 
from them at all, for what could they say that was not already 
known to the researcher? If the suspicion that the point of the 
interview was to discover their ignorance could be overcome, the 
respondents from this class would move away from the 
question/answer mode of interaction into recounting personal 
anecdotes. On this ground, it was harder to be judged and found 
wanting. 
The logic behind requesting that the respondent identify 
opposing photographs was that they would, in talking about 
differences, put forward the categories that classified these 
differences. This in turn offers an arrangement of their 
perceptions in their own words. The fieldwork done for this study 
was carried out over several years as follows: 
The 1992 run (MaY-July), Mexico City and Metropolitan area 
Full range of 9 topics, 180 photographs: 54 interviews. The 
interviews ranged from fifteen minutes to almost two hours. The 
average was about half an hour. The nine topics were: 
Table 1 
R hT i esearc OplCS 
Mexican Mexican Historical 
Politicians Celebrities Figures 
American American Intellectual 
Politicians Celebrities Figures 
Religious Figures Ethnic Celebrities Cross Tabs 
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The 1994 run (january-May), in Mexico City and 
Metropolitan area dealt specifically with politicians. 40 photos: 
144 interviews. Electoral period: federal, state, and local 
elections. The photographs were of candidates and the logos of the 
contending parties. 
The 1996 run (September-December), in Mexico City and 
Metropolitan area dealt with local and state elections. 30 
photographs: 150 interviews. There was a smaller run done on 
state institutions: school, social security (health), day care centres, 
police and the emergency services . 
. The 1997-8 runs (October 97- December 1998), carried out 
in seven cities was the largest and it involved research on 
televiSion audiences in three areas: newscasts (30 photographs), 
telenovelas (45 photographs), and entertainment (SS 
photographs): 1,480 interviews. 
The use of photographs is a central element of the technique. 
It grants, at the same time, a high degree of control over the 
interview to the respondent, and it tends to reduce the degree of 
self-censure common to some research settings. This technique is 
distinctive because it offers the respondent little or no guidance 
other than the initial questions. They tended to produce extended 
responses that can be analysed both for the constructs involved as 
well as the underlying logic. It is not only what the respondents 
know but also how they go about presenting it. There are distinct 
ways of knowing that can be linked to class, age, gender, and 
forms of mediation. 
The original intention of this study was to provide empirical 
evidence to support Medium Theory. In the process of analysing 
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the fieldwork, it soon became evident that while it was possible to 
identify elements of mediation, there was much more going on. 
Social Imaginary 
Perhaps the first theoretical aspect that was produced by the 
fieldwork is the consistency with which respondents spoke about 
the world beyond their own everyday experience. How the 
respondent has the world 'figured out' became a central aspect of 
the fieldwork. "Se me figura que asi es", ('That's the way I have it 
figured'). The Social Imaginary impinges on the respondents' 
everyday life in ways that are constant. When a respondent says 
for example: " ... es que nosotros los Mexicanos somos asL.bien 
canijos ... ", (' ... that's the way we Mexicans are ... really astute/clever') 
she not only projects a sense of self but also a sense of others. The 
Social Imaginary articulates this broader sense of community and 
of civil society. It is where the assumptions about others are 
located. At the same time, the individual monitors parts of this 
Social Imaginary and leaves much of the monitoring of different 
portions of it to others. 
He or she may daily join the stream of people going to and 
from work, and before long there will be a sophisticated collection 
of ideas and conjectures about the nature of traffic, its peak hours, 
the best routes and so on. How a person imagines things to be and 
what are the key elements of social imaginar. The social 
imaginary refers to the domain that is abstracted to generate a 
general set of expectations about the social life that lies just 
beyond everyday experience. Dally experience will either 
corroborate or often modify these general expectations about the 
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social world. In a sense, it is virtual knowledge of the world that 
forms a background to the foreground of our everyday lives. In 
general for example, the working class did not refer to clientlsm, 
nepotism, and theft as acts of corruption. For them it seems to be 
very much the actual mechanics of everyday life and they have 
learnt and invested in its currency. Although the middle and 
upper classes classified such activities as corrupt, they accepted 
that in some cases it was a necessary part of the pragmatics of life. 
These aspects are explored further in chapter eight. 
The map of constructs that this technique generates can 
be split in two: 
1) The personal experience of everyday Ufe and a mapping 
of the dimensions and flux of change In the social imaginary 
enables an understanding of the political mindset and the 
pragmatic exigencies at a given moment. 
2) It allows mapping across time of how people change the 
way they talk about things and the way social changes begin 
to unfold. As certain things become thinkable and gain 
currency in a SOCiety, the stock of pOssible social options 
grows. This provides a means of linking the macro to the 
micro world in social terms, while at the same time allowing 
us to explore the complexities of the layering and 
sedimentation referred to in the previous chapters. 
The following chapters present the fieldwork organised 
around three analytical meta-categories: Temporality, 
Differentiation, and Social Discourse. The work carried out in 1992 
forms the backbone of the analysis, and the subsequent runs of 
fieldwork have provided an element of tracking the way people 
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organise their talk; it provides a take on their understanding of 
social imaginary. This holds promise as a means of mapping social 
change. For example in 1992, it was common to find the working 
class benefiting from the pork barrel politics of the PRI (Partido 
Revolucionario Institucional). Permits, sand and cement for 
construction, water heaters (that bum paper or wood) are common 
'gifts' exchanged for votes. In the 1992, run many people who had 
received permits to operate a shop from the PRI (rather than from 
the Municipality) said that in the last moment they voted for the 
PRI because it was conceivable that the party would discover their 
disloyalty and revoke their permits. By 1996, this fear had begun 
to change, as they were no longer talking about these matters in 
the same way. Comments of "Si me dan pues yo 10 tomo, lpero 
votar por ellos? Ni mals", ('If they give, well I'll take, but vote for 
them? No way') were more common. This study works from the 
bottom up linking these kinds of understandings together in 
constructing a larger picture of social imaginary. 
The fundamental methodological assumption made here is 
that by attending to how people talk about social life, their 
perceptions can be mapped as they evolve. For example, talk 
about politics, politicians and representative forms of government, 
involves trust and faith or a lack of it. It is then possible to map 
the popular conceptions of power, authority, clientism and the 
currencies of networking that lie at the heart of the Social 
Imaginary of the working class. As we will see (particularly in 
chapter eight), respondents of all classes consistently dispiayed a 
lack of trust in others. Particularly those outside their social 
networks. This suggests that despite the formal appearance of 
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democracy in Mexico, it will remain substantially weak if it is 
developed exclusively through institutions of representative 
democracy. Rights and obligations and the mechanisms of 
representation situate the process of negotiation at a different 
politicai level than that which is practiced in a clientist political 
system. This appraisal is worth further interpretation because it 
is derived from careful attention to the way people speak about 
their polity; it implies that change would manifest itself first in 
naming and talking. If these assumptions of linkage between 
macro and micro are correct, then the phenomena ascribed to 
them can be mapped and the relationships explored. 
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Chapter Six 
Temporality 
The question of Temporality, the combination of memory 
and history and the form of mediation involved in the formation 
" 
of collective memory, is a complex one. The position of a social 
group across a sbectrum of time is an all-important factor in its 
I" 
make-up. How th~t group organises itself in terms of the past, 
determines to a iarge extent, how it tackles daily life. The 
discourse of representation of the social group in everyday life not 
only includes self-presentation, but also in the ever-increasing 
exposure to the global eye, involves elaborate care and grooming 
of the image projected by the social self to the signiflcant socIal 
other(s). This presentation of Mexico as a social entity ranges 
from the wish to present a folklore-laden social atmosphere for 
the tourist, to the elaboration of the strategy for attracting 
international capital. The image of Mexico comprises a cheap 
labour force that is reliable, dedicated and willing to learn 
together with a sophisticated, technocratically prepared 
managerial elite on the cutting edge of administrative fashion. 
The Administration of Salinas de Gortari invested a great deal of 
effort in creating an official discourse of modernity that addresses 
the packaging of these two presentations of the social self called 
Mexico. 
The means of presenting these stories can be divided into 
the major forms of medIation: the formulalc oral storytelling and 
the lineal single account of the literate written history. The third 
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form is too recent to have a clear definition of what such memory 
management may look like. If the postmodernlsts are right, It Is 
already fully defined precisely by being fuzzy, multi-layered and 
multi-dimensIonal. It is a collective memory for all persons and 
for all seasons; It is the conflation of sequence and directIon Into 
modularIty. 
Social memory and its medIated organIsatIon is a key 
concept In addIng the idea of mediation to the agenda of the 
critical project. Those currently working on collective memory do 
not Include the study of oral history and mediation. In the 
beginning, psychology monopolised its study by placing an 
emphasis on short and long term memory and the indivIdual. 
Halbwachs and hIs successors approached memory from a 
sociologIcal point of view, but left orality in the wIngs by positing 
the study of oral history as a creation of a counter-hIstory and not 
as a means of social organIsatIon. This implied that officially 
received history was questionable. HistorIography (Wachtel, 1990) 
attempted to create a balance between what 'institutionalIsed' 
history asserts and what people remember as having experienced. 
Halbwachs (Engestrom et al, 1990) asserted this opposition 
between hIstory and collective memory: 
"General hIstory starts only when tradition ends and the 
socIal memory is fading or breaking up. So long as a 
remembrance continues to exist, it is useless to set it down 
in writing or otherwise fix it in memory". 
Engestrom takes issue with Halbwachs in that the difference 
between the writing of hIstory and the singing of it by bards and 
troubadours is one "of the complexity of the mediating means, but 
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not in any fundamentally oppositional way". The 'mediational 
means' in this quotation are cultural artefacts and not medlations 
by orality or literacy. 
Significant work in the area of mediation by symbolic 
management has been done by other disciplines, notably: 
linguistics, anthropology, literary studies and various academics 
who defy strict classification of their work in media studies. 
Temporality is the umbrella concept that draws together the 
different ideas of collective memory, history and the forms of 
mediation. The location and practice of memory, discussed in 
chapter three, is inextricably related to sedimented cultural 
practice. It becomes less important to talk of individual 
transmission and more important to address the means by which 
individuals engage in collective memories and social amnesia. The 
possible explanations become distilled by the very process of 
memory management of what actually happened and what it 
means. As Wachtel (1990) puts it: "Once a group fits into a part of 
space, it remakes it into its own image, but at the same time it 
bends and adapts to physical things that resist it". Social groups 
accommodate to the circumstances of their environment. 
It is important to underline the homeostatic function of 
memory and the fact that in oral societies the past is remembered 
in terms of the pragmatics of the present. This sloughing off of 
memories (Goody and Watt, 1968: p31-33) constitutes what is 
called structural amnesia and what Burke (Burke, 1989) prefers to 
call social amnesia because it balances the concept of social 
memory. Not all memories are helpful or relevant and are 
relegated and forgotten while others are adjusted to fit (Goody, 
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1977). The genealogies cited by Goody in which they are adapted 
to suit changes in the ruling social order are prime examples of 
this later phenomenon. 
Thomas Butler (1989) quotes a work by Vladimir Dedlger 
called The Road to Sara!eyo that analyses the assassination of the 
Austrian Archduke and his wife Sophie in terms of social memory. 
In 1389, the Turks beat the Serbs and Bosnians at the battle of 
Kosovo. The hero Mllous Obelic, in pretending to surrender to 
Sultan Murad, ran him through with a sword. This assassination, 
as Butler remarks, was revenge in anticipation of all the 
indignities that a conquered people suffer. It elevated regicide to 
the highest of Serbian values. The annexation of Bosnia by 
Austria in 1908, dashed Serbian hopes of independence. Archduke 
Ferdinand's visit insensitively coincided with St. Vitus' day, the 
anniversary of the battle of Kosovo. The memory of Kosovo kept 
alive in oral traditions found a moment of expression that 
catapulted Europe into the first major conflict of this century. 
Social groups have long memories which form the core of identity 
of a people and across time provides the richness of meaning to 
social interaction. This sort of phenomenon is common to all 
cultures; not all are as dramatic or have such consequences, but 
they provide recurring benchmarks of morality. 
For oral societies, such founding occasions are usually 
connected with the epic history of the people in question and it 
creates or re-creates a hero of immense proportions woven from 
the very cloth of myth. The good defeating the bad, the little man 
making it to the big time or the return of a demi-god to vanquish 
the oppressors or exact a glorious revenge, are common themes. 
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The roots of literate manifestations of history are to be found in 
the ascendancy of reason over magical thought, of empiricism over 
mental attributes. The battles of morality that pertain to 
electronic mediation will be dealt with separately, mainly because 
Mexico is barely moving into such areas of moral manipulation 
and the usual markers of the other mediatlons are still there. 
Mexican society, as any complex society, is made up of 
multiple layers of mediation that can be explored both in 
demographic terms and terms of class location. Orality out-weighs 
literate mediation, while electronic media is producing some 
interesting hybrid forms in specific class locations. 
The power elite of Mexican society is economically modem 
and fairly secularised in both economic and political ways. 
Religious piety associated with mythical figures is very much 
present in the working class and other further marginalised 
sectors. The tension created between the traditional and the 
secular as Gellner (1992) notes, marks the trend towards 
secularisatlon and away from the celebration of community. "The 
erosion of community life is reflected in the loss of faith and the 
diminishing appeal of ritual". The move away from community in 
Mexico has developed along two paths unequally travelled. The 
first is a class route in which distance from the community of 
popular ritual is measured by its repudiation. For example, not 
one member of the middle or upper classes claimed interest in 
wrestling, though enjoyment of 'catorrazos' (mind-numbing blows) 
was given as an attribute of the lowerclasses. The second path is 
not one of denial but rather the embracing of something yet to 
come. The liberal modernisation has been uneven and its full 
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expression as civil society appears to be almost perennial. Mexico 
opened its doors economically, but the parallel development of the 
socio-poliUcal aspects has been hindered. 
From this point of view, Mexico is both modern and feudaUy 
clientist in every aspect of daily life, not only in the full scope of 
the society where such disparity may be expected, but also in the 
most avowedly 'modern' elite. It constitutes a constant duality. 
The economic aspect is intermittently operative with setbacks 
such as the nationalisation of the banking in the crisis of 1982. 
The trappings of modernity are available in the guise of 
multiplicity of artefacts; the almost unrestricted importation of 
consumer goods for example, has effectively sidelined any project 
of cultural modernity. 
Political modernity and the constitution of a public sphere 
are kept off the centre stage of the communal social environment. 
The discussion of civil society that emerged after the 1985 
earthquake was short lived, but neither did it disappear entirely. 
Political awareness and agitation for the creation of a new state to 
replace the city and its presidentially appointed mayor, 
culminated in the first elections for regent in July of 1997. All are 
steps towards democracy, but they occur within relationships 
defined by communal privilege of clientlsm. It is as if one foot 
wears a highly polished shoe, freewheeling and modern and the 
other foot wears a 'huarache' (sandal), constantly pulling on 
communal networks and engaging in the give and take of 
communal privilege and clientism. 
The fieldwork produced both inferential and direct data on 
the subject of Temporality. It confirmed the overwhelming 
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presence of the Virgin Mary of Guadalupe, the defining 
characteristics of ]uarez, the mythical shadow of Zapata and an 
enormous nebulous confusion as to what happened when. As 
Obellc crystallised a supreme cultural value for the Serbs, so do 
these historical figures constitute one for Mexico. The spread of 
these values and the depth or shallowness of them follows the 
contours of demographic and class topography. 
The dynamics of memory transcend the individual 
recollection to form a social memory whose function is to respond 
to the needs of the present (Wachtel, 1990). Traditions can evolve 
and remain as the guiding force or the manifestation of 
sedimentation. 
Throughout changes wrought by contact with other groups, 
evolving technologies and so on, a sociai group needs a stable 
frame of reference. As Wachtel comments, these frames of 
reference rely on their anchorage in space and use forms of 
memory management for glue. How things are remembered and 
retrieved are key aspects to these forms of mnemonic 
management. There are other factors that combine to facilitate or 
disrupt the management of collective memory. The usual means 
of transmission across generations in oral societies is not that of 
parents and their children but grandparents and their 
grandchildren. Thus the grandmother (Connerton cites Marc 
Block, 1989: p37) was often at the centre of activity in the 
narrative performance of a group. Migration results in severing 
constant contact between grandparents, who often stay behind to 
farm the family plot, from the grandchildren who arrive in an 
urban setting bereft of traditional forms of childcare. This urban 
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setting provides major sources of disruption for a child. Schooling 
forms the institutional rupture of communal life because a large 
part of the thrust and content of schooling in Mexico is to instil a 
sense of nationhood and general national history. This may not 
contradict communal knowledge but will compete with it for 
'space' in the mindscape. The second source of disruption is the 
urgent need to earn a living or at least contribute to the family 
income. 
The disintegration of collective or social memory is a result of 
a lack of traditional structure coupled with migration. It leaves 
memory reduced to small items of personal recollection (Wachtel, 
1990). This is a problem that all societies face to some degree if 
they are at all engaged in urbanisation, industrialisation and other 
forms of modernity. 
The comments made by a respondent with regards to the 
selection of historical figures were not analysed as to how well 
they matched with 'facts', but rather the way a person affirms a 
statement. There are two logics that dominate the comments in 
this section and they are related to orality and literacy in their 
nature: 
A) The logic of sentiment that dictates the predominance of 
affective reasons such as loyalty, convenience, and charisma, 
that embody more of an affective means of linking the past 
to the present. 
B) The literate logic of historical process that dictates a 
causal, sequential reason for everything that embodies the 
historical fact. 
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An example of this was the majority's choice of Moctezuma 
as the father of the Mexican people because he was indigenous, 
whereas Cortes was considered an outsider. Cortes and the role of 
the Spaniards in Mexico in the creation of a predominantly 
mestizo culture and race were not mentioned. 
This will be picked up further as there are recurrent 
examples of tension between the logic of sentiment as a moral 
vantage point from which judgement can be given and the logic of 
historical process as an exercise in rational deduction. 
Familiarity with the logic of historical process was not 
necessarily the result of literacy. Whether or not something is 
memorable depends on how meaningfully it can be organised. 
The older groups of the middle and upper classes cited their 
fathers as a source of historical information. The good old days of 
solid values and dependable social relationships, where everyone 
knew their place, was a topic often alluded to. Surprisingly 
enough, the young and adult groups of middle and upper classes 
also referred to this period although in terms of a mythical past of 
morally more secure times. 
The Working Class 
The working class did not talk about the past in the same 
manner. Their markers of historical relevance were more 
communal and it was the act of witnessing that brought meaning 
to life. Their access to television mayor may not be more 
restricted than that of other classes, but their mode of discourse 
was constant in placing empirical pragmatic experience as the only 
concrete source of information. Having seen a statue erected in 
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his honour constitutes knowledge concerning General Allende 
(from the struggle for Independence of 1810-1821). This may be 
the only trigger for retrieval, and it is rooted in personal 
experience. 
My treatment of Temporality will develop the themes listed 
below. A number of points show or confirm long standing 
observations about the nature of time, while other aspects are 
new in terms of the semantic context in which they were 
observed. 
The oldest groups of all three classes spoke of history in 
terms of periods and they showed evidence of long personal 
histories that is probably an attribute of age. The fact that other 
age groups entertalned similar ideas specific to the 'golden age of 
values' which coincides with the 'golden age' of cinema, suggests 
that these movies, whether seen at the cinema or more recently 
on television, captured an essence that people find comfortable to 
interpret and relate to. 
The topics of Temporality are: 
The conquest. 
The Virgin of Guadalupe. 
Conflation of colony. 
Independence. 
The Reforms (juarez, the political Reformation). 
Dfaz. 
The Revolution. 
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The Conquest 
The conquest occurred at a time when the varIous trIbes of 
Mesoamerican civilisation had come under the domination of the 
particularly aggressive Mexica people in alliance with those of 
Texcoco and Tlacop;ln. As the Spaniards moved inland, they found 
ready allies In the other tribes already opposed to the Mexica 
Empire. The degree of willingness to talk about the savoury and 
unsavoury aspects of history varied according to social class and 
age. With few exceptions, the majority of interviewees expressed 
distaste at the idea of 'The Conquest', and blamed Cortes for a 
multitude of real and imagined 'crimes' agalnst the Mexican 
people. Almost every one expressed regret at the act of the 
conquest, some saying that the only good that came of it was the 
arrival of the horse and for only one, the establishment of the 
Catholic religion. No one cited religious conversion among their 
list of grievances. 
Only two people were vilified consistently In hIstorIcal terms 
in the IntervIews: Cortes and Huerta (the latter staged a coup on 
Francisco I. Madero at the begInning of the Mexican Revolution). 
The questIon of who is the Father of the Mexican people, 
'Padre de la Patria', is inherently contestable because there are 
several strands of historical Interpretation possible. The use of 
the scatologIcal epIthet 'hijos de la chingada', (sons of the raped 
woman), according to Octavio Paz, reaches back to the conquest of 
Mexico by the Spaniards and more specifically to their rape of 
indigenous women. This unwilling and forced union (as it is 
assumed) produced the mestizo nation that Mexico has become. 
However, as Paz elegantly puts it (Paz, 1961: p87): 
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"The Mexican does not want to be either an Indian or a 
Spanlard. Nor does he want to be descended from them. He 
denies them. And he does not affirm himself as a mixture, 
but rather an abstraction: he is a man. He becomes the son 
of Nothingness. His beginnings are in his own self'. 
Thus Cortes is denied fatherhood, well, at least, symbolic 
fatherhood. But Moctezuma is not denied his. Contrary to paz's 
suggestion that both Spanish and Indian past is denied, its 
acceptance varies according to social class. For the working class, 
it is primarily the Spaniards who are to be denied, while 
Moctezuma 'belongs to our culture' or more commonly 'we belong 
to his'. To explore the contentiousness of this question further, 
orthodox general history of Mexico refers to the priest Miguel 
Hidalgo as 'the Father of Mexico' because his call to arms ended in 
Independence. This question explores three concerns expressed 
by the respondents about the conquest: 
1. Cortes is considered unacceptable as (the ratlonal) father 
of the mestizo race. 
2. Moctezuma is perceived as the fountaInhead of all that 
was good of the Mexica tribe. 
3. The degree of effective 'nationalist socialisation' present 
in the interviewed is indicative of the presence of the 
Government version of history that recognises Hldalgo as 
father of the nation because he declared its 
Independence. 
The image created by Diego Rivera's mural of Cuauhremoc as 
an idealised youth and Cortes as a syphilitic hunchback (Riding, 
1989) seems to sum up orthodox nationalism rather well. In the 
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study, Moctezuma was favoured over Cuauhtemoc. Cuauhtemoc is 
honoured in statues, major avenues and certain celebrations, while 
Moctezuma is not at all prominent in the official interpretation of 
things. Riding points out that Cortes has no street named after 
him, only one statue in Cuemavaca and a bust in the 'Hospital de 
Jesus' where his remains are said to rest. The monument to 
Cortes, Maiinche and Martin their son, situated in Coyoacan (a 
suburb of Mexico City) by Lopez Portillo, was quietly put into 
storage when this president left office. 
Conquest: Working Class 
The question as to which of the two was the Father of 
Mexico, brought a fairly standard response. But the working class 
didn't wish to offend the memory of anyone, and had some 
difficulty in identifying Cortes. Moctezuma fared little better. 
There is a saying that there are no eviVbad dead ('no hay malo 
muerto'). But they did establish that Moctezuma was the father of 
Mexico because he was a native. 
On the whole however, historical figures lie outside the 
sphere of visible politics and the recognition of one remains at a 
superflciallevel: the physical present with a hollow past. There 
was one dissenter from the few who did recognise Cortes and 
Moctezuma. He felt that of the two, Cortes won and was therefore 
the most 'freg6n' (most cunning, wily, powerful, and dominant). 
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Conquest: Middle Class 
The variance in age groups made Uttle difference on this 
question. The length of time situates the conquest in the mythical 
past. 
The middle class approach to this question added a 
dimension missing in the previous class. Moctezuma was 
identified as the father of the Mexican people because he was 
either a native or an Aztec, but Cortes was Spanish and therefore a 
rank outsider. This was an opinion that the working class did not 
add to this question. One member of the young group claimed 
that both Moctezuma and Cortes were fathers because Mexico is a 
mestizo nation. 
If Moctezuma were the father for rational rather than 
emotive reasons, Mexico would be predominantly indigenous. If 
Cortes were the father, then it would be predominantly mestizo, 
but if Hidalgo is declared the father, then Mexico becomes criollo. 
To declare them equal shows a disregard for llterate logic that 
requires a hierarchy and instead favours modular distinction as 
the logical procedure. 
Conversely, another individual in an example of literate 
logic, lamented the loss of pure lineage 'sangre pura' (pure blood), 
but clalmed that the roots were stronger than the graft. Cortes is 
treated as an outsider, unwelcome and barbarous. He cannot be 
the father because he was a conqueror: 
''Moctezuma es el padre de Mexico. Cortes fue espaftol. No 
me gusta que nos haya venido a conquistar", ('Moctezuma is 
the father of Mexico. Cortes was a Spaniard. I don't like it 
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that he came to conquer us'). Sra. Gonzalez 58, middle class. 
Int 9-8). 
Others were less direct, Moctezuma was the father because he's 
Mexican and we are Mexican. 
Conquest: Upper Class 
The upper class produced more comments along the line of: 
"Moctezuma es nuestro padre ancestral porque la mayoria 
son chaparros y prietos y elluch6 y defendi6 nuestra 
cultura", ('Moctezuma is our ancestral father because much 
of the populace is short and dark-skinned and he fought for 
and defended our culture', Sra.Neyra SS, Upper Class. Int 8-
5. 
This is an odd comment coming from this class who live more in 
the style of Middle Class America - U.sA - than Mexico City. The 
depth of the mythical past that surrounds the conquest was 
illustrated by a comment from the upper class, referring to 
Moctezuma as an idol, much in the way one would remark about a 
media celebrity, thereby endowing him with similar qualities. 
One person referred to Moctezuma by his Nahuatl title 
'Tlatoani', saying that he was the father because of this. Emotive 
hierarchy wins over the historical injunction of the conquest. The 
denial of Cortes and the elevation of Moctezuma to a higher moral 
and ethical plane does two things simultaneously: 
A) It cripples the possibility of understanding the period of 
colony as a time in which more complex phenomena were 
going on than 'simple exploitation'. Much of what went on 
could be a matter of national and yet are virtually unknown. 
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The fact that Mexico powered. European development 
directly and indirectly, contributing both to inflation and 
material wealth, is largely ignored. The wealth of ideas on 
economics, culture and science that originated in Mexico, 
point to a richness of intellectual life that remains in the 
shadow of the shame of conquest. 
B) The second point is to forget that Moctezuma was not a 
Mexican but of the Mexica tribe, and heir to conquest and 
exploitation of Mesoamerica in his own right. He was much 
objected to by the Purepechas of Michoacan and the 
Tlaxcaltecas among others. So firm is the belief of a fictional 
'National unity' of indigenous peoples that were there to be 
conquered as a whole, that the Tlaxcaltecas are examples of 
'malos Mexicanos' (bad Mexicans) because they fought with 
the Spaniards against the Triple Alliance of TenochtitIan, 
Texcoco, and Tlacotalpan. This they did but only after 
having lost· against the Spaniards first. They could not be 
bad Mexicans in the strict sense of the term because they 
were not Mexican to begin with. 
The result of the tension between these two ideals is the 
conflation of the entire colonial history and the idea that after the 
actual conquest, nothing of note occurs until 1810, the dawn of 
Independence. When asked who was the best and who was the 
worst historical figure in terms of the contribution to Mexican 
history, both Moctezuma and Cortes were usually left out, 
although a few of the 54 respondents cited Cortes as the source of 
the worst contribution. 
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The Virgin of Guadalupe 
One of the few universals of the Mexican mlndscape, object 
of veneration, of doubt and of cynicism, has developed across time 
and space. The story told in Argentina features Juan Diego as a 
gaucho. In Spaln, Juan Diego is white, has light eyes and wears a 
huge hat and a 'jorongo', usually mistaken for a 'poncho'. The 
Virgin of Guadalupe has been depicted in the company of angels, 
with eagles, a 'nopal' (cactus), even with the Bishop Zumarraga. In 
Mexico (Zires, 1992), the myth has gone through all of these 
multiple manifestations across time and space. Not all 
representations have been welcome. An exposition in the 
museum of modem art had the face of Marilyn Monroe grafted on 
to the image of the Virgin Mary of Guadalupe with her accustomed 
enigmatic gaze. This occasioned a fierce reaction from the 
Hierarchy of the Catholic Church, the National Union of Parents, 
National Union of Students, amongst many others (Zires, 1992). 
During times of crisis, Mexico and the Virgin become one. 
Patriotism and piety come together under the banners of 'Viva la 
Virgen de Guadalupe, madre de todos los Mexicanos', (Long live 
the Virgin of Guadalupe, mother of all Mexicans) and 'Viva Cristo 
Rey' (Long live Christ the King). The call to arms of the Cristero 
revolt of the nineteen thirties, echoes those of Hidalgo and the 
Independence under the banners and auspices of the Virgin of 
Guadalupe. From her inception and the creation of her shrine at 
the site of the grotto to the goddess 'Tonantzin', she rapidly 
became the most important syncretIc phenomenon in Mexico. She 
attracted the Indian and Spaniard alike. Today, when Catholicism 
calls, the upper classes respond to the Pope rather than the Virgin, 
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whilst the working class are largely Guadalupanos. The twelfth of 
December every year, crowds descend upon her shrine by lorry-
load, bus and on foot. The estimates range between 4-6 million 
pilgrims each day. This pilgrimage is not the only one: there are 
other virgins, saints and their shrines throughout the country, but 
the Virgin of Guadalupe holds a huge section of Mexico as nothing 
else does. Not even God ranks as high in esteem for some. There 
is a timelessness about her cult that transcends all conditions and 
all historical moments. It ceases to matter whether or not a 
person is still physically within their community; for during the 
intense moments of the visit, be it yearly or more often, the 
dislocation of community is forgotten in the syncretic recreation of 
momentary communities of devotion. 
If Halbwachs (1992) is correct in suggesting that the 
disintegration of collective memory is inevitable with the onset of 
general history, it is not unreasonable to suggest that such 
syncretic symbols persist because of their relationship to sense-
making, particularly in time of social dislocation. 
Butler (1989) and Wachtel (Bourguet1990) both suggest that 
the break-up of collective memory is related to the articulation of 
a general history. If this were so, then the dislocation of 
community is subject to the creation of a greater one that is 
embodied in the sense of nationhood. This argument may hold 
true of nations with a strong sense of national history, but the 
generation of a general account may not be initiated by literacy, 
and may not even be guided by it. But literacy facilitates the 
extension of history and gives it a solidity that it would otherwise 
be denied. The galns made by syncretic symbols occur when the 
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dislocation of community by migration and schooling affects the 
communal celebration of memory. Migration separates families as 
inevitably some family history and members are left behind. 
With education more readlly available in urban areas, it 
disrupts family continuity in the sense that a knowledge gap is 
created between parents and their children who have attended 
school; even though it is often poor and based on rote education 
rather than the development of rational faculties. 
Having being separated from collective (communal) contexts, 
and not sufficiently initiated into the world of literacy-based 
general history, the individual finds the Virgin a constant. Her 
image is everywhere, at street corner shrines, in houses, in taxis, 
buses, collective taxis, and on signs advising the protestant 
evangelist not to bother calling upon a catholic household to 
discuss conversion. 
In times of social upheaval, ever-present poverty and 
struggle, the economic and social crises Mexico has been through 
over the centuries, the Virgin Mary of Guadalupe remains a secure 
haven in this whirlwind of life. She was called on to mediate 
iniquity four centuries ago, and this is still done today. She Is 
more real than reality itself for many Mexicans or at least more 
constant. The working class and the poor spoke about 'The Virgin' 
as helping people withstand the trials and tribulations of injustice 
and exploitation. 
The syncretism of the Virgin of Guadalupe in the imagery of 
nationalism and patriotism and the 'electrification' of her image is 
part of a recurring theme of modem Mexico and the mediation of 
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ritual. This aspect will be dealt with as a part of the emerging 
mediation of community-by-television. 
The Independence: Working Class 
The working class related to history that was close to them. 
The oldest group recalled Cardenas with affection and felt affinity 
to Zapata and to a lesser extent Villa. The Independence was 
memorable for the idea that somehow that was a starting point for 
Mexico as it is now known. According to them Hidalgo was made 
memorable by the shout of 'Viva Mexico' attributed to him and 
that is commemorated every flfteenth of September. The 
confusion of historical figures may not be so great that the 
respondent does not know who the person is nor what they did, 
but rather that a dislocated community needs more than a 
labelled photograph to retrieve the attributes of the person in 
question. If this is not the case, then the question of national 
identity becomes one of national 'dis-identity'. It is 
understandable that Cortes not be identified because he is perhaps 
communally un-celebrated (not so much a non-person as an anti-
person). When Hidalgo is only remembered for fighting for his 
ideas, or for fighting for freedom or for letting prisoners free, the 
whole celebration of Mexican-ness is imperilled. This is also the 
case with Morelos who is remembered by one of the interviewees 
and only for being on the peso coin. 
Imperviousness to social osmosis becomes more of an issue 
than this study was designed to explore. One respondent asserted 
that Hidalgo was a "Padre constitucionalista", ('a constitutionalist 
priest'). This is a perfect example of the conflation of history 
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when a respondent joins two historical facts that happened a 
hundred years apart. Hidalgo was a priest, but the 
constitutionalist cause occurred one hundred years later with 
Carranza and the Constitution of 1917. When the whole celebration 
of national symbols and the lay cult of Mexican-ness that riddles 
the yearly calendar of public ceremonies is taken into account, the 
results of this study suggest a general inattentiveness to these 
matters by the working class. There is another tentative 
explanation for the vagueness of their attention as Goody and 
others argue, memory is used very much in terms of the needs of 
the present. It is acknowledged by the oldest group, that the: 
"lPadre del pueblo Mexlcano? ah, pas Hldalgo. Pos parque 
fue el que .... y ahorita se, pues, este, la cosa otra vez como 
cuando el quit6 eso, jverdad! Este poco mas 0 menos que se 
compuso, la gente pobre, el les hech6 la mano pero ahora 
esta peor. Fue el que hechO a los espaftoles pa' juera", 
('Father of the Mexican people. Ah, well, Hldalgo. Well 'cos 
he was the one who ... and now, its, well it's the thing again, 
like when he took it away [Probably referring to Spanish 
yoke], right! Well, little more or less arranged itself [got 
little better] the poor people, well, he helped them. But now 
it's worse. He was the one who threw the Spaniards out'). 
Encarnaci6n 59, working class. Int 3-4. 
Hidalgo's worth is related to how poverty fared with the 
Independence and how the poor are sinking to the same low level 
from which Hidalgo rescued them. It is not so much the 
Independence of Mexico that concerns this class, but the state and 
degree of misery and oppression involved. 
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Independence: Middle Class 
The middle class young had nothing to say about Hldalgo 
except that, for one of the Interviewees, he was the most 
important because he started the war for Independence. Hidaigo is 
basically remembered for calling to arms agalnst the civil 
administration of Spaln. He ended his bell ringing with the shout 
of "Viva Rey Femando", ('Long live King Femando')!, hardly the 
stuff of Independence. It was an almost universal response that 
all figures were heroiC because they all did their bit, and it was a 
considerable number of Interviewees who spoke of the 
Independence, Reform and Revolution all In one go, uniting the 
first two with the latter. 
If Hidalgo was barely recognised as the initiator, neither 
Morelos nor Allende were even mentioned, not even for being on 
a coin. The drama of Independence seems to say little to this age 
group. 
The official national markers that celebrate the people and 
events that surround the Independence are probably more 
memorable for being long weekend holidays or 'puentes' (bridges) 
that cheerfully connect a holiday Tuesday or Thursday to the 
weekend by straddling the Monday or Friday. Admittedly, this 
practice is on the wane in recent years. The adult age group had 
little to say about the Independence other than to recognise 
Hidalgo as being the initiator. General lack of historical knowledge 
excludes Morelos and Allende from commentary, even if they 
1 People believe that Hidalgo shouted 'Viva Mexico' because that has become 
the traditional call given by the President of Mexico every 15th of 
September. 
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contributed as much or more to the general thrust of the 
movement than those who were remembered. 
The eldest group of the Middle Class seems to have found 
more time to contemplate history: Morelos is recognised as having 
been admired by Napoleon as a fine general. If contemporary 
politics distressed this group, history was a welcome alternative 
for some who questioned the orthodox teaching and the official 
line of nationalist history. 
Independence: The Upper Class 
The upper class youth like the youth of the previous class 
had little to say about Hidalgo, Morelos or Allende. The one 
comment about Hidalgo that stood out was to identify him as a 
criollo that sided with the Mexicans against the criollos and Spain. 
A rather lopsided view at best but it was the only interview that 
presented a different perspective. The adult age group of the 
upper class asserted that Hidalgo, Morelos and Villa contributed 
most to Mexico's history. The suggestion that "Hidalgo and 
Morelos are the most heroic (of the historical figures) because 
they gave their lives for the 'Patria' ('Fatherland') and not for an 
idea". This remark is at odds with the received notion that social 
upheavals are built on ideas worth sacrificing for, such as dying 
for the Fatherland. 
The oldest group followed the trend of having little to say 
about Hidalgo and his companions of the Independence other than 
praising his heroism and the fact that he was a criollo. Only one 
identified Hidalgo and Morelos as belonging to the 'first stage' of 
the Independence. 
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On the whole, the Independence as a period in Mexico's 
history has little to say to the contemporary Mexican. It is not as 
forgotten as the colony but nor is It exalted in any way. 
It could be that the various trials and tribulations of the 
young nation in the first thirty years of heady independence 
produced the failure to return to the wealth, stability and power 
of the pre-Independence period. The Independence, like the 
Revolution, was fought throughout the 'BaJio', the region to the 
Northwest of Mexico City, ruining the most productive agricultural 
region of Mexico for decades to come and provoking the collapse 
of the national economy. This led to defaulting on loans and 
foreign intervention and the loss of half the territory to the 
Americans; all of which occurred in the first fifty years of 
Independence (1821-1876). 
The Reformation 
This topic lacked any clear definition in terms of age groups 
and classes. Hence it is presented in a slightly less detailed format 
than the other topics. The syncretism that circulated around the 
figure of Juarez is similar to that of MUous Obelic of the Serbs. He 
enshrines the highest values of Mexican-ness and is recognised as 
representing such by all the people. 
The fact is that he was a zapotec Indian who was a shepherd 
boy before being 'invited' to school by the clergy. "De pastorcito 
se fue a estudiar y se hizo presidente", ('from shepherd-boy he 
went on to study and then became president') , has the fuzzy 
simplicity of a fairy tale. He then went on to be a lawyer and 
President of Mexico at a time when recurrent economic defaults 
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and any other excuse conceivable (I.e. The Baker's War) brought 
the Imperial Warships of Europe and the United States into 
Veracruz. 
A lot more went on in that transition and no one went into 
any depth on what he did as president but the values were clearly 
present. The complexity of reality is the first thing to be 
sacrificed on the syncretic altar of nationalism as Wachtel 
(Bourguet et al , 1990: p3) argues. The detailed recollection of an 
occurrence persists for a short time, and then it enters a process of 
selection and organisation before belng almost indelibly stamped 
on collective memory. 
"What changes are the emphaSis, nuances and value 
judgements that come with the evocation of memories which 
are fitted into a retrospective logic that organises the events 
recounted and gives them meaning according to the subjects' 
overall perception of his past life". 
In this case however, the subject is not an individual but a 
social identity, 'Mexican Nationalism', and it is the Simplicity of 
events that facilitates recollection. In its extreme expreSSion, 
simplicity supplies a stereotype and current socIal climate 
supplies the bias with which it is accommodated. 
Juarez presided over a nation with teething paIns. The 
problem of controlling the generals, the conservatives (royalists) 
and his own liberals was quite a task. He is remembered more for 
stopping the conservative scheme to create a Mexican royalty, 
than for the political and economical reforms that laId the basis 
and established the conditions for the creation of capital for which 
the liberals were pushing. 
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It is hardly surprising that Juarez casts a long shadow over 
Mexico's history, reducing any need to peer into the early years of 
nationhood and setting moral standards and political syncretism of 
mythical proportions that, like John F. Kennedy, are all the greater 
for an untimely death and the nostalgia of time. 
Juarez is perhaps the most celebrated individual of the 
Mexican historical firmament. His birthday, the 21st of March, is a 
national holiday: a tribute enjoyed by no other figure. The acts of 
other people are celebrated but not so much their person. 
Reformation: Working Class 
The working class perception of Juarez was as follows. The 
young varied between having nothing to say about him with 
remarks that show the oral structures of thought such as: 
"Juarez naci6 en Oaxaca, no hizo casi mucho!", ('Juarez was 
born in Oaxaca, he didn't do almost much!'). Sonia 23, 
working class. Int 37-1. 
Or, "Juarez fue 10 maxImo en Mexico. Lo que hizo ya no 
vuelve a regresar a Mexico, ya se fue", ('Juarez was the 
greatest in Mexico. What he did will never come back to 
Mexico, he has gone'). Beto Martinez 26, working class. Int 
7. 
It was also clalmed that Juarez represents honesty, hard 
work and solidarity (as in social monolithic solidarity); liberty and 
rights are his legacy. The young did not tie being studious in with 
later success as preSident, nor did they comment on his 'indian-
ness'! 
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Several in the adult age group commented that he had been 
a 'pastorcito' (shepherd) but had gone on to study and had become 
President of Mexico. Only one referred to the changes he 
introduced in education by taking the control away from the 
clergy. 
The few respondents of the oldest group of the working class 
who referred to jmirez, recalled the speeches made by politicians 
concerning his life. What he is most remembered for is his phrase: 
"El respeto al derecho ajeno es la paz", ('Respect for the rights of 
others is peace'). Only one interviewee of the entire class group 
mentioned Maximillian, recognising him as a representative of 
European Monarchy. Compared to the next period in Mexican 
history, the Revolution, juarez stands out more than the context 
that produced him. There is a great deal of awareness that he is 
special, although not of the actual reasons for this being so. This is 
consonant with the general unquestioning relationship with 
'cacique' power and clientism discussed In the chapter on Social 
Discourse. 
Reformation: Middle Class 
The middle class young declared juarez to be the first 
president of Mexico or at least the best president and 
remembered him for his famous phrase about respect for the 
rights of others. The moratorium on the payment of debt and the 
French intervention was all properly placed in time and 
circumstance by two of the interviewees. As in the other classes, 
the Reformation does not stand out very much in terms of 
sequence of what led up to it and what led away from it. 
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The middle class adult respondents discussed juarez or 
rather the abstract sense of what he represents to Mexicans as a 
whole: primarily the 'pueblo' (the people). Their vision of juarez 
was more specific than that of the working class, there was no 
reference to the 'Benemerito de las Americas', (The Meritorious 
one of the Americas) and they questioned how good he really was 
personally without detracting in any way from the historic 
perception. juarez was seen to be a break from the past in 
political terms and to differ from Maximillian in that he was not 
tyrannical. 
This increased historical precision was not even. One person 
placed Maximillian in the Virreinato, i.e. the Colony, but he also 
said that juarez travelled around promoting the idea of new 
government. 
Most of what was said about Maximillian was very negative 
and failed to offer the idea that he was a liberal. The fact that he 
was European, an aristocrat and as such a negative factor for 
Mexico is about the usual extent of the comments. 
juarez was also admired for being an 'indito' who made it all 
the way to the presidency. The same person argued that 
Maxlmillian wanted to work things out with juarez, but Carlota, 
his wife got in the way. "Well, it only goes to show", she says, 
"why one should attend to the business of ones' own country." 
The oldest group differed from the adult group only in the talk of 
epoch and eras. 
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The Reformation: Upper Class 
Of all of the young respondents, the upper class youth were 
the most problematic because of the high presence of modular 
distinction. Of juarez one says: "Dicen que fue bueno, pero 10 dejo 
en tela de juicio", ('they say he was good, but I'll leave him 
available for scrutiny')". Another says that Maximillian and juarez 
were historicaily opposed though personally compatible. 
According to a third, juarez had a personal problem with the 
Church, a made-up problem, while a fourth says that ju<irez is an 
example used in primary school to illustrate a struggle against all 
odds. It is the recurrent theme of the 'pastorcito' who by sheer 
determination and hard study made it to the presidency. This 
group can be divided up into those who knew nothing and those 
whose knowledge had crystallised into the minimum expression of 
memory about juarez and the reforms. For several respondents, 
Maximillian appeared to be physically out of place, as if his clothes 
put him in the colonial period, almost Uke a television 
event/image, not subject to judgement because he occupies a 
surreai middle distance. 
The adult age group posits two different perspectives: one, 
that juarez represents the improvement of the indian though 
personally the interviewee dislikes him. A case of the 'pastorcito' 
again but this time with a classist/racist twist for he is seen to 
have exceeded his station in life. 
The other view was more historically informed concerning 
the balance between the liberals, the conservatives and 
Maximillian. Needless to say, the majority of interviewees did not 
go beyond simple recognition and perhaps at most, equate juarez 
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with democracy and Maximillian with tyranny or imperialism. 
Other individuals referred to juarez as 'el personaje' (the 
character), using the metaphor of theatre/television to talk about 
him. 
The oldest age group of the upper class was more aware of 
the Importance juarez had for Mexico in the separation of the 
Church from the State, removing the clergy from education. One 
reflects on where Mexico would be now if this had not occurred: 
"We would not even be where we are now. just like everywhere 
else, the Church began to be backward, it no longer gave impulse 
to arts and science". 
juarez is seen as the saviour of Mexico from European-style 
monarchy even if Maximillian was fooled into coming. As with the 
elder middle class respondents, recollections take on tags of eras 
and epochs. There was more commentary about Diaz, but this 
appeared to be related to the dynamics of family memory than 
something learnt in school. But all in all, the detalls of the story 
are absent even if this group did say more about the Reformation 
andjuarez. 
The Porfiriato 
The next historical occasion is the time of Porfrrio Diaz, also 
from Oaxaca, but of different ethnic Origins. He occupied the 
vacuum left by juarez's death until he left for Paris in 1910. In 
official history he is denigrated as having produced the conditions 
that unleashed the Revolution. 
Other than a comment in passing that Diaz has been in a 
television programme, probably 'Senda de Gloria', no one in the 
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working class had anything to say about him. One person 
confused him with Villa, the revolutionary general, but later 
straightened it out and referred correctly to the thirty years of 
dictatorship. 
Porfiriato: Middle Class 
The middle class young identified Oiaz as a dictator, and he 
was ranked along with Cortes and Maximillian as one of the more 
negative historicai figures to embarrass the history books. The 
adult respondents were more varied in their view of Oiaz than the 
young group. A remembered video set Zapata against Oiaz and the 
shadow of the former dimmed the latter. He was seen as the 
villain of the period that includes the Revolution. In the younger 
age group one person had absolutely no idea, while two others 
insisted on grouping Oiaz together with Maximillian and Cortes. It 
would appear that the offiCial line on Oiaz in school has made him 
the scapegoat for fostering the conditions that exploded into a long 
and violent revolution. The older age group on the other hand, 
held Oiaz in high esteem and were unusually specific on what they 
saw as his contribution: - unusual for a historical theme, that is. 
His contribution is essentially an economic one that saw the 
Nation's infrastructure grow dramatically in his thirty years, 
laying the foundation for industrial Mexico. He is seen as being 
the most heroic of all. One person even had a bust of Oiaz and his 
wife and claimed that Oiaz was badly presented in schools, 
asserting that his achievements, social improvements and his 
victories in battle had not been correctly attributed. The 
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grandparents of this group were the largest source of knowledge 
on these issues. 
Porfiriato: Upper Class 
The upper class young with the exception of two did not 
comment on Om at all. One merely said that he had the railways 
built and the other claimed that in spite of being called a dictator, 
he had done most to develop Mexico. These comments however, 
were modular in nature in that they address his presidency as an 
isolate in time, history and politics. 
The middle and upper groups fused into one on Om. Only 
one person suggested that Oiaz did anything. He compared Dfaz 
with Salinas de Gortari in the desire to attract foreign capital and 
improve the infrastructure with it. Other than this there were no 
comments about him at all. This is odd in as much as the middle 
class tendency to see Porfirio Om in a favourable light should, in 
terms of class and political allegiance, have developed into a trend 
in the middle and upper groups of the upper class. 
The Revolution 
The period of the Revolution forms the backbone of modem 
Mexican Polity. The legitimacy of rule is derived from its outcome 
and its steady beat continues to be the baSic rhythm by which 
contemporary life marches, walks or crawls. The basic problem is 
one that plagues all developing nations. The tendency towards a 
modem nucleus concentrated a limited number of cities and a 
huge traditional hinterland that threatens, by its mere inertia of 
existence, to overwhelm the project of development of modernity. 
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Not all nations suffer this to the same extent, nor is it always 
a huge problem. For Mexico, however, it has been an issue that 
has required a great deal of attention, energy and outright 
patronage to keep the army in its barracks, the peasants behind 
the plough, workers in the factories and capital invested in 
Mexico, all of it in the air, and all at once. 
The official rhetoric, ritual and weight given the Revolution, 
is so overriding that it is of special interest to look closely at what 
people said about it. It would be a measure of how much 
penetration the official line has actually achieved in society. The 
question whether or not Cortes should be celebrated publicly may 
be a recurring one: the colony may be forgotten, Juarez placed in 
the political firmament, bereft of details, but the Revolution is 
sacred. Sovereignty, progress, all grand plans, visions of social 
well-being, the limited but existent welfare state and innumerable 
other points of reference all march to the defining drum of the 
Revolution. The Government would have us believe this from the 
constant, never-ending reminders present in political life. The 
officially determined holidays parade on dates that people come to 
look forward to. All evolve syncretically out of the ritual and the 
myth of the 'Revolution'. 
Talk about the Revolution is different from the others 
because personal or family memory is still involved in its recall. 
Some of those who lived during the Revolution are still alive. 
Ideas about the Revolution and its aftermath are possibly still 
very much present in families. As in any civil strife, families were 
sometimes divided and such conditions serve to make matters 
more memorable. 
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Revolution: Working Class 
The young of the working class, particularly the 
interviewees from Oaxaca, recognised this or that historical figure 
from having seen a statue of that person, and not for a more 
profound reason. The interviewees claimed some knowledge as 
having come from videos on television. For some, the Revolution 
expanded to include the Independence, but Juarez who would be 
sandwiched by such a manoeuvre is actually held up as not being 
in the conflict. It is uncertain as to whether Villa is more 
recognised than Zapata by this group. Those who claImed 
schooling as their source, were the ones who induded the 
Independence as a part of the Revolution. There was no detall as 
to what the Revolution was about. When asked which of the 
people discussed were the most heroic, the usual reply was to say 
they all fought for the freedom of Mexico; against whom, was 
never identified. The Revolution was a conflict that seemed to 
have happened out of time; no one lost, but Zapata was perhaps 
the most heroic. 
The one salient feature that might explain this is that Calles, 
Carranza and Obreg6n were not commented on at all. Huerta was 
not even identified. It is as if the rural half of the Revolution is 
celebrated by recognition and the urban Government half is 
consigned to oblivion. 
If one considers that demographically this group could well 
represent the largest segment of the population or at any rate 
forms a huge part of it, it represents a degree of imperviousness 
to the state's efforts to give everyone a basic education based on a 
national curriculum. The observation made by Halbwachs that the 
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grandparents (the elders) are no longer in sufficient contact with 
their grandchlldren may explaln this phenomenon. The traditional 
structure that extends collective memory into personal 
recollection is miSSing. Even if this is not always the case, the rote 
learning of texts impedes the tralning of oral memory. The folk 
wisdom in sayings has little room in a textbook environment, even 
if it consists of rote learning. 
The adult group showed little more concern about their 
historical knowledge. The only one who made a variety of 
comments demonstrating above the usual level of information 
declared that both Villa and Zapata were a pair of 'incultos' 
(uncouth). Zapata shouted "tierra y libertad" ('land and freedom'), 
while Villa shouted "Viva la Revoluci6n", ('Long live the 
Revolution') but didn't know what he was fighting for. Carranza 
was catalogued as one of the more intelligent figures of the 
Revolution. 
Other comments had Villa as the man who contributed least 
to Mexican history because "Namas hizo Revoluciones", ('he only 
made Revolutions'). 
But barring the single put-down of Zapata and Villa, these 
two were accorded more importance than the rest. Carranza and 
Calles were, as in the young group, generally consigned to oblivion. 
The older age group did not actually experience the 
Revolution; their memories appeared vivid but unstructured. 
Memories of anarchy of the time of the Cristeros that several 
people experienced, seemed to be a continuation of the violence of 
the Revolution. There was more awareness of Calles precisely 
because of his role in supressing the Cristero uprising. 
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It was recognised that Carranza and Calles sought 
institutional power and that Villa and Zapata wanted to be free 
from this power. This is not quite precise however, as CaIles came 
into the picture after Carranza. Zapata and Villa had all been 
assassinated, but here at any rate, is the division of Insurgents 
and Government whether or not it is so recognised. 
One individual recounted with pride and relish two parallel 
stories of Villa. The first about how he invaded the United States. 
He had his men place their horses' shoes on backwards so that he 
would not be followed by the American Texas Rangers or the 
army. The second story also told of Villa's gift to the Americans of 
'huevos' (eggs) implying that they (the Americans) lacked them. 
'Eggs' is a slang term for testicles In Mexico. The subtlety of the 
insult was a great source of delight. 
Calles only figured strongly when the respondents spoke 
about the Cristero uprising where he was greatly admired for 
dealing with the apparent double-dealings of the Church. 
Schooling never entered into the comments made by this 
group and the closer they got to personal experience, the more 
animated their comments. The respect for Calles was comparable 
to the awe Kennedy was held In. It is hard however, to talk about 
specific times. This group was not given to saying 'in my time'. 
History seemed to constitute a perennial present where things are 
relatively indistinct. Much of it, such as believing that Reagan is 
still in power, is probably due to the fact that who is in power 
doesn't really affect their everyday struggle. 
That this class appears bereft of revolutionary sentiment 
was rather surprising, but according to Barrington Moore (cited in 
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lames c. Scott), the rank and file proletariat in manifestly 
revolutionary situations of the twentieth century have not held 
revolutionary sentiments. Hobsbawm's observation (Scott, 1987) 
that the goal of the peasantry is typically to 'work the system to 
their minimum disadvantage' is well illustrated even among the 
urban workforce. 
This reflects the success that the ruling party has had in 
celebrating both those who were defeated in the Revolution, Villa 
and Zapata, and the virtues of a mythical Post-revolutionary state. 
Their success was neither cheap nor easy, but fifty years after the 
last rumbles of the aftermath of the Revolution, it is the values of 
the insurgents that hover in the air and not those of a country that 
has finally achieved modernity. 
Revolution: Middle Class 
The middle class vision of the Revolution like the previous 
class is graded by age. The young characterise their interpretation 
of history much along the lines of modular distinction. All of the 
historical figures are heroes and are assigned to the Revolution or 
Independence without too much care taken as to who went where. 
Santa Ana, circa 1850, crops up in the middle of the Revolution, 
and Zapata fought hard against the Americans. 
The Revolution is a melting pot whose historical contents are 
relative. All loose bits and pieces are tossed in. No clear purpose 
nor enemy were defined at all and it may be a surprise to some 
that Villa and Zapata fought the Government and lost; where the 
Revolution is in all thiS, is really up for grabs. Mexico's turbulent 
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past seems to have little meaning for this group all of whom 
finished secondary and some are in university. 
It is apparent that relevance has a great deal to do with 
memory and that the Revolution is of no specific importance and 
is irrelevant to their lives. 
The middle age group varied in its interpretation. Support 
for Zapata over Ofaz is derived more from having seen a video 
than any knowledge of the situation. There were more comments 
about Ofaz being the great and good dictator, a definite positive 
force for Mexico, in spite of the fact that he ignored the 
countryside: a situation that continues today. This group tends to 
feel that Ofaz was suitably prepared to rule but Villa and Zapata 
were not. Zapata was without that famous 'preparaci6n' (canny 
experience) but he was the best revolutionary for his ideas on re-
distribution of land. 
Villa was seen as being too mischievous to be taken 
seriously and a brigand as well. But for those few who 
commented in any depth, there was a degree of scepticism about 
just how true it all was. 
The oldest middle class respondents tended to refer more to 
what their parents had told them. This age group grew up during 
the time of the Cristero war and like the elder respondents of the 
lower class their parents had gone through the Revolution. Their 
critique of history followed expected class division. They were 
critical of Girdenas, whereas the working class claimed him as 
their champion. There is a great sense of order, and hierarchy in 
the explanation this group gives. There is an internal tidiness in 
the retelling of history. 
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Revolution. The Upper Class 
The youth in this class adopt the criollo view of history 
consonant with their class. Diaz is lauded as having been the one 
behind Mexico's modernisation. As with other moments in 
history, there is no clear idea of who fought whom in the 
Revolution, nor is there any grasp of hierarchies amongst the 
historical figures, nor what it was all about. They perceive history 
as essentially something external from everyday experience. 
The adult respondents of the upper class in general had a 
reasonably secure view of history until we arrive at the 
Revolution where no one seems to be all that sure just what it was 
all about. The event was summed up as being a general struggle 
between power factions. Both of the adult groups of the upper 
class were less fervent about denying the Spanish past and the 
criollo heritage, but curiously enough the colony is passed over. 
Again as with the elderly of the middle class, the elderly of the 
upper class often refer to personal memories of their parents' 
experiences of this time. Where more reference was made to 
books, the official view found promoted by the Ministry of 
Education tended to prevail. 
There was less interest in historical reflexivity in this group 
compared to the middle class adults, especially amongst the 
women. This could possibly be attributed to the ability of this 
group to have more in common with lifestyles and fashions in the 
United States or in Europe. 
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In Summary 
Each social group took a different approach to history. For 
the working class it was largely a matter of personal experience 
and more exposure to the official version. For the middle and 
upper class young, there is an expression of a historical middle 
distance that fits in with modular distinction discussed in chapter 
three. Diaz for instance is a historical figure and as such neither 
good rior evil, but hangs in historical suspension along with the 
other figures: "ni bueno ni malo", ('neither good nor bad'). 
History ceases to become an issue or a source of information; 
the past seems to be invalidated simply because it no longer 
belongs to the present. History is very mixed up and the books 
only seem to complicate it with trivialities. In general the colony 
as a period is by and large ignored by most, as if it were part of a 
shameful past that would be happily forgotten. 
Another feature is that there was a general unwillingness to 
talk about history in terms of cause and effect. There was a 
common feeling/sense that the social upheavals of the past two 
centuries more than social conflicts of huge proportions, are more 
a matter of evolutionary consequences. This was primarily the 
view of the middle and upper class and could be related to the 
paternalistic stance commonly held by these two groups towards 
the working class whom they typically consider as the masses, 
who ought to be treated like children. 
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Chapter Seven 
Differences: 
Differentiation, Distinction and Discrimination. 
Societies are predicated on differentiation from the basic 
differences between us and them, to the multiplicity of distinctions 
by which people navigate through their daily activities in highly 
complex urban-based societies. 
Differentiation constitutes the ground on which people sort 
out their dally lives. By choice or imposition, they follow larger 
patterns of orientation that can be loosely aligned according to the 
form of mediation in operation at that particular moment, and in 
relation to the organisation of power. There are distinctions that 
are typical of orality, literacy and electronic forms of mediation, 
though this does not preclude them from being used in the other 
mediated forms or locations. 
Within the social imaginary, differences are signified by 
particular discursive markers. These in turn consistently mobilise 
three meta-dimensions of social classification: 
1). Differentiation is a means of describing general and 
denotative differences between things. It habitually works 
through binary oppositions. 
2). Distinction mobilises moral and aesthetic judgements to 
assign a positive valuation to one side of the binary division and a 
negative side to the other. 
3). Discrimination is the ability to separate two or more things or 
meanings that are apparently the same. 
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These classificatory systems operate at two maln levels. The 
most general level constructs meta-distlnctions and differences in 
relation to the domain of power, class, morality and the shift from 
tradition to modernity. Everyday distinctions involve specific 
discriminations that are often a sub-species of these meta-
distinctions and cover particular politicians or specific examples of 
corruption or friction between modernity and tradition. 
Mediated distinctions and discriminations derive their 
qualities from the logic of oral, literate or electronic mediation. 
Each offers classifications of social phenomena from a different 
perspective. 
Oral distinctions arise out of the psychodynamics of orality. 
Here, polarities between good and bad generate multiple 
distinctions but do not allow competing visions equal status. This 
is due to the difficulty that oral mediation has in coping with 
abstraction, fragmentation and analysis. Great emphasis is placed 
on defending orthodoxy and disqualifying challenges by 
vilification, aggregative and additive techniques of positioning, 
typical of orality. The characterisation of the'cacique' as sole 
possible leader is the perfect example of this kind of arrangement. 
Literate mediation in contrast makes distinctions in terms of 
sequences and hierarchies. The expert derives power from 
mastery over the abstract construction and deconstruction of 
knowledge. Opposing ideas can be accorded consideration because 
logic and rationality is always on hand to intercede and 
disagreements are continually subjected to the scrutiny and 
judgement of peers or the general public. The strong linkage 
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between science and progress is a prominent example of literate 
mediation. 
Electronic mediation on the other hand, creates horizontal 
linkages in which memory is organised and activated by modular 
units of visual information. Its totalising and situational 
orientations take analysis and discussion into a different domain 
from either oral or literate discourse. 
Turning now to the interviews conducted for the present 
study, the things people found important and used to make 
distinctions with, varied considerably according to class, gender 
and to a lesser extent age. The discussion of these markers that 
follows is loosely grouped in terms of: 
A) Tradition vs. Modernity. 
B) Class. 
C) Political Imaginary. 
D) Religion. 
E) Morality. 
F) Celebrity. 
Tradition and Modernity 
Discussion of tradition and modernity used to be a simple 
matter of discrediting the former. The move to modernity 
involved the re-invention of society over four centuries. Berman 
(1983) has outlined three phases of adjustment. From the 
beginning of the sixteenth century to the middle of the eighteenth, 
people groped desperately but half-blindly, for an adequate 
vocabulary. There was little sense of a modern public or 
community within which their trials and hopes could be shared. 
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The second phase began abruptly in a wave of revolutions. 
Though Berman dates it from the French Revolution It is perhaps 
more accurate to see it as beginning with the American Revolution 
of 1776. This phase produced the first self-consciously designed 
societies and also generated the basic dichotomy that much of the 
world still lives with. 
The twentieth century, the third phase, has been perhaps the 
most creative century of human history (Gellner, 1992). The 
relentless expansion of the modem has led to its" progressive 
fragmentation as a social force. Some argue that this in turn is 
precisely where post-modernity takes centre stage, at least for the 
developed societies. 
For Mexico as well as most other developing societies, post-
modernity is an unwelcome visitor in a setting where the tensions 
between traditional ways and the modem mindset are still very 
much in contention. 
When European society was re-inventing Itself durIng the 
enlightenment, problems of social order, civility and freedom 
continually vexed early thinkers. These same problems continue 
to trouble us at what some are calling the twilight of modernity 
(Tester, 1992. Habermas,1992). If ModernIty is to be: 
" .. .characterised by a rejection of the substantive rationality 
typical of religious and metaphysical world views and by a 
belief in a procedural rationality and its ability to give 
credence to our views in the three areas of objective 
knowledge, moral practical insight, and aesthetic judgement", 
then for Mexico, modernity has never made much headway 
despite the progressive intentions of successive modernisation 
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initiatives. The reticence of the Mexican people to embrace 
modernity is a central theme of this work. To embrace modernIty 
is to accept the final shattering of community in exchange for the 
more abstract 'community' of Nationhood. To turn away from 
modernity by exalting traditional ways is to negate all the material 
benefits that have accrued from it. 
GelIner (1992) argues that throughout history there have 
been a series of binary tensions that polarise people and pit the 
conflicting intellectual formations against each other. In the 
contemporary world, he observes the emergence of three basic 
contestants: religious fundamentalism, relativism (currently 
postmodernity) and enlightened rationalism or rationalist 
fundamentalism. He describes religious fundamentalism as 
rejecting the tolerant modernist claim that religion is milder, less 
exclusive and more accommodating than a literal strict 
interpretation of sacred texts allow. Gellner says (Gellner, 1992: 
p82): 
"Faith is not so much a commitment, but the celebration of 
community. Affirmation of the super-natural is decoded as 
expression ofloyalty to a social order and its values". 
In contrast, the third contender in this contemporary triad is 
the relativist 'tradition' currently represented in its most 
fashionable form as postmodernism. In essence, this argues that all 
social life (Gellner, 1992: p23): 
" .. js a text, that is the basic material of texts, SOCieties and 
almost anything is meaning, that meanings are to be decoded 
or 'deconstructed', that the notion of reality is suspect .. ". 
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Gellner's categories of analysis are consonant with the forms 
of mediation under analysis here. 
Religious fundamentalism displays many of the 
psychodynamics of orality as well as its characteristic structures of 
power relationships centred on the man of knowledge, the savant, 
and the 'cacique'. Orality did not create this system, but its logic 
serves to articulate and extend it. Similarly rationalist 
fundamentalism was not created by literate mediation, but was 
certainly aided by it as the socialisation of literacy extended the 
philosophical project of modernity well beyond the time and place 
of its origins. 
Though literacy is considered by many commentators (Ong, 
Goody, Eisentstein, McLuhan, and Postman among others) to be a 
requirement for abstract thought processes, it does not have to 
follow that it would necessarily produce a specific project such as 
democracy. As a form of mediation however, it is particularly 
related to objective thinking. By the same token, it is hard to 
imagine the same degree of analytic abstraction occurring in an 
oral society. On the contrary, oral mediation often creates a 
fundamentalism of the written word, because of its awe of the 
overweening power of print: if it is written, it must be true. 
However, this is because written knowledge is not social in oral 
societies and access is usually limited to an elite or to a particular 
class of priests or scholars. 
Postmodernism displays a great deal of intellectual empathy 
and affinity with the epistemology of the image. In a society such 
as Mexico, where functional literacy is confined to the upper 
classes or vocational niches, the dominant mediational tradition 
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rooted In oralIty engages wIth electronIc medIation, thereby 
reproducing and generalisIng the episodic nature of the cultural 
system, that postmodernists claim Is one of the characteristics of 
the contemporary era as a whole. 
It Is important to bring Gellner's conceptual triad together 
with the forms of mediation explored here, because in 
understanding the differentiations respondents made with regard 
to the categories of tradItion/modernity, class, politics, religiOUS, 
moralIty, celebrity and gender, it soon became evident that 
authoritarIanism and intolerance are present conceptually in the 
cult of the VIrgin Mary of Guadalupe and politically in the cult of 
the 'cacique'. 
It is therefore analytically feasible to understand Gellner's 
triad as three spokes on a wheel, each converging on the centre. 
An individual may occupy dIfferent locations on each spoke, but on 
the whole people were more comfortable occupyIng only one. A 
fundamental belief In the Virgin Mary for example, may be 
momentarily set aside for pronouncing somebody else's religious 
vIew as tolerable, for example: Hindu, Muslim, or with more 
difficulty, a christian sect other than Catholic. These beliefs are 
acceptable as long as they stay hermetIcally sealed withIn the 'sect' 
and that they remain where they originally belonged, leavIng one's 
own location untouched. Even then, such a venture in diversity is 
uncomfortable. 
The distinctions thrown up by the interviews were of two 
kinds. Some were direct where the marker is present in the 
comment, others were inferred. Ideas of modernity or tradition 
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for example, were sometimes explicit, but more often than not 
they were implicit in comments referring to other matters. 
Tradition and Modernity: Working Class 
Working class respondents were generally conservative. The 
oral logic of believing something to be so self-evident as to defy 
doubt was constant throughout all age groups. The statement that: 
"8 es bueno, porque es bueno", ('He is good because he is good'), 
may sound like poor tautology to the literate mind but it is a pillar 
of clarity for marking moral distinctions for this group. 
There was also a deep unwillingness to explain a prejudice. 
This was often coupled with unhappiness at voicing a Criticism . 
about a figure of power. The 'cacique' figure was beyond reproach. 
The spaces available for criticism were closed off by the debt of 
favours typical of clientism. At the very most, they introduced a 
tentative but pervasive theme: "Mejor malo conocido, que bueno 
por conocer", ('Better the devil that you know than the good yet to 
come'). 
This is a deeply anti-modem sentiment, and it re-surfaced in 
a variety of ways. The idea that power in the hands of the 
opposition bodes no good, is a variation of this theme. The saying 
encapsulated a fear that change would inevitably be for the worse. 
This is not surprising since a critique of the status-quo places one 
outside the distribution network. 
As explained earlier, 'cacique' leadership is constructed 
through a fine web of clientism in which, a system characterised 
by a highly inequitable distribution of goods has made a way of 
life out of subsidy. It is not so much that subsidies are used to 
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buy votes, as that they are used to forge bonds to create a 
community out of a heterogeneous society that transcends 
geographical location. Up until now Mexican politics have, as 
Octavio paz wryly noted, been a case of: "One chooses and the rest 
vote". 
Anything that jeopardises this network of 'cacique'-style 
populism is viewed with grave misgivings if not outright hostility. 
Those wIth money navIgate through dally life assured that the 
goods they need can be acquIred; those wIthout, depend on family 
and clientele networks linked to government that help them fend 
for themselves. Consequently, tranquil 'sexenios' under the aegis 
of party paternalism, provIde a great deal of security for those 
who have invested huge efforts in accumulating social capital that 
can in times of need, fulfil the same function as havIng economic 
capital. One buys one's way out of dIfficulties wIth favours owed. 
Changes bring ills of many kinds: unemployment, high prices and 
further dependence on communal structures and safety nets. It is 
very hard to venture into new modern but unstable ways, on a pot 
of beans that constantly receIves more water to make It go 
around.' 
The investment that people make at their end of the 'cacique' 
structure is rarely commented on. But this system, fragIle as it is, 
depends on a combination of clientism and the loyalty born of the 
gratitude that this generates. Antipathy to change Is accompanied 
by what Is almost a cliche: the relIgious factor. Belief in the Virgin 
Mary of Guadalupe is arguably the strongest syncretic symbol for 
1 Lopez PortiDo, in praising the family/communal values of Mexicans. noted that hospitality was 
always extended, even if it meant that the pot of beans received more water, so that everyone could eat. 
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Mexicans, at least for the working classes and the campesinos 
(peasants). She is the central point of Mexican Catholic faith, and 
supersedes God in a very subtle way. Essentially, she is viewed as 
providing solace and miracles without actually changing anything. 
Things are the way they are and the Virgin makes them more 
bearable. Also prominent in the religious sphere is the Pope. He is 
seen as having the job of securing peace but again is not involved 
in any change in the social order. 
The intercessions on behalf of the faithful by the VirgIn Mary 
of Guadalupe, make the development of change or innovation and 
the very idea of an Individual being an autonomous agent in the 
making of an increasingly better tomorrow, an irrelevant 
proposItion. 
The strength of community In the face of modernIty is the 
ability to exhaust It, to blunt it, until eventually 'it goes native'. 
That is to say, sedimented practice is so entrenched, that 
interaction with it entails this very real risk of being transformed 
by it, instead of modernIty achieving a transformation of the 
SOCiety. 
The feeling expressed in the saying that "en los pueblos, la 
gente sIgue igual", ('In the towns/villages, the people continue to be 
the same'), includes those who emigrated to the city as their 
feelings of belonging to their 'hometown' persist. One such example 
of the crossing of oral and literate (modern) logics Is the fetish of 
the stamped piece of paper that ails all bureaucratic practice. No 
single paper ever completely replaces the preceding one in value or 
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effectiveness, consequently any interaction with government can 
involve every bit of paper ever issued on the matter, plus the one 
that is inevitably missing. This creates a space within which 
clientist power networks are able to function. 
The great paper chase of bureaucracy is made worse in oral 
societies where something written and stamped gains an ability to 
define an incontestable reality. The whole endeavour collapses 
into the vacuum created by the lack of a stamp, a paper or a 
signature. Bureaucracy is a literate-based institution whose 
functions are primarily regulatory. In oral society, the regulatory 
power play of bureaucracy assumes a central role in national life. 
Under such circumstances it is not at all surprising to find the 
'cacique' alive and well, thriving on navigating his clients through 
the awesome church of modernity whose dogmatic paper chase 
often regulates everything to a standstill. The 'cacique' provides 
the favour of bypassing the maze of red tape for a fee. Those 
within his network are Similarly empowered and the fees charged 
constitute an informal taxation on the citizen turned subject. 
The logic behind regulatory bureaucracy in a modernising 
nation is simple. Transaction must be institutionalised, taxes 
collected, and opportunities for outrageous abuse by one 
individual over others reduced, or at least institutionalised. But 
the fetish that revolves around the power of the written word in 
an oral society tends to produce a labyrinth of its own. When this 
is tied together with the idea that laws "se obedecen pero no se 
cumplen" ('are obeyed but not complied with'), one is faced with 
one of the strongest legacies of colonial times. There are very 
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enlightened laws on the books, but the slew of regulations that 
accompany them, make procedures so complicated that 
government offices are colonised by enablers or facilitators who 
know the ropes and can offer the short-cuts for an appropriate fee. 
Tradition and Modernity: Middle Class 
The middle class is not as conservative as the working class, 
but neither does it embrace modernity wholeheartedly. There are 
however, marked differences in attitude according to age. It is the 
young who are most likely to express conservatism. The 
acquisitive spirit also begins here, as it does with the young of the 
upper class, to clutter and obscure any other purpose, not least the 
construction of a better tomorrow2. 
For many middle and upper class young, higher education 
amounts to four years of lost opportunities. They tend to work 
from within modular distinction, a phenomenon that was discussed 
in chapter three. These are seen as given conditions, without prior 
causes or necessary consequences. Things are the way they are. 
From this perspective, change or evolution is difficult to perceive 
in terms of a continuity. 
The adult age group were more disgusted with abuses of 
political power and of privilege. On the whole, they expressed 
modern sentiments in the political arena in the support of 
opposition parties, notably the PAN. At the same time strong 
resentment for the political status-quo had subsided, as almost 
everybody approved of President Salinas de Gortari and his rule 
2 It is also worth noting that the word 'progress' has not been used institutionally since the turn of the 
century under President Porfirio Diaz. 
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by technocrats. This was radically altered by the economic collapse 
of 1994 and demonstrates the weakness of modernity and 
democracy in Mexico at the present time, where an administration 
widely seen as benign, is capable of weakening the urge to develop 
democratic practices. 
There is a strong assumption that Mexico's polity cannot 
borrow practices that were not designed for the country's specific 
social context. In denying the relevance of political praxis from 
other countries, and therefore other systems, this simultaneously 
affirms that only a Mexican politician can truly operate in a 
context-sensitive way. This turns political procedure into a self-
legitimating system whose members cannot change it because 
participation requires full initiation into its distinctive practices, 
including those that are anti-modern and anti-democratic. 
In its most negative form, this self-referring stance 
reproduces a hermetically sealed polity that takes on the 
appearance of a 'natural' incontestable order. 
At the same time, the older group displayed a deep 
awareness of the corruption of political life, particularly to the 
private abuse of public functions. They saw this as both 
deplorable and anti-modern. As modernists, they wished to see 
nepotism eliminated, and friendship and profeSSionalism 
separated. In common with other class groupings, they also 
assigned great importance to the constitution of 1917 as the 
political force that ought to be above and beyond the reach of 
presidential paternalism. Holding the president accountable to the 
Constitution is not the same as being accountable to an electorate, 
but it is a step in the right direction. 
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Tradltlon and Modernity: Upper Class 
The upper class young voiced few distinctively modern Ideas, 
except for their approval of Mexican politics' apparent movement 
away from the old pork-barrel system to a more technocratically 
oriented style, albeit producing an enlightened technocratic 
dictatorship. They saw the increasing number of people with 
postgraduate degrees in power as a natural direction for politics to 
take. Elections however, did not enter into the picture. 
Religion was the one pan-class common denominator. The 
separation of Church and State was seen as positive and as 
beneficial because the Church was considered good for stability 
but not very supportive of social development. 
In general however, upper class respondents tended to 
reserve the privilege of ruling to themselves and to relegate the 
lower class and the 'campesIno' (farmer) to a child-like state in 
which they cannot be trusted to make 'proper' decisions. This may 
at first appear to be a cynical cover for not trusting the lower 
classes to vote in the interests of the upper class, a view shared by 
many conservative parties. In Mexico however, it is complicated 
by the fact that the majority of the population is living in a non-
modern oral mode. As Keith Tester pointed out (Tester, 1992), few 
things can turn liberal-minded thinkers into illiberal despots 
faster that the 'refusenik' behaviour of traditional people. 
Many developing societies this century have had to face the 
tension of an educated and enlightened elite, dragging a majority 
towards modernity if only into the economic forms of market-rule 
rather than into the full democratic package. 
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There was one respondent however, that expressed a 
stronger sense of democracy in as far as she favoured a politician 
because his ideas coincided with hers. She was also one of the few 
who claimed to have listened to a politician outline his agenda 
She believed that such occasions helped generate accountability to 
an electorate and were cornerstones of modernity. 
The pervasive presence of 'cacique' power, both material and 
in spirit, places the completion of democracy in doubt. It is 
evident that the latter part of the twentieth century has seen the 
subtle but relentless commodiflcation of democracy. Nations that 
have mature democratic institutions, or perhaps more accurately, 
strong traditions of democracy whether parliamentary or 
congressional, face a very different challenge to nations emerging 
from some form of authoritarian regime whether colonial or post-
independence. These latter under pressure from the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and sundry banks, have opened their 
markets and re-arranged their economies. Allowing market forces 
to regulate a weak economy is at best a risky business that mayor 
may not payoff, but the choices it presents should not be confused 
with democracy in its fuller sense. Commodiflcation has reduced 
politics to a competition of market positioning turning it from a 
life-enriching project to a series of choices between brands. The 
polities of merchandising has become the merchandising of politics, 
where only short-term poliCies are parleyed into votes. In 
contrast, long term policy planning for infrastructure, 
decentralisation and other projects that are at the core of 
institutional projects of modernity change every three to six years. 
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The Political Imaginary 
The urge towards democracy is present and there is active 
and vocal agitation for democratic measures, but it has yet to 
become a widespread call The working class is still very much 
wedded to the notion of 'cadque' power and uses very pragmatic 
measures for judging the effectiveness of one leader as agalnst 
another. 
Political Imaginary: Working Class 
As in other categories of analysis, the various age groups 
displayed showed a remarkable unity of vision characterised by 
two basic elements of 'cacique' power structures: visible politics 
and clientist obligations. The idea of visible politics is grounded in 
the 'present-oriented' interaction of oral psychodynamics. This is 
explored in more depth in the next chapter on soclal discourse. 
It is important to note that there are two things that will 
extract a high degree of loyalty and commitment from an orally 
mediated group. The actual presence of the Sage (leader) or in this 
case the 'caclque', and the patent manifestation of his power, be it 
personal favours (the basis of oral clientism) or communal benefits 
such as: 'The Solidarity Programme'.3 This is a vital feature of the 
creation of the social capital that is central to 'cacique' networks. 
The personal presence of a politician animates loyalty in the 
people if only because having seen him In the flesh, it is easier to 
imagine him as a person than an abstract representative. This has 
3 'Solidaridad', financed by the proceeds from the Government's privatisation programme, typically 
provided materials for a development project, on condition that the community supply the labour. 
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negative consequences for a system of representation because it 
leads to loyalty being marshalled in the form of large groups of 
'acarreados' (the ferried ones), who are shunted about to wave 
banners in exchange for a soda, 'torta', (sandwich) and a chunk of 
political largesse. In many cases the day's wages depended on 
attendance: 
"En fabrlcas, porque yo he trabajado en fabricas, nos obllgan a 
votar por el, por la CfM (Confederaci6n Mexlcana de 
Trabajadores) 0 por el PR!. Si no votabamos por X nos 
descontaban un dia. SI votas por otro te corren. Puras 
promesas. Me gustaria poder decide todo 10 que pienso en los 
abusos sindicales. Los votos son ablertos y se flrman. Te 
rechazan del trabajo si saben que votaste por otro", ('In 
factories, because I have worked in factories, they oblige one 
to vote for the CIM or for the PRI. If you don't vote, you lose 
a day's pay. If you vote for someone else you get fired. Pure 
promises. I would like to tell you what I think about the 
abuses committed by the unions. The voting is open and you 
sign. They refuse you work if you are known to have voted 
for someone else'). Two cleaning ladies 35 and 45, working 
class. In t 4-1. 
Visible politics, like visible celebrity, depend heavily on 
touring, ribbon cutting and similar staged events. Politicians are 
especially appreciated for 'descending' amongst the 'pueblo' 
(people). Manuel Clouthler, the presidential candidate for the right 
leaning opposition party, the PAN, enjoyed a success that crossed 
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class lines because MaquIo (as he was affectionately called) mixed 
with equal ease wIth every one. 
In direct opposItion to thIs, but fitting in with the general 
logIc was the frank statement: " ... ya en el poder, pos que se van a 
preocupar del pueblo", (' ... once in power, they're not going to 
worry about the people'). Once the leader leaves the sphere of 'co-
presence' and the campaign trail, he is not expected to honour his 
promises. 
The viablllty of visible politics therefore rests on the concrete 
accomplishments of stated programmes. These range from the 
hIgh profile Solidarity Programme, to the re-buildIng of schools 
after the earthquake of 1985, to the dubious 'enlargement' of a 
major carriageway through Mexico city by painting a third line 
and creating another lane (this being touted as a major work). It 
Is not uncommon to find of a particular bridge or road reported as 
being built time and time again, once during each administration. 
Government statIstics serve a dual purpose: to provide basic 
information on the country's infrastructure and to celebrate 
governmental achievements. Unfortunately the latter use renders 
the former unreliable. 
As long as the people continue to support the politicians and 
their achievements, politicians wUl continue to invest in paternal 
client-oriented politicking. It is precisely the fracturing of this 
relationship and the increasing pressure for political change that 
has brought Mexican society to its present crossroads. 
The continuing power of paternalism is what separates 'el 
pueblo' (the people) from the modem conception of an informed 
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public. Their communal orientation is constructed around 
privileged networks whose participants are reluctant to question 
their legitimacy. On the contrary, the clients of 'caclque' networks 
develop a personal sense of loyalty that elevates emotive ties over 
moral considerations. Encarnaclon, a S9 year old handyman talking 
about Cuauhtemoc Cardenas, presidential candidate for the PRD 
(Partido Revoluclonario Democratico) and son of President Oirdenas 
famous for the oil expropriation, put it well: "Un hijo por mas malo 
que sea, este, pues no es malo, no es malo para mt Si su papa es 
bueno ... ", ('A son however bad he may be, well, is not bad, he's not 
bad for me. If his father is good. . .'). 'His father' was the famous 
Lizaro Cardenas and 'he' is suspected of being paid off by the PRI 
to accept defeat. 
If critique is not encouraged, it makes little sense to dissent. 
Consequently, there is a common tendency for speakers to 
dissociate themselves from their comments. For example, the 
suggestion that Juarez was a homosexual or the references to the 
heroic qualities of Villa or Zapata are often qualified by: "me han 
dicho", ('I have been told'), "se me flgura", ('it seems to me'), ''yo 
casi creo", ('I almost believe'). 
The intellectuals presented for comment were largely 
unknown among the working class respondents. Isolated 
comments did occur when, for example, the respondent asked who 
a particular person was, and upon being told, suggested that " ... nos 
han hechado la mano bien suave, ey que va. .. ", (' ... they have lent a 
helping hand that they have... i.e. improved our image as 
Mexicans •• .'). 
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Conceptions of losers and winners were strongly tied to the 
pragmatics of oral logic. In answer to the question: 'Who was the 
father of the Mexican nation?' two particular replies typified the 
sharp dichotomy between winners and losers and the expediency 
of landing on one's feet. "Moctezuma perdio, fue humillado, 
pisoteado, lsomos como el, lno?", ('Moctezuma was a loser, -
humiliated, subjugated- we're like him'), "y si gan6 Cortez, pos es 
mas freg6n", (Winners are "mas fregones" are "hot stuff', and if 
Cortez won, well, he's 'hotter stuff), From Encarnaci6n 59, working 
class. Int 2, and Juan Barajas Cruz 67, working class. Int 11. 
Summing up, it is apparent from the interviews that 
representative democracy in its more abstract manifestations 
impinges only tangentially on the flow of everyday life and the 
immediate problems it presents. 
That control of knowledge leads to control of power is almost 
a cliche, but in this area control of knowledge is also control of 
diversity. This is linked to the 'presence' required to achieve 
awareness in the oral mindset. 
Developed notions of democracy and civil society are still 
largely extraneous to every day thought and interaction. Making 
this leap from the grounded to the abstract would require a great 
deal of confidence in the body politic and its ability to keep things 
'together' during and after the fracturing of 'cacique' networks. 
Political Imaginary: Middle Class 
Middle class respondents' comments on political distinctions 
varied considerably by age group. By and large this strata 
favoured the Partido Acci6n Nacional (PAN) over the Partido 
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Revolucionario Instltucional (PRI). In contrast the PRI was 
criticised as corrupt, bureaucratic and generally deserving 
contempt. As we will see in the next chapter, the image of 
President SaUnas de Gortari appeared to be made of Tefion as 
charges of personal Ineptitude or corruption simply sUpped away. 
It is not really clear if such an impression is an extension of the 
idea of 'cacique' power in which criticism is unthinkable because it 
would play havoc with fragile networks. It could also be that he 
was really being perceived as being a radically different and new 
politician who needed and was granted every opportunity to 
tackle the economic crisis he had 'inherited'. This perception of 
him changed once he left power and the economy collapsed at the 
end of 1994. 
The middle class young generally saw things in strong black 
and white terms. Their comments were rarely tempered by 
shades of grey. Politicians were perceived as 'posers', and most 
recent past presidents were vilified, or at least discarded by 
comments such as: "lestos? para nada .... ", ('these? no way .. .'). 
Only two respondents expressed any real desire to get to 
know any politiCian better. But most felt that cultivating political 
contacts was a good idea, especially with Salinas. In recognising 
the opportunities for personal development or career 
advancement that such contacts might bring, they were frankly 
acknowledging the sub-cultural practice of cUentism, or 'palancas' 
(levers) as it is popularly known. 
Opposition forces, even those that were ostensibly favoured, 
generated Uttle comment beyond simple identification of the 
leading politicians of the different parties. Distinctions of ideology 
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and policy that distinguish one politician from another, one party 
from another, were seldom mentioned. It is as if politics are 
reduced to the leader's personification of power and the questions 
of agenda and ideology are rendered irrelevant. A joke that 
circulated at the time of Jose L6pez Portillo's administration, 
picked up on this characteristic of 'cacique' power. The President 
asks an aide the time, the aide responds unctuously: "What time 
would you wish it to be, Mr. President?" 
Just as in the working class, middle class respondents also 
held politicians personally responsible for things that happened. 
For example they stated that 'his' (President Bush) factories along 
the border polluted the environment and by extension he was 
responsible for the 'brain-less' babies born at the time4• Of course, 
it is a figure of speech to say "Bush y sus fabricas", ('Bush and his 
factories') but this focused the ultimate responsibility. 
In relation to the history of Mexican politiCS, the Spaniards 
were seen as the source of everything brutish, diseased or corrupt, 
with two notable exceptions: religion and the horse. 
For this group though, the more recent past is another 
country, imperfectly remembered through lots of unrelated 
modular facts and hearsay. 
Older adults had definite opinions about politics but their 
categories had little content In contrast, the middle-aged group 
offered a rather fuller account of what the politics might become. 
They were disgusted by what they saw of the dinosaurs of the 
4 The case of the brainless babies, widely reported in the border press during 1992, concerned babies 
born with serious defects caused by toxic waste. 
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PRIS, and their pork-barrel politlcs, and applauded the differences 
that SaUnas de Gortari had made. This perspective was lodged in 
the logic of literacy and of modernity. For them, things added up 
and they saw a better society emerging from the sum of past 
actions. Commitment to ideas was very much a part of these 
respondents' value system and it was appreciated in political 
figures. They saw the 'linea dura' (hard line) of SaUnas, the 
syncretism of Cuauhtemoc, and to a lesser degree of Clouthier and 
Rosario as due to their willingness to assume the burden of their 
ideas. They felt that people in power must occupy the moral high 
ground, and that fallure to do so has resulted in endless examples 
of outrageous abuse in previous regimes. They specifically 
referred to Durazo, the despotlc chief of police of Mexico City 
during the administration of L6pez Portillo as an example. One 
person, who was opposed to the PRI nevertheless, conceded that 
the opposition had brought out the best in that party and 
specifically in Salinas de Gortari. 
At the same time there is also a strong cynical streak that 
believes deeply in the innate corruption of politicians and politiCS. 
Even Super Barrio, whatever his real motives are, is seen as 
essentially abusing the gUllibility of the urban working class. Sra. 
Gonzalez, tapping the photograph of Super Barrio, said: 
"Este asunto de Super Barrio6 es, como todo aqui, verdad? 
politiCO como tantas, tantas cosas en Mexico", ('This thing of 
Super Barrio, is a political thing, as are so, so many things in 
Mexico'). Sra. GonzaIez 63, middle class. Int 33-4. 
S Dinosaurs refers to the dynasty of old populist style of pork-barrel politicians. 
6 Super Barrio, the flamboyant masked wrestler who has championed the poor in Mexico. 
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The working class is assumed to be both naIve and gullible. 
Rlcardo expresses sImUar sentiments: 
"Yo no esto convencldo, pero es la gente desproteglda que 
dejan un lider que haga hIstorla, que haga cosas que quleren 
hacer, pensamlentos que quleren pensar. Lo encuentran en el 
y 10 vuelven su Idolo, y el 'namas las usa Esto es producto 
del slstema que vivlmos, y hemos perdldo nuestro afecto por 
el PRI, nuestra confianza. Asi buscamos a que y a quien 
queremos creer. Bueno pues para ellos es creer en Super 
Barrio. Pues blen para ellos. Despues de tOOo el dla que 
perdemos la fe ... bueno pienso que realmente estariamos mal", 
('I am not convinced, but it is the unprotected people who 
wish for a leader to make history, things they wish to do, 
thoughts they'd wish to think. They find it In him and make 
him into an idol and he just uses them. This is a product of 
the system we live in so we have lost our affection for the 
PRI, our confidence. So we look for what and whom to 
believe in. Well, for them it's to believe in Super Barrio. Well, 
good for them, after all, the day we lose belief, well I think 
we'd really be in a bad way'). Rlcardo 54, middle class. Int 
21-3. 
Reactions to President Kennedy proved to be one of the 
surprises of the fieldwork. People were asked to Identify 
American politicians and then to comment on which, if any would 
make a good president of Mexico and what policies they believed 
he would establish. In general, Mexicans identified strongly with 
Kennedy. Most of the respondents in this age group were children 
at the time of his visit. They saw him as a Great Statesman, head 
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and shoulders above the rest. Some commented on what they saw 
as the like mlnded-ness between Kennedy and SaUnas. 
For this group Kennedy Is seen as honest, progressive, and 
charismatic with his policies. He would not only clean politics up, 
but would also be humane and the lower-classes would be fairly 
treated. They also felt very strongly about him and believed that 
his assassination was due to his effectiveness, his attack on 
corruption and his sympathy for the poor. Whether or not these 
attributes can be justly laid at his feet, they represented the 
respondents' wish list for the Mexican political sphere. 
The oldest among the middle class respondents had perhaps 
the most interesting things to say about Kennedy. They 
remembered him well. A few thought he would make a good 
president for Mexico. This group stressed his Catholicism and 
related his death directly to his religion. One woman remembers 
Kennedy being killed and the Pope dying, but with the latter, "ni a 
caior lleg6", ('nothing to fret about'). 
Of the other American politicians, Bush was seen as mediocre 
because he left Saddam in place. He was seen as a good example 
of 'gringo spirit': meddlesome, mercenary and imperialist who "se 
va por la finta", ('tends to fall for the feint') and for the money. 
Mexican politicianS prompted similar critical comments with 
more flavour perhaps but not much more depth. Rosario Ibarra, 
who was running for office for the opposition, was subject to 
gender related comments and only one respondent corrected her 
name. Cardenas was labelled a traitor, the typical dog who bites 
the hand that fed him (he left the PR! to set up an oppostion 
party). He was not very popular with this group, nor was his 
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father well remembered. The convoluted organisation of the 
political environment where everything is its opposite and any 
comment is so charged with innuendo and implied meanings, was 
the target of sustained criticism from this group. Since following 
this chaotic web was seen as a daunting task, many In this group 
felt that such dedication to a corrupt environment was a waste of 
time. 
While disgust at the corruption of politicians seems to render 
people indignantly inarticulate, comments that questioned the 
dominance of the political over the educational, moral and social 
spheres were more focused. Political ascendancy over the 
curricula for example, was severely questioned when such control 
reinforces the profoundly anti-modern and anti-intellectual 
tendencies of oral mediation. 
Velasquez, the nonagenarian labour leader of the 
Confederaci6n del Trabajo Mexicano (CTM), the labour arm of the 
PRI, was another surprise. Few people saw fit to comment about 
him in any way, the ex-milkman turned labour leader7 was called 
a dinosaur, a cancer and a necessary evil that had out-stayed his 
welcome. There was little sympathy or acknowledgement for the 
unions. 
The intellectuals were good for furnishing coffee tables with 
expensive books. The only respondent who claimed to have 
actually read any of them, said that it was dense and really only 
for the educated. Octavio Paz, the Mexican poet and Nobel Peace 
7 In a country where non re-election is the norm, Velazquez was re-elected automatically up until his 
death in 1997. 
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prize winner on the other hand, though unread was likened to a 
Renaissance man who knows everything. 
Political Imaginary: Upper Class 
The upper class young were the most ignorant group of all 
with regards to the political sphere. Intellectuals and politicians 
impinged little on their mindscape. One respondent for example, 
claimed to recognise all of the intellectuals/writers, but had read 
none of them, (they -the intellectuals- represent other times, other 
places), and asserted that he gets all of his information from 
television, though he no longer watches Mexican channels. 
The Mexican political sphere was primarily seen as 
dominated by theft. Abuse of power did not figure very strongly 
in respondents' comments. They felt that the established system 
had benefited few in the past, and was now serving as a brake. 
There was an underlying feeling of relief that new 
technocrats were replacing the old-style 'polltiqueros'. Generation 
was an important marker. Echeverria and L6pez Portlllo for 
example, who were both in their fifties during their respective 
administrations, were described above all else as elderly and 
thoroughly misguided. In contrast the new technocratic politicians 
were seen as young, with a sound educational and economic 
philosophy. 
The idea that a consumer society produces 'consumer 
politicians' was further reason to support 'technocratic politicians', 
as they were likely to be exchangeable. This in turn, legitimises 
continuing rule by the same party with renovated politicians. 
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The older age group was very critical of Mexican politicians 
although they definitely favoured the centre right party, the PAN. 
It was seen as the only serious opposition party. This group was 
more likely to use Rosario Ibarra's name correctly and she was not 
as vilified as elsewhere. Any sympathy she received however, 
was tempered with the assumption that she has been used and 
manipulated and that her agenda is talnted by her personal desire 
to avenge her son: "10 desaparecieron", ('was disappeared') by a 
previous administration. In contrast, Vehizquez was much 
criticised for his abuses of power. His move from milkman to 
reSident of one of the elite residential areas was seen as being at 
the expense of union members whom he had sold down river. 
American politiCians were assumed to be freer to get on with 
their jobs, though most of the information about this sphere came 
from television. Only here and there was a book cited as a source. 
L6pez Portillo was compared to Reagan as being the most 
nationalist and corrupt. Bush on the other hand was seen falrly 
favourably, partly because of the North American Free Trade 
agreement (NAFTA) and partly because despite being suspected of 
continuing the 'endless gringo imperialism', he was decisive. 
Kennedy however, was in a category of his own. Those in this 
age group were young children at the time of his assassination, 
and their sources of information ranged from parents, to the media 
and school. He was seen as very popular, and very supportive of 
'la clase humilde' (the humble classes). But agaln, it was his 
religion that underpinned many of the opinions expressed. 
One recurring theme was the idea that wealth is less prone to 
political corruption, therefore rich politicians have less reason to 
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abuse their position. Ross Perot for example, was cited as being 
incorruptible and therefore a good choice for political seIVice, in 
spite of his despotic behaviour. 
The oldest respondents from of the upper class were the most 
critical of government in economic terms. Their admiration for 
politicians with 'get up and go' who may do wrong things but at 
least they are dOing, supports our earlier emphasis on people's 
penchant for visible politics. The 'trio fantastico' (the fantastic 
trio), refers to Echeverria, L6pez Portillo and De la Madrid in a way 
that equates fantastic with unbelievable; they are accused of 
stealing enough for the next five generations. 
The sentiments regarding the opposition, swung from the 
extremely cynical assumption that all politicians are crooks and 
that opposition politicians are no exception, to the idea that these 
other parties are a welcome alternative. The democratic nature of 
the opposition was viewed with mild misgivings. But since they 
accepted that corruption creeps In when one party prevalls, 
opposItion was welcomed. 
The figure of Super Barrio, a social activist, featured very 
little in their comments but when he was recognised, he was 
viewed as exploiting the gUllibility and naivety of the poorer 
classes. 
Their vIsion of the American political sphere was reduced to 
noting the differences generalised by a more mature democratic 
system but few specific details were forthcoming. They focused 
however, on the relative openness with which American politicianS 
were scrutinised as conferring some measure of popular control 
over the political process. Kennedy was held in very high esteem. 
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This age group remembers his visit well. They were impressed by 
his charisma and the visit he made to the Basilica made a lasting 
impression. If he were in power now, they suggested, he would be 
all things to all people. 
Class 
Mexico, like many other Latin American countries, faces the 
situation of not being a developed nation; but neither is it similar 
to the countries recently formed by the wave of de-colonisation 
resulting from the break-up of European empires. Its sodal roots 
are a combination of Indigenous social practices and European 
feudal structures. 
The Mexico of today does not find it easy to talk of racism. 
Indeed few people will admit to a 'problem' or even a 'situation'. 
Any event that could be linked to race is usually assigned to the 
sphere of morality (Bejar, 1988) thereby denying its political or 
soclallinks. 
The Indigenous population is variously estimated at between 
four and five million people. The bulk of the populace is made up 
of the mestizos, criollos and poorly integrated foreigners. Bejar 
(1988) cites the two maln reasons for the poor integration of this 
latter group. With the exception of Spanish immigrants, most are 
of Protestant persuasion and so intermarriage with the mainly 
Catholic majority requires a weakening of religious practice. The 
second reason is language. Marriages tend to fare poorly when 
there is a problem of language, so choices tend to be made within 
linguistic groups rather than outside of them. 
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The criollos, even if they are no longer called that, are still 
located In the middle and upper classes. Official ethnic divIsions 
are not as overt or elaborate as in the colonIal times when there 
were seventeen distinctions of race. However, a study done in 
1967 by Reyna and Dyllon Soares (Bejar, 1988), found strong, 
though differentiated, patterns of racism. There was more in the 
rural rather than in urban areas, and more in the south and 
southeast of the country. In these regions, contacts between 
race/class were generally confined to business or contractual 
relations and almost never spilled over into the social sphere. 
Bejar points to the subtiety of radsm in notlng that, in 
addition to dress and educational level, advertisements for jobs 
often ask for 'buena presentadon' (good turnout), a phrase that is 
universally linked to skin colour. He also mentions that comments 
such as 'she has the look of a maid', or the assumption that a dark 
skinned man in a new car must be a chauffeur, are evidence of 
this (Bejar, 1988: p219). His comments lack systematIc empIrIcal 
backing, but the instances he cites are common enough. 
In discussing patterns of social inequity, he outlines several 
main dimensions. Firstly, demographic inequalities, particularly 
the fact that the advantages of the centre dominated by Mexico 
City, together with the scarcely populated north, close to American 
markets (and some argue its Protestant work ethic), have 
increased as Mexico has developed. By the 1980's, 50% of the 
population had moved to urban areas, and 24% were concentrated 
in four cities. This concentration of people has required huge 
resources, thereby increasing vertical social stratification. 
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Secondly, social inequalities today have their roots in 
Mesoamerican civilisation but derived their present form mainly 
from colonial times. The pattern of stratification in the colony is 
well documented (McLachlan and Rodriguez, 1981. Weckman, 
1984. Bejar,1988). A post of civil servant was rated according to 
how much 'return' on the purchase of the position one could 
expect. Today, the corporatism of communal Mexico has been 
institutionalised by aligning groups under the aegis of the 
federations of employees, peasants, professional associations and 
residential organisations amongst whom the benefits of 
corporate/communal development could be distributed. This 
concentration of corporatism has inhibited decentralised 
development by centralising scarce resources and distributing 
them only amongst party faithful. The third and final dimension 
of stratification revolves around access to the system rewards via 
literacy and education. Vasconcelos, the first Minister of Education 
after the Revolution, instituted a programme of educatlon for all, 
but fulfilling the promise has been an uphill struggle ever since 
(this was discussed at length in chapter four). 
Comments on class however, are complicated by the covert 
racism mentioned earlier. The middle class young for example 
talked as though their place in the social constellation was given 
'naturally'. But overall, this group made few explicit comments 
about their class position. Rather, their views of the system were 
implied in the comments they made on other class groupings; the 
worker, one commented, is lazy and fails to take work seriously: 
" ... pos es que los obreros son refiojos, no les importa trabajar. 
Dejan todo a medias. jque le digo!", (' ... Well what can I say, 
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workers are really lazy, and they leave everything half 
done'). Male 23, middle class. Int 18-9. 
It is this lower social stratum, largely llIiterate and with little 
access to social opportunities, that finds itself on the receiving end 
of government policies whether it is subsidised milk, transport or 
housing. They believe that there is an underlying virtue and 
nobility in poverty. As in other areas, age does not seem to be a 
strong infiuence on what kinds of markers are important. Those 
interviewed that occupy the upper slot of the income pyramid, 
earn 25 times minimum wage. For them there is a huge 'clase 
humllde' (humble class) made up of the virtuous but truly 
impoverished, who were classified as coming from the 'colonias 
populares' (working class neighbourhoods) with a low level of 
education and numerous family members. Comments that 
embodied class-related markers also came out consistently in the 
section dealing with the interview of celebrity singers. 
"Los amolados son de escasa capacidad 0 nivel cultural", ('The 
poor have few resources or cultural level'). Man 37, middle 
class. Int 25-3. 
" ... es que a los pobres les gusta esa musica, es de populacho", 
(' .. it's that the poor like that music it's for the masses'). Man 
35, middle class. Int 27-1,2, referring to rugo Tovar a 
musician. 
" .. la clase baja es facil de manipular, creen qualquier cosa", 
('the lower class is easy to lead, they'll believe anything'). 
Mayte 20, middle class. Int 31-3. 
In contrast, groups within generally did not mobilise this 
category to make class distinctions. The 'ideal' image of the 
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Mexican generated by the comments on class is 
straightforward: he/she is morally upright and simple, the 
embodiment of the mask, the visible as seamless and 
faultless. Differences are primarily attributed to education, 
where the typical lower class person is: 
" .. medio vulgarz6n, medio vago, medio ignorante, medio 
agachado .. ", (' ... more or less vulgar, more or less vagabond, 
more or less ignorant, more or less wimpy .. .'). Male 24, upper 
class. Int 42-3. 
The lower class respondents can therefore be divided into 
two sub-groups. One has a clear self-awareness of class. They 
enjoy Tovar's music and delight in the fact that other classes find it 
vulgar. 
"Rigo Tovar, fdolo que puede ser el peor de los mexicanos. Un 
fdolo de Mexico, un fdolo mio. Muchos le critican - dicen que 
es para la indiada. Para mi es tan igual, sencillo y humano 
como tOOos", ('Rigo Tovar, an Idol who could be the worst of 
the Mexicans. A Mexican idol, an Idol of mine. Many criticise 
him, they say he is for the Indians. For me he is as simple 
and as human as anybody else'). Male 20, low class. Int 7-4. 
The other feels that the Mexican is seen in disparaging terms: 
"Pues siempre, en tOOos lados desgraciadamente, verdad, nos 
tienen como indios, como nacos, como gente pues un nivel 
social muy bajo. Intelectualmente tambien. El clasico barrio, 
verdad, nos tienen de barrio, por eso y tambien por sus 
facciones, y todo el tipo de naco, de indios", ('Well always, 
everywhere, unfortunately, right, they see us as Indians, as 
uncouth, as people, well from a very low social level. 
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Intellectually as well. The classic neighbourhood (heavy 
communal and small neighbourhood). And Mexico, well, 
unfortunately, right, they have us as from neighbourhoods, 
that is why, and because of facial features, the total uncouth 
type of Indian'). Margarita Tapla 47, working class. lnt 26-4. 
Within this group, the rich are seen as immoral, the American 
dream is white. There is a binary division between the 'haves' and 
'have-nots'. 
The second sub-group shows very little self-awareness in an 
outward sense. Both had difficulty relating to the idea of racial 
conflict in the United States in any specific way. That Chicanos and 
'wet-back' Mexicans continually ran into trouble north of the 
border was easily assumed. But there was also a general belief 
that the situation of blacks must be worse: 
"Mm, los negros les va mal ... por el color pues, no pasan ... se ve 
mal, no se acomodan, por el color", ('Mm the blacks have a 
bad time of It .. it's because of the colour, they don't get by as 
whites'). Encarnaci6n 59, working class male. Int 3-4. 
Among middle class respondents, criticism of the class above 
was rare, but no one failed to mark their distance from those 
below. The poor were located as living in the 'Barrios', and in a 
state of ignorance. They were described by comments such as 
'bajillo, amolados, de escasa capacidad' (low, down trodden, of poor 
ability), the 'populacho naco' (the popular and the equivalent of 
yob). 
Among the pictures of celebrities, Hector Suarez, a television 
comedian was strongly identified with his most famous character 
'No Hay'. The upper class links the worker to 'No Hay'. "El No Hay, 
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el tfpico naquito chisotoso", ('No Hay, typical 'funny' urchin'). Male 
upper class. Int 39-4. They consider him ignorant, unmotlvated, 
and uncommitted as a worker. Subtly insinuated in these 
comments he (lnt 39) evoked, was the idea that the better you 
treat 'them', or the more you pay 'them', the less they will work. 
The 'masses' are also considered fanatically Catholic and 
naive in the extreme: 
"Los amolados son de escaza capacidad 0 nivel cultural. Les 
hace precisamente creer en El (God), es una falacia, lno?, pos 
son ignorantes no? nosotros queremos religi6n como es, 
derecho ... mientras que los bajillos ... pues .,. hay que darles 
pan y circo, porque sino ... ", ('The wretched are of poor ability 
and cultural level. This is what enables them to believe in 
Him (God), its a fallacy, no? well they're ignorant aren't they? 
we want religion straight, as it is... while the. 
lowly ... well ... they ... you have to give them bread and circus 
because otherwise .. .').· Fausto 37, middle class. Int 25-3,4. 
"A una gente que es culta, que es bien instruida, y que es 
muy inteli~ente, sobre todo inteligente .... Y es instruida, culta 
no, puedes comentar todas las mentiras que le cuentan al 
pueblo lno? Y el pueblo todo se 10 traga, t6mate una pastilla 
sin agua y vamonos no? ... digo a la gente inculta les puedes 
contar 10 que quisieras pero a una gente que ha estudiado 
pues, no es tan ..• que se trague las pildoras verdad", ('A 
person who is cultured, well educated and very intelligent, 
above all intelligent ... and educated, cultured. You cannot say 
all the lies that they tell the people (masses) no? And the 
people (gullibly) accept it. Take a pill without water and let's 
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gO! ... No? I mean, one can tell the uncultured anything but not 
so to a person who has studied, well ... they don't swallow it so 
easily'). Sra. Gonzalez 60, middle class. Int 33-4. 
These qualities are confirmed by their observations of the 
impact of Mr. T., Rigo Tovar and Super Barrlo in mobilising popular 
feeling. Other celebrities such as Raul Velasco, the host of an 
popular Sunday evening variety show are also vilified and 
referred to as being 'for nacos' (yob). This class consistently 
labours to create and maintain strong taste differences. The irony, 
especially among the young, is that, knowledge of what they 
consider valid cultural markers and the people they claim 
personify them (recognition of DOmingo, Paz, Fuentes, Spota and 
occasionally Arreola) is not translated into reading their work. 
They act simply as counters in the game of distinction. 
Tropical/Salsa music is criticised for being 'puro relajo' (pure 
unabashed fun) and superficial. The notion of superficiality is 
picked up again and again and seen as a typical characteristic of 
lower class attitudes and activities. No one offered a clear 
definition of what might constitute a less superficial attitude or 
activity. Reading may provide the serious alternative, but no one 
mentioned it: 
"Pura musica de nacos para nacos, superficial, Tovar es 
nefasto", ('Music by 'yobs' for 'yobs' ... it's superfiCial, Tovar is 
terrible ... ). Luis 20, middle class. Int 23-5. 
Their strong belief in the childlike naivete of the working 
class, provided these respondents with another rationale for 
'cacique' paternalism. There was some hope that opposition and a 
conflictive political sphere would encourage more of the working 
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class to break ranks as it were, to 'work their way' up into the 
middle class. 
Among upper class respondents there were consistent age 
differences in interpretations of class markers. The young were 
the most assertive of the three age groups in constructing the 
terms and meaning of difference. They focused particularly on 
politics and celebrity. 
airdenas was seen as having appeal for the lower middle and 
working class. While the Panistas were accused of being 'fresa' 
(somewhat like being a goody two shoes). 
"Manuel Clouthler, de el podria aprender mucho. Mi papa 
estuvo en eso de la fundaci6n del PAN, pero no creo en los 
Panistas jovenes, son muy fresa, pero son el tinico partido de 
oposicion", ('Manuel Clouthier, I could learn a lot from him. 
My dad was in the founding of the PAN, I don't believe in the 
young Panistas, they are too nerdy but it is the only other 
party in opposition'). Male 23, upper class. Int 42-l. 
The young feel no particular affinity for party poUtics, but 
they do tend to believe that the rich make better rulers because 
wealth would reduce 'unnecessary' private appropriation of public 
wealth. They also deploy a notion of noblesse obUge: 
"Todos han abusado, pero em, pues Salinas 10 menos porque 
ya tenia resuelta su situaci6n (econ6mlca) cuando lleg6 a la 
presidencia. No abusaria demasiado el poder. Pero el que 
mas, mas (corupto) pues muy probable Echeverria y, y atin 
asi a JLP (Jose L6pez Portlllo) le toe6 mas escandalo con su 
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asunto del perro8", ('They all have but um, Salinas the least 
because his situation (economic) was resolved by the time he 
took office, so he would not appropriate power excessively'. 
Most, most (corrupt) was probably Echevarria, even though 
JLP (Jose L6pez Portillo) 'got' more scandal with his 'dog hill' 
stuff. Male 23, upper class. Int 42-1. 
"De plano, el que mas tiene; pues roba menos si ya junt6 ... ", 
('It's simple; he who has lots steals less, if he has already 
accumulated _ . .'). Rau137, upper class. Int 15 -l. 
Because class distinctions revolve around cultural refinement, 
the idea of creating a level-playing field for democracy received 
absolutely no support whatsoever. For many 'El No Hay' 
represented the typical unrefined low-class person, "medio vulgar, 
medio vago, medio ignorante y medio agachado", ('half-vulgar, 
half-vagabond, half-ignorant and half-browbeaten'). Popular 
leaders such as Super Barrlo and Fray Tormenta (who was not 
perceived as being a priest first and wrestler second) were seen 
by many as being of limited education and by extension of limited 
mind: 
"Fray Tormenta y Super Barrlo no llegan a mils, son 
luchadores, ni secundaria tienen", ('Fray Tormenta and Super 
Barrlo don't get any further (than wrestling) they haven't 
even attended secondary school'). Javler 22, upper class. Int 
24-1-2. 
8 The reference to 'dog stutr refers to L6pez Portillo's promise to defend the Mexican peso like a dog 
only to devalue it a few days later. 
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In contrast, the late Manuel Clouthier was extolled because of 
his ability to speak to all classes in spite of hIs personal wealth and 
right of centre stance. 
Celebrity was sImilarly dIfferentiated. The 'guapacheo' 
(rhythm/rhythmic behavIour and spIrit) was seen as vulgar and 
identified with Tovar, Velasco, Valenzuela and Sfutchez. However, 
talk of 'la Raza, en buen plan', (the Race in the best of terms, in 
good faith), locates the criticism outside the domain of the 
speaker's own preferences and invests judgement with an aura of 
objectivity. 'Buen plan' is used to tell unpalatable versions of 
'truths'. To call Velasco a 'naco venido a mas', (an upstart yob) for 
example, is to locate him and all those millions who watch his 
programme in a denigrated location on this cultural spectrum 
together with 'No Hay', who is labelled as a 'tipico naquito chistoso', 
(a typical clownish yob--with a tinge of pathos): 
" ... pas es que, el hombre mexicano, en buen plan! es 
naco ... este ... pas Tovar, Suarez y como Raul Velasco, un venido 
a mols. Pero Cantinflas nos ensefia las cosas bien como deben 
ser", (' ... well urn its 'cos the Mexican male in the best of 
terms Is a yob ... um. .. well Tovar, Suarez and like Raul Velasco, 
an upstart. But Cantinflas shows us things like they should 
be'). ]avier 22, upper class. Int 24-4. 
Lament for the 'lncultura de nuestro pueblo', (the lack of 
culture of our people/nation) and regrets that there have to be 
vulgar and often risque celebrities in order to 'reach' the people, 
are recurrent themes: 
"B pueblo mexicano se Identifica con el, Cantinfias, realmente 
representa. Existe sus personajes. B viene de la carpa. 
2S1 
Buscas este tipo de personaje y existe, hablan y hablan y no 
dicen nada. Desgraciadamente, esto es muestra de la 
ignorancia de nuestro pueblo, Em, es tipico .... mmm. El 'No 
Hay' ....... 'No Hay' es el tipico irresponsable que trabaja mal. 
rugo Tovar es totalmente popular, su musica gusta, ahi esta la 
incultura de nuestro pais", ('The Mexican [common] people 
identify with him. Cantinfias really represents, his characters 
really exist ... he is from the days of the 'carpa' [music hall]. 
You look for this kind of individual and they exist, they talk 
and talk and say nothing. Unfortunately, that is typical of the 
ignorance in our country, urn it's typical, mmm. 'El No Hay' is 
the typical irresponsible [person] who works badly. Rigo 
Tovar is 'totally' popular, his music is what is liked. 
Unfortunately, this is an indication of the lack of culture of 
our country'). Male 33, upper class. Int 41. 
Interestingly, male celebrities were arranged according to 
class and female celebrities according to morality. Thus women 
were too vulgar and men not refined enough. We will return to 
this intersection of celebrity and gender presently, when we 
examine celebrity more. 
A strong current that underpins the respondents' 
unwlllingness to talk in terms of class, particularly within the 
working and middle class and to some extent in the upper class, is 
the belief that status is really a matter of culture. Just as the word 
'progress' has not been used for over eighty years in the 'public' 
arena so, class is a taboo. It is hard to find it openly discussed. 
Class then, is translated into a cultural category, the product of 
accumulated knowledge usually acquired by formal education and 
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money, is taken to be a birthright by virtue of command over high 
culture. This strategy enables the 'cultured' established rich to set 
themselves apart from yobbish upstarts who can make money but 
will never belong to the upper class, at least not in the same 
generation as they made their fortune in. The Mexican Social 
Imaginary then, displays the classic division between 'old' and 
'new' money, the established and the arrived, the cultivated and 
the vulgar/rich, in a particularly stark form. 
Gender and Morality 
Working class respondents identified the Mexican 'macho' as 
'parrandero, mujeriego, mentIroso' (wanderer, womaniser and 
fibber). He was also seen as proud, someone who does not allow 
himself to be taken advantage of, cunning and astute. His 
ownership of his woman and his family was regarded as legitimate 
if he could provide well for them, otherwise pragmatics dictate 
that the wife should go to work. The 'good' male is also expected 
to be discreet about women and their reputations. This group also 
expressed firm ideas of shame and conduct Mario Moreno was 
taken as a perfect example. His behaviour has been exemplary, 
scandal never touched his marriage and if women ever entered his 
life after his wife died, no one ever knew of it. He was seen as an 
ideal role model for men. The morality was straightforward, 
'conquest' of women was to go unannounced: 
"Cantlnflas. De mucha verguenza, muy celoso de su esposa. 
Pero le tenia tado, estaba bien, verdad. Pero un hombre que 
no tiene dinero y no deja salir a su mujer, eso esta mal, es de 
mucha verguenza. Ni anda con mujeres, no se ve, se le muri6 
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la esposa. Muy propio, esta bien. As! debemos ser todos, ha 
de haber ocupado a una mUJer pero ni sus luces. Ya goz6 uno, 
parque andar diciendo", ('Cantlnflas, a man with a huge sense 
of shame. Very Jealous of his wife, but he had everything for 
her, that's right, isn't it? But a man who has no money, and 
won't let his wife out, well that's wrong. It is shameful he is 
of great shame. He doesn't go with women, not visibly. His 
wife died on him. Very proper, we should all be like that. He 
must have had a woman but not a hint of it. One has had his 
fun, why go around talking about it'). Encarnaci6n 59, low 
class. Int 3-4. 
Women were expected to be sensible, in contrast to Gloria 
Trevi who was 'alocada', (loose n' crazy) and shameless. Older 
female celebrities on the other hand, were seen, as being more 
responsible and guided by a sense of shame. They were described 
as: 'sumisa, valiente, atractiva', (submissive, brave and attractive) 
of good family, however humble and numerous. 
Respondents generally made a 
public appearance and private self; 
strong distinction between 
frontstage and backstage 
regions in Meyrowitz's terms. Even Yuri, who 'shamelessly flaunts 
herself Madonna style' is 'saved' by the assumption that her public 
life is only a mask, and that in her real 'life' she is 'recatada y 
moral' (modest and moral). 
For this group, homosexuality was noted, but it never seemed 
to get in the way of an appreciation of talent, especially for 
women: 
"Juan Gabriel, par puto, es bueno para componer canciones, 10 
malo que no se alinia por la derecha, verdad?" ('Juan Gabriel 
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'cos he's a queer, he's good at writing songs, the bad part is 
that he doesn't align himself on the right [reference to left 
and right here corresponds to homosexuality and 
heterosexuality],). Encarnaci6n 59, low class. Int 3-4. 
Among middle class respondents, the ideal man was typically 
identified with Hector Suarez, Moreno (Cantinflas) or Luis Miguel, 
agreeable but without trying to be outstanding, with the virtues of 
simplicity and a strong desire to conserve traditions. In discussion 
of the attributes of 'machismo " the 'macho' was seen as always 
right, 'ellleva la batuta', (he carries the baton), and is in command: 
"Infante en sus papeles, pero en la vida real no de charro, yo 
mando. Ser macho es asunto de poder. El macho juega su rol 
frente a gente debll, uno que otro se rebela pero el macho 
lleva la batuta", ('Infante, in his roles and in real life not as a 
cowboy, was a macho. To be a macho is a matter of power. 
The macho plays his rol vis a vis weaker people. The odd one 
might rebel but the macho carries the baton'). Luis 22, 
middle class. Int 35-4. 
"Pedro Infante, ya no de ahorita. Machista, el clasico macho 
mexicano que en mis tiempos uuff! era 10 mfudmo. Pedro 
Infante y ahora veo las peliculas y al menos yo, y le cambio 
porque me cae muy mal la manera que los hombres actuaban 
antes con las mujeres. Ahi no mas sus chicharrones tronaban 
y todavia hay mucho mexicano que es asi", ('Pedro Infante no 
longer contemporary. Macho, the classic Mexican Macho 
Mexicano, who in my time was the best. And now I watch 
the movies, and well I change the channel. I cannot stand the 
way men behaved with women before. Then only their way 
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was acceptable and there are still many Mexicans [male] that 
are like that'). Amparo 65, woman, middle class. Int 34a-4. 
The macho in short is a 'cacique'. At the same time there was 
a tendency to view the stereotypical macho characteristics as a 
possession of the working class and the peasantry. 
Interestingly, whereas male celebrities attracted no moral 
censure, the women in the media environment were described as 
. 'golfas' (loose). This blurring of the line between public and 
private is in marked contrast to the working class who made 
strong distinctions between appearances and self, masks and faces. 
The ideal Mexican woman was characterised as white or 
dark-skinned 'morena'. The latter are very pretty, but not 
idealised like the 'giieras' (the light skinned ones) are. The 
younger respondents chose the young celebrities as their 
examples. The typical woman was seen to be submissive, self-
sacrificing, astutely assertive. Gloria Trevi was singled out as 
having lost that one characteristic that women should always have: 
prudence and 'discrecion' (a sort of demureness). 
In sharp contrast to the working class, homosexuality was a 
prime marker of distaste, more so for men and less so for women. 
The respondents' disdain for homosexuality nulllfied the talent: 
"Mira, no 10 aguanto (Juan Gabriel) es homosexual, huacala .. ", 
('Look here, I can't stand him, he's homosexual, yuk'). Juan 
22. middle class. Int 35-4. 
Upper class respondents made fewer comments in this area. 
The typical male was characterised as not liking being bossed 
about, quiet and competent. The typical macho, if he still exists, 
would be: gallant, abusive in taking advantage of women and very 
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charming. YurI was roundly criticised for going around with 'boys' 
younger than herself. All in all, the artistic environment was seen 
as unstable and full of gays that one should look closely at: 
"Ay Juan GabrIel, es que ... pos ... ahora Mexico esm lleno de 
maricones 0 que? Ahora es todo 10 contrarlo a los machos de 
antes", ('Ay Juan Gabriellt's that ... well now Mexico is full of 
queers now everything is different from the Machos of yore'). 
Juan, 22 middle class. Int 30-4. 
ReligIon: Working Class 
The only perceivable difference between age groups was in 
the intensity with which the VIrgin Mary of Guadalupe was 
venerated. The young mentioned things like: the Virgin Mary is 
one of us, she has our skin colour, she would unite us, solve our 
problems. Her biggest task Is the conciliation of antagonic classes. 
If She were here: 
" ... cambIaria mucho. Es la madre de todos. No le gustaria que 
hubiera guerras y todo eso, este .... Seria la mejor en llevar a 
nuestro pais pues, este, adelante. Pos nos unIria mas, 0 sea 
clase media, clase alta de los rIcos y pienso que ella sabe 
todos los problemas que hay en nuestro pais, ella sacaria todo 
esto adelante", ('Much would change, She's the mother of 
everyone. She wouldn't like that there should be war and all 
that ... urn, She would be the best to lead our country well urn, 
forward. She would unite us mote, in other words, mIddle 
class high class of the rich, I think that she knows all of our 
problems that we have in our country. She would get all this 
out ahead'). SonIa 35, low class. Int 37-3. 
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All of these comments revolve around the Virgin as mediator 
with God; she intercedes on behalf of personal petitions. The 
adult group acknowledges the place of the Virgin Mary and even 
though there were strong feelings for the Pope, She took the centre 
stage. The oldest age group voiced the most intense forms of 
Marlolatry (devotion to the Virgin Mary): 
"Pienso que si Dios no hay, Virgen si hay. La madre de Dios, 
pero Virgen si hay. Yo creo mas bien que hay Virgen y no 
Dios, pero Virgen si hay, y el que no cree, pues su madre fue 
Virgen ...... ", ('I think that if there is no God, there is the Virgin. 
The mother of God was a virgin. I believe even more that 
there is the Virgin and not God, but the Virgin exists, and he 
who doesn't believe, well, his (own) mother was a virgin .... '). 
"Se me figura, yo casi creo mas bien hay Virgen y no Dios. Yo 
para mi, yo para mi, fijese que yo para mi, creo que mas bien 
hay Virgen y que no hay Dios porque mi mama fue virgen". Y 
si 10 trajeron los Espaftoles como dice mi tio, el es como un 
natural, que la trajeron los espaftoles pos esta bien pensado", 
('I figure it, 1 almost believe, what's more, that there is the 
Virgin and no God. For me, for me, I, for me, look here, that 
for me, I believe that there is the Virgin but not God, because 
my mother was a virgin. And if the Spaniards, as my uncle 
asserts, he's a clever one, that the Spaniards brought her, 
well, that's well thought out'). Encarnaci6n 59, low class. Int 
3-3. 
"Bueno es creo este ... si si esta muerto. El esta ahi. El es un 
santo y ellos han logrado que haga milagros, si Dios y la 
Virgen le dan licencia, y si no , no y si no, no. No pus, Ella 
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hace milaros, Ella si hace milaros, uno le pide una cosa y se la 
concede, Ella le pide permiso a Dios y casi Dios le plde permiso 
a Ella, porque Ella es la Madre de Dios. Ella de todos modos 
tiene que acompaftarse con Dios. Para hacer una cosa El y 
otra cosa Ella. El le pide permiso a Ella, y tiene que 
congeniarse con El para hacer con El 10 que Ella puede hacer 
por eso le digo esto pues", ('Well . .I think um uh, he is now 
dead. Yes, he's dead (referring to Juan Diego. He's there, he's 
a saint, they've got him to do miracles, if God and the Virgin 
give him licence, and if not well no. Well um, She does 
miracles, she really does miracles, one asks for something and 
and she gives it. She asks for permission from God and God 
almost asks her for permision because she's the Mother of 
God. Either way she has to accompany God, and she has to get 
along with him, so that he can do one thing and she can do 
another, that's why I am telling you this'). Juan 67, low class. 
Int 11-3. 
Several older working class respondents remember the 
'Guerra de los Cristeros' (The war of the Cristeros) of the 1930's 
when the Catholic Church and General Calles were at loggerheads 
and civil war broke out. As in previous periods of strife, the Bajio 
was the major theatre for this conflict. According to one 
respondent, Calles caught the clergy with their hands in the till. 
But the biggest error of the 'Cristeros' was that they took animals 
indiscriminately. In the experience of this respondent, most of the 
'Cristeros' served in areas close to where they lived. In taking a 
milk-cow and leaving the cattle for beef, in abusing the name of 
Virgin Mary of Guadalupe and God in the shadow of the gun, the 
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struggle moved (for the respondent) from matters of faith to 
matters of economy: 
"B gobierno namas saca la feria, y le vale madres la gente. La 
gente no les preocupa", ('The government only extracts 
money and they don't give a damn about the people. The 
people don't worry them'). Juan Barrajas Cruz 67, working 
class. Int 11-2. 
This view of religion splits faith from practice. Falth is not 
questioned, but the practice, from the hierarchy downward is 
distrusted. An army sargeant (recalled by the respondent in 
interview 3), sums up this perception of hypocrisy succinctly: 
"Ustedes los religiosos tragan Santos y cagan diablos! 
Hip6critas todos", ('You religious ones swallow Saints and shit 
devils! Hypocrites all!'). Encamaci6n 59, working class. Int 
3-3. 
This lonely communal island from which the government is 
vilified and the Church clergy distrusted is not abandoned. The 
Virgin Mary of Guadalupe is there, she is the 'Patrona'. God and the 
Virgin are viewed as a partnership and it is not at all clear who 
commands. 
Religion: Middle Class 
The middle class respondents displayed less devotion to the 
Virgin Mary, her place as a patroness of the people, was seen more 
as a class attribute and her chapel (now a Basilica) identified with 
the indigenous population and the people. 
The young were not avowedly religious although half of them 
knew more about the religious sphere than the political sphere. 
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Among these, the Pope received the same reverence that the 
working class reserved for the Virgin. 
The adult group saw the hierarchy of the Church as highly 
conservative and abusive of the lower classes, ignorant and poor 
as they are. At the same time, some believe that this was the 
'natural' order of things or at least the lesser of two evils, since the 
needy and the poor were being served. Belief of the goodness of 
organised religion was identified with this maternal aspect as one 
of the functions of the Church. 
There was also a strong perception that divided the clergy in 
two: the upper and lower hierarchies. It is almost a pan-class 
perception that the upper level is too involved with money and 
politics, but the middle and upper classes refer to the idea that the 
lower level of the clergy is in touch with the people and their 
needs. 
The upper hierarchy is too opulent and politically minded for 
this group but as noted elsewhere in both religious and political 
terms, the respective leaders seem to tower above all mundane 
problems and in possession of truly teflon-like qualities, where no 
personal attack seems to remain. The Church however, is not 
criticised at the same level as the political sphere. The perception 
of an opulent hierarchy and abuse of the ignorant and the poor is 
not invested with the same degree of cynicism accorded the 
politiCians and their abuse of power. The Pope is greatly admired 
for his charisma, and his forgiveness of his would-be assassin. 
Even when matters such as the policy of birth control are 
criticised, they are poliCies attributed to the Church and not to the 
Pope. 
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There was also a strong feeling that religion must be 
packaged according to education: 
"La persona tfpica por cierto es muy rellgiosa (trails off 
here) ... comento es em, esas clases. A una gente que es culta, 
que es bien instruida, y que es muy Inteligente, sobre todo 
inteligente, y es InstruIda, culta no puedes comentar todas las 
mentiras que le cuentan al pueblo no? Y el pueblo tOOo se 10 
traga, t6mate una pastilla sIn agua y vamonos no? Pero se 
vale no? Mejor eso que ser pagano", ('The typical person Is 
religIous (trails off here) ... I say It's those urn, classes. A 
person who Is well instructed and very intelligent, above all 
Intelligent, and is instructed [educated], cultured, well you 
can't go telling them all the lies you go telling the people 
[masses] rIght? And the people swallow it all, take a pill 
without water and let's get on with It. But it's valid, better 
that than to be a pagan'). Sra. Gonzalez 63, middle class. Int 
33-3. 
Where education Is deemed sufficient, the people should be 
gIven their religion straight. Where it is not, manipulation and 
what amounts to blackmail is seen as a vIable, indeed the only, 
alternative to paganIsm, and not a breach of ethIcs or moralIty on 
the part of the Church. 
Religion: Upper Class 
Among upper class respondents there was a marked 
difference In the way the young and old talk about religious 
markers. The Virgin Mary in general was seen as the most 
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important image in the evolution of Mexico and its people. It was 
argued that She has facilitated the assimilation of indigenous 
peoples and their acceptance of religion and their social integration 
under a non-catholic government. 
"La Virgen Maria y Juan Diego son muy importantes para la 
evoluci6n de Mexico, mas que cualquier imagen reiligiosa, me 
atrevo adecir que mas aim que Cristo crucificado. El cede 
ante la aceptaci6n de la gente indigena e integraci6n social 
bajo un gobierno no cat6lico. Los derechos de los Mexicanos 
se pelean bajo su estandarte", ('Virgin Mary and Juan Diego 
are very important for the evolution of Mexico, more 
important than any religious image. I dare say, more than 
Christ crucified. He gives way to the acceptance of the 
indigenous peoples and social integration under a non-
catholic government. The rights of Mexicans are fought under 
her banner). Male 23, upper class. Int 42-3. 
The fact that a non-Cathollc government has only been in 
power since Juarez (roughly 150 years), conveniently misplaces the 
previous 350 years or so in terms of this 'integration'. The upper 
class however, made it clear that the Pope was the moral leader of 
the Church and that the Virgin was not intended for them. The 
Pope is deemed to carry a message of love. There is no mention of 
abortion, birth control or any other point of conflict between the 
Pope, the Church, and the modem state or modem life. 
Fray Tormenta triggered a classist response of: '1Eso no!, 
lHuacala!", ('Not that, yuck!'), while Super Barrio was unknown to 
the young. All these comments occupy the middle distance, not 
the here and now of orality nor the abstract distance of literacy. 
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There is a condition of very general information that is factual; 
commentary is interspersed with speclflc facts. There is no 
apparent hierarchy, respondents were well versed in the orthodox 
view but had little in-depth knowledge about anybody or 
anything. 
This age group shows little personal concern about religion 
and its degree of centrality in their lives. They relegate it to the 
lower social orders and it is not replaced by any comprehensive 
lay-form of belief. Religious belief is probably there, but it is not 
visible because it has been split away from ritual and the context 
and direction this gives. 
The adults among the upper class respondents are as versed 
as the young in the orthodox view of religion. But their 
commitment is tempered. The Church as an institution is 
suspected of manipulation and concealed malfeasance that not 
even the Pope knows about. The Virgin Mary of Guadalupe makes 
least impression with this group. One person acknowledges that 
she may be the Patron of Mexico but has done no miracles for him: 
"El Papa em, pos es puro carisma. Se juega con la fe, y con 
oraciones. La Virgin de Guadalupe, pues supongo que sus 
milagros, no me ha hecho ninguno. Oh, supongo que todo eso 
facillta la manipulaci6n. El Vaticano es una ciudad. Trae en 
juego muchisimas cosas que ni el Papa sabe de eso", ('The 
Pope well urn, he is pure charisma only. They play with faith 
and prayer. The Virgin Mary, well I suppose that her 
miracles, ... She's done none for me. Oh, well, it facilitates 
manipulation. The Vatican is a city. There are many things at 
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play that not even the Pope knows about'). Mario 35, upper 
class. Int 39-3. 
The older age group is more willing to acknowledge the 
Virgin Mary as an important religious marker but no one takes lt 
further. Fray Tormenta and his work are recognised. The Pope is 
deemed to have a difficult job and he is not helped by the 
opulence of the clergy: 
"El Papa tiene mucho trabajo pero es que es la jerarquia, em 
pos les gusta su forma de vida tan opulenta 'tonses como va 
uno a creer en ellos", ('The Pope has a lot of work but It's the 
hierarchy, um well It's 'cos they like their opulent lifestyle 
s'how can one believe in them"). Male 62, upper class. Int 
45-2. 
The sense of an absolute and final division between Church 
and State is strongest here. It is also the group that had more 
declared non-Catholics than any other. 
Morality 
Morality is considered as a separate category in this study 
because its primary markers were largely unrelated to religion. In 
a society where the supreme ruler and font of all authority is the 
godhead, any deviation from his will was a matter of both heresy 
and treason. 
In modem life, where the social contract is more complex, 
religious morality has retreated and governance is rooted 
primarily in the rule of law. It is the constitution and the courts of 
law that monitor and enforce the core tenets of morality. However 
much they are superimposed in religious schemes, they do not 
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obliterate them. Morals mark out the 'proper' relationships 
between power holders and their subordinates in terms of 
procedure and context. 
Morality: Working Class 
The working class young had a great deal to say in this 
category. They do not think of power as residing in institutions 
but in people. Good people are those who helped others get out of 
trouble. Is all a matter of leverage in dealing with the anonymity 
of the system: 
"El Gortari es bueno, porque es bueno. El te ayuda. Igual 
todos estos (seftala a 10s demas politicos) te ayudan pero te 
tienen que ver. Pero ellos son los buenos", ('The Gortari is 
good because he is good. He helps you. Just like all these 
(pointing to the other politicians). They help you but they 
have to see you. But they are the good (effective) ones'). 
Pablito 21, working class. Int 14-l. 
In the domain of celebrity, morality was a matter of oral 
proximity. Each celebrity was taken case by case. Nothing was 
imputed on the grounds of a person's membership of the category 
as it was in the other class groups, where celebrity was deemed to 
thrive in an immoral environment. 
Good and bad attributes were deemed to be self-evident and 
did not need support from evidence or argument. If something 
was not plain to see, then it was a source of discomfort. 
Extrapolation was uncomfortable as was criticising people, 
especially powerful, influential people. So, Salinas was good 
because he was good, or Juarez was good and that was that: 
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"De Salinas? em pos, ha hecho mucho. Contra contaminacion. 
Lo vi en Oaxaca, me cae bien, ya sabes no? 10 ves" , ('About 
Salinas? Um, well he's done lots. Against contamination. I 
saw him in Oaxaca, I like him you know/you see him and .. .'). 
Fanny 22, working class. Int 46-1. 
"Realmente esta dificil. Yo no he votado, no se mucho de eso, 
realmente, pos ahorita a Salinas, pues sera porque estoy 
viendo que esta haciendo", ('Really difficult. I haven't voted, 
(I) don't know much about it really, now well Salinas 'cos 
maybe its 'cos I am seeing what he is doing'). Beto Martinez 
26, working class. Int 7-1. 
"Pos Salinas es bueno porque .... es bueno. De los que he visto 
pos todos son .... bueno , es que a estos los he visto ahi en el 
Zocalo (the Town or city centre) hablando, ey ah! los vi", 
('Salinas is good because ... he's good. Of those I've seen, um 
well, they're all ... well um, it's that I've seen them all in the 
Zocalo talking, ey I saw them there. .. .'). Pablo 21, working 
class. In t 14-1. 
Visible politiCS, like delivery of 'the goods' by subsidies, is the 
means by which people and actions are measured. In contrast, 
adult working class respondents were more cynical about power. 
They insisted that power corrupted people and made them forget 
their commitments to others. Emotive reasons for loyalty were far 
more in evidence than moral ones. Allegiance was rooted in the 
delivery of security, in subsidies, in favours, in any form that made 
life more dignified. Morality becomes a matter of 
cost/effectiveness. It is tied to results, though ends do not entirely 
override means. For this class, American politiCians may be more 
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honest, but their institutions compromise morality, which in turn 
compromise them, and so completes a circle leaving it inherently 
stable. 
The oldest group of working class respondents made very 
clear moral statements that were tied to religion. For them, the 
political sphere was made up of rulers, not leaders. In the absence 
of a fully operational democratic structure, where accountability is 
rendered to an electorate, rulers can run amok unless they fear 
retribution for wrongdoing. One respondent put it succinctiy: 
"Ellos serian mejores lideres, porque tienen miedo a Dios. Los 
que no tienen miedo a Dios son los malos. A ellos no les 
importa. Mexico seria mejor lugar", ('They -churchmen-
would make better leaders because of the fear of God. Those 
who have no fear of God are the evil ones. They don't care. 
Mexico would be much better orr). Encamaci6n 59, working 
class male. Int 3-4. 
Fear of God provides the ultimate guarantee of accountability. 
It is also a logical continuation of the vertical structure of 'cacique' 
power. There was a strong reference to moral attributes in terms 
of performance as synonymous to producing results. However 
much this may surprise those who disparage the Mexican worker, 
talent and consistency were taken as powerful markers of moral 
rectitude. Good workers were good people. 
The perceived precariousness of the connections between 
morality and celebrity meant that the continuation of public 
behaviour into private life was seen as the crux of the matter. If 
Yuri and Madonna only appeared to be 'libertines', well, it wasn't 
so serious; it was all just a tease, poor taste perhaps, but no 
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damage done. It was the invasion of public behaviour into private 
or communal life that became dIsgraceful. ThIs class on the whole 
was willing to assume that this division was still there, at least for 
Yuri. The other classes assumed it to be absent and depravity 
rampant. 
Morality: Middle Class 
Among the middle class young the corruption of political life 
was acknowledged as almost a 'natural' order. However, not 
everyone saw either Madonna or Yuri in moral terms. Their 
similarity was seen to be simply a matter of appearances, nothing 
more. 
"No pos es que Madonna, pues as! es. Le entra a todo, es una 
golfa. La Yuri se pierde cuando copia a Madonna pero con ella 
es fachada", ('No well its that Madonna, well that's the way 
she is. She's into everything, she's an easy woman. Yurl gets 
a little lost when she copies Madonna, but with her it's a 
fac;ade'). Pablo 25, middle class. Int 34-5. 
Other comments however, did articulate a moral quality. 
They ran along these lines: Yuri and Madonna are both erotiC, but 
Madonna has low morals, whereas Yuri was creating an image. In 
reality she was something else. This fits in with the theme picked 
up elsewhere in this study, that Mexico, whatever its failings and 
however inferior to the United States its quality of life and 
gadgetry, is superior in moral and family values: 
"Yuri es guapacheo, sencllla, da un ambiente alegre. Pero 
Madonna canta, negocia muy bien y se sabe vender bien", 
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('Yuri is 'guapacheo', simple and creates a cheerful ambience9, 
but Madonna just sings, she drives a hard bargain and sells 
herself well'). Luis 20, middle class. Int 23-5. 
The adult respondents in this class group saw morality as the 
major characteristic of the political sphere. Higher morals would 
create a healthIer body politic but how this would come about is 
unclear. They worry that immorality corrupts morality long before 
morality straightens immorality out: 
"La vida de los politicos es una de corrupci6n. Se va a 
mejorar pero 10 bueno se dobla ante 10 malo porque la 
corrupci6n va paso a pasito te corroe. .. ", ('The life of the 
politician is one of corruption. It'll get better but good gives 
way before evil because corruption goes step by little step 
corroding .. .'). Carlos Trejo 37, middle class. Int 27-1. 
There is disillusion with those in power because they are 
unable or unwilling to resist the corrupting forces involved. 
Yuri and Madonna focused issues of moraUty and Uberty. In 
the context of sexuality, liberal is equated to near depravity; to be 
a liberal woman is to be a libertine. The use of the word liberal in 
this way seems to have monopolised its meaning: 
"Me gustaria saber mas de Madonna Si la moral es 10 que 
dicta la sociedad 10 que se debe de hacer. La Yuri cump1e con 
eso, pero no asi Madonna, no, se ella sigue las reglas, pero es 
una figura internaciona1, quien si se vuelve calva todas las 
mujeres la siguen. QJlisas es un cambio de mentalidad de sus 
fans", ('I'd like to know more of Madonna If morals are what 
society dictates, should be done. Yuri therefore complies 
9 A style ofPartying that ties in with salsa rhythms, a disco can be 'partying' but never 'guapacbeo' 
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within these bonds. Madonna? Well I don't know if she 
follows the rules but she's an international figure who if she 
goes bald, all the women of the world do it, well perhaps 
that's a change of mentality of her followers'). Rlcardo 54, 
middle class. Int 21-3. 
"Madonna, pues que te dire? Sera aceptada alla pero aqui se 
ve como golfa y libertina. Para diversi6n no'sta mal pero 
nadamas!", ('Madonna, well what can I say, She's acceptable 
over there, but here she's a loose woman a libertine. For fun 
well she's not bad, but nothing more'). Alejandro Ramos 36, 
middle class. Int 2. 
One facet of Yuri's public presentation is picked up on time 
and time again in all classes, no matter how much she copies 
Madonna. Her 'jarocha' roots ('jarocha' denotes someone from 
Veracruz), are seen as always there, in the ambience she gives her 
concerts, the songs, and her 'clasico sentimiento de tierra' (classical 
feelings for her people/land)'. These features all add up to making 
her more 'recatada' (modest, proper, demure). 
For the oldest group within the middle class, the political 
sphere was a major zone of immorality in social life. Abuse, 
nepotism and corruption were decried as lubricants of a decadent 
unfortunate system. But the pragmatics of 'cacique' power also 
comes to the fore in the comments made. Given the immense 
difficulty of changing a corrupt system without tainting the new 
one, it is in the end easier, safer, to let Salinas de Gortari or 
whoever is in power take advantage. This is a perception summed 
up by one respondent in the resigned phrase: "Wouldn't we all 
like to". 
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Again and again general questions of ethics and morality are 
subject to pragmatic assessments concerning delivering the goods. 
"As long as the president is good for the country (i.e. for one's 
class), let him .... " is a recurring sentiment. In this context, 
principles, like firm, fast and enforced laws, are constantly eroded 
precisely because they posit non-negotiable limits of social conduct 
within a system that depends on continued negotiation. 
Morality: Upper Class 
Within this group, politics and morals are judged to have a 
very loose relationship. The political sphere is certainly seen as 
corrupt but in the end, morals are judged less important than 
. economics in running the country. 
The notion that a rich man taking office will steal less than a 
'poorer' one is an economic twist to a moral question that begs the 
question of whether it is right or wrong to do so: 
"Nuestro adorable presidente SaUnas de Gortari, Miguel de la 
Madrid, Jose L6pez Portillo y Luis Echeverria Alvarez, el trio 
fantastico y la raz6n por la cual Mexico esta como esta. 
Robaron para cinco generaciones venideras. Clouthier, el mas 
efectivo y L6pez Portillo, el peor. Peor, JLP. Los demas en 
escala de uno a diez, todos en un 1 y 2 por todo 10 prometen 
y que dicen que se ha hecho y quen incumplen. Hip6critas 
todos. Esos tres no solamente tomaron para ellos sine para 
cinco generaciones venideras", ('Our adorable President 
Salinas de Gortarl, Miguel de la Madrid, Jose L6pez Portillo 
and Luis Echeverria Alvarez, the fantastic trio, the reason 
why Mexico is as it is. They stole enough for five future 
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generations. Clouthier is the most effective and L6pez 
PortiIlo, the worst. Worst L6pez Portillo. The rest on a scale 
of 1 to 10, they're all ones and twos because of what they 
promise and what they say they have done and then don't 
Hypocrites all of them. Those three took not only for 
themselves but for five generations to come'). Nelly 58, 
upper class. Int so. 
The oldest group was unanimous in their condemnation of the 
political arenas being the single most corrupt sphere of social 
activity. Littered with broken promises, patched together with 
hypocrisy, the politician's world was seen as being beyond the pale. 
The morality of celebrity life as handled by Madonna and 
Yuri brought forth support for Yuri. At the end of the day she 
would still be a Latin girl and morally, her 'liberal' act was seen as 
just that, an act. Her essential womanhood was regarded as Latin 
and virtuous and nowhere near as bad as the spectre of Amerlcan 
immorality presented by Madonna, which is also what attracts 
people to her spectacles. 
Sra. Neyra (SS, upper class. Int 8-5) outlined her defence 
against the encroaching tide of immorality in the following way: 
"La vulgaridad de la gente es para procuparse, pero la mujer 
latina y en especial mujeres Mexicanas somos muy 
aprehensivas de nuestros hijos. Nunca les cortamos el cord6n 
umbilical", ('The vulgarity of the people is a worrying factor, 
but Latin women and Mexlcan mothers are more 
apprehensive of their children. They never really cut the 
umbilical chord with their children'). 
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Celebrity: Working Class 
The young constantly qualified their comments on celebrity 
placing limits to their knowledge, saying 'up until now'. Anything 
new or anything they had failed to note was then allowed for 
without loss of face on their part. The attractions of Celebrity are 
intimately tied up with 'intelligence', seen as a mix of native wit 
and ability and the talent to amuse. Respondents had great 
difficulty in handling emphaSiS, particularly 'most American'. The 
idea that being American was a set of attributes pertaining to an 
imagined set of national characteristics was an abstraction that 
had little resonance. Television provides a perfectly horizontal 
plane where difference becomes increasingly difficult to notice and 
indistinction begins to rule. Madonna was on several occasions, for 
example, singled out as being an outstanding Mexican: 
"Madonna sobresale como artista, es mexicana, chance esta 
(sefiala a Yuri) puede ser mexicana 0 de otro pais. Pero esta 
(Madonna) hace que tambien nosotros sobresalimos como 
pais", ('Madonna is outstanding as an artist. She is Mexican 
and this one (pointing to Yuri) may be Mexican or some other 
country. But this one (Madonna) is one of those who is 
becoming outstanding, therefore makes our country 
outstanding'). Florencio 23, working class. Int 13-5. 
One of the respondents knows of Americans because his 
village in Oaxaca is swamped every year by Americans looking for 
mushrooms. For him the abstract is perfectly concrete. 
It is as if what is seen on television is kept in suspension until 
the reality of the image is confirmed by seeing the celebrity in 
question in person. Interestingly, whereas white celebrities are 
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considered to be American, coloured ones are not. The working 
class group as a whole, considers all ethnic celebrities as non-
Americans; they do not identify them with particular ethnic 
origins, rather, they are left inhabiting the iconosphere as non-
Americans. Some celebrities are also more valued than others: 
"Ah pues si este Placido Domingo, muy noble. Ayudo con 10 
del terremoto en '85, y no tenia que hacerlo", ('Ah well of 
course Placido Domingo, very noble. He helped with the '85 
earthquake when he didn't have to'). Carlos Razo 36, working 
class. Int 6-6. 
As we noted earlier, working class respondents tended to 
draw strong distinctions between public and private life. They 
seriously doubted whether the apparent immorality of publically-
mediated behaviour spilled over into private life. Only personal 
experience by unacceptable conduct of a celebrity broke the spell. 
It is as if the public image is a stage where anything goes. It is not 
for real, nor does the behaviour displayed really 'belong' to the 
celebrity doing it. 
This bifurcation allowed respondents to split off a celebrity's 
sexuality from his or her talent. For this class as we noted earlier, 
homosexuality does not get in the way of appreciating talent. 
'Macho' images were popular with the middle aged and more 
especially the older group who saw Infante and Garces as 'canijo, 
buena gente' (very clever and astute, [rather akin to wicked in 
current English slang], a good person). Whereas these two were 
admired for their aplomb, but Moreno (Cantinflas) was more 
admired for his morals. Appreciation for these older celebrities is 
invested with more feeling than for younger celebrities. Only the 
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oldest group spoke about Hector Suarez's programmes in terms of 
education. 10 
American celebrities were divided into those that entertained 
and those that did not. Mexican celebrities were not divided in the 
same way. Their classification was more age-related. 
For the younger group, ethnic celebrities were unrelated to 
things American. No black was American while any Chicano was 
repatriated in terms of identity. Only whites were allowed to be 
American. 
"".es que enos viven ana pero no son Americanos, los Gringos 
son enos", pointing to white celebrities, ('It's that they live 
over there but they're not American, the gringos are those'). 
PabUto 21, working class. Int 14. 
Celebrity: Middle Class 
Middle class markers of celebrity, like those deployed by 
upper class respondents, are tied up with aspects of gender, class 
and morality, many of which have already been mentioned. Any 
repetition is for the purpose of placing the point in a light of 
celebrity. 
For the young age group, celebrities posed problems since for 
some, viewing celebrities as macho, American or quintessentially 
Mexican were perspectives they had never explored before. For 
them, celebrities were simply either good or bad. 
Mexican celebrities produced Uttle comment about either 
their nature or qualities. Strong, sexy and entertaIning were 
lilThese programmes developed selected stereotypes to highlight unacceptable behaviour: • LQue nos 
pasa?, !No ernpuje!'. 
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common attributes, but in general more attention was paid to the 
nature of the American celebrity. The American dream is the 
absence of economic pressure. However, evaluations had more to 
do with what was in fashion than any innate qUality. Madonna 
was seen as liberal and crazy (i.e. loose and fast) and for many 
respondents typifled the American way. The reasons why this 
should be so however, were not explained. 
In general, celebrities were seen to reflect the generation 
they belonged to. 'The good old days' were therefore seen as the 
province of the 'good old celebrities' who did not have to titillate 
their audiences with bizarre behaviour. Substance was preferred 
over flesh. 
Perceptions of the American celebrity sphere were more 
strongly determined by what was in fashion at the time the 
interviews were conducted. Madonna was singled out as typifying 
how careers were now dictated by a jaded American public: 
"Ay c6mo hay de artlstas! Uno tras otro. Como que se 
desgastan solos 0 el publico require cada vez mols shock para 
reaccionar. Pero solamente hay algunos grandes como el Rey 
por ejemplo", ('Oh there are so many artists! One after 
another. Its as if they wear themselves out or the public 
needs an increase in shock value to pay any attention'). 
Alejandro Ramos 36, middle class. Int 2. 
In general celebrity was seen as a never ending parade of 
characters that appeared and faded too fast to merit close 
attention. Only Elvis Presley elicited comments that attributed 
greatness to him. 
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This group had a great deal to say about ethnic celebrities. 
As elsewhere, none were thought of primarily as American. 
Rather, their ethnicity was the major determinant in identifying 
them. Some blacks were considered American but Chicanos were 
Latinos period: 
" ... este, los negros, pues siempre han estado, desde un 
principio, bueno llevan mucho ahi. Son muy gringos. Los 
latinos no se dejan tanto como que no se agringan", ('Um, the 
Blacks, well they've always been present, well for a long time 
anyway. They are very Gringo. The Latins don't let 
themselves be assimllated'). Man 30, middle class. Int 41-6. 
Celebrity: Upper Class 
Like the previous class, this group on the whole is more 
familiar with American celebrities especially the young. There 
were comments made about a few of the Mexican celebrities, 
primarily the older or classic generation. Pedro Infante, Sara 
Garcia, and Maria FeIix among others were identified without 
further comment. On the whole, working class celebrities were 
ignored or belittled as not having real talent. 
The young respondents chose two icons: the Mexican 
ambience typified by Yuri, a singer 'la jarocha mexicana' and 
Madonna. These two artists stood out from the rest because of 
their sex appeal and exciting videos. 
In contrast the adult group chose the newscaster Jacobo 
Zabludovsky as being an ideal icon. They considered him both 
cultured and 'preparado'. Celebrity as a topic tends to invite 
judgemental comments and issues, and have already been covered 
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in other sections of this chapter particularly gender, class, and 
morality. 
As we have seen, the meta-category of distincions is a very 
rich source of social information as people use it to navigate the 
social imaginary of the world around them. The next chapter deals 
wIth a dIfferent aspect of the fieldwork material, the social 
discourse of the imaginary. 
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Chapter Eight 
Social Discourse 
Social Discourse is the principal means through which a society 
talks to itself about itself. It is therefore central to the constitution 
of the Social Imaginary. The three major forms of symbolic 
mediation involved in social discourse are: oral, literate and 
electronic, and are almost never found in their pure forms in 
contemporary societies. Nowadays mixed media environments are 
the rule. 
As we noted in chapter three, in a strongly stratified 
environment such as Mexico, differences in mediation and media 
usage are largely a matter of class. Literacy is luxury that many 
cannot afford. It requires not only the expense of buying the 
necessary materials, but also command of sufficient time to acquire 
and practice the necessary skills. Consequently, those in full 
possession of literacy tend to have more economic resources at their 
disposal than the average person, and in Mexico they constitute a 
minority of the population. 
There is a large segment of the population that is firmly rooted 
in traditional forms of orality. Because in Mexico these have been so 
interwoven with the use of images, one must always take the 
qualities of both oral and iconic mediation into account. 
Such distinctions are further complicated by the fact that a 
high percentage of the working class never gets past the third year 
of primary school and only 4% of the population gets as far as 
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university; even fewer are able actually to finish their course of 
higher study. 
Dropping out of school therefore, is not a matter of choice but 
of necessity. As argued previously, this stark economic situation 
shapes the social spaces in which discourse occurs and structures 
access to different forms of mediation. The characteristics outlined 
in Ong's work on the psychodynamics of orality (aggregative, the 
additive, the copious, and the conservative or traditionalist), are all 
very much in evidence in the fieldwork. Similarly a power 
structure related to an oral social formation, as for example the 
network of nepotism, though certainly not speclfic to Mexico, is also 
very much in evidence, as are the sedimented practices of 'caclque'-
style leadership. 
All societies in the modem world have oral residues and 
institutions in their social formation, but their presence is likely to 
be more pronounced amongst the less educated, less urbanised and 
more traditional parts of the socIety. 
In the present Situation, the organisation of social discourse has 
been greatly complicated by the advent of electronic media. 
America, arguably the most literate society in the world at the time 
of its Independence (Postman, 1986), has seen the centrality of its 
literate Institutions steadIly eroded by those of the electronIc medIa. 
Access to television is not governed by the same economic 
conditions that affect access to literacy, nor Is there any need for 
prolonged learning or hierarchical build-up of narrative structures. 
From these points of view, television is more democratic than print. 
Its cost to the viewer is covered either by advertising as in the 
American model, or by a licence fee, as in the British model. Either 
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way, its availability cuts across education and class divisions. At the 
same time, one of the differences between American and British 
Television is that the content and structure of the latter is still 
strongly ordered by the logic of literacy. 
The development of broadcasting as a public resource, free 
from both direct governmental and commercial pressures, placed 
British production in a very different situation from the American 
one. Reith's adoption of a paternalistic stance in providing the 
public with what he and the BBC believed they needed, was crucial 
to the particular way that British Television developed. Murdock 
outlines the literate bias that Reith built into the BBC and its essence 
(Murdock, 1992: p2) in commenting that: 
"In the area of culture, he followed the traditional 
intellectuals in identifying legitimate expression with a highly 
partial selection of approved works which were thought to 
represent the essential 'spirit' of the nation, and by extension 
of the western tradition more generally. The authors, 
composers, and historical figures who made up this 
configuration were overwhelmingly white and male, and their 
words and works were presented in the impeccable accents of 
the school room and the pulpit". 
The American experience was radically different. The 
advertiser, not the citizen, was king and the delivery of audiences to 
the advertisers was the main objective of programming. This 
project has a built-in tendency to favour the lowest common 
denominator in the search for the broadest possible appeal. This is 
not the occasion for a comparative critique of either American or 
British Television, but it is important to note that Postman's critique 
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of the nature and qualities of television as a medium, must be 
tempered by two qualifications: 
A) The sheer diversity of American culture suggests that the 
effects posited by Postman should be seen as general 
tendencies rather than blanket conditions. 
B) Television itself cannot be held solely responsible for the 
decline of literacy. Mass immigration and the formation of a 
. multi-cultural society, whose stake in cultural capital was 
never primarily literate but rather oral in character, also takes 
its toll. 
The British approach on the other hand, was developed with 
the express purpose of setting an example of acceptable behaviour 
and speech as a means of defining what it meant to be a citizen of 
Great Britaln (Murdock, 1992). In Mexico, television entered a very 
different symbolic environment As argued previously, Mexico is an 
oral society presided over by an 'illiberal' elite whose modus 
operandi is strongly sedimented in oral power structures, 
particularly clientism. 
Before looking in more detail at the Mexican media 
environment in terms of public diSCOUrse, It is necessary to return 
briefly to the concept of social spheres. Habermas' discussion of the 
transformation of the Public Sphere is a good starting point for this 
discussion. In brief he argues that the rise, in the seventeenth 
century, of a small and independent press, created the space within 
and from which the authority of the state could be analysed and 
criticlsed. 
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The Public Sphere 
If the public sphere was essentially brought about by print's 
ablllty to extend and diffuse the means of discussion, then we can 
think of what we call the communal sphere as the space within 
which oral discourse occurs. A third space would be the electronic 
sphere that is dominated by television. Each of these is intimately 
connected to the other two and to the society in which it is situated. 
The public sphere is a contested concept. In generallt has its 
Origins in the liberal philosophies of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. The philosophers were exploring the place for the citizen 
In a constitutional/contractual relationship with the governing 
power. The tempering of private privilege was essential to establish 
a civil society. Holmes (1990) develops an argument that seeks to 
correct the common belief that liberal thinkers such as Locke or 
Montesquleu were anti-state and advocated strict regulation of Its 
powers. Today in Mexico, the prevailing argument suggests that the 
private sector is the 'natural' antidote to government excess and 
abuse. This theme is especially strong in the economic arguments 
pitting free markets agalnst state intervention. 
A weak government in a heterogeneous but communally-based 
society subjects its citizens to private anarchy. Thus, liberal 
philosophers saw government or what Habermas (1989) called the 
'public authority', as essential to civil society. The suppression of 
untrammelled private privileges such as levying taxes, holding 
courts of law and the right to prosecute criminals, maintalning 
armies and the right to engage In war, was of paramount importance 
to these thinkers. Holmes (1991: p22) argues that: "Freedom can be 
achieved only If public authorities are granted a monopoly over 
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such crucial and delicate functions". As we shall see later on in this 
chapter and in the next, the private use of publlc resources in the 
name of the community, (Gabriel Zaid, 1990) is also a problem that 
faces a citizen of a strong communally-based government. 
Public authority was to develop into a means by which private 
individuals could seek redress. The social order to be established 
was to be just. Hume (Holmes, 1990: p27) argued further: 
". . .that independently operated newspapers paralyse a 
potential oppressor because they make disgruntled citizens 
aware of each other's disgruntlement and of their collective 
strength". 
Locke drew attention to (Holmes, 1990): 
" .. .the advantages of making political decisions in an 
atmosphere of public disagreement: when legislators hear 'all 
sides' on a controversial question they are more likely to make 
an intelligent decision ... rationallty depends on an exposure to a 
'Multiplicity of voices'''. 
This is the epitome of public sphere. It is based on the liberal 
idea of the polity being composed of individuals rationally engaged 
in political discourse. Habermas' argument takes a slightly different 
position: it idealises the bourgeoiS nature of the classic public 
sphere and the public opinion it supported. Nevertheless, he 
acknowledges restrictions of class and the related availability of 
education to the more affluent and to the landed gentry. MacKinnon 
(1971), writing in 1828, attributes the development of public opinion 
almost entirely to the rise of the middle class and its penchant for 
discussion. Achieving this involved fending off intrusion by 
government and required that any incursion from the lower 
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illiterate classes be transformed into a literate and ratlonally 
discursive public. 
The idea that the individual exerts power over the sphere of 
public authority by voting politicians in and then pressuring them 
by a generalised public opinion to heed the public will, lies at the 
heart of the liberal democratic argument. Its operation requires an 
informed public sphere based on rational discourse formed and 
enabled by literacy. All this occurred primarily within the upper 
levels of a highly stratified SOCiety in Europe. In America it may 
have been more of a trans-class phenomena, given the Protestant 
mandate to Interpret the words of God directly by reading the Bible 
rather than by depending on the interpretation of a priest. But even 
then, debate within the public sphere still disenfranchised Blacks, 
Women and Hispanic participants. There is evidence that women 
were as literate as men or more so in the case of schooling in the 
western part of America in the second half of the nineteenth 
century (Postman 1986). But they were silent partners in the public 
sphere. 
There are however, two other fora that compete with idealised 
definitions of the public sphere: the communal sphere rooted In oral 
mediation, and the electronic sphere organised around television. 
The Communal Sphere. 
It is important here to recall the fragile nature of orality and 
the reactive orthodoxy it tends to produce in defence of its integrity, 
as a result an orally mediated environment is inherently 
conservative. A fundamental problem for social memory in non-
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literate societies is that of submission and subsequent recall. 
Questioning content or thinking something through (Dng, 1982) in an 
abstract way is to engage in high-risk activity for oral people. 
Fragmentation and hierarchical ordering of a non-mnemonic nature, 
place thought beyond any possibility of recall in an oral mlndscape. 
As Dng comments, a little literacy can go a long way in the creation 
of the external manipulation of symbols. 
Risky behaviour for the traditionally oral society can take 
several forms. The first involves the acquiescence of the individual 
to communal memory, the ablllty to challenge and reorder it to fit a 
personal orientation or that of a family is not unheard of. It is 
possible, but it is not a common occurrence (Goody, 1986, 1987). One 
cannot question the wisdom of the ages with impunity. The keepers 
of the word often acquired an elite or priestly status together with 
the divine right to exercise their wisdom over social subjects. 
The natural conservatism of orality and therefore the oral 
communal sphere is well expressed in several 
psychodynamics of orality (Dng, 1982: p31-77). 
aspects of Dng's 
In interpreting 
conservative behaviour, I wish to argue that the clientism typical of 
Mexican Ufe is both rooted in and sustained by oral logic and 
thought. 
When the word has a great deal of importance attached to It, it 
can develop almost magical properties. This is because, as 
Malinowskl observes (Dng, 1982: p32), among oral people "language 
is a mode of action, not a countersign of thought". Both language 
and its keepers therefore become sacred. Exposition is 'additive 
rather than subordinative'. Statements in which the objects are 
linked with an 'and', 'if or 'but' tend to lead to a restatement of the 
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same theme, usually In the same way. Attaching aggregates to a 
name!object as in for example, adding 'Benemerlto de las Americas' 
to Juarez's name, often triggers the memory. Another example of 
this is the phrase 'malos mexicanos' (bad Mexicans) which refers to 
the 'sacadolares' (those who converted money Into dollars In the 
flight of capital). 
Those with the temerity to be different, risk being subjected to 
being named, which for oral people is not simply a tag, but a 
concrete reality. Naming bestows power to the name-giver over the 
named. This link defies denial because denial requires analysis and 
proof. The only 'defence' is a counter epithet. In the realm of 
Mexican politics, barefaced negation is possible preCisely because it 
is rarely subject to scrutiny. Public political discussion is largely 
accusation! denial and counter-charge! denial. Silence in this process 
is evidence of guilt or acquiescence. 
There are some important aspects of orality favouring 
authoritarian tendencies. If analysis is a risky bUSiness, it is 
because knowledge is assembled and maintained only by constant 
acts of preservation. Those who conserve must be honoured and 
their rites and rituals to those ends are appreciated. Relevant skills 
are passed on 'in-practice' In an apprentice-master framework, 
rather than by remote Instruction, the way a manual WOUld. Thus, 
new Information is usually a re-shuffling of available formulas. It is 
likely for example, that Homer, as Parry has argued (Ong, 1982; p22) 
"repeated formula after formula". The meaning of the Greek term 
'rhapsodise', 'rhapsodien', is "to stitch song together ..• " It is probable 
then that Homer stitched together pre-fabricated parts. Instead of a 
creator, you had "an assembly-line worker". This stitching together 
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of formulas not only allowed different stories to emerge from the 
same pool of knowledge, it also enables their recounting to maintain 
the relevance of that knowledge in the present. 
Goody and Watt (1968: p33), citing Barnes, call this 'structural 
amnesia' where the recital of geneaiogies is altered according to 
current needs, acting as 'charters' for present social Institutions 
rather than as a faithful historicai record of times past. This 
adjustment from one telling to the next means that oral societies are 
not rooted In the past in the way literate experts have usually 
understood them to be. Rather, they are firmly entrenched in the 
present, moving along grooves tooled by sedimentation and 
articulated orally. 
The prominence of paternal/maternal power structures in oral 
societies means that the individual is not constituted as a citizen 
with individual rights, but as a subject subordinate to communal 
will. Luria's (Ong, 1982) work on the social and cultural foundations 
of cognitive development illustrates the ablUty of the individual to 
understand the self in relation to others. Communal behaviour is a 
kind of tyranny of 'the other'. A peasant aged 36, (Ong,1982: pS4-S) 
when asked what sort of person he was, responded: 
"What can I say about my own heart? How can I talk about my 
character? Ask others; they can tell you about me. I myself 
can't say anything". 
The assertion of self in terms of personal rights is more 
difficult to articulate than feelings about an unjust authority that is 
abusive In a class sense rather than on an Individual basis. An 
authority figure may be overbearing, but the communal individual 
will rarely question the legitimacy of authority. This has dire 
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consequences for the ideas of representation and accountablllty in 
an oral society such as Mexico, whose political elite has cloaked itself 
in the respectable aura of liberal democracy. 
The celebration of self in oral society is a complex form of 
extending the attributes of powerful people. The privileged elite at 
the top, as Paolo Mancini (1991) argues, recreates the 
representative publicness of the middle ages when the elite used 
the glamour of pageantry to distance themselves from the people, 
while at the same time used ostentation to communicate among 
themselves. This pageantry suggests possession and expressIon of 
pride in one's communIty, which creates power by extending these 
into the retinues of the major participants. 
The Mexican sphere of social discourse not only includes the 
predominant iconic orality and a small but powerful literate elite, as 
I have argued, but also a growing presence of electronic mediation. 
This section builds on the general epistemological concepts of 
electronic media developed in chapter three. The differences are 
seen when exploring the relationship of each form of mediation. 
The strong sense of public communication in Europe for example, 
specifically the BBC of Britain, impUes a dominant (though eroding) 
relationship of the logic of print over that of the image. The 
primary source of its erosion may not even be the more dynamic 
and faster paced American fare, but rather the way the market 
exerts pressure in reshaping social contours that that lie beyond the 
actual content of the screen. 
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The Spheres and Mediation 
Configurational aspects of orality, literacy and electronic 
mediation occur in a complex evolving set of relationships. It cannot 
be overemphasised that in the later part of the twentieth century, 
there is hardly a complex society that does not in some way have all 
three forms of mediation present. Each form exists according to 
economic, technological and historical contexts within the 
'boundaries' of its community (Tester, 1992). These three spheres 
are not necessarily happy bedfellows and the friction that results 
comes from such tension points such as tradition vs. modernity, 
privilege vs. law, corporatism vs. individuallty or emerging ones 
·such as the expert vs. the celebrity. Tradition, modernity and post-
modernity are contours very much configured by contrasts between 
these spheres within the same society. 
The tensions these spheres generate can be observed by how 
the typical contenders vie with each other. The savant of the oral 
world may be reluctant to play the field in public terms among 
strangers, preferring to relate to those who belong to his communal 
sphere and work in the background. As it is explored later, the 
nature of 'cacique' power is such that very often it is not only found 
in holding office but also behind the scenes. Similarly, a society 
sedimented in oral practices will engage in democratic activities in 
ways that accommodate cllentism and the exercise of privilege that 
is common to oral social networks. Political democracy is mediated 
by the oral power structures of the 'cacique'. The civll and social 
rights (Turner, 1986) that pertain to feudal corporatism are re-
created in Mexico under a veneer of liberal oratory. The rest of this 
chapter explores this process in depth. 
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In analysing the social discourse of these spheres in Mexico, 
I make the following assumptions: 
A) Oral mediation by virtue of demography, sedimentation and 
current social practice, is the preferred form of interaction for most 
of Mexican society. 
B) For the bulk of the population, the Independence and 
subsequent events involved the transition from being subjects of 
the Spanish throne, to being subjects of the communal networks of 
power run by the Government, rather than becoming citizens in 
their own right. 
C) The nature of the oral form of power and its persistence in the 
empowerment of privileged networks permeates the entire 
structure of society. 
Citizenship is a modem concept that describes the social 
relationships between the individual and the State. What it means 
to be a citizen becomes a measure of the degree of political and 
social development in societies that engage in democratic practice to 
some extent. Marshall divides citizenshIp (Turner, 1986: p8) into 
three elements: 
A) Civil: the basiS of individual freedom, including freedom of 
speech, the right to own property and the right to justice. 
B) Political Element: simply the right to participate in the exercise 
of legitimate power within a community. 
C) The social dimension: includes the right to economic welfare and 
social security. Citizenship is (Turner, 1986: p8) "a status bestowed 
on those who are full members of a community." 
The signposts in an oral corporatist society such as Mexico 
carry words like 'constitution', 'social equality', 'citizenship', and 
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'democracy', but they need qualification because in practice they 
differ from the stated ideaL Individual rights such as voting have 
been accompanied by electoral malfeasance (Zald, 1990. Meyer, 
1992, 1996). The judicial system is not a trial by peers, but a 
version of monarchic court law tempered by the NapoleoniC Juridical 
Code. Economic security and social welfare reinforce the corporate 
nature of oral structures. 
Some elements proved to be pan-social while others were 
specific to class for reasons of social environment or education. The 
themes developed to unpack these elements are as follow: 
1) Power. Thls topic pulls together comments on power, its 
use, what constituted abuse and how it is related to privilege 
and its 'caclque'-style management. 
2) The Public and the Communal Spheres. This explores the 
differences between public and communal spheres in the way 
that people talk about the agents who occupy these spaces and 
the idea of fora. 
3) Mediation. Explores oral, literate and electronic elements. 
4) General comments. Important issues of mediation. 
The elements did not appear equally in the three social classes 
neither did they in the age groups. However, the original premise 
that oral forms of power are regulated by 'cacique' networks, rooted 
in privilege that is used as currency to create and repay debts, was 
present in very much the same terms and to different degrees in all 
three classes. 
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Power: Working Class 
The working class respondents included two indigenous 
individuals who were non-literate; the rest were functionally 
llliterate. Following Ong's observations on the nature of orality, it 
soon became evident that personal experience is a crucial element 
for the oral mindset Although there is access to media, the primary 
need for personal contact is fundamental. 
Personal sighting of a political figure fixes the person seen in 
mind so that traditional rallles at the Z6calo (the central plaza of a 
city), attended by the PreSident, serve the purpose of introducing 
and keeping allve hIs presence in memory. This dims the 
remembrance of past leaderS and, more importantly, deeply affects 
the possibility of an opposition leader being considered of equal 
rank: there can only be one 'cacique' at the top of a network. 
Awareness of a political arena is virtually non-existent and 
knowledge of opposition scarce and not very articulate. It is not a 
politician's agenda that counts but his ablllty to dellver the goods 
through his clientist network. 
"Este es el mero mero", ('this man's the one'). Florencio 21, 
working class. Int 13-3. 
Or "Este es el mero jefe de aqui", ('this one's the head man 
here'). Beto Martinez 22, working class. Int 7-l. 
A common theme that ran throughout all age groups was that 
abuse of power was expected at some level and to some degree from 
all politicians. However, if benefits were apparent, then criticism of 
abuse lessened accordingly. This is reminiscent of the purchase of 
bureaucratic posts from the Crown during the colonial period after 
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which the post-holder would seek a return on investment by 
charging a fee for his services. 
The matter however, is not that simple. If leaders do not in 
reality represent a constituency, then they must engage in pork-
barrel politics and travel with chequebook in hand, dispensing 
largesse and favours to create and maintain a clientlst political 
network. This creates a system of trickle-down privileges that 
develops around private individuals. Gabriel Zald (1990) labelled 
this the 'private use of public goods'. 
During Salinas de Gortari's regime, the Solidarity Programme 
(1988-1994), in which the government supplied materials and local 
communities supplied labour, refined the nature of government 
largesse. The petitions for receiving the programme followed the 
pattern of 'cacique'-style politicking. The 'cacique' as a regulatory 
agent for the distribution/collection of favours is crucial to this form 
of politics. For the oral mindset, there are two signs of a good 
President. The first is that actions match words, or at least that the 
government is seen to be active: building roads, bridges, whatever. 
Secondly, that the President and his collaborators be receptive to 
petitions. Just as leaders are seen to be present in every policy 
decision making at every level, so is any favour granted seen to 
come from the very source of power. 
The working class adult respondents showed more awareness 
of the Mexican sphere ranging from disgust to wry acceptance. 
Cuauhtemoc Caroenas was viewed with suspicion, with one 
respondent encapsulating this group's feeling nicely when he sald 
that Cardenas bit the hand that had fed him for so long, (he left the 
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PRI when he disagreed with the Party's process for nomination of 
candidate for office). 
There is a marked acceptance of a patriarchal-style 
government and a clear expectation of accompanying graft and, 
without much cynicism, there is a feeling of inevitability of the 
personal power of the 'cacique'. However, the leader who takes less 
and accomplishes more is greatly appreciated by this group. 
The absence of accountability in this type of political 
arrangement is offset by personal involvement and 'visible politics'. 
The style of the Mexican politician is a visible grass-roots, pork-
barrel one: personal involvement in arranging favours, collecting 
debts and being responsible for poliCies and their outcome is the 
hallmark of this style. PolitiCians are held personally accountable 
for events far from their direct spheres of responsibility. Salinas 
was blamed for the hike of water rates and Bush was called a killer 
of 'espaldas moJadas' (wetbacks or illegal immigrants), as if he 
personally ranged up and down the Mexican/U.S. border shooting 
them. In spite of this there is a widely held idea that leaders stand 
apart from the government and the bureaucracies they lead; they 
are granted a teflon-like aura that leaves them unmarked while in 
power. 
Power in authoritarian communal networks weaves daily life 
out of privileges, favours and the creation of debt. There is comfort 
and clarity derived from a single source of legitimated, visible 
power, wielded dictatorially. It is a known quantity, whereas the 
effects of a strong oppoSition are a source of profound uncertainty. 
People agonise over whom to throw their lot in with, because 
backing the wrong person in a clientist network can be disastrous 
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and result in personal loss. Opposition is barely remarked and not 
tolerated, mainly because if it is serious, it is extremely dangerous; 
if it not seen as serious, then it is inconsequential. 
The group of older adults were the closest to the conceived 
orthodoxy of 'cacique'-style rule. The conception is one of populism 
constituting a high-moral order where need is equated with 
goodness and there is tacit agreement that support for government 
politiCianS, attending rallies and the like, are repaid in kind. 
Attendance at a rally should be reciprocated with a meal and 
transport. This kind of relationship develops a very personal tone 
to politics where the effective 'cacique'-style leader is one who helps 
people personally. 
The visible handling of personal petitions is a source of 
credibility and generates a great deal of support at a grass-roots 
level, particularly in this age group. 
There were two notable points that this group made. The first 
was an appreciation of Lazaro Cardenas ex-president of Mexico, that 
was extended to his son, an ex-governor for Michoacan and lifelong 
member of the PR! until he left to set up an opposition party. Even 
though his political motives were suspect for many, there was a 
feeling that he could not be that bad. The conservative tendency of 
this class, the largest segment of the population, is ably used by the 
PRI to keep them in the party fold, whether through the unions or 
dealing with them directly. 
The fear of the unknown is constantly summed up in the 
saying of: "mejor malo conocldo que bueno por conocer", (literally 
'better a known evil, than one unknown'). As mentioned in the 
previous age group of this class, voting for an unknown, 
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inexperienced leader (experience being synonymous of 'preparado') 
would jeopardise literally all the Jobs related to government, the 
largest employer. The resulting re-alignment or at worse 
dismantling of clientist networks, would reSUlt. Should a new leader 
reach power, all the carefully cultivated and nurtured networks of 
favours and obligations would be rendered void. Democratic 
political practice cannot coexist with 'cacique'-style politics, It would 
be constantly undercut and reshaped as people adapt It to their 
understanding and needs. The PRI can safely assume that whatever 
quarter opposition comes from, it will not be from this group. 
Cardenas, however, has upset the balance. 'Cadque' power 
structure commands loyalty and resilience to an extraordinary 
degree. Old Tata Cardenas1 is revered by many in his home state, 
and affection for him runs high. His memory has been assiduously 
cultivated by the PRI in all possible ways. The middle and upper 
dass felt that Cuauhtemoc Cardenas is still a 'Priista' at heart, Just as 
the older working class group feels that he Is a 'chip off the old 
block'. The saying used was "tal palo, tal astilla", roughly 'such a 
stick, such a splinter': 
"Si su papa es bueno, un hijo por mas malo que sea, este, pues 
no es malo, no es malo para mi", ('If the father is good, the son 
as bad as he may be, um, isn't bad, cannot be bad for me'). 
Encarnacl6n 59, working class. Int 3-l. 
Loyalty invested in the father was easily transferred to the 
son. Such a shift could well undermine the grass-roots support of 
the ruling party, without affecting the conservative traditional fear 
ITata being an affectionate tenn for grandfather and in times past given to Vasco de Quiroga who 
also lived and benefited those of the Bajio in his time. 
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of the unknown factor. The son was tried and tested in his father, 
therefore no such risk was involved. 
The second point is less important but highly symptomatic of 
the breadth and depth of the 'cacique'-style paternalism. The 
politiCS of intervention and clientism is usually the flrst option, 
undercutting any structure of law and order. Negotiations and 
avoidance of loss of face in backing down or ceding is a 
characteristic form of regulation within clientist networks. Relations 
and interaction with power are never totally predictable, but 
consequences are softened by negotiation and the creation of debt in 
terms of social capital. A 'cacique' uses people's needs and anxieties 
to create indebtedness by resolving their more pressing problems. 
One of the maln issues is that by definition, the solution offered can 
never be total or irrevocable because then the cycle of 'medicancy of 
influence' would weaken (Dealy, 1992). 
'Cacique' politics not only regulate and distribute power from 
above but also from below in a careful equlllbrium of clientism and, 
for lack of a better word, debtism. The psychology of leadership in 
this context is balanced by one of ' followers hip'. Much emphasis has 
been placed on the nature and characteristics of leadership. A 
better understanding of the nature of followership and the evolution 
of its characteristics is crucial to mapping its presence as the 
counterpart to leadership. Such a mapping would trace the 
dynamics and conditions of symbiosis between them and the role it 
plays in the political imaginary. 
None of the people in the working class found the idea of a 
theocracy repugnant. The belief that a moral order was better than 
a lawful one was attractive to them. Fear of God and of Divine 
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retribution was regarded as a true tiller for the navigation of power. 
A theocratic leader was inherently a good idea because he would 
obey the highest source of order possible. Fear of God is perceived 
as something notably lacking in politicians: 
"B mejor, pues este Compio Ahumada ey que va. Serian 
mejores porque respetan a Dios. Los que no tienen miedo a 
Dios son los malos no les importa, Mexico estaria mucho mejor. 
Ahumada, ey ey que va.", ('Best one, Compio. They would 
make better rulers because of the fear of God. Those who 
have no fear of God are the evil ones. They don't care. Mexico 
would be much better off. Ahumada ey ey, of course'). 
Encarnaci6n 59, working class. Int 3-3. 
In the regulatory function of 'caclque' networks, power is never 
defined, never limited by the abstract notion of law and order, 
therefore the only source of moral rectitude is a religious one. 
Power: Middle Class 
The young respondents were largely ignorant of politics. Their 
view coincided with those of the working class in that the 
government's role is that of caretaker and not one of representation. 
This view assumes that paternalism is a natural order of things. 
They expressed little disgust in their perception that all politicians 
were thieves, and seemed to feel that authoritarian rule, with all its 
problems, constituted the natural order of things. Such feelings 
came under the heading of "Mejor malo conocido, que bueno par 
conocer", ('Better the known evil, than good yet to come'). 
Curiously enough the same view was extended to American 
politicians. Bush was blamed for being personally involved in the 
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pollution along the American-Mexican border. It was assumed that 
American politicians were just as corrupt or prone to stealing as 
their Mexican counterparts, but that they were far more discreet 
and got a lot more done in exchange. The respondents held that 
there was more value for a stolen dollar than for a stolen peso. 
The adults in this group were lightly informed. There was no 
comment whatsoever about the agenda of the opposition or for that 
matter of the government programmes, beyond acknowledging that 
for them the Salinas Administration's solidarity programme, was 
very clever. 
The register of disgust with politics, politicians and corruption 
was strong and was well balanced by what could be called 
initiatives of modernity. Honesty and the defence of personal 
principles were seen as worthwhile attributes, that had been 
present in the late Manuel Clouthier, the deceased PAN candidate 
for PreSident, but were absent in the government. Significant 
OPPOSition, usually from the right, was seen as a good thing. 
There was strong criticism reserved for corruption. It was 
related to political instability and a lack of commitment to a larger 
community that could in time become a Mexican Civil SOCiety, rather 
than an aggregate of regionalisms as it is perceived now. 
The possibility of change by means of checks and balances was 
suggested, and a new factor emerged, the idea that 'preparacl6n' 
was an indispensable attribute to the makeup of a politician. 
'Preparaci6n', meaning experienced and wily, presents a somewhat 
ambiguous quality. A prepared politician was more likely to be a 
good one or at least a more effective one. 
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Power-hungry politicians were felt to bypass the necessary 
'preparaci6n' and were doomed to be second-rate in everything but 
corruption. The ambiguity lies in what it takes to become 
'preparado', for some, particularly the ones inclined to 'cacique' 
power structures, preparation was derived from experience; for 
those who felt that education should be a qualifying characteristic, 
'preparaci6n' meant a more technocratic and academic education. In 
the latter sense, education is perceived as a natural antidote to the 
practice of privilege and nepotism. The perception that politicians 
are adept at appropriating public goods for private use, as so 
elegantly criticised by Gabriel Zaid (1990), had its strongest 
expression in this group. 
This paves the way for the short-lived admiration for Salinas 
de Gortari. It is widely felt that he represented a new form of 
leader. The subsequent collapse of the economy in 1994 however, 
sank Sallnas to abysmal levels of public esteem. 
As balance to the modernist thinking in this group, there was a 
strong appreciation of 'cacique' power. Leaders were not really seen 
as representative of public will, but as personalities who control the 
regulatory mechanisms of clientist networks. 
This is an echo of the communal 'cacique' who must find a 
'hueso para todos' (bone for everyone). It is presented as a dynamic 
of monolithic solidarity, as a 'mass' version of the Interpersonal 
relationship of 'cacique' leadership largesse. Monolithic solidarity 
consists of mass appeals making petitions louder and individually 
safer. It constitutes petition by volume. 
The qualities of Salinas that surface in people's comments 
suggest that, of the three forms of enfranchising civil society 
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mentioned by Marshall (Tester 1992), he has kept a tight rein on 
political and social life but has let the economic one free. This has 
led to a clouding of the issue of class. The means to be ostentatious, 
usually limited to the elite (Turner 1986), have been unsettled by 
the opening of the markets through the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA). The symbols of status have been poached. 
The domain of the 'old' upper class and the traditional means of 
demarcation, accent, bearing, manners and quiet ostentation have all 
come under onslaught by the glamour of the 'nouveau riche'. Old 
wealth now looks a little frumpy. 
The older respondents expressed disgust with corrupt 
politicians and the terrible consequences that this has for the 
country. At the same time they admired Salinas, particularly for his 
management of power but their comments were made in terms of 
'cacique' power. 
This group feels a definite affinity of their class to the quasi-
religiously linked rightist Partido Acci6n Naclonal (PAN). As in most 
trans-class comments, there was affiliation by sentiment rather than 
by knowledge of agenda. They believe that the PRI manages to stay 
in power by mobilising large numbers of 'acarreados'2. 
Matching this tacit disqualification of the sociaiist populism of 
the left was the parallel notion that far from the moral pUrity of 
populism and the earthy goodness of 'el pueblo' (the people), to use 
Turner's (1986) comment, the people are actually in a state of naive 
ignorance, and therefore any abuse of the lower class by politicIans 
was morally reprehensible. 
2 Acarreados is the term used to describe the act of transporting large numbers of supporters to political 
rallies. The means of getting people to go range from discounting the day's pay if they fail to show to 
offering a drink and a torta (a kind of a sandwich) after the rally is over. 
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The abusive practices of the politicians were not the only 
things criticised. Super Barrlo, a social activist, was also the target 
of cynicism usually reserved for politicians. His efforts to raise local 
support in the 'barrlos,3 to pressure the city authorities for aid in 
the aftermath of the earthquake were viewed with deep suspicion. 
The contempt held for Rosario had more sexist overtones. Many of 
the men interviewed sought to disqualify her abilities to hold office. 
This kind of grass-roots movement worried this group because of 
the belief that such moves were, in their eyes, taking advantage of 
the gUlllblllty of the working class. 
The assertion that politicians are crooks, was never applied to 
the President while in office, who always possesses but focused on 
his predecessors. 'Cacique' power structure seems to confer teflon-
like qualities on the power holder. A key feature, or at least a 
constant in perception of a good leader, was the recurring notion of 
preparation. A person with 'preparaci6n' has pald his dues, he has 
special knowledge that tends to place him beyond the realm of 
direct criticism. 
Oral-style high vituperation was present: L6pez Portillo was 
commonly nicknamed 'El Can' after his promise to defend the peso 
like a dog and then devaluing it almost immediately. The hill where 
his house was built was called 'Collna del Perro' or Dog's Hill. This 
group expressed concern about proper political behaviour. Abuse of 
the constitution of 1917 for example, was decried, and the conversion 
of this abuse into the coinage of privilege was clearly offensive to 
"Banios' can be described as enclaves of community, some side by side and others spread around a 
city where the 'pueblo' congregates to live by class affinity. These enclaves are 'colonised' by 
migrants from the same village as new arrivals seek family or friends and settle near or with them 
in neighbourhoods. 
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them. The norms of constitution are eroded and deformed by 
pragmatic and incremental corruption. The higher a politician 
ascends the more he owes, and the way is paved with creation of 
debt that must be paid off. 
To be a good politician was again equated with producing 
results and stealing proportionally less. The principles that regulate 
the political sphere were equated with the baiancing of results 
against theft. 
In summary, the middle class is unevenly spIlt between 
accepting the 'cacique' practice of power and the presence of some 
form of accountability. This accountabUity is not so much directed 
at the PRI, but rather a possIble and desIrable attribute of the 
leadership of the PAN. The unstated feeling, one that is attrIbuted 
to Cardenas as an ex-PRI party man, was that it was pointless to 
expect a leopard to change its spots. Therefore, the only hope had to 
come from another source, from people who owe fewer favours or at 
least had not inherited them. 
Power: Upper Class 
Among these respondents, the knowledge of politics is clearly 
of little interest. Information about the opposition was even scarcer. 
Clouthier, the leader of an opposItion party, who was later killed in 
an accIdent, was noted. ThIs dId not extend to any knowledge of 
agenda, but merely constituted sympathy. There were more 
comments about American politicians than Mexican ones, but of no 
great detail and of little substance. 
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The differences between this group and the previous two 
began with a worry over succession to the Presidency. There was a 
marked acknowledgement that the Salinas sexenio/term was run by 
technocrats rather than the 'politiqueros' (pork-barrel politicians) of 
yore. They preferred the 'educated' and enlightened dictatorship to 
the populist pork-barrel kind, and any options were constituted 
under authoritarian framework as a matter of course. 
The hype of politics is indistinguishable from the commercial 
media hype and as such, is separate from reality. When this is 
combined with the idea of theft, it is safer to keep a distance from it 
alL Few of the young actually criticised corruption, they treated it 
as normal, evoking the old saying of "El que no tranza, no avanza", 
('he who cheats not, advances not'). The best politiCians are those 
who can be characterised by visible action in direct relation to low 
theft/abuse. 
This makes political and public abuse of power and money a 
matter of degree rather than one of morality. It becomes a trade 
off, the leader requires preparation and sacrifice that is rewarded 
with privileges accrued as legitimate dues. 
The adults of this group were very critical of broken promises, 
of populist oriented seduction of the lower classes (which kept them 
ignorant) and corruption. However, given the state of ignorance of 
the great masses of the nation an enlightened authoritarian ruler 
seems to appeal to them. To this end the technocrat was seen as 
preferable to the old style 'politiquero' (pork-barrel politician as 
expressed by the younger age group). But the technocrat was 
viewed as better because of the academic education involved in 
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his/her make up which made him a more prepared leader, although 
not necessarily a better prepared representative of constituent wlll. 
The oldest group differs little from the previous one. Lack of 
definition of a political opposition was present in a minor but 
articulate way. Surprisingly, Caroenas was considered an asset in an 
abstract way, the role of opposition as a source of political 
contention appeared a promising start for democracy. There was 
the usual suggestion of the politician who ransacks as compared 
with the more moderate one who delivers the goods whlle lining his 
pockets. 
The deep dislike for the PRI did not develop into a concrete call 
for a parliamentary government, a contentious public sphere 
brimming with debate or anything along similar lines. In political 
terms it seems that emancipation from the 'cacique' power model is 
in the works, but is likely to take some time. This group espouses 
the 'cacique' power network structure as much as the others. While 
the working class appreciates a populist, paternalist quaUty in their 
leaders, constantly nursing their interests against extra-communal 
ravages, the middle and upper classes favour a technocratic 
'cacique'-style leadership. There the jostling between political 
pedigree and meritocratic degree produces the Phllosopher KIng, 
whose success lies in visibly being all things to all sectors at all 
times. 
An advantage the Mexican Power Elite has over more 
democratic nations, is a more manageable situation for audience 
segmentation. The upper middle class and the elite, claim not to 
watch channel two belonging to Televisa, because they consider its 
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programming to be for the working class, but rather CNN or Dan 
Rather, an American news anchor, on a narrowcast system. 
In summary, the belief that 'el pueblo' (the people) are unfit 
for self-rule runs deep throughout Mexican society, from the poor, 
whose self-esteem is virtually absent, all the way to the upper 
classes. The upper class possesses the economic clout to arrange the 
playing field in their favour and can more easily overcome any 
political or social barriers. This is used as much to avoid the 
consequences of populist policies, as it is to further their own social 
franchise. The North American Free Trade Agreement is perceived 
as a slackening of commercial, trade and financial restrictions. 
Social, cultural and political freedoms have not necessarily followed. 
They identify opposition with less trouble than the youth of their 
class, but knowledge of any political agenda is equally absent. 
Sentiment provides reason enough for political inclination. Rosario 
Ibarra (whose name was corrected, showing at least a higher degree 
of attention to politics), and Cuauhtemoc Cardenas were identlfled as 
representing the left and were discarded. The PAN and Clouthier 
were judged to be good and serious opposition. 
There was a great deal of attention paid to shades of grey in 
describing political attributes. Corruption, for instance, is a matter 
of degrees. There was a difference between corruption in abuse of 
money and clientism. Not that one was any less corrupt than any 
another was, but that different causes produced a range of negative 
results and could only be talked of along that line. 
Another kind of corruption was related to ideological 
manoeuvring. The left was seen as inherently corrupt because it 
was committed to a mass scale communal practice of nepotism. In a 
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small community It Is natural and to a degree inevitable that family 
be Involved in relations of power. When this practice follows on to a 
larger scale, it creates groupings of heterogeneous communities held 
together by the networks of consensus, privilege and obligation that 
make up clientlst power relations. It makes the rules of the playing 
field unequal and unpredictable for those outside the networks. 
Pollcies espoused by populist inclinations of the PRI in the past and 
the insistence by the left that they continue, leaves no doubt for the 
middle class that corruption is inherent to the left. 
The counter balance to this argument is the proposition that a 
rich leader coming to office Is far less corruptible because the need 
to steal is gone or at least greatly reduced. The ideal leader 
according to this argument is rich and enllghtened and possibly 
dictatorial towards the working class. 
The Communal: 
General Comments on Oral Praxis and the Working Class 
The nature of communal discourse is radically different from 
liberal public discourse. But it would be incorrect to consider them 
as opposites In a finite and static way. Habermas's idealisation of 
the possibility of an individual's idea entering into a forum of 
discussion to compete with other Ideas and become in the process a 
public idea, may have been an adequate explanation of small group 
experience of the coffee houses of Europe, but hardly one that 
constitutes a publlc arena in which all members are able to submit 
ideas. 
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Equal access as a condition for democratic practice, is 
problematic, not only because of the re-feudalisation of the public 
sphere by those who have come to control the media, but because 
not everyone wishes to speak out in such a forum. Indeed, visible 
public contention is unwelcome in a culture that is uncomfortable 
wIth open discord at such hIgh levels. 
The public sphere of a modem literate society is likely to have 
its professional thinkers, the intelligentsia and a variety of 
interlocutors who pick up and drop the discussion as it evolves 
through time. Diversity is derived from multiple sources of 
interests whose voices, more than represent, create a space for like-
minded people who may join in or are happy to leave the 
articulation to others and lend support. A key feature of this form 
of social discourse is the willingness to let a total stranger hold an 
opposite view and allow it the benefit of the doubt, and grant space 
and time for it to run the gauntlet of public critique. This naturally 
produces finer points of granting the same right to everybody, 
including those who would use such a forum to further their own 
intolerance. Public censure is hopefully on hand for these occasions. 
However, a problem arises: those who espouse liberal ideas can be 
intolerably illiberal to those who come counter to the principles and 
practice of a rational and public discourse. 
Communal discourse, deeply rooted in oral psychodynamics, 
runs counter to public sphere discourse precisely because it is 
rooted in an entirely different set of assumptions. In Mexico the 
liberal public and communal discourse exist in blithe co-habitation. 
They are not simple opposites colonised with absolute black and 
white differences. The fields between them are colonised by those 
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who are comfortable with aspects of one combined with aspects of 
another. Thus in terms of power, the social discourse may be 
illiberal and communal ('cacique' power), but with regard to 
economic capital, it may be liberal. 
There is a general lack of distinction between public authority 
and public opinion that provides the clarity of purpose in Habermas' 
model of public debate. Official discourse dominates in the creation 
and maintenance of social discourse. 
The 'community of strangers' so necessary for the public 
sphere of civil society is truly an oxymoron for the communal 
mindset. The importance of knowing a person, an 'other', underlines 
the constant separation between knowing a person, which needed at 
least a physical sighting and knowing about a person (difference 
marked by 'conocer' vs. 'saber'). The literate person has little 
trouble claiming to know via distant representation: books, pictures 
or lV, whereas the orality of the working class required more 
exacting qualities in the act of knowing among which physical 
presence Is the basic requirement. 
Television, as a source of Information, where the act of 
recognition suffices as knowledge in its own right, substituting more 
substantial information, is probably more true of the young of the 
other classes than of those in this group. This is due to the need for 
personal experience as a means of constituting knowledge. People 
attend rallies, wrestling matches, parades and other forms of live 
spectacle, precisely to have flrsthand knowledge of them. For oral 
forms of knOwing, everything else is a matter of hearsay. Those 
Interviewed took care to establish the difference between 
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knowledge gained through personal experience and that gaIned 
through hearsay: 
"By me han dlcho que Juarez fue joto .... de el se porque he ldo a 
los mltines donde hablan de el en su cumpleafios. Eso no 10 vlvi 
yo, me han dlcho ... ey que van, ('I have been told, that Juarez 
was gay .... of him I know because I have been to the rallies they 
hold on his birthday, I didn't live that, I have been told .. ey of 
course'). Encarnaci6n 59, working class. Int 3- 7. 
"Yo se de Juarez, visite su casa, si se de e", ('I know of Juarez, I 
have been to his house, yes I know of him'). Pablo 22, 
working class. Int 14-7. 
Television does not do this in the same way because in 
epistemological terms it does not function with formulaic structures 
in the way orality does. Information on television appears to be 
appropriated in modular units of action and therefore requires a 
different way of organising knOwing, while not actually needing 
personal experience. 
The statements about 'nosotros, el pueblo' often translated as 
'we the people', aimost invariably involve a high degree of self-
denigration. Such a statement runs like this: 
"Pues siempre, en todos lados desgraciadamente, verdad, nos 
tienen como indios, como nacos, como gente, pues un nivel 
social muy bajo. Intelectualmente tambien. El clasico barrio, 
verdad, nos tienen en barrio, por eso y tambien por sus 
facciones, y todo el tipo de naco, de indios ... ", ('Well always, in 
all places unfortunately they hold us to be Indians, like riff 
raff, like from a very low social level. Intellectually as well. 
The classical neighbourhood/slum, right? They have us located 
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in a slum. That's why and also 'cos of the facial features just 
like a ruffian, like Indians ... .'). Margarita Tapia 55, working 
class. Int 26-4. 
At no point, did the person who expressed this, state who It 
was who did the watching, the classIfying or whether such a vantage 
point was solely an external one or an internal one from another 
class, but either way there is a deep unhappiness depicted in this 
socIal identity. 
The 'other' for a communal sphere is problematic for many 
reasons, primarily because of the quality of values present or absent 
in one's own communal experience. Conversely, communal worth is 
preserved and heightened by the presence of values and the 
perceIved relative absence of this in the 'other', in this case, the 
Americans. Even where the communal values are called into 
question it is only for superficial reasons. The antics of the Mexican 
public persona of a celebrity, especially women are but artifices to 
sell their image better. In real life, their family, and their 
communal lives are described with words like 'recatada' or 
'abnegada' (to be modest and self-effacing), words typically used 
for women who are admired. 
Oral thought on the social landscape requires that the threat of 
the strange 'other' be neutralised, forever undercut and belittled. 
The act of 'cheating' a strange 'other' declares him or her to be fair 
game. Identity is reinforced from being able to fool someone from 
elsewhere. It is a matter of social skill and moral stakes deeply 
invested in this form of social interaction and it is based in 
communal logic: 
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"Pos es que los americanos, pues este, ellos tienen mas cosas 
que nosotros, meJor nivel de vida. Pero nosotros tenemos 
mejores valores, de famllla de todo. Ellos tienen divorcios 
drogas y muchos muertos. Nosotros tenemos familias grandes 
y crimenes de passi6n", ('Urn, it's that the Americans, well they 
have more things than we do, better lifestyle, but we have 
better values, family values and alL The Americans have 
divorce, drugs, and many dead. We have extended famIlies 
and crimes of pasSion'). Victor AbuadIli 35, working class. Int 
12-5. 
There is meaning and identity derived from communi.ty that is 
not avallable to the individual who, outside a community, has no one 
but himself to refer to and therefore is a norm unto himself. 
The problems arise when the limits of community are 
constantly subject to friction. The nature of the polity ought to be 
visible throughout society In everyday life. If there is a lack of the 
trust required in a representative democracy it ought to be 
noticeably lacking in daily activities as well. 
Gridlock is an excellent measure of the social imaginary of 
civlllty. In essence it is the pressure of two communities struggling 
by sheer pressure for right of way. When two roads of equal size 
(i.e. volume) intersect, matters escalate into a chronic case of 
gridlock. Cars from other roads wishing to cross through 'territory' 
held by the dominant stream of the moment must wait for gaps in 
the oncoming traffic or for pressure to build up behind them. This 
forms competing communities that struggle for right of way. 
Willingness to let a car cross in front of one, is based on trust that 
once that car has crossed, the one or at most two behind, will grant 
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the same courtesy in return, thus setting up a one and one rhythm 
of passage that allows a semblance of order. However, lack of trust 
that those following the one allowed past will actually grant the 
same courtesy, and their suspicion that the opposing community will 
not respond in kind, rapidly produces disorder that not even traffic 
llghts manage to controL 
This apparent breakdown in civic trust is also refiected in other 
areas of life. These patterns of behaviour refiect a profound lack of 
trust that extends into the political field. If one cannot trust people 
on the street much less can one trust someone when they are out of 
sight supposedly representing the interests of constituents. 
Community: Middle Class 
Any notion of public sphere as a forum of public examination 
of contentious ideas is as absent here as it is for the young of both 
the working and upper classes. The idea of politicians as standing 
up for ideas for which one votes is underdeveloped. The concern 
with politicians is that they talk so much that nobody listens. 
Identification of politicians was not much of a problem but very 
little context or background information was offered. The comments 
were sparse and usually related to paternalistic relationships with 
the government. Opposition went without comment, as did the idea 
of a public forum and contending viSions. There was very little to 
say about Super Barrlo and Fray Tormenta, a priest who maintains 
an orphanage by wrestling professionally. Their activities lie 
outside the realm of interest for this group. 
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Of more concern Is the hIgher degree of famlllarlty with 
American celebritIes and there Is more said about them. There Is 
more awareness about the AmerIcan political sphere than about the 
Mexican one. However, awareness Is not synonymous to beIng 
Informed. 
The adult and older group showed themselves to be more 
aware of civil socIety. A feeling of incIpIent democracy and a 
growing forum of public debate were common themes. Comments 
about a partIcular situation that was understood as beIng negative, 
but that good could come of It, were common. Granting equal space 
to government and opposItion and belief that opposition and dissent 
are good were frequent comments from these groups. On the other 
hand corporatIst monolithIc populism was perceIved as poor political 
choIce. Small group actIvIsm such as Super Barrio's4 and Fray 
Tormenta'sS unorthodox means of fundIng what the state dId not 
subsIdIse, was seen as undermIning Government and PRI 
corporatism. There was some cynicism about grass-roots actIvism 
because it was consIdered to be pure and sImple opportunism. 
The talk about the Intellectuals was more positIve in that they 
illuminate and articulate Mexican life but the ornamental qualities 
attributed to them were also strong. For these groups, televisIon is 
the main source of information on them and not theIr articles or 
books. Television seemed to be the greatest source of information 
on the social envIronment. The more modern and formally educated 
respondents referred to the press as a source of information and to 
4 A political activist called Marco Rascon, later a Federal Deputy in the House of Representatives. He 
gained notoriety when he wore a pig's head mask during a presidential State of the Union. 
S He financed an orphanage by wrestling professionally. 
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televisIon as a source of entertainment. The Intellectuals were 
appreciated as being highly educated. Fuentes was singled out as 
havIng an Inappropriate European bias in his writings but no 
mention was made of any of their works nor secondary sources 
other than to say that reading them was hard going and quite 
beyond what the 'vulgo' (common people) can cope with: 
"Este es una maravilla de seiior (Octavio paz). Este es 
cultisimo, Ubros sensaclonales, ciaro que no son para el vulgo 
verdad, porque son muy profundos, y ademas. Tiene mU datos 
y todo esta corroborado. Tu lees un lIbro de el y te tardas aftos 
para poderlo catalogar, jverdad!, y dIgo pos entender, y todo, 
pos es diffcU. Pero a poco no es una maravilla de este hombre, 
y este a mi me gusta", ('This one's a marvel of a man [Octavio 
paz). Very cultured, his books are fantastic, of course they are 
not for the common people right? Because they are very 
profound. And what's more, they are full of data and all 
corroborated. You read a book of his and you take ages to 
catalogue it, right! And I say, um understand and all, well it's 
difficult. But little by little, isn't he a marvel of a man! I like 
him'). Sra GonzaIez 56, middle ciass. Int 33-7. 
There is concern with abuse of the Constitution but an 
unwillingness to accept democracy fully. The worry is not that the 
working class could not be trusted to vote in the interests of the 
mIddle classes' perception of issues which is understandable, but 
that a soft drink and a 'torta' (sandwich) would be enough to sway 
them in favour of some glib politician's agenda The working class 
could not be trusted to vote in an enlightened fashion, not even in 
their own self-interest. 
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Community: Upper Class 
If the middle class young seem to have a window on scenes 
foreign to Mexico, then upper class young inhabit these scenes. In 
general, there is very little awareness of a political arena. Hearsay 
is the maln source of knowledge. Knowledge of religiOUS activities 
and of those involved, exceeded the information given about the 
political sphere. This has been slightly reduced in election years, 
but on the whole for this group, there Is a noticeable lack of interest 
10 politics. 
There is very little awareness of the intellectual sphere. 
TeleviSion appears to be the maln source of what is known (paz and 
Arreola). Octavio paz is seen as having sold out to Televisa and the 
political system, he was considered to have reached a nepotistic and 
cynical compromise with the powerful ruling elite. An intellectual 
'caclque' would be an apt description of thelr idea of the successful 
intellectual. 
The Mexican celebrities were divided according to class, while 
the American celebrities were seen as a matter of fashion and were 
commented on. Accordingly, it was all right to identify the Mexican 
celebrities but it was inadmissible to claim to watch them. It was 
important for this group to establish the celebrities identified with 
the lower social orders, and who watched them. 
There was the usual blithe ignorance about political discussion 
but, as could be expected, the American political sphere was more 
commented on. This class has the most access to cable and satellite 
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television, travel to the V.S., and is perhaps, the most concerned 
with who would be the next American president. 
Awareness of things such as raCial tension was surprisingly 
small or rather reduced given the coverage and repetition of the 
video of the police beating up Rodney King in the early nineties. 
The riots in Los Angeles provoked by this incident received 
extensive coverage on television. All the same, this was more 
commented on than diverse situations in Mexico. 
There was a great deal of insistence on separating private from 
public spheres, and an added distinction of normal public/private 
and the abnormal public or exposed life of the celebrity. 
The middle and oldest respondents of this class expressed 
identical sentiments. They had most to say about things related to 
the public sphere. The American politicians were portrayed as more 
honest and subject to the will of their constituents than their 
Mexican counterparts. They commented on political accountability 
and the necessary care needed to protect dissent and make co-
option less of a seduction or necessary to survival. The activities of 
Super Barrio and Fray Tormenta were perceived with less cynicism 
than elsewhere. There was more tolerance of different points of 
view, without bridging the differences in social classes. 
The world of celebrity is understood to consist of the 
merchandising of images, and it becomes more artificial as it 
becomes more sophisticated. This group argues that the simplicity 
and 'reainess' of the stars from the forties and fifties show them to 
be more talented and less reliant on gimmiCks than what is 
marketed today. TeleviSion, video rental, cable and satellite 
programming have altered the movie going activities of this group. 
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They argued however, that the power of merchandising of celebrity 
had even swallowed up Octavio Paz and Arreola. The public sphere 
has been colonised and vitiated by Televisa products. Spota and 
Fuentes are out of this circle; of the two, Spota's works are the most 
widely read. 
They showed the greatest awareness of the possiblllty of a 
public sphere without actually explicitly saylng so, and they were 
also the most critical of the way things are. 
More than once, especially for historical figures, it was 
expressed that school brought knowledge and order to the subject of 
historical figures, but that they had not pald attention in school The 
lack of informed things to say was embarrassing for many of the 
respondents. 
Mediation: Working Class 
The young of the working class either attend less to television 
or they do not relate to the celebrity environment in the same ways 
that the middle and upper class young do. Their knowledge of 
television celebrities suggests that they pay attention to sports and 
not much else. Celebrities were simply ignored and as one person 
observed: 
"Yeo Arreola en TV 0 alguno de esos, y le cambio", ('I see 
Arreola on TV or any of those and I change it [channel]'). Two 
cleaning ladies 23 and 43, working class. Int 4-7. 
Knowledge of the televised sphere seems to be held in 
unrelated modules. That is, units are identified and are used 
socially, not in a related and accumulated fashion, but in an additive 
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and aggregative fashion typical to orality (Ong, 1982). This makes it 
difficult to think of knowledge as needing substantiation or 
submitting it to criticism if only by comparison. As a result 
contradictions often lie side by side undisturbed. 
Mediation: General Comments, Middle and Upper Classes 
In general the middle and upper class groups spoke about 
knowing in a very pragmatic and defined way. To study something 
is to empower the opinion that emerges about it and in doing so, 
other means of knowing from other sources are rendered less 
valuable. For example, comments concerning the importance of 
study and being up on things was valued, or at least received lip 
service, because such expressions were also accompanied by 
comments asserting that there was no time to study or it was 
impractical to take the time to do so. One respondent commented he 
was too busy attending school to notice any relationship amongst 
historical figures beyond identifying them. School was understood 
to be a self-contained system with little relation to reality. 
The mystique of being in tune was not only the preserve of 
the young, the middle group spoke about not being 'plugged in' any 
more or more accurately, being disconnected or out of the 
mainstream ("he estado desconectada"). Being disconnected allows 
the speaker to be no longer held liable for any current opinions. 
Mediation: Middle Class 
The middle class group, especially the young and middle age 
group, claim that their biggest source of information is television. 
The young found it easy to identify faces but found it more difficult 
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to comment about them in some context. There were a few remarks 
about American television being more entertaining or better made. 
There was a tendency to make comments that showed that the 
speaker was being more emotive than objective: the 'I feel' 
constantly dominated the 'I think'. 
The apparent Ignorance of the young respondents may not be 
due to theIr attitude to education nor theIr class, but may be more 
related to the modular present-ness of television, winning out over 
literate forms of memory management and inhibiting the formulaic 
nature of orality. The stories are sImilar: the dIfference is the 
nature of the medium and whether memory is managed by formula 
typical of orality, or by sltuational modules that may be related to 
television. 
The mIddle class adult respondents have distinct ideas 
concerning proper and reliable sources of information; political 
information or discussion is best obtained from print media while 
television is ideally sulted for entertainment. This does not mean 
that newspapers are read in abundance, but rather only that 
attention given television with its news capsules exceeds that given 
to print. 
There were good examples of what could be called the 
psychodynamics of literacy. Education was highly prized and 
constant experimentation with extrapolation, the jostling of 
symmetries and oppositions were given space in a forum. There 
was constant fiddling with categories to come up with suitable 
description for abstractions. There was a high degree of irony 
expressed, which like the pun, requires skill with the written word 
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that produces the distance from concrete things. This is usually 
attributed to abstraction created by literacy. 
High regard for books and newspapers was linked to education 
and that amorphous term 'preparaci6n'. In the context given by 
these repondents, 'preparaci6n' meant the technocratic sort and was 
highly prized because it was seen as an antidote to abuse of 
privilege. This is very different to the working class use of 
'preparaci6n'. 
With regard to the sphere of celebrity, the older ones were 
considered more real and more talented in that they represented 
true Mexican values more than the current ones do. The latter were 
discussed in terms of market value. 
The older respondents displayed less preoccupation with 
literate skills (and education), this could well be because their 
children are past school age and whatever education was planned 
for them has been achieved. They were more concerned with 
presenting what they knew. Mexican celebrities brought forth llttle 
commentary of any kind, but when they were shown the American 
ones, it became important to criticise these on the grounds that they 
were morally impoverished and to point out that the Mexican 
celebrities were better on that account. 
The intellectuals were treated as celebrities who could be liked 
or disliked but not disagreed with. Spota was known via his 
journalism and the rest of them through television. Literate modes 
of thought were apparent in the sense of chronology and more 
importantly, they presented an accumulation of information derived 
from television but linked in a rational and external way. 
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Mediation: Upper Class 
It is with the young of the upper class that the characteristics 
of electronic medla, orality and literacy come into sharp contrast. 
While hierarchies are easily established, they are never referred to 
or used afterwards to guide comment on the materlal. The 
respondents tended to be famillar with the images, but as with the 
young of the middle class, recognition substituted knowledge as a 
valid or sufficient act in itself. This tended to be modular and 
accompanied at times with what respondents called 'rolio' (literally 
a blurb). It was with these sets of'rolios' that confllctive units could 
stand side by side without worrying about contradictory assertions. 
There is an equal distribution of commentary as the 
respondents set about stating opinions in an even-handed way that 
seemed to exalt a sense of relativity. Every picture received a 
comment of which none was specific or judgmental. The comments 
are not arranged in a logical progression but rather in collections of 
discrete units. The way they switched from one photograph to 
another had the feel of changing channels on television. 
The awareness of diversity was handled within the concept of 
modular distinction as units of information were displayed without 
any relation to values that create order, sequence or preference. 
This enables a person to handle large quantities of situated images, 
which in turn encourages discrete handling of ideas because images 
defy fragmentation and encourage 'literal or face value reading': 
"Super Barrlo, pos es como un lucbador, ha de serlo, pero ellos 
nunca van mas alIa de la primarla. Ese (referring to Fray 
Tormenta) jay huaca eso noo!", ('Super Barrio, well he's like a 
wrestler, so he must be one. They never get past primary 
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education ... that one (referring to Fray Tormenta) yuck, not 
thaat!'). Javier 22 male, upper class. Int 24-4. 
Neither of them was recognised for their social activism, but only for 
what they appeared to be. 
For the adults and the oldest respondents 'preparaci6n' is 
linked to educatIon not experience, as Is the case for the working 
class. There are unquestioned hIerarchies used by this group such 
as eras, maturity and class and they are handled deftly. The 
comments are fairly flat and evaluative in nature as if the point 
were to construct a logical landscape. The reasons for opinions and 
points of view are carefully ordered. Characteristics are presented 
in the form of lists with items to be ticked off. Sorting into groups, 
hierarchies, and other elements of classification are very common 
with this group. 
There is a propensity to clalm to read books that are 
considered to possess substance. Octavio Paz, rarlos Fuentes, and 
Louis Spota were all mentioned as typical reading. This group, as 
with the previous one, used language with greater precision and 
care in matters such as historical sequence. They cited television as 
a great source of information, but noted that such information was 
subject to comparison with other sources, primarily books and 
personal experience. 
Summing Up 
The public sphere in some respects is also a religious sphere, 
particularly for the working class. It becomes dIfflcult to separate 
the religious sphere from the discourse of the nation. Whether the 
general discourse is public or communal is the centre of this 
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discussion and religious discourse occurs in an authoritarian and 
communal framework. 
The problems faced by an oral society that is becoming 
increasingly electronically mediated such as Mexico, are several. 
The community moves from a personal sphere of interaction into an 
arena that is shaped by mass diffusion where interpersonal 
relations become institutionalised in clientism. To arrive at this 
media environment from a literate perspective or social practice, 
means that much of the discourse that fills the airwaves is 
structured by literate thought When the arrival is by an oral route, 
there are a number of configurations involved. Orality brings with 
it a number of elements that interact in the new environment in 
particular ways. 
The use of formulae as a form of discourse is transformed into 
situational mediation with a heavy overlay of oral practice. Popular 
programmes on channel two such as 'telenovelas' and comedy rely 
heavily on oral formulas for their success. The concession or 
adaptablUty that electronic mediation makes is precisely the 
incorporation of the dynamics of other forms of mediation in 
addition to its own. In the case of iconic orality of Mexico for 
example, the oral formulas that are present in the form of content, 
combine with the sltuational mediation of narratives of the 
electronic media. 
Thus analysis of social discourse is an attempt to grapple with 
the social space that lies just beyond the everyday existence of the 
individual. This is the space where one can find registers of civil 
SOCiety, developmental concerns at a micro level and, to a lesser 
extent, public discussion. As will be discussed in the next chapter it 
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is an underlying assumption of this study that the ways and means 
that people use to talk about their social imaginary can show the 
boundaries of their thinking about the world around them. When 
the forms and means of speech change, this form of analysis 
becomes a way of tracking social change. If, in years to come the 
social discourse that addresses the social imaginary changes, then 
the poUticallandscape will do so as well. 
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Chapter Nine 
Critical Mediation 
The main feature of this research has been to provide a 
means of tapping the social imaginary of people and attempt to 
interpret how they perceive the social world to be. This involved 
linking elements of mediation to their point of production by 
stratifying the fieldwork. The material analysed suggests that 
elements of mediation exist together with other factors such as 
economic, social, symbolic, and political capitals as constitutive of 
social life. This meant however, that the possibilities of being 
congenial to mainstream Medium Theory are reduced. 
When models of development, of politiCS, or of culture that 
constitute the formal national conversation fail to find resonance 
with what is happening to people in their everyday lives, the range 
of public discourse available always seems to refer to some other 
segment of society or some other place. This creates a sense of 
estrangement between people and the institutions that are meant 
to serve them, and was one of the underlying themes of many of 
the respondents' commentaries. What is needed is a closer 
relationship between the politiCS of everyday life and the domain 
formally constituted as politics. 
On the strength of the analysis and tracking of the social 
imaginary, it is not very likely that representative democracy will 
be achieved in Mexico in the way it is normally understood. At 
stake is the nature and understanding of Democracy. This is 
because it is antithetical to 'cacique' power and networks of 
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privilege. It is far more likely that a corporate-styled democracy 
evolves that extends what the PRI has achieved so far into a larger 
frame of government by consensus amongst a wider range of 
groups. 
To a large extent, the success of the PRI has been due to 
being as inclusive as possible, co-opting only when consensus didn't 
work. Those excluded by the PRI were labelled as illegitimate, 
sectarian or irrelevant. Now, however, there are too many groups 
and interests that the PRI has failed to include and has been unable 
to relegate to the margins of the political sphere. 
Inclusion on a wider scale is possible only if the PRI, as it has 
defined itself all these years, falls apart only to emerge as a 
different champion of everybody's interests. More likely however, 
is a corporate-style alliance of opposition parties whose sole 
unifying aim is to overthrow the PR!. If this is achieved, such a 
mismatched alliance will strain post-electoral cohesion and the 
political system as a whole. The end result may be labelled 
democracy but it will also test the flexibility of current definitions 
of the word. 
The following analysis outlines what has been addressed: it 
is a general statement of social practice, social imaginary and the 
implications for democracy and development. 
While conducting this study and carrying out several runs of 
fieldwork, there was a profound change in the original intention of 
providing empirical evidence to support the general assumptions of 
Medium Theory. The various forms of mediation were identified, 
and evidence was found to suggest that they are involved in the 
formation of the social imaginary. Identifying them was crucial to 
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working out this relationship. Oral structures of thought can be 
recognised by using WaIter Ong's work on the psychodynamics of 
orality, whereas literacy can be located formally in the various 
Institutions driven by it such as schools, industry, and bureaucracy. 
On the other hand, electronic orality has no clear framework of 
classification with which to analyse it. What behavioural attributes 
does it have? How can they be found? What assumptions put 
forward by Medium Theory could be directly supported by the 
findings in the fieldwork? 
As mentioned earlier, the fieldwork done in 1992 made it 
clear that the theoretical framework for analysis was woefully 
inadequate. This was because I expected to find some evidence for 
causal relationships between media and social behaviour. 
However, further efforts to discover a determining relationship 
between forms of mediation and social organisation became 
thoroughly mired. The surest way out was to jettison the 
theoretical framework as it had been constituted and use a 
grounded theory approach to the fieldwork. In the thick of the 
analysis of the material, it soon became evident that mediation 
could be one of the mutually constituting elements of society 
(Mosco, 1996). This concept would benefit the articulation of 
Medium Theory as much as it would the more critical traditions of 
social analysis. 
It is often argued that literacy and the subsequent 
consumption of printed discussion is a necessary condition for 
democracy. This is all well and good for societies that followed that 
pattern of development. But how useful is such a model when it is 
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applied to those whose history, social formation, as well as 
predilect forms of communication do not fit this mould? 
In focusing the social imaginary on different areas of social 
life, it is possible to begin to regroup the individual interviews into 
a woven sense of the 'reality out there' held by everyone. This, 
over time, builds a database, a sense of tracking and of following 
the evolving nature of SOCial formation as an ongoing process. At 
the same time, the analysis carried out builds an understanding of 
social interaction from the ground up; this differs in fundamental 
ways from models and policies of more orthodox approaches to 
national development. 
The disparity between class, age and gender followed in the 
different runs of fieldwork makes possible a systematic gathering 
and analysis. This can then be used to compare the social 
imaginary of the different social groups. Such a comparison would 
bring to light changes or evolution in the general set of 
expectations concerning social life that lies just beyond everyday 
experience. 
One of the problems of orthodox understanding of 
development and liberal democracy has been that its benefits are 
considered to be sufficiently self-evident that once these are 
recognised, everyone will leap on the bandwagon as it were, and 
trundle towards prosperity. This is obviously a gross 
Simplification, but the question of why people do not embrace 
development and modernity more fully is an issue that continues 
to be problematic. It is not the technical and material outcome of 
development, but rather the social praxis involved in producing 
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such measurable outcomes as GNP, GDP, social security and other 
indices commonly used to describe social dynamics. 
By exploring the fieldwork on its own merits rather than 
subordinating it to the original theoretical framework, it is possible 
to develop some key themes as basic elements of grounded theory. 
It can be said that social imaginary is a means of accessing the 
perception that people have of the social world around them: a 
world that is in formation, woven by such mutually constituting 
elements as politics, economics, class and forms of mediation. 
Formal concepts of liberal democracy as defined by developed 
nations are fundamentally flawed as models when applied to 
nations whose social formation is different. The solution to this 
dilemma is to re-examine the different forms of democracy. While 
direct democracy is a logistic nightmare in the heavily populated 
nations of today, representative democracy relies heavily on people 
being able to trust that someone else will really represent their 
interests. Evidence suggests however, that the element of trust is 
missing and that democracy, as it is developing in Mexico will 
probably be a variation of communal corporatism. Oral democracy, 
if it can be defined as such, would be founded on radically different 
assumptions and social practices. 
Developed nations hold up a literacy-driven liberal 
democratic model of development as a model to be emulated by 
developing nations. How would this development occur in a society 
not driven by literacy? When orality is combined with 
authoritarian power structures, such as those found in 'caudillaje 
society', they can be understood (Moreno in Hamill, 1992: p6) as 
arising from: 
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~ .. within the Spanish political tradition, caudillismo was an 
effort to fill the vacuum left by the removal of the symbol of 
institutional authoritarianism [Le. the King]. Caudillismo is an 
attempt, based on charisma, to keep political forces under 
control by promoting allegiance to the person of the leader." 
In Mexico, where the 'cacique'/clientist networks are 
pervasive, social practice subverts foreign-based models of liberal 
democracy and modernity by grafting them onto clientist practices 
and SOCial networks, thereby aligning them with existing power 
structures and everyday practice. 
This however, should not give the impression that such 
ability to absorb and reconfigure modern practices is held by 
everyone. The middle class for example, is usually left out of the 
influence peddling ('pork-barrel') politics of the PRI and the 
opposition parties. The respondents of this class are typically the 
most vocal critics of corporatist clientism. It is with them that 
interest in rights, obligations and rule of law are first manifested. 
In the pragmatics of everyday life, they are the class with least 
influence in terms of social networks. When leverage cannot be 
found, the middle and upper classes resort to negotiating with 
political power in ways not available to the working class. Outright 
graft or 'compensation' for 'expeditious handling' of 'tramites' 
(transactions) is perhaps the most typical. These differences lead 
to social group classes occupying distinct locations on the political 
spectrum according to their differing political, social and economic 
capitals. 
Oral democracy differs from liberal/literate democracy in the 
ways and means of everyday practice. The former is clientist, 
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corporate and based on social capital. The latter, on the other hand, 
promotes individualism, specific rights and obligations. 
Modernity, its Absorption and Subversion 
Modernity is a highly complex form of social life that has 
many characteristics. Among the main ones are that (Hall, Held 
and McLennan, 1993: p2-3): 
"_.it is constituted by the articulation of a number of different 
historical processes working together in unique historical 
circumstances. These processes were the political (the rise of 
the secular state and polity), the economic (the global 
capitalist economy), the social (formation of classes and an 
advanced sexual and social division of labour), and the 
cultural (the transition from a religious to a secular culture). 
Modernity one might say, is the sum of these different forces 
and processes; no single 'master process' was sufficient to 
produce it". 
They go on to explain that: 
"Modernity can be characterised by a cluster of institutions, 
each with its own pattern of change and development. 
Among these we would include: the nation-state and an 
international system of states; a dynamic and expansionist 
capitalist economic order based on private property; 
industrialism; the growth of large scale administrative and 
bureaucratic systems of social organisation and regulation; 
the dominance of secular, materialist, rationalist and 
individualist cultural values; and the formal separation of 
the 'private' from the 'public"' ... "Modernity also produced 
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distinctive social patterns of gender and racial divisions, 
which intersect with but are not reducible to, class. This has 
given rise to complex patterns of asymmetrical life-chances, 
both within nation-states and between them" .... "Modern 
societies are increasingly characterised by their complexity, 
by the proliferation of consumer products and by a variety of 
lifestyles. The hold of tradition has weakened in favour of 
individual choice and creating one's own life project; the 
individual is increasingly aware of the possibility of 
constructing new identities ... " 
Against this backdrop of some of the characteristics of 
modernity, it is possible to assess its evolution in a nation such as 
Mexico, that did not produce modernity from within. While there 
are many institutions and practices that fit the processes of 
modernity mentioned above, such as large scale bureaucratic 
administrative systems and a growing consumer market, there is 
the matter of layered sedimentation discussed in chapter three that 
merits closer analysis. 
There is profound interaction between the social practices 
associated with modernity and traditional orality. The former is 
assimilated or annulled by sedimented praxis of traditional 
communal dynamics - often associated with orality. These include 
social corporatism, social networks based on the debts and 
privileges of clientism and fIXed standards of behaviour. All of 
these communal systems come under pressure from modernity. 
But the resilience in the face of such an onslaught is rooted in 
layered sedimentation. 
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Whereas modernity is associated with literacy and fosters 
individuality as a social norm, orality and community promotes 
norms rooted in corporatism. In the case of Mexico, this has 
evolved into corporative clientism, with the boss-man or 'cacique' 
as the central figure in the distribution and exercise of power. 
Modernity in Mexico has developed without supplanting the 
existing power structures. I will argue the case that this is the 
central issue facing Mexico in political, economic and cultural 
spheres at the close of the twentieth century. 
Polities, Development and Mediation 
There are several recurrent themes that occur throughout 
Latin America and are used to try to come to grips with the nature 
of politics. Some are expeditious and develop strategies with 
foresight while others are more reactive such as those that are 
produced by expediency. In the case of Mexico, for example, the 
fact that the liberals were the winning side in the Revolution is one 
of its most closely guarded 'facts'. The winning side, urban based 
and numerically small, faced the daunting task of disarming not 
only the losing armies, but also the countryside in general. Slowly 
the 'caudillo's and 'cacique's had to be brought under government 
control. The solution was to develop populist poliCies. It seems 
that in disarming the different factions, the government opted to 
honour everyone in exchange for disarmament. This is typical of 
the contradictions common in the re-telling of the Mexican 
Revolution. 
An example of this in modern Mexico is the homage paid to 
four heroes of the Revolution. The first two were at different times 
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leaders of the Constitutionalist forces, while the other two, their 
enemies, were leaders of other factions. All four were honoured 
equally and today, the statues of Villa, Zapata, Carranza and 
Obregon all stand together in a park. 
Populism was the response of a government bargalning from 
a weak position. Technically, it had won the Revolution but 
disarmament posed a serious problem. Honouring the losers was a 
means of coaxing the mainly rural population of a nation that had 
witnessed one of the bloodiest civil wars this century, into laying 
down their arms. The politicians were bent on curbing personal 
power and to this end they created a ruling party and enthroned 
the idea of no re-election with the goal of preventing leaders re-
electing themselves. Over the years however, the party has 
developed ways of 're-electing' itself and became a party 
dictatorship. The removal of one set of authoritarian practices 
rarely results in its successful replacement by a democratic one. 
Colonial history is the history of 'caudillo's and 'cacique's that 
come to the fore in the century after Independence. In this 
century, the institutions of oral politics have been co-opted by the 
PRI; as a result, oral institutions and polities continue, as the 
century comes to a close, to emerge as pivotal elements in 
contemporary politics. 
There is ample literature about 'cacique' and 'caudillo' 
political practice: writers such as Gruzinski (1993), Weckman 
(1984), Guerra (1988), and Zaid (1990) have documented their 
evolution. A further author who suggests that the reason for 
'caudillaje' and 'cacique' political culture is found in Catholicism, 
notes that many of the Catholic countries as diverse as Ireland, 
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France, Austria and Latin America, have the spirit of 'caudillaje' in 
common. Using 'caudillo' and public man as interchangeable, Dealy 
(1992: p43) goes on to explain that they embody a particular style 
of politics. Both the 'caudillo' and the 'cacique' accumulate wealth 
in the exercise of power. This wealth however, is social capital. 
The 'caudillo' collects a retinue of people who are networked into a 
power structure whose currency is privilege and clientist 
interaction. Wealth is the "accumulation of number and quality of 
friends". (Dealy, 1992: pS3). Visible politiCS and closed-door 
negotiations are the hallmarks of this kind of politics. Dealy cites a 
writer (Dealy, 1992: pSO): 
"No matter where you stand there will be someone sometime 
over whom you have power - whether you are minister of 
state who casually keeps a waiting room perpetually full of 
petitioners or the janitor who slams the gate just before 
closing time and opens it tardily in the morning." 
There will always be a way of exercising power over people 
or situations thereby creating the function of intercession. The 
'gestor' (the fixer) traffics in favours, turning them into 'accounts 
receivable' and 'accounts payable'. Dealy (1992) suggests that the 
majority do not possess enough social capital to engage in the 
'mendicancy of influence'; those who do not have such friends, 
must borrow them. Power is not necessarily linked to holding a 
particular post. The process of graft, privilege and debt can be 
found at all levels and places. In this social landscape the orphan is 
truly pathetic; not having parents, he or she is truly bankrupt at 
birth. 
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In effect, the 'cacique'-clientist system is one of social 
security in which the key players, the 'caciques' (the boss-men), 
obtain privileges and material or social capital from the superior 
'cacique' the President and distribute them amongst his own 
retinue or support system. 
The crucial anti-modern elements that face representative 
democracy are two: 
A) There is a general lack of trust in the idea that any person 
can represent others. The political debt accumulated on the 
path to office restricts a politician's ability to marshal 
resources for a democratic constituency. The respondents in 
the fieldwork, without exception, expressed doubt that 
representative democracy would function along the lines of 
rights and obligations and the implicit responsibility that an 
elected politician has with his/her constituents. In addition 
to this is the fact, that as long as the rule of no re-election to 
office is in place, cultivating their constituents is not a 
politician's primary issue. 
B) None of the working class respondents were willing to 
entertain giving up their privileges, few and weak as they 
may be, in exchange for rights and obligations that are not 
very tangible. 
The PRI is a hybrid form of 'caudillaje' that up until recently 
has guaranteed a re-shuffling every six years so that the supreme 
'cacique', the President, is virtually a dictator for one term. This 
provides a constant re-arrangement and re-alignment of minor 
'caciques' and their power bases, making them increasingly 
dependent on the 'Cacique Mayor', the President. The result has 
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been a dictatorship by a political party which was originally built 
on consensus of social corporatism and that has appealed to a set of 
fictions rooted in the Revolution: Sovereignty, the People and 
Mexico. 
As this form of social organisation evolved, it became more 
authoritarian in nature and consensus was Increasingly replaced by 
co-optation. There is a parallel example of this form of politics in 
Britain discussed by Stuart Hall. Hall (Sparks, 1996: p94) developed 
the idea that the success of Thatcherism could be: 
" ... a consequence of the successful interpellation of at least a 
section of the working class by the discourse of 'popular 
authoritarianism'. This constituted a new hegemonic order 
which succeeded in presenting particular partial political 
strategies as the common sense embodiment of universal 
truths" ... "By 'populism' I mean something more than the 
ability to secure electoral support for a political programme, a 
quality all politicians must possess. I mean the project, 
central to the politiCS of Thatcherism, to ground neo-liberal 
policies directly in an appeal to 'the people'; to root them in 
the essentialist categories of common sense experience and 
practical moralism - and thus to construct, not simply 
awaken, classes, groups and interests into a particular 
definition of 'the people' ". 
The ability the PRI and its party apparatus has shown to 
construct such a populism, must be the envy of many politicians. 
The PRI has been in control longer than any other ruling party in 
the world this century. It is the PRI, not the government, that 
grants among other things, permits for construction and for 'uso de 
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suelo' (the permit that allows specific commercial activities). In its 
efforts to create gratitude and a sense of debt in exchange for 
votes, they even distribute such things as water heaters and milk, 
and provide free dental care and eye examinations and eyeglasses 
among other services. The threat of revocation of a permit may 
keep many a merchant in the party-fold at election time. The issue 
that is at stake here, is the nature of the texture and hold on 
everyday life by the PRI. 
In attempting to survive, the PRI is under great pressure to 
keep the different visions of the nation together so that it may 
continue to claim to represent the 'great common good' and thereby 
infer that, at best, the opposition can only represent limited 
sectarian interests. 
As mentioned earlier, Dealyattributes the existence of 'public 
man', interchangeably with 'caudillaje', to Catholicism. In as far as 
this may be a major reason, it is also the case that for Latin 
American countries and specifically Mexico, the contours of 
'cacique' politics are mutually constituted by the psychodynamics 
of orality. 
Classical theories of development presuppose literacy as the 
chief means of informing and including individuals in the debates 
that occur in a democratic polity. Development is, in a political 
sense, related ideally to democracy. Literacy prepares the 
individual to think and exercise rights that make up the backbone 
of representative democracy where elections express the will of a 
majority of individual voters. In Mexico, where orality is not 
followed by literacy, but by electronic mediation, 'cacique' power 
structures and social corporatism are still a driving force in politiCS. 
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In a sense, Mexico is by-passing literacy as a foundational stage in 
representative democracy. 
The erosion of the voter base of the PRI Is much in evidence. 
Elections have now put opposition candidates in power at state and 
local levels, but much of the political praxis of the opposition 
differs little from that of the PR!. Whether or not Mexico is headed 
for democracy is not in doubt. The fundamental question is what 
kind of democracy will emerge from such raw materials? It is as 
well to remember the embedded power of orality and its role in 
social organisation. Current political developments are not driven 
by literacy as the main vehicle or organiser of discourse, it is the 
pragmatics of orality and the social corporatism of clientism that 
provide the logic of legitimation. 
Part of this equation is the role that electronic orality plays in 
extending this situation. If literacy places the informed individual 
citizen as the common denominator in democracy, what kind of 
individual does orality, extended by electronic mediation, favour? 
What kind of democracy if any, will evolve? The question revolves 
around identifying the mutually constituting elements of this 
emerging polity. 
While the orthodox view of liberal democracy suggests that 
literacy and literacy-driven developmental and democratic theory 
is strongly related to rationalism, orality and electronic mediation 
happily coexist with strong sentimental commitments. It has been 
commented on in this study, as well as on numerous occasions by 
others such as paz (1950), Aguilar Camin (1989), Bartra (1987), 
and Lomnitz (1992), that one of the attributes of Mexican culture 
on the whole is its affinity for sentimental values. This emphasis 
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on the emotions should not be misinterpreted. The calculus of 
sentiments is not irrational and it finds its complete expression in 
the social capital of clientist networks. 
Traditional theories of development are increasingly 
criticised because they are not as all-embracing and inclusive as 
has been supposed. As argued in Livingstone and Lunt (1994), 
rational representative democracy creates two fora for discussion. 
The first, in parliament or congress and the chamber of deputies, is 
largely in the hands of representative politicians as emissaries of 
their constituents. The second is found in the media, whose 
pundits function as opinion shapers. What can be culled from this 
study however, is that people seek other topics and forms of 
discourse that are excluded from the orthodox vision. There is a 
distance between the formal idea of the relationship of the 
informed citizen with democracy and what is actually going on. 
The alienation of politics expressed by the respondents is due 
to the fact that they cannot recognise themselves in the official 
discourse where the rule of law and order claims to exist. The 
mechanics of everyday life therefore, are bereft of law and order, 
where everything is reduced to negotiated procedures facilitated 
by a little graft here and there. The respondents exclude 
themselves because they cannot see any point in taking part as 
individuals and, except for the working class (75% of the 
population), they resist integrating their identity into 
corporatistlclient groups. Their only options are as voters or as 
spectators and for many of the respondents there is no difference 
between one and the other. 
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News programmes are particularly relevant to this point 
because they are supposedly a crucial element in the process of 
keeping the citizen informed. Most of the respondents however, 
had little interest in the abstraction of being apprised. On the 
whole, there was little national news that engaged their interest 
and even less international news. What appeals to them is what 
they can talk about later on with their friends and peers. 
The news programmes that enjoy high ratings, even though 
many advertisers shunned them, can be summed up as tabloid 
television ('Ciudad Desnuda' y 'En Concreto'). The fascination with 
the emotional side of human interest and the love of word play, 
particularly risque double meaning, are preferred forms of 
discourse. A simple look at radio and television ratings indicate 
preferences for 'novelas' and yellow journalism whose contents 
reflect everyday life. 
New Forms of Social Discourse 
If a national discourse is problematic because people find it 
difficult to interact with, then perhaps we ought to look elsewhere 
to discover what it is that they are paying attention to. Besides the 
enduring popularity of the 'telenovelas' as a genre, there appears to 
be an increase in the receptivity towards talk shows. The Reforma 
Newspaper publishes yearly the results of media consumption 
registered primarily in the metropolitan area of Mexico City. One 
of the results was an apparent increase in demand for talk shows 
which up until now has had limited success as a genre. The ones 
with higher ratings are those in which the audience does not 
participate directly. Exploration of formats in this genre that 
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engage the audience is slow because producers are reluctant to 
depart from tried and tested formulas. 
Television genres such as 'telenovelas' and talk shows, are 
capable of opening up new areas of social discourse that restore an 
emotional connection with social issues that cannot be found 
elsewhere. These programmes do not consistently explore new 
topics for discussion, but on occasion are capable of addressing new 
ones. 
The Mexican 'telenovelas' (to differentiate from the Anglo 
melodramas or soaps) are appropriated and used by audiences as 
vehicles for emotional expression. For example, people actually 
gathered to discuss the current screenings of a very successful 
'novela', Mirada de Mujer'. It was applauded as being different, 
but in terms of genre, it was a classic. The aspects that people 
found compelling (Clifford, G6mez and Arango 1998) were the 
emotional intelligence of the dialogues that enjoyed relevance to 
everyday life and that were summed up in expressions such as: 
" ... wish I'd thought of that when it happened to me" or, "I must 
remember this". 
Talk shows in Mexico are still nascent, but they may 
eventually extend their limits as a public forum. A late night 
programme called 'Intimamente Shanik' for example, habitually 
aired issues involving transvestism, marital fidelity, homosexuality, 
and other themes that are absent elsewhere. This particular show 
may have reached its limits quickly, and may not have succeeded 
in making these issues part of a larger debate, but it may still be a 
step in producing more diversity in a society where pluralism is 
often confused for a diversity of voices. 
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On screen discussion of these genres may not fill a page of a 
quality newspaper and in the case of talk shows, may never 
develop any serious debate on screen, but off screen discussion 
amongst the audience however, can and has achieved considerable 
proportions (Clifford, G6mez and Arango, 1998) 1. 
Despite Neil Postman's lament that talk shows and the 
emotional aspect of television are hardly conducive to the 
discussion that democracy needs, they may open up a new kind of 
democratic sensitivity. These programmes may be a necessary 
balance in a complexly stratified social order such as Mexico, where 
males dominate political life and the media spaces used for political 
discussion are colonised by pundits who exercise their editorials in 
the best of Habermasian tradition: very rationally but exclusive of 
so many issues. 
The definition of what constitutes democracy and 
development, needs to become more incluSive of other ways of 
talking: ways that people feel they can engage in. Perhaps the 
essential point is that these genres are in the vernacular. Nobody 
can claim not to have understood and this is not because the scripts 
are essentialist or reductionist: they are very complex 
representations of human travail in every day language. 
There are limits however to just how much the emotional 
aspects of television genres may contribute to the evolution of 
democratic practice in society, but even so, there are elements here 
that require closer analysis and consideration, if only because they 
may underline some of the shortcomings of claSSic development 
theory and liberal representative democracy. This raises complex 
1 Miradade Mujer. Covarrubias and Uribe - research in progress 1999. 
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issues for the instrumentation of· political change. How does 
representativity function in corporatist oral society, if the common 
good is still a fundamental value and monolithic political 
mobilisation is still the usual form of addressing political fora. 
The Social Imaginary as Ways of Knowing 
The social imaginary and ways of knowing as central topics 
are one of the serendipitous findings of this study. It came about 
because the way one of the questions was formulated worked well 
in two of the classes but not in the third. It can be argued that the 
use of the word 'conocer' (to know) as a trigger question in the 
fieldwork was, in part, a semantic error and that the instruction: 
"Por favor identifique a los que conoce y separelos de los que no 
conoce", ('please identify those you know from those you do not') 
ought to have been: "Por favor seilale a los que pueda identificar", 
('please point out the ones you can identify'). The working class 
balked at the former question. Those who were illiterate simply 
re-framed the question so that they were comfortable with it. For 
this group, 'conocer' required first hand experience and they would 
vouch for nothing less. The middle and upper class groups on the 
other hand, had few qualms about this issue. Their understanding 
of what it means to know and under what circumstances knowing 
occurs. was different. Personal experience is not a pre-requisite 
because knowing can happen in a number of ways. The 
voluminous amounts of information on celebrities, - their eating 
habits, their socialising, and their intimate behaviour - obtained 
from tabloids and television, was taken as knowing, regardless of 
how factual it was. Respondents clalmed knowledge of a special 
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kind when referring to people they had never met and probably 
would never meet. This kind of 'knowing' is virtual and as such is 
rarely verifiable, but respondents relied on a chain of truths in 
assuming veracity of what they knew. If they felt something was 
true, then so were other 'facts' that were derived from this. 
'Seeing' on television is an acceptable source of knowing, 
mainly for the middle and upper classes. The working class 
preferred, if possible the more concrete facts of personal 
experience. Knowing takes on a whole range of attributes where 
one may 'know' more about a celebrity from another country than 
about one's neighbour. Knowing ranges from actual physical 
interaction between two or more people to feeling close to people 
one has never met. But it also involves abstractions such as 
'nosotros el pueblo' (we the people [the masses]) or 'los malos 
Mexicanos' (the bad Mexicans). In all cases there must be a 
definite perception of the other(s) involved. 
In an attempt to place these elements in high relief for 
purposes of analysis, it can be argued that there are clear 
differences between knowing in an oral sense and knowing in a 
literate sense. Knowing from electronic mediation is less clear and 
may also be the least defined. This affects one's sense of 
community in fundamental ways. In all forms of mediation there 
is a presence of ethereal figures that populate one's community. 
The physical presence required for the psychodynamics of orality 
is put aside when the matter of one's ancestors is the issue. In 
oral-based social systems, one's ancestors form a living presence 
and participate in the make up of the identity of both a group and 
its individuals. 
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In Mexico, as mentioned earlier, there is a syncretic virtual 
relationship between the Virgin Mary of Guadalupe and a large 
segment of the population, mainly working class. At the same time, 
this relationship for many is but an extension of the earth goddess 
Tonantzin upon whose shrine and cult the first chapel to the Virgin 
Mary of Guadalupe was built (Gruzinski, 1993. Weckman, 1984). 
This syncretic relationship becomes a point of entry into the 
analysis of the layering of sedimented social practice of the 
working class. The Catholicism of the middle and upper class 
revolves more around Jesus Christ and the Pope than the Virgin. 
The 'cacique'/clientist system of power is based on the 
limited distribution of privileges and goods that make life a little 
easier. Any changes in this system mean that those who are 
networked may lose what few privileges they have in exchange for 
rights and obligations, the source and subsequent guarantee of 
which is uncertain. The privileges given out are held to be 
personal property. A respondent commented that when in need, 
she would go to the municipal palace and obtain help or 
intercession. In exchange she 'paid her dues' by going to rallies, 
voting for the PRI, wearing an apron or a T-shirt with campaign 
slogans, and keeping an eye on things in her neighbourhood for the 
Party. All of these things are valid currency in the network of 
privilege she belongs to. 
A fundamental question that requires further research is the 
relationship the working class has with authoritarian power 
practices and political power on the one hand and religious 
authority on the other; more specifically, an essential part of 
'cacique'/clientist leadership is the nature of 'followership'. 
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When modernity intrudes upon the social networks of 
'cacique'/clientism in the name of efficiency or of rights and 
obligations, reactions set in that subvert its efforts and changes in 
bureaucratic procedure are sabotaged at every turn. When 
everything becomes possible for a fee, then institutions of 
modernity are rendered useless by 'cacique'/clientist networks that 
move to protect their power base by subverting the rules that 
regulate them. For those who do not have leverage in a clientist 
network, contact with bureaucracy will often involve graft to make 
short cuts in the transaction or to cover up some petty misstep in 
the maze of procedures. 
People find it difficult to avoid engaging in or stopping these 
practices because they are either advantageous or unavoidable in 
the tortuous relationships that surround the bureaucracy. One 
respondent commented that his job in the police force cost him a 
fee of fifteen pesos a day for a post outside a bank. If he failed to 
make these payments, it was discounted from his pay. This is 
illegal because a paycheque can only have officially sanctioned 
deductions such as taxes made directly against it. In order to clear 
this extra cost he was forced to look after cars, often illegally 
double-parked, moving them as needed and where possible 
washing them, in addition to guarding the bank to which he was 
posted. This respondent occupied the bottom rung of a clientist 
network. 
As mentioned earlier breaking this cycle of graft is essential 
for modernity to make headway in MexiCO, but it is not so Simple 
however, because those who have few privileges are well versed in 
the rates of exchange and are not about to give them up, 
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particularly in the case of privileges that cannot be exchanged for 
money. The exchange of favours, or favours in exchange for debt, 
that can be cashed at a later date is an autonomous currency in this 
kind of system. 
Models of development involve the participation of the media 
because the fundamental tenet of democracy is the creation and 
maintenance of the informed citizen who is the only means of 
ensuring the participation that legitimises elected governments. 
For this reason, poor voter turnout in democracies has become a 
source of concern. In many cases it is because people are cynical 
about finding something that they can identify with and also about 
their chances of making a difference. Cynical voters make poor 
citizens, but so do indifferent ones. This study produced evidence 
to suggest that both cynicism and indifference exist in Mexico and 
that their presence follows the contours of class experience in 
clientist networks. 
The respondents who were cynical about politics tended to be 
from the middle or upper class whose involvement in networks of 
privilege are reduced. These respondents showed anger, 
frustration and resentment at the political situation, the corruption 
and the improbability that this would change for the better. These 
classes are the ones who, lacking leverage, resort to the formal 
bureaucratic institutions of government for their various needs. 
Cynicism is born from the experience of interacting with 
offiCialdom, and it is exacerbated when this everyday experience is 
systematically denied by government officials to such a degree that 
a pragmatic schizophrenia sets in. It is far easier to be cynical than 
to get involved and upset by the constant contradictions the 
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systems presents. Any similarity between government discourse 
and everyday experience is understood by the cynical respondents 
as being pure coincidence. 
The working class on the other hand were largely indifferent 
because they could not imagine that things could be any other way. 
The PRI has interwoven their daily lives with itself. A working 
class respondent confided that the permit for his corner store was 
given to him by The Party. Although another party, the PRD 
(Partido Democnitico Revolucionario) attracted his interest, at the 
moment of casting his vote, he supported the PRI because he was 
sure that if not, the PRI would discover his disloyalty and revoke 
his licence. He sighed and added that it was useless to get 
involved, so why pay attention. The rest of these respondents 
expressed even more indifference, they had not given actual voting 
much thought, not for the PRI and certainly not for any other 
party. 
Television and the Engaged Citizen 
\ >. \1 , . 
I The orthodox model of democracy that argues for an 
i 
informed citizenry relies on factors that may not be present even 
among the more knowledgeable segments of the population in 
Mexico. Education appears to increase willingness to be informed 
in the abstract sense, but the idea of engaging the citizen requires 
that the audience be active to some degree, whereas just being 
informed is more of a passive relationship with the small screen. 
The idea of engaging an audience adds a dimension to being 
informed because it involves both rational and emotional 
participation on the part of the audience. One can be informed and 
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yet be passive, but there can be no engagement without 
information. The concept of engagement helps focus the attention 
of further inquiry on a different area of aUdience activity, that of 
appropriation and use. The study shows that it is not only the 
individual interacting with programming, but also individuals using 
what they view to interact with others. It is the case that people 
even discuss at length issues that are derived from programmes 
that they have not actually seen. 
This distinction re-defines the design and purpose of several 
sub-genres of news. Television newscasters for example may have 
reduced possibilities of engaging a Mexican audience about the 
violence in the Balkans, although an item of how many Latin 
soldiers are serving with Nato forces, together with a human 
interest slant may attract more attention. Programmes that enable 
audiences to 'see' themselves, their environment or recognisable 
features of their social imaginary, hold more probabilities of 
engaging the viewer. 
Engaging the audience can be increased in news programmes 
that use special reports, editorialising and critical comment. 
Docudramas and re-enactments also explore the limits of an 
information/engagement relationship. As these sub-genres evolve, 
they may supersede the formal news programmes in importance 
precisely because they enable people to take part in the politics of 
everyday life. In Mexico, engagement is strongly oriented to social 
networks, where the economy of clientism and the cost of incurring 
favours and debt are finely tuned. To pry people loose from these 
clientist practices of securing privileges and introducing them to 
the rights and obligations of representative democracy is a 
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daunting challenge. Few individuals will give up what has worked 
for them for a set of practices that may be beneficial in the 
medium term but are unimaginable as a short-term option. Who 
will ensure that the rights and obligations are guaranteed? For 
those locked in such a network, change threatens the core of their 
relationships. 
For all classes, the issue is a matter of being able to imagine 
how things could be otherwise. Perhaps this is less so of the more 
cosmopolitan upper class and to some extent the middle class 
because they have been exposed to other ways, other possibilities. 
Less clear for them perhaps, is how Mexico can make the change. 
For the working class however, there is little in their social 
imaginary to help them conceive things in any way other than as 
they are. 
This bodes ill for democracy as it is typically understood, and 
the reasons for this are worth mentioning again. One of the most 
constant sources of cynicism is the idea of someone actually 
representing the interests of others. What is more, the word 
'constituent' is not currently in use. This lack of trust is a crucial 
stumbling block to democratic procedure. Another reason is that 
the relationship between religion and power in Mexico is 
profoundly anti-modern. The concept of intercession of the saints 
and of the Virgin Mary in one's life has, until now, only served the 
purpose of increasing endurance of intolerable situations. 
However, the system of petition, of intercession at work in the 
religious sphere also functions in the political one as well. The 
political system in reality strips individuals of their citizenship and 
returns them to the status of subjects who must petition the 
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system. The only way out of being reduced to 'mendicancy of 
privilege' (Dealy, 1992), is to bribe one's way. This of course, only 
strengthens the system by injecting tangible rewards for those who 
work it. 
The findings of this study support the assumption that the 
role of television in Mexico is central to public life. It is the source 
of information that is most commonly referred to by the 
respondents. However, this should not be confused with the idea 
) 
that television is involved in the creation and maintenance of the 
informed citizen. Rational and serious debate holds little interest 
for the respondents: what they want and expect from television is 
to be entertained. The definition of entertaining however, is a 
contentious issue. Some, a minority, like their television laden with 
meaning, such as news docudramas, or documentaries. Others 
prefer lighter material, such as comedy and sport, but it is 
melodrama, with weight of an emotional kind, that constitutes the 
most popular genre. People commented that they enjoy 
programmes that leave them with 'something'; this can be 
anything from a good feeling to a little lesson to be learnt. 
The central challenges facing television as it becomes 
increaSingly important as a source of information and of national 
conversation, is that of engaging its audiences in these nascent 
forms of discussion. 
Further Methodological Considerations. 
Qualitative research often seems to develop a life of its own. 
The veritable mountains of data generated must be sorted and 
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classified. However, it is equally important to link the contents of 
the interviews and their contexts to the wider social world in which 
they are produced. There are several reasons for this. Primarily 
there is always the danger of producing sterile analysis because the 
data is worked in such a way that it becomes self-referencing. This 
can be attenuated by continually linking the material to 
information derived from the wider social domain. 
Many of the respondents talk about things that could be 
compared to/contrasted with other sources. At the same time that 
each interview developed depth specific to the occasion, there were 
. possibilities of developing breadth by linking to more general 
statements made in other interviews at other times. 
There is a duality in the respondents as they manifest their 
individuality in their experiences and their socialisation in the 
things held in common with others. Thus, the material could be as 
specific as one respondent having used Mario Moreno (Cantinflas) 
as his example of a role model of manhood. He had talked at length 
to Mr. Moreno's chauffeur and felt that he could confirm Mr. 
Moreno's discretion when it came to women. Like this one, many 
respondents had a wealth of experiences that underscored the 
unique nature of being an individual. Alongside this however, was 
an enormous amount of material that is apparently universal: the 
same words and the same logic used to express their views. 
This raises issues that concern the characterisation of the 
audience as a category of analysis, particularly in how it may relate 
to the concept of social mass as a means of exploring aspects of an 
individual's experience, and how this relates to the things held in 
common. At both individual and larger social groups, however, it is 
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important to emphasise the social nature of the enterprise. Things 
held in common can be considered typical, and the degree to which 
they are held in common creates the possible bridges across age, 
gender or class divisions. This places the focus on the audience as a 
construct possessing a range of possibilities within certain 
probabilities, that are framed by class, gender, and age. This 
complexity attempts to reproduce a map of tendencies related to 
the population at large. 
The idea of a fairly homogenous mass audience however, is a 
tidier construct and for this reason very persistent among middle 
and upper class policy makers and broadcasters. This results in the 
oversimplification of the category of 'masses' and reduces them to 
being malleable, and exploitable. Even though people may be 
ignorant it should not be confused with being gUllible. This study 
provides evidence that people are very active in their 
interpretations of the world about them. 
Generally speaking, people experience the world from within 
the constraints of class, age and gender: these very same 
constraints however, are also enabling according to the nature of 
the limits created. This is the core relationship at the heart of 
Gidden's (1984) work on structuration. Economics play a definitive 
role in these constraints but not always in predictable ways. One of 
the respondents identified as a member of the working class had 
actually accumulated significant wealth but had not changed 
lifestyle nor had he used it to make himself different from his 
peers. He was anxious not to lose his social network by moving 
away. For him, life continued as before. Another important source 
of influence in the creation and regulation of constraints is given by 
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the media because they provide windows on the world. There is 
evidence in the fieldwork that media participates in expanding or 
shrinking the range of possibilities that people hold as stock or 
inventory in their social imaginary. If the working class find it 
difficult to imagine life outside of a clientist network, the media 
could become a source for expanding their imaginary. Among the 
many 'benefits' attributed to some of the more popular 'novelas' 
are that they show women a life to be had after divorce and that 
they should not remain in a relationship they find harmful out of 
fear of loneliness. This is an area that would benefit from further 
fieldwork and analysis specifically in terms of structuration. This 
would also address one of the most complex problems faced in this 
study: the gaps between what people say, what they do, and what 
they say they do. 
In addition to tracking the political imaginary, further work in 
the area of morality would be fruitful. In their origins, values have 
clear boundaries defined by the cultural norms and physical location 
that distinguish a group from others. These conditions of community 
have been changing, and there may be a shift away, as yet undefined, 
from traditional communal values towards a hybrid that combines 
community structures in heterogenous conditions. 
In the area of method, semantic and metaphorical analysis 
are perhaps the least discussed of the fieldwork tools used and 
merit more in-depth development in the future. Words are central 
to the weaving of 'cacique'/clientist power. They take on true 
'Alice in Wonderland' characteristics. When the Queen of Hearts 
says that words mean exactly what she wants them to mean, 
neither more nor less, she could have been talking about the 
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Mexican semantic environment2• This assertion is not intended as 
a criticism. The use of words to say something and mean the 
contrary is a basic process in the coding of meaning in the politics 
of everyday life in Mexico, where pundits spend a great deal of 
time analysing what is really meant in political speeches. The 
highlight of this modality for example, is the President's yearly 
'Informe' (State of the Union speech). In it, there are layers of 
meaning to be deciphered, and even what is not said has meaning. 
This may be common to politics the world over, but semantic 
coding and layering take on particular characteristics in 'cacique' 
networks that merit further study. 
Subsequent work can be developed in a number of areas such 
as the relationship between social imaginary, structuration and the 
media, where such work could further the analysis of mediation 
and specifically the relationship with television as an 
enabling/constraining element in the context of 'cacique' /clientist 
networks and the correspondlng social imaginary. The exploration 
of the different fields that make up social life, such as the political, 
gender and generational relationships can be re-thought to include 
the social dynamics of clientism and sedimentation in Mexico. 
The political dimension for example, could analyse further 
the nature of what Vargas Llosa, the Peruvian writer, referred to as 
the PRI being the Perfect Dictatorship and of the relationship the 
political elite has with private enterprise. The growth of opposition 
in Mexico may produce changes in relationships of power that 
could eventually fracture 'cacique' networks. The development of a 
2 For example Luis Echeverrfa's remark in his I;ast State of the Union address • ... it is neither one nor 
the other, but all to the contrary' is perhaps an extreme example of this. 
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formal civil service that is independent of the party in power could 
be one such result, as bureaucrats put distance between them and 
the political parties as a means of creating more stable work 
conditions. 
Gender relations are strongly shaped by demographic 
pressures: 44% of the population is under the age of 18. This 
brings together several issues, such poverty and the rights of 
minors which means that womens' rights must be inclusive of these 
issues in order to provide comprehensive support. 
Religious issues and the apparent growth of conservative 
religious activism add complexity to both gender and minority 
rights as conservatives attempt to exert pressure to preserve 
unequal relationships in the name of tradition. The evolution of 
these opposing visions of womanhood have centred on highlights 
such as abortion and problems in the workplace. 
Other dimensions like that of health and sickness or the 
evolving nature of labour relations, such as outsourcing, 
exploitation and unemployment for example, can be explored and 
mapped by careful analysis of the particular social imaginary 
involved. 
Summing up 
Today, in a society that is increasingly heterogenous, 
community is constantly re-created by invoking 'cacique'/clientist 
networks that do not depend on geographically delimited 
communities. This accommodation reflects the dislocation 
produced by migration, but it also involves adjustment in loyalties 
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and values as people from different backgrounds and 
circumstances join heterogenous clientist networks at whatever 
level they can. That is to say that any change in values would 
occur along a communal axis. It is not clear if such a shift would 
weaken communal values or if it broadens the sense of 
communality to transcend geographical limitations. What 
implications this would have for modernity and the values of 
individuality is yet to be seen. 
Tracking the social imaginary became a central concept in 
unpacking and organising the different facets of the research 
material. The exercise of identifying aspects of orality and literacy 
was fairly straightforward. It became clear that mediational 
dynamics have to be understood in different terms. The discovery 
that these elements, that are usually attributed to traditional 
orality, are not subordinate to, but rather mutually constituting of, 
orality gives a different dimension to the study. These factors 
involve class, gender, demographic relations, and social networks. 
The task then became twofold: First, to describe and 
understand the dynamics involved between mediation and social 
practice and second, to explore the implications these relationships 
might hold for the democratic development of Mexico. This raises 
several issues, among which are: 
A) Is literacy the only way to attain democracy? 
B) If not, are there alternative forms of democracy? 
The constitution of a civil society based on communal 
sentiments is a different proposition than the one built on public 
opinion and the informed individual. In the former, meaning is 
found in social cohesion and in a critical mass to achieve pressure 
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on the political system: it is a matter of networked loyalties. In 
the case of the latter, fragmentation and individuality are 
liberating elements and political pressure is expressed in the sum 
of individual choices. Loyalty to family and local community and in 
an abstract way, to a larger community of unknown but like-
minded peers tends to prevail. 
Mexico may be evolving a civil society rooted in communal 
sentiment rather than liberal democracy. If this is the case, the 
definition of citizenship in terms of an individual's rights is weak, 
and will have to be re-defined accordingly. The central advantage 
in doing so is that it facilitates restating the various problematic 
issues involved. It also provides a very important and legitimate 
means of presenting research that carries the voices of the 
respondents throughout the process. 
The ideas synthesised in 'cacique'-style clientist networks can 
be understood as underwriting the fundamental structures of social 
relationships including political, business, family and other groups 
of people. The formation of networks of privilege and the creation 
of social debt establishes a relationship between those who follow 
and those who lead that is fundamentally different from anything 
found in orthodox theories of liberal democracy and development. 
'Cacique' and 'caudillo' power structures are based on leaders who 
accumulate a wealth represented in people (Dealy, 1992). The 
other side of this is that people who engage in 'cacique'!clientist 
networks, develop a well defined ethos that synthesise the 
dynamics of social life in Mexico. This ethos is based on 
'followership' . 
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In theory, sedimentation and the dynamics of mediation 
ought to be present to varying degrees in all societies. The British 
Old Boy Network may have striking similarities to Mexican 'cacique' 
networks. It is also quite probable that the working class and rural 
communities in Britain also exhibit some traits of orality to varying 
degrees. Research into the role of mediation in these groups, would 
provide further insight into the relationship with class, 
stratification, age and gender dimensions as part of the mutual 
constituting elements of SOCiety. Mapping similarities and 
differences of the social imaginary in a setting other than Mexico, 
may illustrate the use of words and metaphors that people employ 
to express their understanding of the world around them. 
A Peoples' grasp cannot exceed that which they can imagine. 
Development may be more a matter of evolution of the social 
imaginary that would enable them to entertain a wider range of 
possibilities. An increase in the wealth of the social imaginary can 
only lead to greater diversity of options taken by a society. 
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Figure 1 
Income By Population Groups 
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Income Distribution of Expenditure by Income 
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Figure 3 
Distribution of Expenditure by Levels of Income 
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Figure 4 
MEDIUM INCOME DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURE 
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Figure 5 
HIGH INCOME DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITU RE 
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Figure 6 
Migrants and Economic Development 
Origins of the internal migrants accor ding to social economic developmen t 
of the place of birth and by cohorts of arrival to the city of Mexico 
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Figure 7 
Migration 
Regional origins of internal migrants of the City of Mexico by 
cohorts of arrival 
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Figure 8 
Years of Education 
Level of education/ years of instruction of adult population (over the age of 
twenty) by size of locale of birth 
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Figure 9 
Place Where Peolple Usually Read Their Newspaper 
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Figure 10 
T ime Given to Newspaper Reading Each Time 
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Figure 11 
Frecuency of Viewers by Hour 
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Figure 12 
Number of Hours a Day of Televisions are Turned on 
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Figure 13 
With Whom is Television viewed 
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Figure 14 
Watching TV News Frecuency 
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Figure 15 
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Figu re 16 
Number of Radios by Family 
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Figure 17 
Time Spent Listening to Radio 
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Figure 19 
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Figure 20 
Number of Cinema Screens 
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Appendix 2 
The pictures presented in appendix 2 are a selection of the 180 
used in the first run. They were the most commented on by the 
respondents. 
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Cuauhtemoc Cllrdenas: 
Present mayor of Mexico City, He founded 
the Partido Revolucionario Democratico 
(PRD). 
Miguel de la Madrid : 
Mexican president from 1982 to 1988: He 
is considered the initiator of neo-liberalism 
in Mexico . 
Mexican Politicians 
" . ' ~ " '.,'''' , -. .. .. . ~ 
'" .... ~" . Iw ~ , ~ ~~.~ ... . 
4! '.!J ~\1 
" ."n t idel Velazquez ' 
Fidel Vellizquez: 
Mexican labour leader affiliated with the 
official party. the Partido Revolucionario 
Institucional (PRI). 
Manuel Clouthier (Maquio): 
He was a popular right-wing politician who 
ran for president in the controvertial elections 
of 1988. He was a candidate of the Partido 
Acci6n Nacional (PAN). 1989, 
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Rosario !barra de la Piedra: 
A woman of the Mexican left who, in the 
80's, headed a movement of mothers of 
political prisoners. 
Jose LOpez Portillo : 
President of Mexico whose administration was 
marked by extreme mismanagement and 
corruption that led to the economic crisis of 
1982. 
"'~-"""""" . 'i'" '1 
.~ 
. '. 1" 
Carlos Salinas de Gortari: 
President of Mexico from 1988 to 1994. He 
entered office on the questionable note of 
election fraud . His administration ended with 
Mexico in a substantial economic crisis. 
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Dr Martin Luther King: 
Black leader of the Civil Rights movement in 
the 60's, whose efforts accomplished major 
changes in federal legislation and racial 
relations on behalf of minorities. 
George Bush: 
A popular vice-president, he was easily elected 
president. His efforts at foreign relations were 
considerable. 
American Politicians 
Jesse Jackson: 
Youth leader in the civil rights movement of 
the 60's, and disciple of Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. 
J.F. Kennedy: 
Although short-lived as a president, he 
symbolised the era of the turbulent 60's, and 
his assassination converted him into a myth. 
Strong resonance amongst the respondents. 
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limmy Caner: 
Democratic president during the late 70s 
whose honesty and personal integrity were 
admired by the American public. 
Ronald Reagan: 
Californian actor turned president whose 
economic project coined the phrase 
"Reaganomics" . 
Ross Perot: 
Independent candidate in the 1992 U.S . 
presidential elections. 
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Juan Diego: 
Shepherd, to whom the Virgin Mary appeared. 
Juan Pablo IT : 
He is very popular in Mexico. 
Religious Figures 
Mother Teresa: 
Recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize, she was 
distinguished for her work in charity. 
Corripio Ahumada: 
Archbishop of Mexico. 
Mexican priest who maintained an orphanage 
by wrestling professionally. 
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Raul Velazco: 
Legendary conductor of the famous entertainment 
programme: "Siempre en Domingo", (' Always on 
Sunday'), which for three decades fonned part of 
Sunday traditions. 
Jacobo Zabludovski : 
Pioneer in M,exican television, who for more 
than 25 years served as newsman and anchonnan 
for the news programme: "24 Horas". 
Rigo Tovar: 
Popular tropical music singer from the ghettos. 
Mexican Celebrities 
F emando Valenzuela: 
Mexican baseball ch.mpion of the Los Angeles 
Dodgers and winner of the Cy Young Award. He 
became a role model for the youth of the 80s. 
Juan Gabriel: 
This ''Rancher.'' ('country') music singer is 
called '~u.nga" for his g.y mannerisms. 
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Hector Suarez: 
(above and below) 
Mexican comedian. He was the producer/director 
of a television programme: "Que nos pasa", a 
social and political satire. 
El Santo (The Saint) : 
He was a legendary wrestler, who pioneered the 
movie genre of wrestlers and boxers. 
Mario Moreno: 
(above and below) 
Mexican actor and creator of the character, 
·Cantinflas' . He became famous for his manner 
of speech, saying many words with little 
meaning, such as the verb "cantinflear" which 
used to describe someone speaking but saying 
nothing. 
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Luis Miguel: 
Popular Mexican singer. He became the youth 
idol of the 80s. and 90s. 
Pedro Infante: 
Movie idol whose personality won the public's 
affection for generations. His songs and his 
movies have marked more than three generations. 
Sara Garcia: 
Mexican actress who became known as the 
grandmother of Mexico for her many 
characterizations of grandmothers in the golden 
era of Mexican movies. 
Mauricio Garces: 
Mexican actor in the decades of the 60s, 70s and 
80s. He was always known as a "Don Juan" 
since in every movie he flirted with the actresses. 
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Anthony Quinn: 
Hispanic American actor, famous in Mexico and 
in the United States for his movies. 
John Travolta: 
American actor who marked an era in the 70' s 
with the movies "Grease" and "Saturday Night 
Fever". 
American Celebrities 
Elvis Presley: 
The king of rock. Elvis Presley was a role-model 
for the young people in the 50' s. 
Mc Gyver: 
Star character of the series bearing the same 
name. He became famous in Mexico for being 
able to resolve any problem with his pocket-
knife and a little ingenuity. 
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Brooke Shields: 
American actress, remembered mainly for the 
movie, "The Blue Lagoon". 
Cindy Lauper: 
American singer who was famous in the 80' s. 
Farrah Fawcett: 
During the decade of the 70's, she was the model 
of beauty in Mexico, such that many Mexican 
women sought to imitate her looks. 
Madonna: 
American singer who influenced the youth of the 
80s and 90s. Her attitude and style was copied 
by Mexican singers such as Yuri. 
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Ethnic Celebrities 
BruceLee: 
Martial arts master and movie actor. MrT: 
Wrestler, movie and television actor. 
Eddie Murphy: ' Rocky ' Sylvester Stallone: 
Comedian and movie actor. Movie actor. 
Stevie Wonder: 
Pop singer from the 80's onwards. Singer and actor. 
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Moctezuma Uey Tlatoani: 
The last Aztec emperor, who was considered 
weak because of his decision to repel Heman 
Cortes and his army. 
A priest who was considered father of the 
country since he headed the rebel army that 
first declared the Independence of Mexico from 
Spain in 1810. 
Hasburgo: 
Emperor during the second half of the last 
century. He arrived in Mexico in the era of 
reforms, in the time of President JuOrez. 
Historical Figures 
Emiliano Zapala: 
Revolutionary hero who headed the southern 
army during the revolution of 19 10. 
Francisco Villa: 
His real name being Doroteo Arango, he was 
known as Pancho Villa, general of the 
Northern Division (army) in the Revolution. 
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Octavio paz: 
Nobel Prize in literature (90's), Mexican poet 
and essayist. He participated in national 
debate through his magazine~. 
Juan lose Arreola: 
Mexican writer and intellectual who is 
distinguished for his cultural studies of 
Mexico. 
Intellectual Figures 
Carlos Fuentes: 
Novelist and Mexican intellectual. Identified 
with the moderate left. Published articles in 
the magazine N=. 
Luis Spota: 
Was a novelist and political commentator. 
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